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SUMMARY  

 

This dissertation examines the symbolic urban landscape in the four cities of Prussia and 

Austria-Hungary in the period 1867-1914. Following a theoretical discussion of the symbolic 

politics and construction of collective memories three chapters deal with the key elements of 

city-text: street names, monuments and architecture of public buildings. The following 

chapter focuses on public responses to reshaping of the four cities in that period. Finally, in 

the conclusions all the different threads are pulled together and further lines of enquiry are 

presented. 

Using a variety of primary sources (administrative files, newspapers, address books, maps, 

iconography) street names, monuments and architecture of public buildings are examined in 

terms of who was involved in creating these symbolic items, where in the given city space 

they were located and what symbolic messages they conveyed. The examination of the 

processes which resulted in erecting of symbolic markers in the four cities allow us not only 

to better understand how definitions of German and Polish national communities changed in 

the second half of the long nineteenth century, but also how different social, economical and 

political circumstances influenced the understanding of each national category. Furthermore, 

the examination of the symbolic sphere gives an insight into power relations on municipal as 

well as state level. 

As this dissertation shows, the symbolic urban landscape was an important arena on which 

emerging power of the cities confronted the existing power structures of the state and the 

army. Moreover, powerful individuals used the symbolic resources to strengthen their position 

within the given community, but also to legitimise their social class. For this reason this 

dissertation not only contributes to the field of nationalism, memory studies and symbolic 

politics, but also to the political history of Prussia and Austria-Hungary.  
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I. Introduction 

As one approaches the Berlin Hauptbahnhof by train from the east, one sees to the left 

the glass dome of the Reichstag glittering in the sun. The Parliament building is not only the 

heart of the German political system and an architectural masterpiece but also a hugely 

important symbol. It is perhaps the most visible and most recognisable monument to the 

reconstruction of the city severely damaged during the Second World War and the symbol of 

the German reunification. The new chancellery and other state buildings around it are no less 

impressive. All of them are evidence of the unwavering political will to re-establish Berlin as 

the German capital. One might ask if it would not have been cheaper and perhaps more 

effective to establish a new capital in a less damaged city located more centrally and not on 

the eastern peripheries of the Federal Republic. But the reconstruction of Berlin as the 

German capital was not so much a matter of economics as a matter of the prestige and 

symbolic capital of this specific location. Similarly, there was no financial motive behind the 

decision of the communist authorities, in 1945, to locate the capital of Poland in what used to 

be Warsaw before the Second World War. It would have been much easier to move the capital 

to Łódź – an industrial city (thus having inhabitants of the ‘socially correct’ background) that 

had been only mildly damaged by the war and was located almost exactly in the geographical 

centre of the state.1 The point is that Warsaw was chosen not because the communist regime 

was unaware of those advantages but because symbols matter. Just as a flag is not merely a 

rag on a stick but a thing worth dying for, in the words of Theodor Herzl, so is a city neither 

merely a geographical place nor a set of structures of wood, stone and concrete.2 No, urban 

settlements matter much more for their inhabitants, and their importance is drawn not only 

from their ‘real’ assets such as economic power but also from their symbolic qualities. Even 

insignificant towns are imagined in one way or the other, narrated as culture centres, 

technology hubs or monuments to national glory. These images are not made out of thin air 

but are built upon what is present in a given city or what is imagined to be the most precious 

or critical feature of a given place. In the actual location this narration is achieved through the 

construction of monuments and imposing public buildings. Last but not least, streets are 

named in a way that corresponds to the existing symbolic regime. For example, today one of 

the most prominent squares in Florence commemorates the Republic rather than the king 

Victor Emanuel II. 
																																																								

1 G. Kobojek, Łódź - kalendarium XX wieku: 1901-2000 (Łódź, 2005), pp.127-128. 
2 S. Levinson, Written in Stone. Public Monuments in Changing Societies (Durham, 1998), p. 52. 
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However, it was not always like this. For centuries people oriented themselves in 

urban landscapes without official street names; even today such cases exist in some parts of 

the world. Accustomed as we are to encountering figures of stone and metal, we tend to forget 

that in the past cities were not as densely populated with monuments to the honourable 

(mainly men). It is only in more recent times that people felt the need to fill their 

surroundings with symbols and saturate the landscape with such markers, not only to organise 

the city space but also to conquer and control it. Churches used to dominate the urban 

landscapes, both physically and symbolically, but later new rivals appeared, as the state and 

other actors claimed the space. Those new competitors brought with them not only new types 

of spatial markers, but also different conceptualizations of space which became the object of 

major importance. Since a nation does not exist without a territory, domination over the real 

and symbolic landscape became a matter of primary concern – an enterprise worth a lot of 

effort, time and money.3 

The resources invested in imagined landscapes makes one wonder how precisely they 

came into being. The objective of this thesis is therefore to explore who created these 

symbolic urban landscapes, why, and by what means? In other words, I explore what 

motivated various public and private actors to shape the symbolic landscapes of four cities in 

the eastern part of the European continent. Moreover, I examine how these actors translated 

their concepts into concrete markers of space and how that in turn shaped the understanding 

of the urban space in the long nineteenth century. The aim is to investigate what monuments, 

street names and public buildings were designed as markers of the urban space, to understand 

their meaning, and also to explore the possibilities that were available for the minority/non-

dominant groups to operate within two nineteenth-century empires: the German Empire and 

Austria-Hungary. These two monarchies provide the background for this thesis, their 

similarities and differences not only enable us to better understand the mechanisms of the 

symbolic politics but also to rethink the role of state and nation in the creation of the late 

nineteenth-century urban symbolic landscapes. 

The recent urban, German and Austria-Hungarian historiography 

The works examining the various aspects of the German Empire, Austria-Hungary, 

symbolic politics and nationalism are so numerous that they are almost impossible to list. It is 

therefore not my aim to provide a detailed account of all of those works and, moreover, I do 

																																																								
3 A. Smith, Nationalism: theory, ideology, history (Cambridge; Malden, MA), p. 13. 
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believe it is better to engage with the literature in the following chapters when dealing with 

specific topics. Hence this section only sketches some of the most important trends with 

which this thesis is concerned and which have been taken into account in my research. 

Furthermore, I show how this thesis contributes to the historiography by addressing some of 

the understudied problems.  

The recent works on German Empire have to a large extent freed themselves from the 

Sonderweg paradigm, although it can still be observed in some specific areas of historical 

enquiry.4  Since Hans-Ulrich Wehler’s Das Deutsche Kaiserreich, 1871-1918 (1973) and 

Jürgen Kockas’ Burger und Burgerlichkeit im 19. Jahrhundert (1987) the exceptionalism of 

German history has been strongly criticized from so many angles that there seems to be little 

point in repeating the arguments against the Bielefeld School’s interpretation of the 

Kaiserriech. I subscribe to Geoff Eley’s and David Blackbourn’s understanding of German 

history, according to which the Second Reich is seen not as an antechamber to the Nazi period 

but rather as a nineteenth-century European monarchy.5 Neither is Austria-Hungary analysed 

from the assumption that it was doomed to fall, nor is it conceptualised as a ‘prison of the 

nations’. In fact the Habsburg Empire proved to be surprisingly effective and gained 

significant allegiance among its peoples.6 

The classical themes of the German historiography, such as the debates on the 

authoritarian nature of the Empire or the prospects of its democratisation, have by no means 

been abandoned.7 This thesis touches upon this important theme in the historiography of the 

Kaiserreich (and of Austria-Hungary for that matter) and discusses the role and position of 

civil society in Imperial Germany. The latter was not merely a passive object of manipulation 

from above but had agency of its own. The examination of the processes that shaped the 

urban landscapes provides a valuable insight into the mechanisms of urban politics and the 

degree to which (powerful) individuals and organisations were able to influence the course of 

																																																								
4 M. Jefferies, Contesting the German Empire 1871-1918 (l Malden, MA, 2008), pp. 43-46; D. Langewieche, 

“Der historische Ort des deutschen Kaiserreiches”, B. Heidenreich, & S. Neitzel (eds.), Das Deutsche 
Kaiserreich 1890-1914 (Paderborn, 2011), pp. 30-35; S. Müller, & C. Torp, “Introduction”, S. Müller, & C. 
Torp (eds.), Imperial Germany revisited: continuing debates and new perspectives (New York, 2011), pp. 4-5. 

5 D. Blackbourn & G. Eley, The Peculiarities of German History. Bourgeois Society and Politics in Nineteenth-
Century Germany (Oxford 1989). 

6 D. Unowsky, & L. Cole (eds.), The pomp and politics of patriotism: imperial celebrations in Habsburg 
Austria, 1848-1916 (West Lafayette, IN, 2005); S. Moore, Crafting a Multinational Austria: Imperial 
Patriotism, Local Nationalism, and Layered Identity in Late Habsburg Austria, ASN 20th Annual Convention, 
23-25 April 2015. 

7 M. Jefferies, Contesting the German…, pp. 90-126; T. Kühne, “Political culture and democratization”, J. 
Retallack (eds.), Imperial Germany (Oxford, 2008), pp. 174-195. 
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actions. In particular, the case of Posen reveals the importance of the army in the ‘imagined 

community’, but also the limitations of its actual power vis-à-vis a municipality.  

Many of the latest works devoted to the Kaiserreich have explored the various ways in 

which Germanness was established in that period and how differently it was imagined. Celia 

Applegate’s A Nation of Provincials. The German Idea of Heimat (1990) and Alon Confino’s 

The Nation as Local Metaphor: Wurttemberg, Imperial Germany, and National Memory, 

1871—1918 (1997) explored how regional loyalties played into the bigger picture of national 

identity. The understanding of this entanglement has not diminished in recent years, as for 

instance works such as Abigail Green’s Fatherlands: State-Building and Nationhood in 

Nineteenth-Century Germany (2001) testify. These scholars have stressed the importance of 

local communities and resisted the notion of homogenous national identity. My research 

follows this trend in that it explores the symbolic expression of state and national loyalties in 

two cities in the eastern provinces of the Kingdom of Prussia in particular in the context of 

borderland and in dialogue with other ethnic groups.8 I trace the role that local (urban and 

regional) points of references played in shaping the symbolic urban landscapes. In my 

understanding, it is a way to problematize further the monolithic conceptualisation of national 

community. Furthermore, putting aside the competing ideas of how to symbolically saturate 

the urban landscape helps to understand the constructive and debatable nature of national 

loyalties. 

Recent literature on Austria-Hungary shares many of the concerns of the works 

devoted to the German Empire. However, for a long time the debates surrounding the 

Habsburg monarchy have been dominated by its ultimate downfall. The abundance of works 

examining the participation of the Habsburg Monarchy should therefore be of little surprise.9 

The question of why the Empire collapsed did not lose its importance, but that should not 

overshadow the remarkable durability of the state.10 I share Mark Cornwall’s conviction that 

																																																								
8 For a recent work specifically on regional identity in the Kaiserreich see for instance T. Kamusella, Silesia and 

Central European nationalisms: the emergence of national and ethnic groups in Silesia, 1848-1918 (West 
Lafayette, Ind., 2007). 

9 The rich literature on the involvement of Austria-Hungary in the First World cannot be summarized here, 
however, as points of reference one might mention: M. Rauchensteiner, Der Erste Weltkrieg und das Ende der 
Habsburgermonarchie 1914–1918 (Wien,Köln,Weimar, Böhlau, 2013); S. Williamson, Austria-Hungary and 
the origins of the First World War (Houndmills, Basingstoke, 1991); W. Dornik, J. Walleczek-Fritz, S. Wedrac 
(eds.), Frontwechsel : Österreich-Ungarns "Grosser Krieg" im Vergleich (Wien, 2014). 

10 P. Judson, Guardians of the Nation. Activists On The Language Frontiers of Imperial Austria (Cambridge, 
MA, London, 2006), p. 7. 
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more studies are needed on the stability and adaptability of the Dual Monarchy and it is 

precisely this aspect of the Habsburg history that this thesis investigates.11 

The (in)stability of the state is not the only line of enquiry, the other major question of 

the Habsburg historiography is the multinational character of the state and the coexistence of 

different ethnic, linguistic and religious groups.12 And here we can see a stark contrast to the 

German Empire, because Austria-Hungary was ostentatiously anational – especially in 

comparison to the quasi-national German Empire.13 The Double Monarchy did not hinder the 

expression of national feelings. On the contrary, it fostered them (e.g. through school 

curriculums) and divided its population into national (linguistic) groups. Yet, the Empire itself 

was not conceptualised as a national state but rather was above the nations.14 That gave a 

particular dimension to ethnic struggles and national loyalties within the Habsburg Empire. 

Many recent works have explored these issues, for example, Pieter Judson’s Guardians of the 

Nation. Activists On The Language Frontiers of Imperial Austria (2006) and Jeremy King’s 

Budweisers into Czechs and Germans: A Local History of Bohemian Politics, 1848-1948 

(2004) to name but two. The particular case of Galicia and the role of Poles in the project of 

the Dual Monarchy have fuelled a discussion of to what extent Polish politicians played a 

constructive role and to what extent they hindered the efforts to transform the Hapsburg 

Monarchy. Harald Binder’s Galizien in Wien. Parteien, Wahlen, Fraktionen und Abgeordnete 

im Übergang zur Massenpolitik (2005) and Stanisław Pijaj’s Między polskim patriotyzmem a 

habsburskim lojalizmem: Polacy wobec przemian ustrojowych monarchii habsburskiej (1866-

1871) are among the works dealing with this issue. The Ukrainian question has also been 

widely studied, as exemplified by Paul R. Magocsi’s The Roots of Ukrainian Nationalism: 

Galicia as Ukraine's Piedmont (2002); and the situation of the Galician Jews has garnered 

significant attention as testified by Tomasz Gąsowski’s Między gettem a światem. Dylematy 

ideowe Żydów galicyjskich na przełomie XIX i XX wieku (1996). The much smaller minority 

of the German population of the crownland had gained far less attention and Biala offers an 

opportunity to look at this rarely studied subject. Pieter Judson observed that the national 

activists were pushed towards more and more radical rhetoric in order to legitimize 
																																																								

11 M. Cornwall, “Intoduction”, M. Cornwall (ed.), Last Years of Austria-Hungary: A Multi-National Experiment 
in Early Twentieth-Century Europe (Exeter, 2002), p. 6. 

12  J. Feichtinger, & G. Cohen (eds.), Understanding Multiculturalism. The Habsburg Central European 
Experience (New York, Oxford, 2014); N. Wingfield (ed.), Creating the Other. Ethnic Conflict & Nationalism 
in Habsburg Central Europe (New York, Oxford, 2003). 

13 Jeremy King argued that from 1905 we can see a transformation of Austria-Hungary into a multinational state. 
J. King, Budweisers into Czechs and Germans: a local history of Bohemian politics, 1848-1948 (Princeton, 
2005), pp. 114-115. 

14 S. Moore, Crafting a Multinational Austria…. 
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themselves in front of other competing political groups, which is an assumption I strongly 

support.15 However, the examination of the symbolic sphere of the two cities in Galicia shows 

perhaps surprising moderation of the municipal authorities in their choices of symbols created 

in urban landscapes. The comparison with actions in the German Empire seems to suggest 

that despite the heated langue of public discourse municipal authorities in both states, 

regardless of their political affiliations and political system, had a tendency toward 

moderation rather than radicalism. 

The symbolic sphere which stands in the centre of this thesis is a territory relatively 

well explored in the literature – The Limits of Loyalty: Imperial Symbolism, Popular 

Allegiances, and State Patriotism in the Late Habsburg Monarchy (2007), edited by Laurence 

Cole and Daniel Unowsky, stands as one of the most prominent works in this field. I see my 

contribution in particular in putting together different levels of the particular city-texts which 

shows that these levels did not function in the same way and therefore reveals how different 

agents could shape different parts of the symbolic sphere. Moreover, by contrasting the 

situation with that of the German Empire one can better understand what was typical and 

what was specific about the circumstances of the Habsburg Monarchy.  

The works on urban history tend to deal with a single case study over a long period of 

time, as recently observed by Andrew Lees.16 And even those authors who examine more than 

a single location prefer to avoid comparisons and to focus instead on a transnational or 

international perspective.17 Moreover, works that deal specifically with the symbolic sphere 

tend to focus on the moments of rapture and analyse how changes in the political sphere were 

reflected by, influenced, and shaped the urban landscape, as exemplified by Andreas 

Huyssen’s Present pasts: Urban palimpsests and the politics of memory (2003). Many of the 

recent works have been concerned with the relation between the material world and the 

immaterial sphere of identity and loyalty politics.18 Georg Thum’s Die fremde Stadt: Breslau 

1945 (2002) is a good example of this trend, as the author examines the transformation of the 

German city of Breslau into Polish Wrocław during the post-war period. My thesis shares this 

interest and examines how the public sphere was transformed in the second half of the long 

nineteenth century in order to reflect new dominant social narratives. In contrast to the 
																																																								

15 P. Judson, Guardians of the Nation…, pp. 8-9. 
16 A. Lees, “Cities Compared: Europe and North America in the Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth 

Centuries”, Journal of Urban History, Vol. 40 (2014), pp. 1174–1180. 
17 N. Kwak, “Research in urban history: recent theses on international and comparative urban history”, Urban 

History, Vol. 35 (2008), p. 317. 
18 C. Bryant, “After Nationalism? Urban History and East European History”, East European Politics and 

Societies, Vol. 25 (2011), pp. 774-778. 
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majority of works, however, my thesis is not focused on the period of transition. On the 

contrary, the period chosen for this thesis saw no radical reshaping of the political and social 

sphere either in Prussia or in Austria-Hungary. Moreover, I opted for the comparative 

perspective in order to examine the broader processes beyond the particular locations. In 

addition, the four cities which this thesis examines were relatively small and provincial, thus I 

look at urban setting very different from ‘spectacular reality’ of a metropolis.19 The latter kind 

of a city was not that common phenomenon in this part of Europe, but the dream to be the 

‘second Paris’ was shared by many in Eastern Europe as Błażej Brzostek argues in Paryże 

Innej Europy. Warszawa i Bukareszt, XIX i XX wiek (2015). The four cities that I examine had 

even fewer opportunities to fulfil this goal. Nonetheless, the desire to imitate (an imagined) 

‘Europe’ was not absent from those urban centres, on the contrary, it fuelled a push for the 

beautification of the urban landscape. My interest in small towns and the process of their 

modernisation sprung from Nathan Wood’s Becoming metropolitan: urban selfhood and the 

making of modern Cracow (2010) in which he examined the creation of urban identity in 

Cracow in the last years before the First World War. 

Another important theme in urban history has been ‘modernity’ and ‘tradition’ in 

nineteenth-century cities across the continent and how much these ideas have been immersed 

in a local context.20 My study of the four cities deals with this issue in a few ways. On one 

hand, I show how traditional methods of propaganda, like statues, were reinvented in the 

second half of the 19th century to express new social narratives such as nationalism. On the 

other hand, I deal with the modern practises such as street naming to explore how these were 

adopted to achieve similar effects. Furthermore, and possibly even more importantly, the 

examination of the city-text provides us with an understanding of how municipalities asserted 

their position vis-à-vis state and army, but also how old elites were challenged by the 

emergence of the mass politics on the urban level. These different issues were precisely a 

platform on which ‘tradition’ and ‘modernity’ faced each other and produced various effects 

depending on the local context, which is the key issue in every work on urban history. 

This very brief overview of what I see as the crucial trends in the current literature was 

intended to provide the background from which this thesis developed. The issues of national 

and state loyalties, the problems of the urban growth, and the political affairs of the Prussian 

and Austrian monarchies blend together in the provincial towns that form the focus of this 

																																																								
19 V. R. Schwartz, Spectacular Realities. Early Mass Culture in Fin-de-Siècle Paris (Berkeley, Los Angeles, 

London, 1998). 
20 Ibid., 318; A. Lees & L. Lees, Cities and the Making of Modern Europe, 1750–1914 (Cambridge, 2007), p. 2. 
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work. The examination of the symbolic landscapes in those places provides us which much 

insight into the social reality of Europe in the late nineteenth century and allows us to 

challenge some of the assumptions of the scholarly literature. 

City-text 

Before I embark on a detailed description of the case studies and what their 

comparison offers us, I want first to focus on a much more general platform on which those 

cities can be brought into a common narrative. The historian’s obligation to preserve the 

complexity of the context and faithfulness to the primary sources often makes it quite difficult 

to find denominators that would provide a ground for a meaningful comparison and analysis. 

In many respects, it is even more challenging to look at the symbolic landscape as a coherent 

entity, rather than particular elements such as monuments or street names. There are plenty of 

works that deal with those specific items in various geographic and temporal contexts. Much 

less has been done on analysing a city as a whole in terms of symbolic landscape. For this 

reason, my methodology is based on several analytical approaches. The conceptualising of the 

issues related to the ‘content’ of symbolic markers in my four case studies is based on the 

literature on nationalism, which I deal with in the following chapter. More details are given 

there also about the political uses of the symbolic sphere. The particularities of each type of 

marker, i.e. monuments, street names, and public buildings, will be discussed in the 

introduction to the relevant chapters. 

A city can be understood as a text if one bears in mind that an urban landscape, just 

like any other scenery, is not merely a space but also a means of communication that encodes 

and transmits information. It is a powerful device as ‘becoming part of the everyday, the 

taken-for-granted, the objective, and the natural, the landscape masks the artifice and 

ideological nature of its form and content’.21 A city is a very specific form of landscape, but it 

can be read like just like any other as a form of text. The concept of city-text was developed 

by Maoz Azaryahu, Kari Palonen and Emilia Palonen for the critical analysis of street 

																																																								
J. S. Duncan, The City as Text: The Politics of Landscape Interpretation in the Kandyan Kingdom (Cambridge, 

2005), p. 19. 
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naming.22 Andreas Huyssen used this concept in his analysis of the transformation of Berlin 

after the unification of Germany.23 If one imagines a city to be a complex narrative, different 

types of symbolic markers (e.g. a monument or a street name) would be different elements of 

the same text. I find this notion particularly useful as it allows us to treat a city as an entity. 

Moreover, it makes us think about particular elements in a relation to each other, as well as in 

physical, spatial terms. Finally, it allows differentiation between those elements. It is obvious 

that a public building, a street name and a monument cannot be treated equally, and not just 

because a street name lacks a material aspect, which is so crucial when it comes to 

monuments. On the other hand, as pointed out by Kari Palonen, the physical aspect of streets 

is important because there is a tendency to correlate the importance of the person 

commemorated with the prominence of the street (size and location).24 In Cracow, for 

instance, the idea of naming a street after Tadeusz Kościuszko (1746-1817) was rejected on 

the basis that no street at the time was big enough or prominent enough to honour this 

national hero.25 

Despite those differences the symbolic markers are obviously connected by the fact 

that they are located in a same city. Very often they can be found in the immediate vicinity of 

each other. They address the same imagined community and therefore use the same 

references. What binds them together creates therefore an entity, a symbolic landscape. It is 

rarely entirely consistent as it does not have a single author, but it is a result of the actions of 

many different actors over a long period of time. Nonetheless, the results of their actions 

come together and create this symbolic space, which can be an object of academic enquiry. 

Because we treat such a landscape as a multi-layered text, we can analyse it on different 

levels, looking at its continuities and disruptions. Framing a city as a symbolic space allows 

us to focus on the markers: where they have been erected, how they were related to each other 

and how they have influenced the look of the whole space. As in any text we can search for 

and analyse not only the meaning but also the grammar – that is, the way in which such city-

texts were created, regardless of what they aimed at promoting. 

																																																								
22 M. Azaryahu, “The Purge of Bismarck and Saladin: The Renaming of Streets in East Berlin and Haifa, a 

Comparative Study in Culture-Planning”, Poetics Today, Vol. 13 (1992), pp. 351-367; K. Palonen, “Reading 
street names politically”, K. Palonen, & T. Parvikko, (eds), Reading the Political: Exploring the Margins of 
Politics (Helsinki, 1993), pp. 103-121.; E. Palonen, “The city-text in post-communist Budapest: street names, 
memorials, and the politics of commemoration”, GeoJournal Vol. 73 (2008), pp. 219–230. Michel Butor have 
written about city-text in the 1990es, but used this concept to analyse a city from a linguistic angle. M. Butor, 
Die Stadt als Text (Graz, 1992). 

23 A. Huyssen, Present pasts: Urban palimpsests and the politics of memory (Stanford, CA, 2003), pp. 72-84. 
24 K. Palonen, “Reading street names…”, p. 105. 
25 APK, 29/TMK/69, p. 129. 
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This approach, however, generates a few problems for researchers of the city-text. 

First, it naturally makes one focus on the objects and tends to freeze the landscape in a 

‘snapshot’, whereas it is fundamental for the historian to understand changes in things over a 

period of time as well as to analyse the dynamics of the subject of his work in a temporal 

dimension. This challenge can be overcome by detailed studies of the particular markers as 

they were erected, and this caution should prevent the flattening of the temporal dimension. 

Another issue, in many respects much more challenging, is the question concerning 

city residents. Focusing on a multi-layered city-text with all its complexity and examination 

of the markers causes a tendency to exclude people from the picture. Of course, primary 

sources provide a researcher with information about the creators of those symbols. One can 

trace the debate surrounding the construction of different items in an urban landscape, etc. 

However, the narrative tends to favour the symbolic landscape in its ‘pure form’, in which 

inhabitants of the city rarely appear. The primary sources used for this thesis do not provide 

much insight into the minds of the city inhabitants and therefore it is difficult to tell how they 

found themselves in the symbolic realm as it was created and transformed by local and state 

elites. That situation is, of course, far from ideal. To overcome this challenge, in the final 

chapter I present some of the reactions of the local populations to some of the markers at the 

time of their construction and I also look at how the private sector responded to the existing 

circumstances. I have tried to achieve this by analysing among others the names used for 

hotels and restaurants in the four cities. Such an examination not only addresses, at least to 

some extent, the question of the reception of the politics of space but also gives us an insight 

into the shaping of public opinion. 

New cities of the nineteenth century 

The city-text depends on the very physical structure on the ground. In this regard the 

nineteenth century was a very positive time, as cities blossomed across the European 

continent. They grew both in terms of space and population. The march of industrialisation 

resulted in the abolition of guilds and political and legal developments led to the redefinition 

of city populations. These changes are evident in how cities transformed over the course of 

the century.26 

																																																								
26 E. Blau, “The City as Protagnosist: Architecture and the Cultures of Central Europe”, E. Blau, & M. Platzer 

(eds.), Shaping the Great City: Modern Architecture in Central Europe, 1890–1937 (Munich, 1999), p. 11. 
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The walls that once guarded the cities were demolished, allowing for the expansion of 

the urban settlements and, furthermore, they incorporated new districts. Some cities, however, 

were transformed into military fortresses which constrained their development. Such was the 

case of Posen and Cracow, which became bases for the Prussian and Austrian armies, 

respectively. Nonetheless, even in such cases, cities grew in terms of population and new 

structures were constructed within their limited territories. This allowed greater differentiation 

of the city structure and, as the century progressed, special treatment of a city centre, its 

historical core. They not only became the object of the ‘gentrification’ process but also of the 

gradual processes of ‘monumentalisation’ and ‘musealisation’.27 The historical centres started 

to function as showcases, as an embodiment of the whole city, and therefore as the object of 

special importance and investment from municipal authorities. The rise of mass tourism fed 

into this process. For instance, at the end of the nineteenth century it would have made more 

sense to build an underground railway connecting Budapest’s suburbs with the city centre, 

rather than along the prestigious, centrally located Andrassy Avenue; the point of doing so 

was, however, to enhance the image of the city and the central district rather than to fulfil 

practical needs.28 The new type of city not only offered the chance to be seen, a stage for the 

social spectacle, but was also expected to offer excitement for the ‘audience’ (i.e. wider 

public), in terms of its infrastructure and new forms of entertainment).29 To achieve these 

goals, parks needed to be created, opera and theatre houses built, and grand boulevards 

established – all such elements that one associated with the ‘modern’.30 Of course that idea 

was one that only metropolises such as Paris, Berlin or Vienna could aspire to fulfil. However, 

even in the provincial Biala in west Galicia, these processes could be traced. When a cinema 

was built in the city, it was located right next to the city hall.31 In Cracow these changes went 

much further as in the 1880s the Main Square was turned into a representational salon of the 

city. These changes were, however, not only about prestige or a sense of local pride but could 

have a very practical function as well, as was the case, for instance, with new museums aimed 

at educating the wider public. Moreover, there seems to have been a genuine faith in the idea 

																																																								
27 I would like to thank Dr Elsa Vonau for pointing this out. 
28 A. Moravanszky, Competing Visions: Aesthetic Invention and Social Imagination in Central European 

Architecture, 1867-1918 (Cambridge, 1998), p. 50 
29 V. R. Schwartz, Spectacular Realities. Early Mass Culture in Fin-de-Siecle Paris (Berkeley, Los Angeles, 

London, 1998), pp. 2-3.  
30 M. Umbach, “A Tale of Second Cities: Autonomy, Culture, and the Law in Hamburg and Barcelona in the 

Late Nineteenth Century”, American Historical Review, Vol. 110 (2005), p. 660. 
31 P. Kenig, W. Kominiak, Bielsko-Biała i okolice na dawnej pocztówce w czasach monarchii austro-węgierskiej 

(Bielsko-Biała, 2001), p. 164.  
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that through the transformation of the old cities into new improved urban centres, one could 

also transform their populations.32 

The rapid and chaotic growth of industrial cities such as Beuthen prompted a 

rethinking of the urban life. During the course of the nineteenth century, new doctrines were 

fuelled by the desire to make cities not only a space to represent a state or a religion, but also 

aesthetically pleasing and functional. By the turn of the twentieth century, five main model 

solutions had been established: the Beaux-Arts city, the metropolis, the picturesque city, the 

garden city and the skyscraper city.33 These concepts helped shape the planning processes of 

the cities. The latter was another development of the nineteenth century – regulatory plans 

were created within the municipalities. They were an instrument of newly developed 

municipal self-government and enabled the city authorities to create a legal and administrative 

framework, which was then filled by different actors who participated in the urban 

development. In Prussia, however, they were constrained by the governmental plans prepared 

on the regional level.34 Moreover, during this period we observe the first competitions for 

general regulatory plans, which were aimed at the wide areas of the cities, thus 

professionalising the whole process and opening it to actors from outside the administrative 

corps. In Vienna such competitions were introduced in 1893; in Cracow in 1910.35 However, 

the municipality was not the sole actor on the scene. Besides state governments other actors 

such as military also laid claim to the urban space and demanded the right to shape the 

symbolic landscape. Private individuals from the city elite were no less important and their 

actions were not always in agreement with the plans of the municipal authorities. For this 

reason this dissertation also sheds light on how cities defended their autonomy and asserted 

their position in regards to other actors. 

The development of the city life described in the previous section cannot overshadow 

the fact that the majority of the nineteenth-century population lived in the countryside and not 

the city. As Ivan Berend observed, cities formed ‘islands in a sea of rural, peasant settlements,  

[…] the large cities of East Central Europe were qualitatively different from the landscape 

																																																								
32 K. James-Chakraborty, German Architecture for a Mass Audience (London; New York, 2000), p. 5. 
33 W. Sonne, Representing the State: Capital City Planning in the Early Twentieth Century (Munich, 2003), p. 

286. 
34 I would like to thank Dr Elsa Vonau for pointing this out. 
35 J. Stoksik, “Wielki Kraków - jego powstanie w latach (1902) 1910-1915. Wprowadzenie”, M. Klimas, B. 

Lesiak-Przybył, A. Sokół (eds.), Wielki Kraków. Rozszerzenie granic miasta w latach 1910-1915. Wybrane 
materiały ze zbiorów Archiwum Państwowego w Krakowie (Kraków, 2010), p. 34. 
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that surrounded them.’36 Paris and London were naturally also surrounded by qualitatively 

different landscapes but arguably the grey zone between the city and the countryside was 

much bigger than in the case of the eastern half of the continent. The goals of the national 

movements depended on the possibility to ‘convert’ peasants into Poles, Ukrainians or 

Germans. In the mid-nineteenth century the result was not yet decided and much effort was 

made to preach the new ‘faith’ to villagers. Despite this, I believe, there were good reasons to 

focus on the cities. Firstly, most important monuments and public buildings were erected 

primarily in the cities and not in the countryside. Other aspects of the symbolic landscape 

such as street naming were also an urban phenomenon – indeed, street naming depended on 

the physical infrastructure which was only present in an urban setting. Creating such markers 

in a city could potentially influence many more people than in a village. However, as this 

thesis demonstrates, symbolic politics was not always about influencing the wider population; 

in fact, it was often focused on uplifting the environment for the benefit of those who paid for 

the symbolic items and their social class. The second half of the nineteenth century was a 

period of rapid urbanisation; and all four cities this thesis focuses on experienced a large 

increase of their population.  

Austria-Hungary and the German Empire 

This thesis focuses on four cities located in two empires: Austria-Hungary (Dual 

Monarchy) and the German Empire (Kaiserreich). They formed the political, cultural and 

social background against which the relevant city-texts were developed. Some fundamental 

differences of the two states are of pivotal importance for the analysis of the city-texts, 

namely their relation to German and Polish nationalism and the state structure. For my thesis 

the structure and political setting of both states is crucial, in particular when analysing the 

(in)action of governmental agencies in the symbolic sphere. 

Austria-Hungary was formally established as a result of the military defeats 

experienced by the Habsburg Empire. The compromise of 1867 [Ausgleich] transformed the 

former Austrian Empire (1804-1867) into the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy (1867-1918). The 

person of the monarch (who was an emperor in the Austrian part and king in the Hungarian 

one), army, foreign policy and currency were the only common denominations for the entire 

state after 1867. The Austrian part (officially: Kingdoms and Lands Represented in the 

																																																								
36 N. D. Wood, “Urban Self-Identification in East Central Europe Before the Great War: The Case Of Cracow”, 

East Central Europe, Vol. 33 (2006), p. 9. 
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Imperial Council, known also as Cisleithania) and the Hungarian part (officially: Lands of the 

Hungarian Holy Crown of St. Stephen) had their own parliaments, laws, fiscal and budget 

policies, citizenships and passports. The latter part of the Dual Monarchy, as the official name 

suggests, consisted of many entities of various degrees of autonomy from the central 

authorities in Vienna. Cisleithania was ruled by the government appointed by the Emperor 

and was responsible only to him. However, in practice each prime minister also depended on 

the support of the parliament – the Imperial Council, which was made up of the hereditary 

House of Lords [Herrenhaus] and the lower house called the House of Deputies 

[Abgeordnetenhaus]. The latter was firstly elected by crownlands’ diets, from 1873 in the 

curial elections, and finally the reform of 1906 introduced universal male suffrage. 

 Biala and Cracow were located in one of the crownlands of Cisleithania: Galicia. It 

was not only the largest province of the Austrian part of the Dual Monarchy, but also enjoyed 

by far the biggest amount of freedom in its internal affairs. It should be noted that legally 

speaking even Galicia was not uniform, but was made up of the Kingdom of Galicia and 

Lodomeria, the Grand Duchy of Cracow and the Duchies of Zator and Auschwitz. Since 1871 

there was a separate minister in the Viennese government responsible for the Galician affairs 

and until the end of the Habsburg Empire a Pole had always held this post. This was by no 

means the only post in the Austrian government held by a Polish politician, e.g. Julian 

Dunajewski (1821-1907) was elected as an MP in Biala and served as a finance minister of 

Austria (1880-1891) and count Kazimierz Baden (1846-1909) served as the Prime Minister of 

Cisleithania (1895-1897). 

 Galicia enjoyed autonomy in the areas of public education (excluding the university 

level which was not devolved), culture, economy and local affairs. The governors [Statthalter] 

of Galicia represented the Emperor and supervised the autonomous institutions. The 

appointment was in the Emperor’s hands and with a single exception (Michał Bobrzyński, 

1903-1911) this post was always held by a member of the Polish nobility. Moreover, the 

administration corps provided a strong base for the Habsburg rule, especially as the margin of 

the administration’s discretion was quite significant. 37  The Provincial Council 

[Landesausschuss, Wydział Krajowy] elected by the Galician Diet managed the crownland’s 

affairs. The Provincial Marshal [Landmarschall, Marszałek Krajowy] appointed by the 

Emperor chaired this regional ‘government’. The latter position was in fact reserved for a 

																																																								
37 A. Dziadzio, Monarchia konstytucyjna w Austrii (1867-1914): władza - obywatel – prawo (Kraków, 2001), 
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member of the Polish nobility (usually from the highest ranks). The Polish land nobility not 

only dominated the Galician Diet, not least due to the curial voting system, but also 

monopolised the post of the Provincial Marshal. The elections to the Galician Diet were 

infamous for their massive rigging, which naturally worked in favour of the ruling elite. Thus 

the political system guaranteed the domination of the Polish well-born not only over the other 

Polish-speaking social groups, but also other ethnic and religious groups and in particular the 

Ruthenians, who constituted almost half of the population of Galicia.38 The official and legal 

language of the crownland was Polish, but Ruthenian was also used, for instance, during the 

debates in the Galician Diet or in contacts with the state administration. 

 In contrast to Austria-Hungary the German Empire, established in 1871, was the 

outcome of Prussian military successes, first over Austria and then France. The Kaiserreich 

was sometimes portrayed as the German national state, however one should not forget that 

one of the major German ethnic groups, namely the Austrians (German-speaking Austrians), 

were left outside of the boarder of the Hohenzollern Empire, although until then they were 

always identified as a member of the German peoples, along with Bavarians, Saxons and 

Hanoverians. Equally, it should be recalled that it was only after the establishment of the 

Empire that the German nation in the modern sense was formed. The earlier, regional loyalties 

(some dating back many centuries) did of course not disappear at the proclamation of the 

Kaiserreich, on the contrary the process was not an easy one. The exact relation between the 

new loyalty and the old and to what extent it drew from the Prussian narration is still being 

debated.39 The formation of the new ‘Germanness’ was furthermore complicated by the 

somewhat ambiguous attitude of the authorities of the Empire to the national project. The 

uneasiness about the character of the new state which was dominated by the Kingdom of 

Prussia (but also contained 26 other political entities) was reflected by the fact that it took 21 

years to officially adopt a national flag; the official national holiday and the anthem never 

came into being in the imperial period.40 Also the member states of the Empire were 

determined to protect their own identity. The law of 1913 standardised the rules for gaining 

																																																								
38 Ruthenians is an ethno-, religious- and linguistic category used to describe the people living in the eastern 

territories of the former Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, primarily in Ukraine, but it is also applied to the 
Belarusian territories. In the eyes’ of the Ukrainian national activists the Ruthenians formed the ethnic base for 
the Ukrainain nation. L. Wolff, The idea of Galicia: history and fantasy in Habsburg political culture 
(Stanford, CA, 2010), pp. 18-19; S. Stępień, “Borderland City: Przemyśl and the Ruthenian National 
Awakening in Galicia”, C. Hann & P. Magocsi (eds.), Galicia. A Multicultured Land (Toronto-Buffalo-
Londyn, 2005, pp. 52-70). 

39 A. Green, Fatherlands: State-Building and Nationhood in Nineteenth-Century Germany (Cambridge, 2001) 
40 A. Dörner, Politischer Mythos und symbolische Politik. Sinnstiftung durch symbolische Formen am Beispiel 

des Hermannsmythos (Opladen, 1995), p. 207. 
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citizenship, however even after that the passports were issued by the member state, not the 

Empire. Last, but not least, the German Empire was inhabited not only by the German 

speakers (of different religious denominations), but also other ethnic and national groups such 

as the French, Danish and Poles, just to name the biggest minorities. 

The Imperial parliament (Imperial Diet) was elected by male universal and secret 

suffrage.41 However, the powers of the Reichstag were limited and in particular it did not have 

formal influence on the existence of the government, which was appointed by the Emperor 

and headed by the Prussian Prime Minister (with the exception of Albrecht von Roon in 1873 

and Botho zu Eulenburg, 1892-1894). This in fact was of vital importance since the share of 

votes of pro-government parties diminished in the 1871-1912 period from 57 per cent to just 

25 per cent.42 The higher chamber of the parliament represented the member states of the 

German Empire. This outline of the political structure of the Kaiserreich is essential to bear in 

mind when trying to understand, for instance, the national conflict in Posen and the 

participation of the Imperial court in this process. The national conflict, arguably, did not 

engage so much the German Empire as the whole since it really was to, a large degree, a 

Prussian internal affair.43 

Therefore, the political setting of the Kingdom of Prussia is no less important for this 

thesis. The Polenpolitik was forged mostly in the Prussian parliament and issues related to the 

Polish minority were a subject of concern in Prussia more than in any other part of the 

German Empire. The monarchy, like most European states in this period had a bicameral 

parliament [Preußischer Landtag] – the House of Representatives [Abgeordnetenhaus] was 

elected in a curial system whereas the House of Lords [Herrenhaus] consisted of the Prussia 

nobility appointed by the king. The Prussian Kingdom was divided between 1867 and 1914 

into 13 provinces which did not always enjoy the same legal status, e.g. the law of 1875 on 

provincial organisation was not extended to Provinz Posen and as a result the old estate 

system was preserved in this territory. In contrast to the Habsburg Monarchy the provincial 

																																																								
41 Margaret Lavinia Anderson argued however that secrecy of the vote was not always practiced. M. Anderson, 

“Voter, Junker, Landrat, Priest: The Old Authorities and the New Franchise in Imperial Germany”, The 
American Historical Review, Vol. 98 (1993), p. 1456. 

42 Ibid., p. 1458. 
43 On the other hand, Robert Spät convincingly demonstarted that the ‘Polish question’ played an important role 

in the political discourse in the Empire as a whole and it functioned as a screen on which various political 
actors projected their desired conceptualisations of the German Empire. R. Spät, Die “polnische Frage” in der 
öffentlichen Diskussion in Deutschen Reich, 1894-1918 (Marburg 2014), pp. 97-99. 
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assemblies were not local parliaments, but were legislative bodies of the local government, of 

a technocratic rather than political nature.44 

Whereas Poles played an important role in the political system of Austria-Hungary, 

helping to build the Empire, which in turned created favourable conditions for the spread of 

Polish nationalism, the situation in the German Empire was very different. The Prussian 

constitution of 1850 did not guarantee any special rights for ethnic minorities and this had 

grave consequences for the Poles living in the Hohenzollern realm.45 Until 1871 there was no 

major problem with being a Polish-speaking Prussian, but after the unification this 

construction became increasingly difficult to uphold.46 Other minorities also experienced the 

hostility of the state administration, for instance the use of the Silesian dialect was strongly 

suppressed. The consecutive Prussian governments supported the policies of upholding the 

‘Germanness’ in the eastern provinces of the state, and in the Posen region in particular. The 

creation of the Prussian Settlement Commission [Königlich Preußische 

Ansiedlungskommission für Westpreußen und Posen] in 1886, aimed at buying land from the 

Polish owners and settling Germans instead was a prime example of this new direction. 

This does not mean, however, that one can simply draw a line of conflict in Prussia 

between the Poles and the Germans. First of all, the actions of the Prussian state were aimed 

largely against the national activists and those deemed especially dangerous in the eyes of 

Prussian decision makers – that is, the nobility and the catholic clergy; and for a long time 

Polish speaking peasants were assumed by the Prussian administration to be loyal subjects of 

the Prussian king.47 Second, there was quite a wide spectrum of attitudes towards the 

Germanisation policies among the German political parties and general population. The 

conservatives, national liberals and radical liberals were generally speaking in favour of the 

course taken towards the Polish minority, which they viewed as the opponents of the German 

Empire and the Prussian state. The Centre Party, Social democrats and the left liberals, on the 

other hand, were opposed to state oppression of the Polish subjects.48 The Liberal People’s 

Party [Freisinnige Volkspartei] and Free-Minded Union [Freisinnige Vereinigung], which 

merged in 1910 into the Progressive People's Party [Fortschrittliche Volkspartei], were not so 

																																																								
44 T. Kruszewski, Organizacja opieki społecznej w działalności samorządu prowincjonalnego na Śląsku w XIX I 

XX wieku (Wrocław, 2010), pp. 17-19. 
45 J. Kozłowski, Wielkopolska pod zaborem pruskim w latach 1815-1918 (Poznań, 2004), p. 192. 
46 B. Grześ, J. Kozłowski, & A. Kramski, Niemcy w Poznańskiem wobec polityki germanizacyjnej 1815-1920 

(Poznań, 1976), p. 213. 
47 Ibid., p. 214. 
48 R. Spät, Die “polnische Frage”…, p.3; C. Myschor, Dni Cesarskie w Poznaniu. Różne aspekty uroczystych 

wizyt Wilhelma II w mieście w latach 1902-1913 (Poznań, 2010), pp. 44-47. 
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much against the principle of Germanisation, but rather opposed the governments’ policies. 

They argued that it was counterproductive and in the long run damaging to the cause since 

what the state did only fuelled the ethnic conflict and thus hindered the possibility of 

absorbing Poles into the (higher) German civilization. According to this interpretation such an 

approach was thus not driven by the state interests, but rather by the conservatives, and the 

Junkers’ in particular. For instance they argued that children should be taught in German 

language schools, but that there was no need to act against the Polish language as such. 

Moreover, they argued that only the Germans from the eastern provinces have sufficient 

understanding of the topic to be able to formulate sensible policies towards the Poles.49 At the 

turn of the century these views gained ground in Posen when Ernst Wilms (1866-1936) 

became the city mayor (1903-1918). The impact of such changes on the city-text of the city is 

something worth considering as an element of the broader process of the rise of the city and 

their authorities at the end of the long nineteenth century. 

This brief comparison of the key elements of the two states together with the 

characteristics of the four cities which I describe in the following section show how dissimilar 

were the circumstances in which the four city-texts were developed. Bearing in mind those 

differences and the objectives of the national movements, I examine the symbolic politics 

enacted in the four urban spaces. Together with other factors (such as class interests) these 

elements contributed to the formulation of the symbolic landscapes and therefore the study of 

the city-texts give us a better understanding of the extent to which state policies shaped the 

provincial life in nineteenth-century Eastern Europe. 

Comparisons 

The four cities (fig. 4) were selected to examine the behaviour of dominant and non-

dominant ethnic groups in the urban space in different contexts. As I discuss in the second 

chapter these groups should not be understood as static entities, but rather as dynamic and 

highly constructive ones, not least because the nineteenth century was precisely the time when 

the modern Polish and German nations were formed and defined. The changes of the urban 

landscape reflected those very processes. The four cities belonged to two different states 

(Prussia and Austria-Hungary); they also followed different patterns of development. One 

could point out the difference in their size: Posen and Cracow were comparatively big, 

Beuthen was mid-sized and Biala was small. In a broader context, however, all of them were 
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very small, dwarfed not only by the biggest city of the continent – London (with a population 

of 2,893,900 in 1861 and 6,480,000 in 1900), but even Warsaw in the Russian Kingdom of 

Poland was significantly bigger (with 163,000 and 724,000 respectively).50 Furthermore, 

Cracow and Posen shared great traditions as the royal cities of the Kingdom of Poland (and 

then the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth), an element that was missing in the two other 

industrial cities, which really started to develop only at the turn of the nineteenth century. 

The four cities also varied in terms of their ethnic and religious composition (fig. 1-3). 

Although the proportions have changed over the course of the relevant time period one can 

generalise that Cracow was very much a Polish city; in Posen both Germans and Poles were 

very much equal in terms of their numbers, while in Beuthen and Biala Poles constituted only 

a minority. Jews were present in all of the four cities: prominently in Cracow, less so in Biala. 

But in the case of Beuthen, and to a small extent also in Biala, there is yet another ethnic 

dimension: Silesians.51 The Silesians situated themselves between the Germans and the Poles, 

with a distinctive local identity. Moreover, the Silesians were primarily Catholic, which 

alienated them from mainstream German nationalism as defined in the era of Bismarck and 

especially the Kulturkampf.52 Yet, at the same time, the Silesians were overwhelmingly 

German speakers, which clearly set them apart from the Poles.53 As I discuss in the following 

chapter these different loyalties had different relative importance, and therefore depending on 

the specific time and situation the individuals from this region could position themselves 

closer to Polish or German national affiliation, but still not fully comfortably from the 

perspective of the national activists. 

What then is the point of putting together such different cities? In what way can such a 

comparative perspective broaden our understanding of the issues at stake? I argue that 

precisely by contrasting different social and ethnic situations we can focus on the symbolic 

politics and examine the practice of it in the second half of the long nineteenth century. 

Putting side-by-side two national movements (German and Polish) in the period of their 

increasing prominence allows us to look at how the ‘grammar’ of nationalism was employed 

in an attempt to conquer and control urban landscapes. In this thesis I analyse the process of 
																																																								

50 T. Chandler, & G. Fox, 3,000 Years of Urban Growth (New. York, 1974), p. 377. 
51 According to Brendan Jeffrey Karch, it is impossible to speak about ‘Germans’ and ‘Poles’ as coherent groups 

in Upper Silesia until the Second World War. B. J. Karch, Nationalism on the Margins: Silesians between 
Germany and Poland, 1848-1945, (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 2010), p. 18. 

52  J. E. Bjork, Neither German nor Pole: Catholicism and national indifference in a Central European 
borderland (Ann Arbor, 2008), pp. 7-10 & 30-33. 

53 A somewhat similar situation faced, for instance, the Kashubians in the north – squeezed between two 
aggressive nationalisms: German and Polish; N. Gregor (ed.), German History from the margins 
(Bloomington, 2006), pp.76-79. 
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nationalisation of space during the period 1867-1914 in different settings in order to better 

understand what factors were really important for this development, and how ethnicity, 

religion, wealth, political make up and other factors influenced it and contributed to the 

reshaping of the urban landscapes. Comparing and contrasting cities of different sizes, 

traditions, and economic situations, which were inhabited by people of different faiths and 

languages should help to understand the process of nationalisation of space itself. 

 

 1870 1900 1910 

Beuthen 17,800 51,404 67,718 

Biala 5,496 (1869) 8,257 10,739 

Cracow 49,800 91,323 151,900 

Posen 56,374 (1871) 117,033 156,696 
Fig. 1 Population growth in the four cities according to official records 
 

 Catholics Protestants Jews 

Beuthen 84% 10% 6% 

Biala 74% 15% 11% 

Cracow 73% 1% 28% 

Posen 57% 33% 8% 
Fig. 2 Religious divisions in the four cities in 1890 according to official records 
 

 German Polish 

Beuthen 52% 46% 

Biala 72% 24% 

Cracow 7% 86% 

Posen 49% 51% 
Fig. 3 Language divisions in the four cities in 1890 according to official records 

 

In this sense this thesis is more interested in the process of nationalisation of space 

than the national movements themselves, and therefore privileges the perspective of those 

who created and influenced the symbolic landscape over those whom it was supposed to be 

addressed. That does not mean however that the broader public is not taken into account. On 

the contrary, the reactions to the projects launched by the main actors allow us to understand 

the interactive nature of the symbolic urban landscape. Putting the focus on the symbolic 
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realms is aimed to provide an increased understanding of strategies and dynamics as well as 

the limitations of this kind of politics. This comparison allows us to draw wider conclusions 

about the ability of national activists and their supporters to promote their national symbols in 

the nineteenth-century empires. The examination of the national symbols in urban space fits 

into existing research on this topic for other territories, such as Bohemia or Hungary. This 

research, therefore, aims to contribute to the development of national studies of nineteenth-

century Central Europe by studying the nationalisation of urban space. However, it can also 

contribute to the study of symbolic politics in different geographical and temporal areas, since 

many of the characteristics of symbolic politics can be traced in also the contemporary world. 

Case studies 

Posen (Poznań) 

Posen was one of the most important cities in the old Polish-Lithuanian 

Commonwealth. The significance of this city dates back to the very beginnings of the Polish 

state: it was the first bishop’s seat from 986 AD and the first two historic monarchs were 

buried in Posen cathedral.54 After the third partition of the Commonwealth (1795) Posen was 

acquired by Prussia, but in 1806 was incorporated into the Duchy of Warsaw. The fall of 

Napoleon led to the return of Posen to the Prussian state, but this time as the capital of the 

autonomous Grand Duchy of Posen, which was however abolished in 1848.  

It was one of the biggest cities in the Prussian east and, at the same time, one of the 

most important cities from the Polish national activists’ point of view. For example, the Polish 

aristocrat Edward Raczyński founded a public library there in 1829 to foster Polish culture; 

and in 1841 the Polish activist Karol Marcinkowski founded the Society for Academic Aid to 

the Youth of the Grand Duchy of Posen [Towarzystwo Naukowej Pomocy dla Młodzieży 

Wielkiego Księstwa Poznańskiego] to promote education among Polish youth.55 The Prussian 

government did not passively observe the increasing activity of the Polish national movement. 

Posen became an outstanding example of the direct involvement of the central government in 

Berlin in shaping the urban fabric of the provincial city. Thus the seat of the Prussian 

Settlement Commission [Königliche Preußische Ansiedlungskommission für Westpreußen und 

Posen] was inaugurated in 1908 and then the Residential Castle [Königliches Residenzschloss 

Posen] was opened in 1910. On this occasion Posen was also declared the Residenzstadt – the 
																																																								

54 Z. Ostrowska-Kębłowska, Dzieje Kaplicy Królów Polskich czyli Złotej w katedrze (Poznań 1997). 
55 W. W. Hagen, “National Solidarity and Organic Work in Prussian Poland, 1815-1914”, The Journal of 

Modern History, Vol. 44 (1972), p. 44. 
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‘residential city’ – a privilege shared by only 10 cities in the entire Kaiserreich.56 The 

symbolic importance of this city in Imperial Germany could not be made any clearer. The 

reason for this distinction was precisely the national conflict and its political ramifications.  

Posen’s population grew from 51,000 in 1860 to 65,000 in 1880, reaching 117,000 by 

the turn of the century (fig. 1).57 The population was primarily Catholic, and they increased 

from 49 to 63 per cent in this period. Between 1867 and 1900 the percentage of the Protestant 

population deceased from 38 to 32 per cent, whereas the Jewish population shrank from 13 to 

just 5 per cent. The official record indicates that in 1910 over one third of the population was 

Protestant, Jews comprised around 4 per cent and the rest were Catholics (fig. 2).58 The 

Jewish population of Posen was predominantly associated with the German inhabitants of the 

city, although in no sense was it totally separated from the Polish speakers.59 Their alignment 

with the German culture and therefore the population made Posen rather a typical case in the 

context of the Kaiserreich. In terms of the mother tongue, the same sources indicate an equal 

share of German and Polish in 1890 but 20 years later the Polish speakers formed the majority 

at 58 per cent.60 Polish historians have also accepted this figure.61 Panikos Panayi saw it as a 

symptom of the failed attempts at Germanisation by the Prussian state – both in Posen and in 

Silesia.62 Without going into the debate about the exact numbers, it can safely be assumed that 

Poles and Germans formed more or less equal parts of the population, with the percentage of 

German speakers decreasing in the years before the outbreak of the First World War.63 

Both the German and Polish communities were very much divided, not least 

politically. However, due to the national conflict until the end of the nineteenth century, Poles 

were organised on a national, not political, basis.64 It was only in the last years before the war 

that the Polish political parties started to emerge, but in the elections Polish candidates were 

still listed on a uniform national list. The undemocratic, curial voting system, which 

functioned both in parliamentary as well as municipal elections did not produce accurate 

																																																								
56 M. Trzeciakowska, L. Trzeciakowski, W dziewiętnastowiecznym Poznaniu: życie codzienne miasta 1815-1914 

(Poznań 1982), pp. 56-57. 
57 K. Kruszka, Statystyczna karta historii Poznania (Poznań, 2008), p.32. 
58 B. Franke, “Stadtgebiet und Bevölkerung”, B. Franke (ed.), Die Residenzstadt Posen und ihre Verwaltung im 
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60 Ibid., p. 31. 
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representation, neither politically nor nationally. The conservatives and the liberals dominated 

the political scene in Posen until the first years of the twentieth century when liberals under 

the leadership of Ernst Wilms gained prominence in the local politics.65 Poles were not absent 

from the city council by any means, but German parties formed the majority and the mayor 

was also always a German, which could not be otherwise, especially since the choice of the 

city council had to be confirmed by the Prussian King. 

Beuthen (Bytom) in Upper Silesia  

A very different context could be found in Beuthen in Upper Silesia. The history of 

this city also dates back to the medieval period, beginning with the rule of Polish monarchs. 

From the twelfth century the city was part of the independent Silesian duchies and later under 

Bohemian and Habsburg rule until 1742. As a result of the Peace of Breslau, it was then 

acquired by the Prussian state. 

Beuthen blossomed with the advent of industry. In 1800 it had only 1,700 inhabitants, 

but over the next 40 years its population grew four times, eventually reaching 10,313 in 1860; 

in 1910 it had 67,238 inhabitants (fig. 1).66 Between 1850 and 1860 it was the fastest growing 

city in the whole of Upper Silesia (75 per cent increase), and even later, the expansion of its 

population was very significant when compared with other urban settlements in the region. 

This boom was achieved primarily by the influx from Silesia (90 per cent) as well as by a 

very high birth rate.67 Unsurprisingly, it was the flourishing mining and steel-works industry 

that drew such masses to Beuthen, and therefore at the turn of the century the workers up 

made three-fifths of the population, the rest being petty bourgeois and intelligentsia. 

The precise national composition of this city is difficult to reconstruct. According to 

the official 1910 census, German was the mother tongue for 58 per cent of city residents, 

Polish for 38 per cent and 3 per cent claimed to be bilingual, with the rest speaking other 

languages (fig. 3).68 According to Moritz Gehre, who published a book in 1899 calling 

attention to the increase in the number of Poles in the Prussian East, between 1861 and 1890 

Beuthen actually witnessed the increase of the German-speaking population from 22 to 52 per 

cent, but at the same time, in the immediate vicinity (Beuthen Landkreise) the language 

proportions were exactly opposite: 25 per cent of German speakers and 75 per cent Polish 
																																																								

65 C. Myschor, Dni Cesarskie w Poznaniu…, p. 44-47. 
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speakers.69 The Polish geographer Eugeniusz Romer made a similar assessment for this city.70 

In any case the Polish population of the city definitely formed the minority; in the Upper 

Silesia plebiscite of 1921, 74 per cent of the votes of the city were cast for Germany. 

Interestingly, almost 60 per cent of the population of the district of Beuthen voted in favour of 

Poland.71 In religious terms the city of Beuthen was predominantly Catholic, with over 80 per 

cent of the population being Catholics, around 12 per cent Protestants and just 5 per cent 

Jews. These proportions were generally stable and did not change much during the 1890-1914 

period (fig. 2).72 Politically, Beuthen was torn between the Centre Party and the liberals, 

similar to the situation across Upper Silesia. 

Beuthen was not only an industrial hub but also the seat of the district administration. 

Under the leadership of Georg Brüning, the city mayor (1882-1919), Beuthen gained 

importance also in cultural terms, with the creation of the city theatre, Royal Hygienic 

Institute, city museum and Realschule. Waterworks and electrification of the city at the turn of 

the century reflected its importance and prosperity. 

As the most important city in Upper Silesia until the last years before the First World 

War, Beuthen also became the centre of activities of the Polish national activists. Already in 

the 1840s Józef Lompa published a Polish journal the ‘Upper Silesian Daily’ [Dziennik 

Górnośląski]. In the last years of the nineteenth century, out of 28 newspapers published in 

the city, 15 were printed in Polish.73 There were also several educational societies in Beuthen. 

In 1895 Józef Tucholski established ‘Falcon’ [Sokół] in Beuthen.74 The latter was a gymnastic 

and paramilitary organisation with a strong national agenda. The Polish association was an 

offshoot of the Czech pan-Slavic movement. The importance of Beuthen in the eyes of the 

Polish national activists was confirmed after the First World War when the Polish plebiscite 

committee in Upper Silesia chose Beuthen as its seat.  

Beuthen thus presented a very urban setting compared to Posen. It was not only 

substantially younger, but also had a very different economic and social structure, which was 

intimately tied to the particular ethnic, linguistic and religious character of the city. All these 

factors made it somewhat similar to Biala, but the political context clearly designated the 
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Germans as the hegemonic group. The national conflict conducted in the same framework as 

in Posen was not fuelled by the same economic and political resources as in the 

Residenzstadt. 

Biala (Biała) 

Since 1957 Biala has been part of Bielsko-Biała. Bielsko (Bielitz) is older and was 

bigger in the nineteenth century but, due to my research focus, I have decided to concentrate 

on Biala only. In the nineteenth century the two cities were separated by the small river Biala, 

which at the same time formed the border between Austrian Silesia and Galicia. 

Biala only became a city in 1753. Similar to Beuthen, its development took off with 

the beginning of industrialisation. Between 1849 and 1869 its population grew from 4,600 to 

5,496.75 In 1880 it had 6,635 inhabitants; in 1900 it had 8,257 (fig. 1).76 This means that 

Beuthen was twice the size of  Biala until the turn of the century, and before the Great War it 

was eight times the size of Biala (fig. 3). The official figures, however, could be misleading 

since the ‘rural community’ of Lipnik – attached to Biala – had more inhabitants than the city 

itself by 1910 (10,739).77 Lipnik could not join the city because of its ethnic (almost entirely 

Polish and Jewish) and social (workers) composition, which was seen as undesirable by 

Biala’s elite. Leaving Lipnik outside the administrative borders at least prevented 

unfavourable results in the local and regional elections and moreover saved the city from 

‘unnecessary’ social spending. If we take Biala and Lipnik into account then the disproportion 

to Beuthen decreases, the latter being only three times bigger. 

Biala developed as an industrial centre, primarily as a hub for the textile industry. In 

1890 over half of the population made their living either as workers or as artisans.78 The 

owners of the factories formed the core of the city’s economic and social elite, together with 

the few lawyers and owners of tenement houses. Biala’s industrialisation was a tense social 

process resulting in severe social unrests. In 1890 Biala saw the biggest workers’ strike in 

Galicia, which was followed by several others (often accompanied by lockouts) until 1912. 
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The elites threatened by the workers decided to create a military garrison in the city to guard 

the existing social order.79 

These elites could rely on the municipal authorities. The city council in Biala was 

neither a democratic nor a representative one, similar to the situation in other cities that are 

the focus of my study. The law guaranteed at least two-thirds of the seats in the city council 

for Christians, but in reality no Jews at all (nor any Poles for that matter) were chosen for the 

first council elected in 1867.80  Members of this council mainly represented the petty 

bourgeois, together with the wealthiest members of the community and a handful of 

intelligentsia. Workers could not find any representation at all. In terms of religion, Catholics 

constituted the majority; but interestingly, Protestants were largely overrepresented (due to 

their strong presence in the wealthiest strata of the society), and the first mayor Rudolf 

Theodor Seeliger (1810-1884) was also a member of that community.81 The new legal 

provisions from 1889 and the enlargement of the city council made it more representative in 

the sense that there were two Jewish members and as many as four Polish deputies, but in the 

subsequent elections, Polish participation diminished, eventually reaching zero by 1906. After 

Seeliger, with a single exception, only Catholics held the position of the city mayor.82 

According to the Austrian census from 1900, 20 per cent of the city’s population spoke 

Polish as their main language (fig. 3). Apart from the Poles and the Germans, there was a 

vibrant Jewish community, although Jews had only been able to live legally in Biala since 

1849.83 The Jewish presence was visible, as they formed around 13 per cent of the population 

at the turn of the twentieth century, making it significant not only in Galicia and Austrian 

Silesia but in the whole kingdom (fig. 3). 84  The small Czech, Slovak and Ukrainian 

communities completed the ethnic composition of the city. 

The dominant religion of Biala was Roman Catholicism, with almost three-quarters of 

the city’s inhabitants in 1890 being Catholic, followed by Protestants who made up 15 per 

cent of the population and a tiny group of Greek Catholics.85 In the atmosphere of national 
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and social conflict, the Jewish presence was not appreciated by all; as a result, Biala 

witnessed several outbursts of anti-Semitism, the most serious of which were the riots of 

1890.86 

In many respects, Biala shared common features with Beuthen: it was a small 

industrial town (though smaller than Beuthen) on the periphery of a state. It is worth 

underlining that it was one of the biggest industrial centres in Galicia, very much tied 

economically with its twin city of Bielitz in Austrian Silesia. In 1862 a joint weaving school 

was created and, soon after, gas works were in operation in both cities. 87 In 1871 both cities 

held a joint industrial exhibition. Bielitz and Biala had strong social ties with many joint 

social organisations such as the Bielitiz-Biala Beautification Society [B.B. Verschönerungs-

Verein] established in 1883.88 

To some extent, its situation was the opposite to that of Beuthen as far as the 

hegemonic and non-dominant ethnic groups were concerned. As aforementioned, Biala 

belonged to Galicia, which to a large extent was controlled by the Polish nobility, yet the 

majority of the city’s population was German (Austrian). The city was a seat of the district 

authorities, but because of the politics of the Galician authorities, clerks employed in Biala 

were predominately Polish; this obviously provoked concerns about Polish encroachment.89 

In such an atmosphere the city council undertook an abortive attempt to make Biala a part of 

Austrian Silesia in 1869-1872.90 Unable to gain approval from the provincial administration, 

the city authorities found it necessary to secure its identity in another way. The municipal 

documents began to be decorated with the coat of arms of the city accompanied with the 

phrase ‘German City of Biala’ [Die deutsche Stadt Biala]. And what followed was the 

replacement of bilingual street names with German-only names (1889-1910).91 

Polish national activists did not passively accept the existence of the ‘German-

language island’ of Biala.92 On the contrary, efforts were made to polonise the population. In 

1873 Polish activists created the ‘Polish Reading Room’ [Czytelnia Polska], in 1891 the 

‘Workers Home Association’ [Towarzystwo Domu Robotniczego] and finally in 1900 a branch 

																																																								
86 Ibid, p. 422. 
87 Z. Perzanowski, Bielsko-Biała. Zarys dziejów rozwoju przestrzennego miasta (Kraków 1958), p. 62. 
88 J. Trzeciak & J. Kachel, ABC Bielsko-Białej, (Bielsko-Biała), p. 27 
89 J. Polak, “Pierwsze dekady w dobie…”, p. 357. 
90 In its address to the parliament the city council of Biala stressed that the ‘German-Austrian’ interests in 

cultural, economic and social matters are impossible to reconcile with the Polish character of Galicia. City 
council minutes 1st March 1872, APB, 13/MAG/10/9, p. 64 

91 http://www1.bielsko.com.pl/index.php?teksty&wehikul/hist3 (retrieved 12th January 2014). 
92 Kuhn, Die deutsche Sprachinsel Bielitz-Biala (Oppeln, 1923). 
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of the ‘Falcon’ [Sokół] movement.93 Biala was the centre of activity of one of the fiercest 

national activists, the priest Stanislaw Stojalowski (1845-1911), who also published the 

notoriously anti-Semitic newspaper ‘The Wrath and the Bee’ [Wieniec i Pszczółka]. The 

provincial authorities of Galicia also did not neglect the Polish cause in Biala and, for 

instance, established a teachers’ college with Polish as a language of instruction. Therefore 

Biala was not only a physical border between Galicia and Austrian Silesia but also a 

battlefield of the national struggle. On 28th June 1914, the day on which Archduke Ferdinand 

was assassinated in Sarajevo, Biala witnessed a regular street battle between Polish 

nationalists who came into town for a ‘Falcon’ gathering and their German opponents who 

attempted to prevent it from taking place.94 This shows how tense the situation was in the city, 

placed between two raging national movements. The broader population was drawn into those 

struggles when deciding what school to send their children or what newspaper to buy. What is 

more, in the case of Biala the social and national were very much correlated, which fed into 

the nationalist narrative. 

Cracow (Krakau/Kraków) 

Cracow, in contrast to the two previous cases, was heavily dominated by Poles and 

had very rich historical traditions. It was the second capital of Poland (after Gniezno) and was 

where the coronations and burials of the kings of Poland had taken place since the first half of 

the fourteenth century. From 1364 it was the seat of a university, which for the next 300 years 

was the only university in Poland and then in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. The 

relics of the holy patron of the kingdom, Saint Stanislaw, were buried in Cracow, and this fact 

played an important symbolic role during the nineteenth century. After the fall of the Polish-

Lithuanian Commonwealth (1795), Cracow became part of Austria, to be passed to the Duchy 

of Warsaw in 1809. Between 1815 and 1846 Cracow, with the surrounding territory, formed 

the Free City of Cracow, under the joint control of Russia, Prussia and Austria.95 After 

incorporation into the Habsburg Empire it became part of Galicia, and in 1867 it gained self-

government.  

																																																								
93 http://www1.bielsko.com.pl/index.php?teksty&wehikul/hist3 
94 J. Polak, Przewodnik po Bielsku-Białej…, p. 21. 
95 For an overview of this state, its laws and institutions see S. Wachholz, Rzeczpospolita Krakowska, okres 

1815-1830 (Warszawa, 1957). It is worth underlining that the Free City of Cracow was culturally Polish, 
therefore, Cracow experienced only very short periods of Habsburg rule (1795-1809 and 1848-1867) before 
the introduction of very broad autonomy in 1867. 
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As far as demography is concerned, Cracow had 55,000 inhabitants in 1867, 91,323 in 

1900, and 151,900 just before the outbreak of the First World War (fig. 1).96 The increase of 

the population was to a large degree the result of massive immigration from the rural areas.97 

But it can also be attributed to the enormous enlargement of the city by adding on 

neighbouring suburban towns – in 1867 it was one of the smallest cities, in terms of territory, 

not only in Galicia but also in the whole Cisleithania. This resulted in the overcrowding of the 

city, which was the most densely populated in the whole Monarchy.98 In 1910 its territory 

increased sevenfold from just 5.5 km2 to almost 49 km2.99 Nonetheless, even after the 

expansion, large parts of the city were unavailable for building, as the city was still a 

Habsburg fortress and thus special regulations on buildings applied.100 

According to the state census, at the turn of the twentieth century Polish was the 

mother tongue for 86 per cent of Cracow’s inhabitants compared to only 7 per cent German 

(fig. 3). At the same time, almost one-third of the population (28 per cent) declared Judaism 

as their religion, the rest being Catholic (fig. 2).101 It is worth underling the fact that the 

Jewish population was by no means monolithic and was divided not only along social and 

economic lines, but also by the attitudes towards assimilation and integration processes. 

Although to a large extent Poles and Jews lived side-by-side, rather than together, the two 

communities were not totally separated and maintained economic as well as cultural ties. In 

the process, the Jewish elite which constituted mainly the intelligentsia, state clerks and 

wealthiest entrepreneurs, as in all of Galicia, went through a slow process of Polonisation.102 

The ethnic and religious diversity did not however find its representation in the 

municipal authorities, where the Jewish population was underrepresented; and, moreover, in 

the first years after 1867 the law guaranteed that the posts of the city mayor and the vice-

president went to Christians.103 In terms of the social background, the vast majority of the city 
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(Wien, 2005), p. 13; B. Zbroja, Miasto umarłych. Architektura publiczna Żydowskiej Gminy Wyznaniowej w 
Krakowie w latach 1868-1939 (Kraków, 2005), pp. 23-28; M. Soboń, Polacy wobec Żydów w Galicji doby 
autonomicznej w latach 1868-1914 (Kraków, 2011), pp. 193-208; T. Gąsowski, Między gettem a światem. 
Dylematy ideowe Żydów galicyjskich na przełomie XIX i XX wieku (Kraków, 1996), pp. 53-59. 

103 I. Homola, Kraków za prezydentury Mikołaja Zyblikiewicza (1874-1881) (Kraków, 1976), p. 19-23. 
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council belonged to the bourgeois and intelligentsia as did all the presidents until 1918, with a 

single exception of Mikołaj Zyblikwiewicz, who was also unique for being a Greek 

Catholic. 104  Until the beginning of the twentieth century, Cracow was ruled by the 

conservative elite; but even after its political monopoly was broken at the turn of the century, 

the influence of this political orientation remained decisive.105 

The conservatism of the city elite was undoubtedly related, among other things, to the 

fact that the city had become popular among the Polish nobility and many aristocratic families 

had their residences in the city. However, it was not only the Galician nobles who had their 

palaces in Cracow but also the well-born from Russian Poland (e.g. Potoccy), Provinz Posen 

(e.g. Raczyński) and even the Russian Empire (Roman Lubartowicz Sanguszko).106 As a 

result, Cracow had proportionally more servants than most cities in the Habsburg Empire, 

including the provincial capital Lemberg and Austrian Linz.107 

The presence of the aristocracy created not only a rich market for artistic production, 

which indeed flourished at the end of the nineteenth century, but also helped compensate for 

the lack of industry or other bases for urban development. Cracow became the centre of 

aristocratic consumption and a popular tourist destination. The second half of the century saw 

massive nationalistic ceremonies, such as the bicentennial anniversary of the battle of Vienna 

(1883) or the burial of the national poet, Adam Mickiewicz (1798-1855), in the royal 

cathedral (1890). It had been said that at the end of the nineteenth century, anniversaries and 

ceremonial burials were the two most important industries in Cracow.108 The importance of 

the past and the historical monuments played well into the modernisation project as 

envisioned by the first two presidents of the city – Józef Dietl (1804-1878) and Mikołaj 

Zyblikiewicz (1823-1887).109 The former demanded that Cracow be ‘turned into the city of 

monuments’, as a method of modernisation.110 As we will see, this strategy had important 

implications for the city’s development. 

																																																								
104 Ibid., 59. 
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Primary sources 

In order to examine the nationalisation of space I have used a variety of sources, 

which can be grouped into several categories. For the location of the symbols of the different 

ethnic groups that existed in the four cities, I use city maps, tourist guidebooks and 

iconography (e.g. postcards). In both Cracow and Posen there are several guidebooks 

available from the second half of the nineteenth century. It would be aimless to list all of them 

here, but just to give a few examples, one could name Felix Antoniewicz’s Przewodnik po 

Poznaniu zawierajacy kolorowaną mapę miasta, ciekawsze w niem zdarzenia, opis 

publicznych gmachów i potrzebniejsze wskazówki (Poznań, 1882); Bernhard Franke’s (ed.) 

Verkehrsverband für die Provinz Posen (Posen, 1914); Józef Jezierski, Józefa Jezierskiego 

ilustrowany przewodnik po Krakowie i okolicy z planem miasta 1914-1915 (Kraków, 1914), 

and Eliasz Radzikowski’s Kraków dawny i dzisiejszy (Kraków, 1902). Neither Beuthen nor 

Biala could boast similar attention from publishers (and tourists), yet both were mentioned in 

the publications about their respective areas, for instance Woerl’s Illustrierter Führer durch 

das Oberschlesische Industriegebiet: mit besonderer Berücksichtigung der Orte Kattowitz, 

Königshütte, Beuthen, Tarnowitz, Zabrze und Gleiwitz (Leipzig, 1904). With some caution, 

one could also use publications from the 1920s, such as Erwin Stein’s (ed.) Das Buch der 

Stadt Beuthen O/S. und Umgebung (Berlin, 1925). A useful source on street naming, as well 

as of maps, were telephone books, which were published from the 1880s.  

The examination of the debates surrounding the establishment of new symbols of 

different ethnic groups will be done through the scrutiny of the city council minutes of the 

four cities, as well as through the analysis of the local newspapers – where possible. The city 

council minutes are available in state archives in Bielsko-Biała (APB) and Cracow (APK). 

Unfortunately, in Poznań, the state archive (APP) suffered significantly during the Second 

World War and thus hardly any city council minutes from the Prussian times have survived to 

this day. A very similar situation occurred with the materials gathered nowadays in the archive 

in Katowice (APKa), where the archival sources for Beuthen are stored. Nonetheless, many of 

the relevant administrative files have survived until this day; for instance, files gathered in the 

process of constructing a war monument on Beuthen’s Main Square are preserved there. In 

the same group, one should also locate official publications, such as an anniversary book of 

the city of Posen: Bernard Franke’s (ed.) Die Residenzstadt Posen und ihre Verwaltung im 

Jahre 1911 (Posen, 1911). Finally, files related to the Jagiellonian University buildings have 

been located in the archive of this institution (AUJ). 
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Newspapers and other relevant publications are to be found in the four cities’ 

museums as well as city libraries. The contemporary specialist press (i.e. architecture or 

engineering press) is equally a great source of information. Both Posen and Cracow had many 

publications, a vast majority of which is easily accessible, including in the internet archives. 

The situation is very different for the two other cities – only a fraction of Beuthen’s press 

could be located and even less for Biala. However, even those limited resources provide us 

with valuable insights into the developments in the nineteenth century. Moreover, press 

published elsewhere but dealing with the affairs in the given city could also be used, such as 

the ‘Teschen Star’ [Gwiazdka Cieszyńska] – which published reports concerning Biala. As far 

as source availability allowed, both German and Polish newspapers were consulted. 

The selection of the material allows the understanding and analysis of the symbolic 

realm as it was constructed and defined. For the same reason, it only gives partial 

consideration to the inhabitants (and visitors) confronted with the actions taken by the elite. It 

is however not my principle aim to study those reactions, as much research has already been 

done on the nationalisation of the peoples and on the spread of nationalism – I therefore do 

not wish to rework this field.  

Language 

As already indicated, the context of this thesis is the multi-ethnic and multi-lingual 

East Central Europe before the First World War shattered the two empires. On the practical 

level, it primarily means usage of the German and Polish languages. Unless indicated 

otherwise, all of the translations in the thesis are my own work. 

As far as possible, I have tried to provide the English translation for the terms used; 

thus one finds the English titles of the newspapers or names of institutions with the original 

name in square brackets. Where there is an established English name I use that spelling, for 

instance for Cracow and Warsaw. Second, when there is no widely accepted English 

equivalent I have decided to stick to the German names of the four cities, mainly because 

these were their official names at that time. To avoid the reader’s confusion I use the German 

names throughout this thesis, even when I mention a period before 1795 or after 1918. The 

same goes for other geographical terms such as the names of Prussian provinces, e.g. Provinz 

Posen. Names of historical figures appear in this text under their own name without any 

translations. 
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Research hypotheses and outline of the chapters 

With this thesis, I hope to contribute to nation-building studies and urban studies by 

exploring, at a local level, how different ethnic communities marked the urban space in the 

four cities with different social, political, legal and historical backgrounds. Therefore it also 

aspires to add to research on the fields of nineteenth-century politics and studies of 

commemorations. The study of how public imagination was shaped by different markers in 

symbolic landscapes and what landmarks were employed in different social and political 

contexts should tell us about the creation of symbolically loaded urban landscapes in Central-

Eastern Europe in this period. 

In order to explore the symbolic politics in the second half of the nineteenth century, I 

explore four cities in two states (Prussia: Beuthen and Posen; Austria-Hungary: Biala and 

Cracow) and examine the symbolic landscape in each of them. The thesis is focused on four 

leading questions: 1) What does it mean to nationalise urban space? 2) How was it achieved 

— what traditions (military, artistic, political, etc.) were used to achieve it? 3) Who 

nationalised the examined space – state, municipal authorities, and/or individuals/groups? 4) 

What was the meaning of this process in the broader context? 

Last but not least, this work aims to compare the symbolic politics of the Habsburg 

(passive) and Hohenzollern (active) states and tries to show what this tell us about symbolic 

politics in general. It is important for me to highlight that more than being a study of national 

movements and national activities, this thesis is meant to be a study of symbolic politics in an 

urban setting. Of course, since symbolic politics was largely aimed at national issues, it was 

also influenced the cohabitation of different ethnic, linguistic and religious groups (i.e. 

Germans, Jews, and Poles) in the nineteenth century. For that very reason, my thesis deals 

with the coexistence of those groups in relation to the changes in the symbolic urban 

landscapes. Nonetheless, the ultimate goal is to reconstruct and understand how ‘imagined 

cities’ were created, with what means, by whom and for whom.  

I argue that the nationalisation of space, which happened in the second half of the 

nineteenth century (especially in the 1880s and 1890s), was not only influenced by the 

national (and nationalist) politics but also determined by local issues, such as uplifting the 

status of a city and gaining prestige for it. National rhetoric was used to legitimise the local 

interests, but at the same time, it served a bigger idea of symbolic control over the space. 

Despite the fact that symbolic markers used the same references and were often constructed 

using the same justification, they served different purposes. 
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Contrary to claims in the literature the ‘masses’ (i.e. wider public) were not the major 

audience of the monuments in the urban space. Had this been so, they would have been 

located in the worker’s neighbourhoods rather than in the city centres – which were inhabited 

by the wealthiest citizens. Their location in the city centres proves that they were addressed 

above all to the middle and upper classes, who erected those very monuments. The working 

classes could only admire them on Sunday visits to the city centres. Statues were more 

symbols of status and wealth of the city and less tools of indoctrination of the citywide public. 

Moreover, they declared (and confirmed) the vision of the nation and its history to the city 

elites as well as visitors (tourists) to a city. In this sense, we can understand that city centres 

were meant to be showcases, and the city as a whole can be deconstructed as a ‘narration’ 

which has its structure and meaning. However, as there was no single author of such ‘a story 

of a city’, it was neither ‘spread’ evenly in the whole territory of a city nor was it always 

coherent in its ‘meaning’. Nonetheless, such a narrative was clearly made by the well-offs and 

for them. In contrast, one can see that street names were indeed used to influence the masses. 

There is a very strong suggestion that in this case it was an expression of ‘class 

consciousness’ rather than national consciousness, but the relation between the two is 

analysed.  

In the following chapters I examine the nationalisation of urban space in the four cities 

of the two nineteenth-century European empires. I start by explaining my theoretical setting 

for the study of the city-texts. The second chapter thus examines why some symbols matter 

and how people use them to orient themselves in a social reality. In particular, I explain my 

understanding of collective memories and national communities which form the interpretative 

frame for this thesis. The constructive and dynamic character of both categories helps us to 

understand why and how changes in the social imagination inform the reshaping of an urban 

landscape. Those changes can strengthen or weaken a position of those in power by 

influencing the hegemonic discourse. In the three chapters that follow I examine three types 

of social markers: street names, monuments and public buildings. Because these are radically 

different from one another, I decided not to push them into rigid categories of comparison, but 

rather to look at each in its own right. Having said that, in each of the empirical chapters I 

examine what kind of community was promoted on each level of the city-text, who played a 

role in this process and if there was any place left for a non-dominant group. The focus is 

placed on spatial and temporal references in the symbolic definitions of national communities. 

These three chapters however are not solely oriented toward the national identities, but also 
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explore the intimately linked issues of social class, political power, and urban development in 

the second half of the nineteenth century. The sixth chapter balances this top-down approach 

of the previous sections, by examining various popular responses to the shaping of the urban 

landscape by social and political elites. This again brings up the question of who was the real 

addressee of the symbolic items and what goals these objects served apart from the ones 

discussed in the relevant empirical chapters. Moreover, the sixth chapter also traces the 

creation of so-called ‘public opinion’ and the hegemonic discourse on the issues of the 

symbolic landscape. Finally, in the concluding chapter I revisit the four leading questions and 

reflect on some more general issues and point out the questions which arise from my own 

research.  
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Fig. 4 Map of the region with the four cities marked 

Das Deutsche Kaiserreich 1:4.600.000 (frag.), Meyers Konversationslexikon, 5. Auflage (1893) 
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II. Imagining a City: a Historical Perspective on Symbolic Politics 

In 2012 the ‘Republic of Hungary’ became simply ‘Hungary’.111 Even before that the 

city council of Budapest had decided to rename 26 streets and squares in the capital.112 The 

precise motives of the Fidesz party, which had the majority in both the state parliament and 

municipal council, are open to discussion, but what strikes me in this case is the importance 

paid to symbols. Post-communist Europe saw a massive wave of street renaming after 1989 as 

well as the demolition of monuments and the unveiling of new ones. The names of many 

villages and cities were changed too. In many cases the pre-communist symbols, such as 

names of public places, were restored to symbolise the abolition of communism and 

‘restoration’ of national sovereignty.  

Symbolic actions can have very real consequences, and political symbols can be a 

source of great tension and cause real violence. The attention paid to such issues of seemingly 

secondary importance is striking for a disinterested observer. One can claim that these 

symbolic amendments do not change the reality; that is, the political power of the Hungarian 

prime minister was not altered in any way by the fact that his country was no longer called a 

republic, nor did it make any difference to the status of the country in the international 

community. The impact of renaming the streets in Budapest did not change the country’s 

history or the legacy of the communist regime. The construction of communist monuments in 

the communist bloc did not prevent the Uprising of 1953 in East Germany or the 1956 

Hungarian Revolt, and restoring the name of Katowice from Stalinogród [Stalin City] in the 

same year did not raise the standard of living or the level of political freedom in the 

communist Poland. 

On the other hand, people seem to have been preoccupied with such symbols. They 

have been prepared to invest substantial financial resources, time and effort to build and 

demolish monuments and have conducted heated debates about (re)naming streets and 

determining the architectural style of public buildings. Thus far from being a marginal issue, 

political symbols are a core element of the social reality.113 

																																																								
111 E. Flock, “Hungary loses ‘Republic’ in name, and protests fill capital”, Washington Post (3.01.2012), 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/blogpost/post/hungary-loses-republic-name-and-protests-fill-
capital/2012/01/03/gIQAYCaMYP_blog.html (retrieved 5th April 2013). 

112 ‘Zmiany nazw ulic i placów w Budapeszcie’, http://wyszehrad.com/wegry/aktualnosci/zmiany-nazw-ulic-i-
placow-w-budapeszcie (retrieved 5th April 2013). 

113 For Murray Edelman symbolic politics was a ‘political placebo’ designed to deceive the wider public by 
providing a false substitute to real politics which delivers tangible benefits. M. Edelman, “Symbols and 
Political Quiescence”, The American Political Science Review, Vol. 54, No. 3 (1960), pp. 695-704. 
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In this chapter I reflect on some aspects of this paradox that are relevant to the 

considerations of the symbolic landscape of Beuthen, Biala, Cracow and Posen in the long 

nineteenth century. The functioning of the symbols in the public space is equally important 

with respect to monuments, street names and public buildings; therefore I deal with these 

issues together here, before analysing certain individual items from each of the case studies. I 

start by discussing the actual function of the symbolic device and, in particular, its ability to 

embody immaterial concepts and thus bring them into people’s lives. In the context of my 

thesis, the most important concept is the idea of the nation. Because of this, I reflect on what 

it means to ‘nationalise the space’ and then on what we actually mean by a ‘nation’. The way 

in which we can link the national community with the material world is through the idea of 

collective memories. In this narration, symbols are used as headlines which organise the 

collective notion of the past. Finally, from the perspective of the state, symbolic devices had 

other qualities as well (e.g. a legitimising function) and this might be important to bear in 

mind especially when examining the situation in Posen. These different threads are woven 

together in the conclusions of this chapter. 

Embodiment of grand ideas 

Hardly anyone wakes up thinking of himself as being ‘German’ or ‘Polish’. But 

monuments and street names make those vague concepts concrete and noticeable on a day-to-

day basis. Sets of such symbols create a more or less coherent imagery of a nation, and by 

doing so they give members of such a group points of reference and a common 

understanding, thus providing them the means to perceive the world around them as less 

foreign. For instance, when visiting a new town, we feel more comfortable when we 

recognise the names of streets and see similar monuments to the ones already known. In this 

sense they help to tame an unknown landscape. Thus building a monument to Emperor Joseph 

II (1765–1790) was important in the Bohemian land for the German nationalist communities 

as it gave practical meaning to their notion of nationality, particularly in the face of 

cohabitation with other national groups.114 In this sense, symbolic politics is a discourse about 

one’s identity and, eventually, self-identification. Because symbols help define who ‘we’ are, 

they are perceived as important tokens as they inscribe the idea of nationhood into the 

physical environment people live in. Therefore because discussion about the construction of a 
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monument touches upon people’s identity, it can evoke strong emotions. Not only do such 

symbolic markers demonstrate that a given place is ‘ours’ but they also prove what ‘we’ 

represent and thus define who ‘we’ are and who ‘we’ are not. 

However, not all symbols are equally important; indeed it would be easy to point to 

abandoned monuments or to those street names the meaning of which were lost long ago. The 

emotions that often accompany the building of a monument or (re)naming of a street fade 

away, and the symbol then becomes ‘invisible’ to the passer-by.115 Indeed, many people living 

on a street that is named after someone (e.g., Gneisenaustraße) do not actually feel the need to 

find out who that person was. Instead of influencing and inspiring the public, street names 

may fall into oblivion and are used solely to mark a distinctive area of a city just like 

‘ordinary’ names (such as Forest Park Road). This is reflected for instance by the fact that 

people do not include a first name or even the initial of the person the street is named after but 

just use the family name when addressing letters and parcels. Małgorzata Praczyk pointed out 

that monuments can cease to be a place of commemoration and become, for instance, a place 

of entertainment for the youth who practice their skateboarding skills at a monument site.116 

The symbolic control over space is therefore not an easy task and many of the objects placed 

to secure domination over a particular space fail to achieve their goal and either fall into 

oblivion or are redefined by the public for alternative uses. 

Despite all these indications, state and municipal authorities, social groups and 

individuals repeat their efforts to shape the symbolic urban landscape according to their views 

and beliefs regarding the community they see themselves to be a part of. There is a noticeable 

hope that everyday contact with such symbolic markers would influence the public and spark 

a sense of belonging to a given group. This faith in the power of symbols suggests a deep-

rooted belief in the potential to alter the social reality by erecting such markers in the physical 

space. These symbols thus tell us much more about the power of a belief in a symbol’s 

influence than they do about the actual difference those items make.117 Having said that, one 

should not dismiss totally the power of symbols. Indeed, there are good reasons to believe that 

there is more to it than just wishful thinking. As Mark Billig argued, the display of symbols 
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on a daily basis in a rather low-key manner is a part of ‘banal nationalism’, which can be an 

extremely powerful form of propaganda for influencing people, precisely because people do 

not treat it as indoctrination and are thus more susceptible to it.118 He argues that although 

such symbols make little difference in the course of ordinary social interactions, their 

influence can be used at a critical moment. This is because a few things are considered to be 

more ‘natural’ and ‘neutral’ than a landscape, including a city space. 119  Therefore its 

‘prepolitical’ character makes it an ultimate tool of political propaganda. People absorb the 

information encoded in it easily and are likely to act accordingly in the moment of crisis. 

I argue that monuments and street names in the urban setting are not detached from the 

‘everyday’, but, in fact, they are treated as very banal by the city dwellers precisely because 

their presence is taken as a part of their 'everyday' routine. In fact, this is exactly the problem 

when assessing the role of monuments; Robert Musil famously remarked that there is nothing 

as invisible as a monument.120 Monuments, street names and other symbolic markers are 

indeed part of the same phenomenon of ‘banal nationalism’ and should be studied in such a 

framework.121 

We can also point to the situations where a lack of symbols was a handicap. Andreas 

Dörner argued that it was precisely the symbolic weakness of the regime in Germany after the 

First World War that undermined its very foundations: ‘The erosion of the Weimar Republic 

was not least due to the lack of symbolic politics on the part of Democrats, while contempt 

for the Republic, its institutions and symbols was shown by left and right-wing discourse 

makers.’122 Many commentators on the situation in contemporary Poland have pointed at the 

lack of engagement in the symbolic realm by the centre parties as a cause of the wave of 

political extremism.123 Along similar lines, Roxana Adina Huma convincingly argues that the 

lack of shared symbols and political myths is an important problem not only in the nation 

building but also in creating social bonds in today’s Moldova.124 According to this scholar, the 
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lack of agreement over the basic symbols, such as the flag, makes it impossible to create a 

coherent discourse about other societal concerns in Moldova. 

It thus seems that symbolic politics is not only detached from ‘real politics’ and ‘real 

life’ but is also very much a part of it and plays a key role in people’s lives. Chiara Bottici’s 

findings lend support to the claim that the very opposition between ‘real’ and ‘ideological’ is 

false.125 According to Kay Anderson and Fay Gale, ‘people interpret and grasp their world—

and indeed reality itself—with the use of symbols and vocabularies that equip them to 

participate in the construction of cultures and geographies.’126 This does not mean, in my 

opinion, that symbolic politics can solve everyday problems such as harsh economic 

conditions. Even the greatest political myth cannot fulfil the basic needs of every human 

being, such as security, shelter and nourishment. Symbolic politics can only be successfully 

conducted when there are social conditions for it. The omnipresence of communist symbols in 

Eastern Europe did not save the regime because the ideology they stood for had been widely 

discredited and therefore could not legitimise those in power. Those items were merely the 

reproduction of a hegemonic ideological discourse existing elsewhere but not in people’s 

hearts. Monuments and even the most impressive public buildings are unlikely to be accepted 

as substitutes for the lack of supplies in shops. 

The nineteenth-century symbolic politics is particularly interesting in this regard as it 

was oriented not only towards nationality but also towards class society. The latter was not 

merely an appendix but existed in its own right. As my research shows, the municipal 

authorities of Posen very consciously adopted a class strategy when naming streets after the 

expansion of city borders in 1900. But the two identities did not exist separately; they were 

most often very tightly linked with each other – with class divisions mirroring national ones. 

Moreover, because mass politics was only emerging in this period, there were important 

changes in the way symbolic politics was conducted. While Chancellor Otto von Bismarck 

disregarded the public in general and limited himself to the traditional armoury of 

propaganda, Kaiser Wilhelm II took a very different stance in expanding vastly the armada of 

tools used to project his image to the public.127 The nineteenth-century world was thus quite 

different; therefore its symbolic representation can be best exemplified by the fact that before 
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1914, war memorials commemorated in principle only generals, not ordinary soldiers.128 The 

class dimension was not restricted to monuments alone, as the chapter on street names 

demonstrate, they were used to enhance the value of middle-class districts by appropriation by 

(German) cultural references in the bourgeois areas of the city.  

Symbols make it easier to make sense of big concepts such as nationality, giving them 

a practical meaning – knowing certain names, being familiar with certain emblems, 

recognising stereotypes. They not only make it easier for people to communicate with one 

another, but also make ‘familiar’ places that otherwise would be strange and unwelcoming. 

This might be a useful insight when analysing Prussian efforts to make Posen a more 

attractive city to the German middle classes, or for explaining the transformation of Cracow’s 

city-text. Furthermore, symbols provide a framework for the social narrative of reality 

without which a national community could not be sustained. In the case of the Polish national 

group in the nineteenth century, this was of particular importance due to the lack of statehood. 

But how does the imposition of the national categories on a symbolic landscape work in 

practice?  

Nationalisation of space 

The formation of modern national loyalty required not only a shared narration of the 

past and conviction about the common destiny, but also a shared understanding of who 

actually constitutes the national community.129 Inasmuch as in the nineteenth century there 

was no Polish state, there was no ‘Poland’ either, and thus the concept of Polish lands was 

only just being forged.130 As much as it had a practical purpose by defining the territories 

which Poles aspired to rule, it also served as the catalyst for public discussion. Neither had it 

been decided nor commonly accepted what ‘made’ Poland, or how this country should be 

imagined. In Prussia, on the other hand, there was only a gradual absorption of the German 

identity as people more commonly saw themselves as Germans rather than Prussians. 

However, as Andreas Dörner pointed out, transforming the ‘Prussianness’ into ‘Germanness’ 
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was far from an easy process: ‘[i]n the context of Prussian hegemony there is also another line 

of tension: that between Prussia and the nation state.’131 

During the second half of the nineteenth century, mass national engagement occurred 

among both Germans and Poles at more or less the same time. Nancy Wingfield convincingly 

shows how Czech and German national movements were closely aligned to each other in 

terms of their strategies.132 Michael Billig indicated that although national activists claim 

uniqueness of their respective groups, they do it in similar manner.133 Equally, becoming 

national, as a Pole or a German, did not happen in isolation, but rather in a tightly interwoven 

world; and thus these national projects could have influenced each other. These similarities 

were reflected in the tools used in making cities more ‘German’ or more ‘Polish’, the 

grammar of nationalising being the same.  

Because of the geographical proximity, architecture could not easily translate the 

difference between those nation groups. Historic architecture developed along the same lines 

in the region, and as a result it was difficult for a given nationality to claim specific styles. 

Architectural style could easily be employed to demonstrate the ‘nationality’ of a given place, 

for instance in the colonial setting; however, it was much more challenging to do so in 

(Eastern) Europe, but that does not mean that no such attempts were made.134 As my project 

shows, there were indeed attempts to link architecture and national community. For instance 

the Gothic style was claimed to be an essentially German style, but this did not prevent Jan 

Sas-Zubrzycki (1860-1935), among others, from planning a church in the ‘Polish Gothic 

style’.135 This lack of differentiation adds to the difficulty of defining what makes a city 

‘Polish’ or ‘German’. Nonetheless, despite those ambiguities, architecture was perceived as 
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yet another mode in which nationality was expressed.136 In the Polish-language Posen Daily 

[Dziennik Poznański] from 1904 we find the following statement: 

German insolence [buta] and the desire to give Posen the appearance of a 

beautiful, sophisticated city, linked with the long-standing thought of still 

greater consolidation of Germanness here led to the buildings being built 

here, such as the German library, museum of Emperor Frederick, [...] 

academy [...] and finally, various monuments of German glory, 

notwithstanding the street names—all this to testify that the city of 

Przemyslaw137 is the most German [arcyniemieckie] city.138 

We see therefore that in the understanding of this contemporary writer, it was precisely 

the look of the city – the architecture of its buildings, monuments and street names – that 

could be legitimately used to judge the nationality of a place. In this sense, one could draw the 

conclusion that one nation could inhabit the space of other peoples. And if that was the case, 

securing the dominance over space was the matter of the greatest concern. 

On the other hand, despite the fact that monuments and other symbols were supposed 

to materialise the idea of a nation, an examination of the urban landscape cannot answer the 

questions about the identities, state of mind, or feelings of the inhabitants of a given city. The 

majority of a population was never consulted on what they thought about the establishment of 

different monuments or the (re)naming of streets. Not only were the decisions made by 

undemocratically-elected municipal authorities (for example, only 7 per cent of Cracow’s 

population was eligible to vote in municipal elections in 1901), but they were also 

themselves, in fact, only one of many actors shaping the urban landscape.139 Municipal 

authorities had to compete with state governments, military and civic organisations as well as 

influential individuals over the control of a city-text and power to transform it. As this thesis 

shows, symbolic landscapes might have been created for the people, and at times with the 

(financial) assistance of the people, but hardly ever by the people. The symbols erected in the 
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urban space aimed to influence the masses, but they were very much elitist projects; the wider 

public was the object and not the subject of the symbolic politics. 

In contrast to today, the nineteenth century had a different mode of shaping an urban 

landscape. In the contemporary world, erecting a symbol in an urban landscape is a ‘fluid 

process of negotiation between officials, local groups, academics, journalists and others in the 

cultural sphere.’140 In both Imperial Germany and Austria-Hungary, the process of building a 

monument or naming a street engaged far smaller decision-making circles. It was very much 

the elite (municipal, state, military etc.) that attempted to shape an image of a nation through 

official commemorations such as street naming and public buildings. There were however a 

few examples where the public might have been given a slightly less passive role, for instance 

in Cracow an exhibition after the competition for the Mickiewicz monument was opened to 

public.141 But even in this case, the decision had already been made and it was just another 

way to convey the verdict to the wider population (in Cracow and in Warsaw). Last but not 

least, as this thesis argues, the symbolic landscape was created to shape the minds and actions 

not only of the inhabitants of a given city but also its visitors. Those people, of course, had no 

voice whatsoever in the debates preceding the establishment of the symbolic markers; 

nonetheless, the creators of those markers wanted these symbols to influence their 

contemporaries so that they would absorb the propagated interpretation of a national 

community. 

The ‘nationalisation of space’ is therefore a process in which symbolic items believed 

to be representing a nation are placed in a space which by the virtue of their power is 

‘conquered’ in the name of this particular ‘imagined community’. Moreover, this process also 

employs the strategy of defining already existing objects as signifiers of nationality. Such 

symbolic objects require material and cultural capital to establish; therefore only a relatively 

small group of people could participate in this process, and because of that they had a 

disproportionately high influence in shaping the image of that national group. Having said 

that, we ought not to forget that even these elite groups were divided along social, religious 

and political lines, and thus the process of the ‘nationalisation of space’ was often 

problematic. Furthermore, the possibility to define the national group through symbols gave 

the actors potentially important political power, which made the process even more sensitive. 

The struggle over the location of different monuments and naming of streets was therefore 
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very difficult to diffuse as in fact it was a struggle over who can impose his/her view on the 

community as a whole.  

A nation and a state 

Until this point I have used the terms ‘national group’, Poles, Germans and so forth 

without explaining how I conceptualise those notions.  Although a nation is a core term used 

in all nationalism studies and is being widely used in public discourse, there is great 

confusion over its meaning. One of the main reasons for such uncertainty is the fact that the 

word has ancient roots, and during the course of time, it has changed its meaning 

dramatically.142 Moreover, there is an important difference between the concept of ‘nation’ in 

English, French and other Western European languages on one hand and its meaning in 

German and Slavic languages on the other.143 In the former group, ‘nation’ refers to a group 

bound together by language, ethnicity and history. In the West, it is primarily linked with the 

idea of state. This pattern has led some scholars to draw general conclusions about the nature 

of nationalism; that is, political activism centred on the nation as well as national identity in 

the west and east of Europe. Hans Kohn insisted on the dissimilarity between the ‘good’ and 

‘progressive’ nationalism of the West and the ‘bad’ and ‘backward’ nationalism of the East.144 

Yet this division lacks historical accuracy – the Irish could be grouped together with the East 

Europeans, while Hungarians followed the Western European ‘path’. In my view such 

classification is yet another way of formulating the idea of the Sonderweg, but this time 

expanded to half of the European continent.145 What I mean by this is that there was no ‘right’ 

way of transformation from ethnic to national identity, and neither in the East nor West of 

Europe was there a single mode of nation building and in both parts of the continent different 

factors were taken as defining the national character. Even the French nationhood, often 

portrayed as the model ‘civic’ nationalism, is in fact a mixture of both ethnic and civic 

definition. Moreover, the very concepts of Eastern and Western Europe are themselves 
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arbitrary distinctions and there is no common understanding as to which territories they 

encompass.146 

The above-mentioned ‘transition’ from ethnicity to nationality was not as 

straightforward as it might appear at first. The trouble lies in the very concept of ethnicity. 

Many scholars today question its conceptualisation as a set of cultural traits or an identity, 

especially a given one. 147 Moreover, it has been pointed out that there is a little evidence that 

people perceived the divisions between the different groups in terms of ethnicity understood 

as a collective identity before the national mobilisation.148 Last but not least, the exact 

difference between ethnicity and nationality is also troubling. Ethnicity was used to justify 

national claims and national projects were based on one or more ethnic foundations, but 

ethnicity as such should not be taken as a ‘dormant’ nationality but rather as the material from 

which nationality could be ‘created’.149 The transition, nation-building process on the ethnic 

foundation can be related to phase B in Miroslav Hroch’s scheme of national movements.150 

For the purpose of this thesis, I follow Craig Calhoun who claimed that what separates 

ethnicity and nationality is the nature of claims based on each of the concepts.151 Ethnicity in 

my understanding, therefore, is a set of historically developed cultural norms and practices 

that are stable over long period of time and shared by a relatively large number of people. 

Few specialists would argue today in favour of a pre-modern nature of a nation.152 Yet, 

there is little agreement beyond that. Anthony Smith emphasised the historical foundations, 

most often medieval, of the modern phenomena of nations and nationalism.153 Miroslav 

Hroch stressed that the modern national movements often used the past references extensively 
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without actually having a clear connection to this medieval past.154 Benedict Anderson and 

Eric Hobsbawm, together with other social constructionists, understood nations as ‘imagined’ 

or ‘invented’ but in any case strictly as a ‘product’ of the modern world.155 Ernest Gellner in 

Nations and Nationalism (1983) agreed with the previous stand but strongly underlined the 

functional aspect of nationalism as a by-product of a capitalist economy and changes linked to 

a new form of social organisation.  

Neither ethnicity nor nationality, in my view, should be understood in terms of ‘hard’ 

identity, which is based on the assumption of sameness of the members of a given group.156 I 

definitely do not want to suggest that the all members of the Polish, German or Jewish 

community living in the four cities studied in this thesis had the same understanding of these 

group or were homogenous in any other sense. On the contrary, each of these groups was 

divided by class, gender, age, political convictions and other features which made the 

experiences and expectations of each member of the group individual. However, I do believe 

that these people who thought of themselves as part of the given nation acted in accordance to 

this conviction. The ‘commonality’ thus does not imply uniformity of group members, but 

rather some sort of agreement of ‘forms (ways of behaving) – whose content (meanings) may 

vary considerably among its members.’157 The forms in the context of this thesis were 

primarily national symbols on which various meanings were projected. The process of 

nationalisation of space, which this thesis is concerned with, was one of the ways in which 

such imagined community was called into being. Following Brendan Jeffrey Karch I 

understand nationality or religion in terms of loyalties, rather than identities. 158  Such 

conceptualisation better reflects situations in which religion, language, political affiliation and 

social status might have been in conflict with one another. Interpreting those in terms of 

loyalties rather than identities makes it easier to grasp the negotiation process on both 

individual and collective level. The city elite of Biala and the Polish nobility ruling Galicia 

shared the loyalty towards the crown and Franz Joseph, but they framed it differently and in 

my opinion did not necessarily share the same identity. Bearing those reservations in mind I 
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shall use the term ‘national community’ as a group bounded by the loyalty to a national group, 

not as a monolithic entity. I treat ‘community’ as an analytical tool which allows me to 

describe the four case studies not a characteristic of the social groups.159 In the following 

subchapter I discuss the polyphony of collective notions of the past. Because no national 

group can be described by its sameness, there cannot be one collective memory. 

The problem of national loyalty is linked with the very important and difficult 

question of national indifference. The nineteenth century is often referred to as ‘the age of 

nationalism’. To a large extent this conclusion is justified: nationalistic rhetoric spread 

throughout Europe; many if not most people started to identify themselves in terms of 

nationality. Yet it should not overshadow the fact that nationality was not the only identity 

available nor that all people ascribed to it all the time.160 National indifference is especially 

difficult to trace since such people did not have their associations, monuments or celebrations. 

‘Nationalist indifference is therefore fundamentally a negative and nationalistic category. 

Indifference only exists as such in the eyes of the nationalist beholder.’161 Only during 1864–

1914 was the dominant German identity formed, replacing traditional ones (such as Prussian, 

Bavarian, and Rhenish).162 In the Polish case, the concept of the noble nation was extended in 

this period to include the wider population, but that only happened gradually and not without 

difficulty.163 It is enough to recall here that as late as 1846 the nobility was slaughtered by 

Polish-speaking peasants in Austrian-ruled Galicia.164  

Nationality was not necessarily the only way to construct one’s identity. Tara Zahra 

reminds us that even though nationalism was spreading and gaining ground in Eastern 

Europe, for many people it was not how they framed the world around them.165 The 

successful national projects were not the only ones present in nineteenth-century Europe. 

Alternative constructs were also proposed and found substantial support among the 
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population.166 Tectonic plates of French and German nationalism squeezed out the Alsatian 

identity, as Detmar Klein argues. 167  The Silesians and the Kashubians on the eastern 

peripheries of the Kaiserreich shared the same fate, as they were caught up between the 

increasingly hostile German-Polish relations, which resulted from the social relations in those 

areas. These projects did not survive the pressure from outside and disappeared in the bigger 

national projects. Considering all the evidence and historical literature, it would be impossible 

to argue that such groups were large or especially prominent. It is beyond the scope of this 

dissertation to examine the factors that determine which projects prevail, yet the existence of 

nationally indifferent people can be a reason why in an ethnic borderland (for example, Biala 

and Beuthen) there were only a few markers in the symbolic landscape. Apart from the 

pressure of the authorities or dominant groups, a national indifference might be one of the 

explanations for such a situation. In the chapter on monuments, I discuss the lack of public 

statues in Biala and the possibility that this was due to the general lack of enthusiasm for 

national projects in that city. Another way of looking at why there was no monument in 

Beuthen to the 1866 war might be to ask how the local population understood this conflict 

between the two German-speaking monarchies. I would argue that those symbols which defy 

the national narrative could be treated as examples of national indifference. In Posen the 

monument to the director of the zoo, appreciated by both Polish and German citizens of the 

city, could be seen as an anational project. The obvious problem for a researcher is that, for 

instance, artists were ascribed to the role of the embodiment of the national communities and 

thus every appreciation of the artistic talent was inevitably framed in national terms. It is thus 

a challenge when studying the symbolic realms to also look for evidence of the non-national 

saturation of the urban text. It is my intention to follow this path and explore what loyalties 

other than national ones were promoted in the symbolic landscapes of the four cities. 

To conclude it is worth highlighting the constructed nature of national as well as ethnic 

communities, internally divided and heterogeneous, but bound by the loyalty to a group 

conceived as sharing a common past and future. The high degree of internal communication 

made it possible to negotiate the shared understanding of the community, regardless of the 

accuracy of this belief. Nationality was of course not the only loyalty of the citizens of the 

German Empire and Austria-Hungary, for some it was not a matter of concern at all. 
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Nonetheless, from the middle of the nineteenth century onwards it became more and more 

prominent in the social discourse.  

Collective memories 

To understand how it was possible that residents and visitors to a city could be 

influenced by symbolic markers, we have to employ the notion of collective memories.168 

Without it, a study of those symbols would remain on the level of their appearance and 

contemporary aesthetic trends. And although the concerns over the latter were very important 

in the debate surrounding, for instance the monument of Friedrich the Great in Beuthen, it 

would be terribly reductive not to see more in those disputes. The gap between the symbols 

and the political power can be breached, in my opinion, by looking at the social construction 

of the past. 

This is a core issue for my thesis. I make no claim to understand what Polish or 

German populations of the four cities thought about Polish or German national identities and 

loyalties or the national past. I examine the monuments, street names and architecture of the 

public buildings in those cities not to reconstruct what individuals thought or even the general 

perception of these topics. In my opinion there is no base for such conclusions from the 

source material used in this thesis. Instead, through the collective memories inscribed in the 

city-texts, we can understand the hegemonic narrations of the past and of the national 

communities.169 And that in turn can tell us about the power relations that existed in the two 

monarchies. 

Since the 1980s the subject of the collective memories has drawn massive attention 

from scholars from different disciplines, including history, sociology, anthropology, and 

psychology, and has been the subject of vivid scholarly debates.170 However, it seems that 

some of the works have been done without sufficient consideration of several crucial issues in 
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this research area. Memory Studies has often been criticised for the terminology used as well 

as its lack of precision.171 For this reason I have surveyed the subject not only in the field of 

humanities but also in psychology; these two approaches seem to relate to each other quite 

closely. Being fully aware of the difficulties which arise when crossing disciplinary 

boundaries, I am employing the results of studies carried out by experts in the field.172 

A collective, not least a nation, bases its identity on the belief in the shared past.173 

Barry Schwarz has pointed out that ‘like individuals, social groups have important memories 

that help them define themselves, understand the world, and structure their motivations.’174 

The works of authors such as Benedict Anderson, Anthony Smith and Eric Hobsbawm argue 

that histories that are so critical for collective self-understanding and self-identification can be 

both real and invented.175 An ‘invention’ of the past does not only mean creating non-existing 

histories, but also omitting (‘forgetting’) parts that do not fit into the preferred narrative. 

But how exactly do collective memories function? Psychology tells us that an 

individual memory is a process by which information is recorded, stored and retrieved. Would 

a symbolic marker therefore be a storage for the collective memories? It seems doubtful as the 

demolition of a monument does not erase the memory of the past that it commemorates. 

Monuments cannot remember, only living beings can. A symbol can only trigger the 

memories inscribed in an individual mind, a marker may be a stimuli that helps a person to 

recall the past. William Hirst and David Manier pinned it down very clearly: ‘when all is said 

and done, one must locate collective memories not in the world, but in the minds of 

individuals.’176 Symbolic markers do not remember; they can only be an expression of a 

human will to commemorate chosen events from the past.177 Hence, the destruction of a 

symbol is not an act of forgetting, but rather a sign of the rejection of a particular 

interpretation of the past. In contrast to individual memory, a collective has no brain with 
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which to record the events of the past; thus it is much more difficult to influence or rearrange 

such memories. Moreover, in my understanding, not all monuments are evidence of the 

collective vision of the past, but instead some are merely an attempt to promote an event or a 

person, which stands to represent certain political ideas and/or is a form of political 

legalisation.178 

Some scholars have addressed the issue of collective memories by employing such 

concepts as ‘post-memory’ or ‘mythscapes’ just to name two examples.179 No matter what 

term we use, it is certain that these culturally shared past experiences are socially formed and 

adjusted depending on the situation. Similar to individual memory, they constitute a story, or a 

narration of the past.180 ‘Identities [personal or collective] are the names we give to the 

different ways we are positioned by, and position ourselves in, the narratives of the past.’181 

The shared interpretation of the past is what gives the collective its sense of coherence. An 

individual might personally recall events differently to a social narration, but a need to ‘fit in’ 

is often a much stronger imperative and thus may influence what one says about the past.182 

Last but not least, because one is a member of more than one group there might be a tension 

between different narrations of history and thus different loyalties. ‘We should therefore think 

of publics in the plural and consider how and whether they are linked into a cohesive 

public.’ 183  An individual can have only one memory, but there are many possible 

interpretations of what it actually means and how it should be told. In this sense, Halbwachs’ 

argument that all memories are social is valid.184 Not because society as such has an 

independent mind and memory, but because people are taught to think ‘through’ the social 

constructs and speak bearing in mind what is accepted and what others can relate to. In other 

words, collective and individual memories are so tightly interwoven that they have to be 
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considered together.185 John Sutton, Celia Harris and Amanda Barnier summed up this very 

well: ‘the processes of memory are simultaneously natural and cultural.’186 This narrative 

about the past consists of knowledge, myths and other elements which help to bind people 

together and give them a sense of belonging. In a physical space this narrative is crystallised 

in symbolic markers, such as monuments, which remind people who belongs to this group 

and what unites them. The study of city-texts is therefore a way to understand how Polish and 

German nations were imagined and how these understandings changed over time. 

Symbols such as monuments serve as headlines for the social narrative of the history, 

helping to make sense of the past and organising it in a more or less coherent manner. They 

promulgate what version of the past this group accepts. No surprise then that the number of 

individuals commemorated by major streets or important monuments was quite limited; the 

collective narrations were composed around these distinguished figures. This is why both 

provincial Beuthen in Silesia and the ‘residence city’ of Posen had monuments to soldiers of 

the 1871 war and Chancellor Bismarck. Furthermore, the social past is built not in a linear 

manner but rather based on the mythical time.187 This means that in the collective perception 

it is not the passage of time that decides the remoteness of a historical event but rather its 

importance for the understanding of the present.188 This can be useful when examining why 

the symbolic landscapes in the four cities studied in this thesis were not so much based on the 

medieval past but rather on the contemporary times, despite the importance of the medieval 

era for nationalistic rhetoric and claims of legitimacy. 

The collective memories are understood in this thesis, in the same vein as in 

psychology, as a process, not a thing. Otherwise, only people and events commemorated by 

monuments and street names would be recognised in the given community and with the 

destruction of such markers the memory would be gone as well. Taking control of the social 

narration of the past would be a very easy task indeed. However, this is not the case and 

therefore its functioning is much more problematic. Thus I will refer to Jonathan Webber’s 

notion of ‘collective memory’, that is ‘the dynamic process by which groups map myths (in 
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an anthropological sense) about themselves and their world onto a specific time and place.’189 

In my understanding of the concept, they can endure uncultivated, even if unwanted by this 

social group.190 

In the following chapters, I deal with the monuments, street names and architecture of 

public buildings which were employed to promote a certain understanding of the national 

community. When analysing these objects, we should not forget that they used the repertoire 

already existing in the collective memories of the German and Polish populations. The 

historicity of these depictions is of secondary importance. What does matter is what they tell 

us about the collective memories (the narration of the past) and therefore of the understanding 

of the nineteenth-century German and Polish nations. These symbols were not stores of the 

collective beliefs but expressions of already existing concepts. The changes in who was 

commemorated indicate not so much what was remembered by the individuals but rather who 

dominated the public discourse and what was promoted in the narration of national 

communities. How this can be translated into an effective political tool is another important 

question in my thesis. 

Symbols of a state 

It would be very difficult to prove that any devices of symbolic politics actually 

achieve their aims. As far as I know there is no concrete evidence that a monument or a street 

name has ever changed people’s perception of the past or made them rethink their national 

identity. It seems that such symbols are more useful in strengthening existing concepts and 

narrations which were adopted elsewhere, for instance, at school or in a museum. Moreover, 

as demonstrated by Billig, their power lies not in an immediate change of the way we 

perceive the world but rather in the slow influence they have by being constantly present in 

our background. I would argue that they do not transform the memory discourse, but rather 

show the changes which already happened in those debates; they help to grasp the hegemonic 

narration. Their mute presence over a long period of time will typically make them part of the 

so-called ‘natural order of things’, or how ‘things are’. Unnoticed flags hanging across the 

United States help to remind the people there that they are Americans.191 In the same way 

monuments and street names are designed in many countries to be incorporated into everyday 
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life, but make it distinctively national. These symbols, just like the nationality they stand for, 

‘are not things we think about, but things we think with.’192 

In the light of the aforementioned issues, it is worth reconsidering the well-known 

discrepancy between the Hohenzollern and Habsburg monarchies regarding the symbolic 

sphere. Due to the fact that the Kingdom of Prussia and German Empire was projected as a 

national state of Germans, other nationalities such as the Danish, French and Poles were 

tightly controlled and were not accommodated to a large degree. In contrast, the Habsburg 

Empire, at least in the Austrian part, adopted (or to be more precise, was forced to adopt) 

much more relaxed politics and withdrew from large parts of the symbolic landscape. Poles, 

for instance, were handed over the control of Galicia where ‘they enjoyed what might be 

called “master-race” status over the Ruthenian Slavs.’193 In response, the elites of the Polish 

community largely supported the Habsburg state, not only by providing administrative staff 

and votes in the parliament but also by taking a strong pro-Austrian stance at the outbreak of 

the First World War. Yet, as Daniel Unowsky’s pointed out the Empire was still present in the 

symbolic sphere if only in more subtle way, for instance by the virtue of the yellow 

government buildings, similar train stations and so forth.194 And of course the cult of the 

Emperor remained the central feature of the state policies in the Habsburg monarchy.  

With that in mind, it seems that the lack of engagement of the Habsburg state in the 

symbolic politics was at least in this case more understandable. As noted above, symbolic 

politics only makes sense if it is not conducted in isolation but is based on a solid ground. By 

the late 1870s when the symbolic politics really took off in Posen, the loyalty of the Polish-

speaking inhabitants towards the Prussian state and the Hohenzollern dynasty were already 

very much strained due to governmental policies and growing national activism. Symbols of 

state power and military memorials would make sense, as part of building the ethos of a 

citizen, if schools, administration and other state institutions would not alienate the people by 

pressing for linguistic assimilation. Religious oppression symbolised by the Kulturkampf 

further called into question the efforts of the symbolic politics. Having said that, it has to be 

pointed out that limited engagement in the symbolic realm in Galicia by the Habsburg Empire 

could also be assessed critically, as it did not offer people lenses to structure the world around 
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them in a way that was favourable to Vienna.195 It almost seems as if the people in Cracow 

were deprived of other ways to frame the world around them and were left with only Polish 

national symbols. It can be safely assumed that building monuments to Emperor Franz 

Joseph, for instance, would not solve the conflict with Ruthenians about schools especially 

since the Ruthenian politicians chose to frame themselves as the most loyal to the dynasty in 

the Empire.196 Nonetheless, in the long run it might have given both Poles and Ruthenians a 

deeper attachment to the state and the monarchy. 

Finally, the perspective that ought to be considered is the politics of memory. Every 

state aims to project a certain image of itself, an important part of which is based in history.197 

If there is a group that contests the official vision of the past then this conflict threatens the 

state identity promoted in the public realm. In other words, symbolic markers of the space 

help guard the ‘ontological security of the state’.198 This means that a state safeguards its 

being not only by warfare or economy but also through the creation and promotion of a (more 

or less) coherent image of itself.199 Creating a sound set of symbols in an urban landscape 

affords a firm grip on the place as well as conveying a message to those who could potentially 

question the status quo.  

The majority of the Polish national activists in the long nineteenth century did not 

accept the Prussian rule over Posen; therefore the symbolic issues were also a matter of 

controlling this group whose loyalty to the Prussian state was at best doubtful.200 Hence the 

city space of Posen was dominated by military symbols, as this thesis shows, precisely 

because it addressed concerns about Prussian rule.201 For the same reason, celebrating the 

figure of Friedrich Schiller was unappealing as it did not fit with the existing narrative of the 
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city and did not address the dominant concerns. Seen in this light, the management of the 

symbolic sphere of the predominantly German town of Biala in Polish-ruled Galicia within 

the Habsburg Empire is a very interesting case, because it means going beyond mere national 

affiliation and asking how symbolic politics works in such a context.  

Conclusions: symbolic politics in the nineteenth-century cities 

Daniel Willis observed that urban settlements have to ‘be founded in the imagination 

as securely as they are founded upon the earth.’202 Looking at the cases of Beuthen, Biala, 

Cracow and Posen, it is hard to disagree. In all four cities there was a substantial effort to 

develop them not only in terms of infrastructure or population but also in terms of 

representation. The reasons for this pursuit were diverse.  

Hardly ever does a monument or a street name answer a single need. More often than 

not each symbolic marker of space addresses multiple issues. Seen from the perspective of the 

state, such tokens promote the state’s understanding of itself and the story of the past it wishes 

to propagate. Moreover, such symbols help foster national loyalty, which when it coincides 

with the state national character can enhance the allegiance of its people. Furthermore, the 

symbolic items are also useful for reminding the subordinated groups who is in charge and 

therefore in displaying the state’s might. Metaphorically speaking, they act as the guardians of 

the existing social and political order as well as an unspoken warning to those who might 

rebel. Seen from the perspective of the municipal elite, those symbols were useful in asserting 

its social status and also its political position vis-à-vis the state as well as the lower strata of 

the society. No less important was the question of the aesthetics and the beautification that 

such items could provide, which to a degree secures the social hierarchy as well.  

However, symbolic markers not only helped secure the dominance in the political 

realm but were also useful in translating grand concepts such as nationality into meaningful 

and graspable objects. It is through symbols that the immaterial body of the nation can be 

recognised. In the nineteenth century a ‘Polish’ town was the one to celebrate Mickiewicz, 

who embodied the genius of the nation. Equally there was no ‘German’ city without a 

monument to Chancellor Bismarck. Those markers repeated the social narrative of who 

belonged to a given national group and who did not. This repetition added to the legitimacy of 

such claims and fed the notion that they were the ‘objective’ truth, especially since they were 

part of a ‘natural’ and ‘perennial’ (urban) landscape. It did not matter that Mickiewicz never 
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visited Cracow during his life, he belonged to the city because it was Polish and because he 

embodied ‘Polishness’. On the other hand, symbolic objects helped people to recognise the 

space both literally and metaphorically; they helped to make people feel ‘at home’. Thus it 

was of little surprise that the new city theatre in Posen (for the German bourgeoisie) should 

bear the name of Friedrich Schiller. That familiarity was especially important for those who 

had moved to a given city from a different location, and those symbols proved that such a 

place belonged to the known ‘fatherland’ and thus although a new place, it was not a foreign 

or peculiar one. 

One must acknowledge, however, that not every symbol placed in an urban space was 

destined for success. Far from it, symbols could achieve their aims only if they reflected the 

socially validated ideology. If the narration that a marker embodied had no social credibility, 

it was treated at best as an ornament in a public space and at worst as a symbol of oppression, 

thus causing mobilisation of the opposition towards the existing order. Moreover, symbolic 

politics cannot be made out of thin air; it always has to be safely anchored in the very real 

materiality of everyday problems and concerns. 

If the narration of the past has a social recognition, we can talk about collective 

memories, a set of stories about the past, which address the questions of the present as well. 

In particular the explanation of social hierarchy, political power and definition of ‘the 

significant other’ against which the given group positions itself is the subject of the collective 

memories. This of course means that this narration of the past (and by extension of the 

present) is a field of negotiation and of contestation. Conflicts over power to define the 

community and its borders make the collective memories socially significant and for this 

reason it is never fixed or closed. The narration of the past is expressed through stone and 

metal monuments but the collective memories themselves are fluid and undergo a constant 

process of reconfiguration. Finally, the fact that symbols always need to be read through the 

ideology they reflect means that their lifetimes are inherently limited. Symbols are not 

forever, and if they are not ‘updated’, that is, retold to address new problems and challenges 

faced by the given group, they most often cease to be carriers of any meaning at all and 

simply become objects in space. The reinterpretation of the symbols, however, happens 

beyond the control of those who erected them, as social narratives have their own internal 

logic and dynamics. 
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III. Street names 

In the Bible God brought all the animals to Adam to be named (Gen. 2:19–20). Only 

with this act was the creation of the world complete, and it became understandable and 

familiar. When Europeans created their settlements in North America, they gave them names 

brought from the Old World (such as New York) to tame the unknown space. In the biblical 

story the same right to give names placed Adam’s domination over the animals beyond doubt. 

The Polish administration and Polish settlers in Silesia after the Second World War gave 

Slavic names to manifest the new order in the region, and a lot of effort was put into ensuring 

that the chosen signifiers were appropriate and ‘authentic’.203 These examples prove that the 

right to name places and objects is a powerful device and an important part of symbolic 

politics. As Priscilla Ferguson pointed out, ‘[b]ecause nomination makes a fundamental 

gesture of possession, the naming of streets affords one more opportunity to affirm, or to 

contest, control of the city.’204 

This chapter discusses the street naming in the four cities, explains the meaning of the 

symbolic geography created by it and seeks to compare and contrast the four cases. I take 

street naming as a first part of the analysis of the city-texts as it forms the ‘scaffolding’ on 

which the other elements (i.e. monuments and public buildings) are located. Of course this 

relation is not one sided and the naming of streets and squares sometimes changes once 

another symbolic marker becomes established. In the following chapters I move upwards in 

layers of a city-text when I analyse monuments and the architecture of public buildings. 

When looking at street naming particular attention is paid to who was commemorated 

and what time period and space these names referred to. The specificity of the street naming 

raises other issues as well. For this reason I analyse how these names were allocated in 

different parts of the city, what was the possible reason for those differences and also to what 

extent the street names formed a readable city-text in those four cities of Prussia and Austria-

Hungary. Due to practical constraints, I will not deal with all the street names but rather select 

those relevant for the argumentation. 

The employed methodology develops the existing literature of the subject and allows 

for a reconstruction of the symbolic landscape; in addition, it gives a solid ground to the 

interpretation of the intended outcome. Nonetheless, due to the fact that the authorities 

responsible for naming the streets rarely made explicit the reasoning behind their decisions, 
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no ‘hard proof’ can be presented and one needs to be aware of the possible pitfalls. Even more 

problematic is the fact that we cannot know the extent to which the desired effect was 

achieved – common people rarely, if ever, expressed their thoughts on the particular names.205 

More often, the contemporary recollections only refer to the general impression, like the 

language of street naming. As mentioned in the introduction, in this sense this work takes a 

top-down approach, focusing on the creation of the symbolic, urban landscapes and not on the 

inhabitants and visitors to the cities. In the last chapter of my thesis, I examine the popular 

reactions to the reshaping of the symbolic landscape in the four cities. 

After a brief overview of the practice of street naming in Europe, the different attitude 

to street naming in Prussia and Austria-Hungary will be examined. This is followed by the 

analysis of the cases of Beuthen, Biala, Cracow and Posen as well as the close reading of the 

city-texts. I first examine the major ‘themes’ of the city narrative created by the major streets 

and squares in the four cases, I then look at the centres and outer districts of the cities. This is 

followed by an examination of the spatial and temporal references in the city-texts and the 

‘message’ that they bore. Finally, I draw all those threads together and examine the extent to 

which street naming was an important tool of the symbolic politics in an urban setting and the 

similarities and differences in its usage when compared to monuments and public buildings. 

Street naming as a tool of symbolic politics 

In contrast to monuments, not all street names have a symbolic significance – some 

simply signify a certain location and cannot be interpreted as more than a marker of a certain 

space.206 Although it is very difficult, if not impossible, to sharply distinguish the two, the 

existing literature highlights the use of distinguished individuals or historical events (such as a 

battle) as such symbolically loaded names. However, even those markers were clearly meant 

to be symbolic tools; for instance, when the monarch’s name was used, it could with time lose 

its power and with it the desired reference point, as it happened with Joseph Street in Cracow 

named after the Austrian ruler. Symbolic names are bound by the same rules as all other 

symbols – they are not absolute; and in different contexts, they might have different 

																																																								
205 Georges Augustins notes that even he, as a scholar, had little curiosity about finding out who was responsible 

for naming his street: ‘I lived for years near the rue Juliette Lambert without ever asking myself who she might 
have been. The case of dates is even more pathetic: I very often go along the rue du 19 janvier without having 
the slightest idea of the event to which it is related.’ G. Augustins, “Naming, dedicating: street names and 
tradition”, History and Anthropology, Vol. 15 (2004), p. 290. 

206 In some historical cases the absence of symbolically loaded names is a conscious political act. Such an 
approach was applied for instance in Bosnia and Herzegovina after 1995 as way to reconcile the belligerent 
sides. I would like to thank Vedran Duančić for pointing this out. 
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(relational) meanings or lose their meaning altogether. Finally, there is no way of knowing if 

people did actually pay much attention to the street names or treated it as any other name. 

Nonetheless, as this chapter shows, naming streets became an important element of the 

struggle to control space. 

Historicising the street naming 

Formal street names are something of a novelty in the urban landscape of Europe. 

Earlier, local populations simply named the spaces they inhabited without the intervention of 

state or municipal authorities. Very often those names recalled the artisan guilds or the patron 

saint of a local church. It seems that one of the first interferences in the naming of public 

spaces in Europe was made by King Henry IV of France (1589–1610) who introduced the 

regulation of the street names in the Marais area of Paris.207 On a larger scale, the formal 

naming of streets began in the second half of the eighteenth century as a part of rationalising 

reforms during the Enlightenment period. From 1763 every important street in Stockholm had 

to have its name displayed at its end; two years later the same law was applied in England.208 

Maria Theresa ordered Viennese houses to be officially numbered in 1770. On 4th February 

1782, Emperor Joseph II (1765-1790) ordered that street names would be painted on houses at 

the beginning of a passageway.209 In the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, the first reforms 

were introduced during the reign of Stanislaw August Poniatowski (1764–1795) when house 

numbering became compulsory. 

The symbolic value of street naming became apparent to the authorities soon after its 

introduction. During the French Revolution, the National Convention ordered a report about 

street naming in different cities throughout the world. The conclusion of that document was 

that a street’s name should be ‘short, comprehensible, euphonic, and appropriate, and second, 

they should be morally correct.’210 In 1813 a royal decree provided that street names in 

Berlin, Potsdam and Charlottenburg were a property of the state and, therefore, the 

government could intervene in the usage of those names.211 The trend of considering street 

naming as an important part of the symbolic control of a city continued throughout the 

																																																								
207 G. Gnad, Die Pariser Straßennamen als Spiegelbild der neuzeitlichen Geschichte Frankreichs (Ph.D. diss., 
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nineteenth and twentieth centuries. However, it took a while before the commemorative street 

names became a typical feature of European cities, Ágoston Berecz argues, for instance, that 

in Vienna the first wave of such names were installed only in the period between 1862 and 

1876.212 And although each new regime introduced its own names, the scale of such a change 

was in many instances more limited than one might have expected.213 

One cannot overlook the fact that this interest in street naming occurred at a very 

specific time – that is, during the expansion of cities in the nineteenth century and the rise of 

urban culture. The demolition of city walls, enlargement of urban territories, and creation of 

new city structures, such as grand boulevards, not only created new spaces, thus enabling a 

massive implementation of the newly discovered power of street names, but also created a 

very real demand for appropriate signifiers of the space. As we can see, the development of 

cities in the nineteenth century provided the ‘raw material’ for the grand politics to be enacted 

in the symbolic landscape, to be inscribed into space. In my opinion, these developments were 

linked with each other, and moreover with the rise of popular engagement in political life. 

Street names of course were not created at random. The general rule was that one does 

not name a small and narrow street after an important figure; streets on the peripheries were 

less prestigious, and thus tended to attract less important names. There were however many 

exceptions; for instance, in Posen Bismarck Street was non-normatively narrow.214 Moreover, 

there was a general tendency not to change street names too often and very rarely the historic 

names in the centres. This conservative nature of street naming might be one reason why the 

existing historiography on street names focuses on the moments of rapture and dramatic 

changes of the existing city-texts. Therefore the changing names in different geographical 

settings and time periods have been studied in relation to such political changes as 

decolonisation, the overthrow of political regimes in authoritarian as well as democratic 
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states, or the emancipation of previously suppressed social groups.215 The other strand of 

literature deals with street names as part of a history of the given city and interprets them in 

this particular context. 

Building on those works, I propose to contribute to the existing literature by 

examining a politically stable period, which did not witness any major changes to the existing 

order but which was crucial for further developments, as it was the time when the political 

usage of street naming began in these areas. As with the monuments, one can trace certain 

patterns of writing the city-text, which were later repeated in each city during the changing 

political regimes (such as the Weimar Republic and Second Republic of Poland, and Second 

World War) and which reflected the more general blueprint of the East-Central Europe. 

Double function of street names 

As suggested above, the naming of a space can be a powerful tool for asserting one’s 

right to rule a given territory and, at the same time, a useful device for shaping the 

imagination of this territory. However, when analysing symbolic devices such as street names, 

it is all too tempting to forget that this is actually not their primary function. Rather, there is 

the practical issue of organising the space of a city. This might seem obvious, but if we 

consider other places around the globe where street naming is not so obvious (for instance, 

Pakistan), it becomes clear that one cannot simply ignore this core matter.216 In the United 

States, streets are often numbered, which fulfils the same basic need to organise space. There 

is also a possibility to name streets after plants, animals, professions and so forth, which 

allows easy navigation in the urban landscape, but carries little if any symbolic meaning. The 

state authorities of Austria-Hungary did not fail to notice this fundamental difference: 
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Thus, the administrative act of marking streets—which, besides its primary 

orientation purpose, can also have a cultural function, especially when 

naming [a street] after a famous personality, a historical event, and such—

can indeed touch upon legally protected interests of community members.217 

This point made by the Austrian Administrative Tribunal [k.k. Verwaltungsgerichtshof] 

is important to remember as it puts the subject of this research into the right perspective. The 

orientation function was also evoked by the Higher Prussian Royal Administrative Tribunal 

[Das Königlich-Preußische Oberverwaltungsgericht], when dealing with similar cases.218 

This need for orientation of space was (and still is) so important that it prevents frequent 

changes of the street names. The renaming can simply confuse the population and therefore 

undermine the principle goal of street names. Therefore even when a major rewriting of the 

city-text did occur, the intention to preserve the existing street order as much as possible was 

articulated, as the example of Biala can prove. 

Street naming in Prussia and Austria-Hungary 

Neither the Hohenzollern nor Habsburg monarchy had any particular policy regarding 

street naming, apart from the aforementioned specific act of 1813 concerning Berlin, Potsdam 

and Charlottenburg. In the Austrian context, the lack of legal rules meant that it belonged to 

the widely defined ‘sphere of activity’ [selbstständige Wirkungskreis] of the local 

community.219 Defining the subject matter in such a way gave local communities a possibility 

to express their self-understanding, and indeed identity, through street naming. However, this 

did not mean that each municipality could do as it pleased in such matters. The Habsburg 

Monarchy did not tolerate the evocation of high-profile figures of foreign countries. A 

suggestion to rename a street after Count von Bismarck in Innsbruck in 1899 was struck down 

by the Administrative Tribunal in the following year on the basis that the state has the right to 

protect the ‘patriotic feeling towards the state and the land’ of its people.220 On similar 

grounds, celebrating Italian patriots in Trieste was not allowed.221 
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In Prussia the same lack of regulation was understood as part of the state’s sphere of 

activity and the subject matter was treated as a prerogative of the state police responsible for 

the public order.222 The Prussian Tribunal highlighted, in 1909, that the police had no 

obligation to follow the wishes of the municipal authorities when deciding what to name a 

road. These differences in legal framework reflect not only the different nature of both states 

but also the different degree of effective control they had over the symbolic realm. In Prussia 

the state government could exercise its power through the state police, whereas in Austria-

Hungary the political decentralisation narrowed the possibilities for manoeuvre of the central 

government. 

The political setting facilitated or hindered minorities’ possibilities to influence (even 

if indirectly) the decision taken by state police or local authorities. Sometimes such groups 

were able to successfully negotiate with the state their local symbolic landscape; one such 

case that occurred in Posen is discussed in this chapter. It was the lack of detailed regulation 

that created opportunities for political pressure. This kind of action became crucial in shaping 

a city-text in Prussia, whereas in Austria-Hungary the legal protection gave a shield against 

the intervention of the state. How this ‘writing’ of city-texts looked in practice can be 

examined by analysing names of both grand boulevards and the modest alleyways of the four 

cities. 

The overarching narrative of a city-text 

In this section, I deconstruct the main themes of the city-text, which were inscribed in 

the symbolic landscape by major streets and squares of Biala, Beuthen, Cracow and Posen. 

Following Kari Palonen’s remarks about the physical attributes of the space (such as the 

position, length, and width of streets), this should allow us to locate the overarching narration 

of each city-text.223 Arguably, and contrary to what might be expected, it was not the regime 

of each state but the relative size of the city (and therefore of the city-text) that matters more 

in this regard. Moreover, when one looks into other sections of the city-text – that is, when 

one analyses in detail the different districts of the cities and street names used, one realises 

that although there were clear distinctions between Prussian and Austro-Hungarian cities, it 

was, at the same time, the social composition and size of a city that added to the differences. 
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Last but not the least, even the period of relative political stability could witness a major 

overthrow in the symbolic realm and even city centres were the object of symbolic politics. 

 The major streets 

Reading the names of the boulevards cutting through Posen’s urban landscape, one 

could have little doubt that it is a Prussian city (fig. 6). Apart from the Hohenzollern ring 

(analysed in a separate subchapter) which encompassed the old city, one would notice street 

names such as Crown Prince Street [Kronprinzstraße], stretching to the south (since its 

regulation in 1900), Wilhelm Square (since 1804), as well as Empress Augusta Victoria Street 

(since its regulation in 1900), and Berlin Street (since its regulation during the nineteenth 

century) in the west part of the city. Moreover, since 1910 there was a grand Bismarck Avenue 

in the northern suburbs, however this part of the city had begun to be developed only few 

years before. That does not mean that all important streets followed the same pattern of 

inscribing the Hohenzollern dynasty into the city-text. Indeed, one could point to Lazaus 

Street or even Raczynski Street, which were substantially large, but the state-related, political 

names seem to be dominating the overall plan. 

The Cracow (fig. 7) plan gave somewhat similar impressions as the city-text was 

dominated by the names of the rulers-politicians. Since its regulation in 1878 the biggest 

avenue of the city was dedicated to the first president of the autonomous city, Joseph Dietl 

(1804–1878). The consecutive parts of the ring enclosing the old city bore non-symbolic 

names, such as Tower Street [Basztowa] referring to the nearby medieval city walls. However, 

as time progressed, the area became more and more saturated with symbolically loaded 

names. In 1880 New World [Nowy Świat] was renamed to commemorate local politician 

Florian Straszewski (1766–1847). 224 In 1907 another part of the ring was renamed in honour 

of Julian Dunajewski (1822–1907), the rector of the university in Cracow and also the 

minister of finances of Austria. Finally, in 1912 the assassinated governor-general of Galicia, 

Count Andrzej Potocki (1861–1908), was honoured with a different part of the ring. However, 

some other important streets had no symbolic meaning. Such was the case with Long [Długa] 

Street and Carmelite [Karmelicka] Street. Thus the same pattern of mixed street naming was 

applied in both Posen and Cracow, with a strong notion of increasing politicisation of the city-

text (i.e. Hohenzollern Ring in Posen and Potocki Street in Cracow). 
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In contrast, the city-texts of Biala and Beuthen (fig. 5 & 8) were organised by neutral 

names. We can clearly see that there was a stark difference between the shaping of the city-

text between the big and small cities. Biala was cut through by Lipnick Street [Lipnicker 

Straße] and Main Street, and together with the Train Station and Saint John Street, they 

constituted the structure on which the symbolic landscape was based. In Beuthen the situation 

was the same, with the single exception of Dygos Street, which is dealt with separately below. 

It is not, however, a difference between political centres and peripheries, as the symbolic 

vocabulary was much richer in smaller cities when it came to naming squares. Let us now 

explore this topic.  

 

 

Fig. 5 Plan of Beuthen (1904) 

Beuthen O/S, Woerl's Reisebucherverlag in Leipzig (1904) 
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Fig. 6 Plan of Posen (1905) 

Posen. Stadtplan. Meyers (1905), 1:20.000  
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Fig. 7 Plan of Cracow (1900) 

Plan Krakowa wydany przez Towarzystwo Miłośników Historii i zabytków Krakowa (1900) 
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Fig. 8 Plan of Biala (1915) 

Bielitz-Biala 1915 Deutschsprachige Ausgabe. Erschienen im 

Sonderverlag Otto Beigel (Carl Colonius), Bielitz. Mit Straßenverzeichnis 

auf der Planseite (1915), 1:9000 

 

Narration of the squares 

The difference in the usage of street naming seems to be linked to the way squares 

were used as a symbolic space. In Beuthen (fig. 5) only the Main Square [Ring] was left 

unmarked during the course of the nineteenth century. Already in the late 1860s the only other 

square in the city at the time was renamed in honour of the King Friedrich Wilhelm IV (1840- 

1861).225 This seems to be an important move as it is a remarkably early use of the symbolic 
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politics and what is even more noteworthy it was done at the very core of the urban landscape. 

With the urban development of the area to the south of the medieval centre, a new square was 

created. At first it was just called the ‘Pottery Market’ [Töpfermarkt], but after the 

establishment of the Kaiserreich, it acquired the grand name of ‘Imperial Square’. 

Furthermore, after 1902 another important square changed its name to honour the Prussian 

Field Marshal Helmuth von Moltke.226 It was in a relatively new part of the city – the large 

square itself was used as a market place and as a space for military exercises; nonetheless, it 

was a prime location. Moreover, at the side of the square (although technically speaking 

outside the city borders) the seat of the regional administration was erected in 1897.227 This 

might explain why the name only gained slow acceptance. On a map from before 1904, one 

can read ‘Moltke Square, old boys boarding school’ [Moltke Platz alte Knabe Konvikt], and 

the 1912 mining map simply labels it as a market place [Stadtliche Marktplatz].228 However, 

with time this area gained more and more prominence, and by 1929 it was proposed as the 

new centre of the reconstructed city.229 Von Moltke was the only person apart from royalty to 

be commemorated in the city-text of Beuthen. Furthermore, together with Friedrich Wilhelm 

Platz, the name of von Moltke clearly stamped the symbolic landscape with the mark of the 

Prussian rule. However, the Prussian authorities were not the only ones to be commemorated 

in the city-text. In the winter of 1914 a boulevard was renamed as Franz Joseph Square to 

celebrate the war alliance with Austria-Hungary. This move mirrored the renaming of a street 

in Biala in honour of Kaiser Wilhelm II. 

Since 1890 a symbolic landscape of Biala (fig. 8) in Galicia was shaped around two 

squares of the two fundamental figures of the city’s narration of loyalty to the House of 

Habsburg: Emperor Joseph II and Francis II. The background to this renaming is discussed in 

detail below, but it is important to highlight here that it was a part of a larger project which 

used street names to propagate a political message aimed not at the inhabitants of the town 

but at the provincial and state authorities. Street names were used literally as a text to 

articulate aspirations and reflected the wishes of at least the city’s elite. Moreover, the Fire 

Brigade Square [Feuerwehr Platz] could also be counted as a symbolically loaded name – a 
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reference to the modern, industrial and advanced character of the city – so eagerly articulated 

by the municipal authorities. The fact that a square in front of the new city hall, one of the 

very few imposing public buildings, was named in such a manner makes this interpretation 

more plausible. Indeed, it was something to be very proud of. However, one could also find 

Plank Square [Bretter Platz], which did not have any symbolic importance. 

In Posen the situation was somewhat similar, with many open spaces named in a 

politically significant way, notably the Bismarck (since 1890 in the Wilda district) and 

Wilhelm Squares. Posen’s non-hegemonic Polish group could appreciate the familiar-

sounding name of Sapieha (and Raczyński Street). Moreover, two parks created in the 

Imperial District were also given highly important names – Schiller’s and Goethe’s parks. 

Cracow derived strongly from this pattern. With just two exceptions (albeit extremely 

important one) of Matejko and Kossak Square (both of whom were painters), no other piazza 

of the city was dedicated to any historic figure, event, or place. All the names had a strictly 

local, historic name. This peculiar character of the city-text seems to be a result of city 

development pattern, i.e. the fact that it absorbed neighbouring villages quite late. Thus 

Cracow diverged from a model of a big city, where squares were more or less similar to 

streets in the usage of the symbolic names. For example, in Lemberg, the capital of Galicia, 

one could easily observe such a mode of operation.230 In Breslau, the capital of Prussian 

Silesia, one could find squares dedicated to Lessling and Empress Augusta as well as those 

commemorating the patron saints of the churches or simple market squares.231 A 1907 plan of 

Graz indicates that this city also followed suit: there was a railway station and a bishop’s 

square but also Carl Ludwig and Hasner squares.232 In Cracow the squares’ names were 

primarily non-symbolic, the two exceptions commemorated the memory of the two local 

painters. This fact could easily be linked to the narration created by monuments which 

celebrated, most of all, local artists. This observation supports the thesis that in Cracow the 

Polish national community was understood and indeed promoted in cultural, rather than 

political, terms, as suggested by the monuments erected in Cracow. Moreover, there was a 

very strong notion of local patriotism and focus on the tradition of this city. 

The comparison of the four city-texts provides us with the clear image. It was the size 

of the city that had a decisive impact on its shape, rather than the state it was in or its political 

regime. The smaller urban settings were framed by non-symbolic, purely organisational 
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names. The squares, on the other hand, were much more prominent elements of the city-text 

in two smaller cities, when compared to Posen. The lack of symbolically loaded street names 

on the one hand and the heavy usage of squares for such purposes on the other hand may be 

linked to the importance of the (weekly) markets that were held in those spaces. This would 

suggest that the idea of influencing the wider city population as well as visitors was an 

important factor in the process of shaping the city-text. Cracow totally lacked such 

symbolically loaded names in its symbolic landscape, but as was indicated, that could have 

been due to the particularities of its urban development. 

Street names as an independent symbolic device 

In the city-text of Cracow and Posen (fig. 6 & 7), rings encircling the city were a 

distinctive element of the urban landscape. Not only were they broader than the other 

boulevards in each of the cities but they were also, in contrast to the other elements, designed 

on purpose as a political project. In Posen they were built on the land gained from the 

demolition of the fortress walls; in Cracow space was gained through the closure of the circuit 

railway. In Posen it was a part of a larger project of the Imperial District, and therefore the 

remaking of the city’s image was controlled. In Crakow it was a municipal enterprise and was 

part of expanding the city area to create the so-called Great Cracow [Wielki Kraków]. In 

Posen the ring was located within the city’s built-up areas, whereas in Cracow it was really 

marking the border of the urban settlement. Nonetheless, it is more important here that both 

boulevards were created as a vivid declaration within the city-text. Using the unique 

opportunity created by gaining space so crucial for the politics of space, markers in the city-

text were put in bold letters, so to say. The Viennese Ring could serve as an inspiration – not 

only were the impressive buildings located along it, but also different parts of the road were 

named after distinguished figures; for example, in 1910 one was renamed in honour of the 

German Kaiser Wilhelm II.233 

The boulevard enclosing both physically and symbolically Posen’s larger city centre 

was executed at the turn of the twentieth century. The design, drawn by Cologne architect 

Joseph Stübben (1845–1936), and the names of the consecutive parts came from the central 

authorities in Berlin.234 The previously fortified space was converted into avenues going 
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around the city. Substantial parts of the ground were transformed into public gardens.235 Five 

consecutive parts of Ring Street were named according to the central government’s 

instructions.236 They showed the rise of the Hohenzollern dynasty through the titles they held, 

from the position of burgrave to the imperial title. The Ring represented an outstanding 

example of symbolic politics projected on the physical space. This manifestation of the 

dynastic power enveloped Posen, symbolically manifesting itself as the indissoluble power 

over the city. The historical division between the Polish past and the German future was 

overcome by putting them together inside the dynastic ring of power. A problem with reading 

(and also constructing) a city-text is that usually ‘there is no temporal progression, and 

therefore no causality is implied.’237 What is therefore unique about the Posen Ring is that it 

historicised its subject. The usual limitation with street naming is that they do not indicate any 

historical change. This was not the case with Posen’s ring road, which clearly conveyed the 

unstoppable and invincible glory of the House of Hohenzollern. 

The key element was, however, not imperial but the King’s Ring [Königsring]. Around 

it crucial buildings were placed, including the castle – the King’s, not the Emperor’s. This 

could suggest that even in the later years of Wilhelm’s II reign, the distinction between 

Prussian and German (Reich) identities was still understandable and, therefore, important to 

the government at that time. The ‘historical’ residence of the Kaiser testified to the historicity 

of the ties between Posen and the dynasty. In many respects the ring was the most impressive 

monument created to commemorate and legitimise the Prussian right to the city and the 

region. On the other hand, the simple spatial layout might have been the decisive reason for 

such an elevation of the King’s part of the ring. The most visible part of the ring, i.e. located 

near the train station and most frequented by the people of Posen, highlighted the title 

acquired by Frederick I of Prussia (1688–1713) in 1701, not the imperial title gained in 1871. 

It was not possible to ‘switch’ the names on the ring as that would deprive the ring roads of 

any meaning or even worse could be potentially misunderstood as the demoting of the 

Hohenzollerns from emperors to kings. Therefore, in order to build a residence for Kaiser 

Wilhelm II in the most visible place a plot along the King’s Ring had to be used, which 

created some ambiguity regarding the narration promoted by the authorities in Berlin. It 
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seems that, in this case, the politics of space was constrained by the physical territory which 

could not be altered to suit the ideal model of the symbolic politics.  

The outer ring road of Cracow, which became known as the Avenues of The Three 

Bards [Aleje Trzech Wieszczów], was created as a result of the programme of city 

enlargement. As a result of a public architectural contest, held in 1909, the municipality 

received several proposals for organising the extended city space.238 In all of the projects 

submitted an important role was given to green spaces, including a boulevard on the site of a 

former railway embankment and military fortification. This previously peripheral and 

unattractive part of the city was to be transformed into a vivid expression of the city’s 

prosperity and status.239 Already in 1912 a part of the Industrial School was erected along the 

newly established boulevard.240 

Prestigious naming marked the new status of this area. It has to be pointed out, though, 

that at the time it was to a large degree a manifestation of the city’s ambitions rather than a 

reflection of actual facts, as the grand names crowned roads that went through undeveloped 

areas, and which were not particularly well kept. Nonetheless, Cracow’s city council chose 

highly significant names and new avenues were dedicated to the three most renowned Polish 

romantic poets: Zygmunt Krasiński (1812–1859), Adam Mickiewicz (1798–1855), and 

Juliusz Słowacki (1809–1849). Furthermore, through the bridge they were linked with a street 

named after the poet Maria Konopnicka (1842–1910), thus clearly manifesting the Polish 

character of the city and the importance paid to the artists (writers). The nation as inscribed 

into the city-text was bounded together by common culture, regardless of the political 

division of the people (i.e. Konopnicka was a subject of the Russian Tsar). Arguably, a 

political message was not desired when projecting this grand new element of the city-text, 

symbolically and physically enclosing the urban space. The ruling elite of Cracow and Galicia 

seemed to have been content with the existing status quo and thus rejected any moves that 

might destabilise the existing order. For this reason, Jan Kiliński Street (until 1890 Wall Street 

[Wałowa]), named after an eighteenth-century revolutionary figure, was renamed in honour of 

Juliusz Słowacki, a national poet. As was the case with Hohenzollern Ring, we can see how 

grand boulevards were seen as an independent element from other street naming, not only 
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because of their size but also because their succession allowed the creation of a coherent 

message which could be very easily read by the population as well as by visitors. 

Giving a new street the name of the ‘Avenues of The Three Bards’ highlighted the 

change of the status of that area. In 1890 the city council of Cracow decided to rename Frog 

Street [Ulica Żabia] running along the fortress fortification to Piotr Michałowski Street.241 

Michałowski’s daughter unsuccessfully protested against this decision, claiming it was 

disrespectful to her father’s memory because of the unfinished character of the area.242 

However, this was not seen as an impediment twenty years later when the project for the new 

avenues was established. It seems that the clustered names of the esteemed poets were used 

not only to influence the city-text but also to upgrade the status of the area where the names 

were applied. 

The two ring roads provide an outstanding example of enacting the symbolic politics 

in the city-text. The Posen avenues not only broke the temporal limitation of the city-text by 

providing the clear historical narrative, but also spatially dominated the symbolic landscape. 

Both there as in Cracow they demonstrated that in specific situations the street naming can 

provide an extremely powerful and very visible tool of the symbolic politics. On the other 

hand, these boulevards prove that symbolic politics is in many cases bound by its physical 

dimension. For obvious reason there was no possibility for a similar ring road in Biala, not to 

mention a countryside location. Furthermore, in both cases the creation of the boulevards was 

a result of the urban development and the reconstruction of their territories. And this in turn 

points to the link between the politics of space and the modernisation process in the late 

nineteenth century. 

(In)stability of a historical centre 

Having discussed the major themes of the city-texts, I now focus on a detailed analysis 

of the four cities. First, I look at the historical centres of each city which continued to form a 

core structure of the modern symbolic landscape. As the close examination shows, it was not 

merely acceptance of the heritage but also its active transformation. Far from being static, the 

urban landscape changed as the nineteenth century progressed and the need to saturate the 

symbolic soared. 
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Christian saints as well as the names of artisan and trade guilds dominated the city-

texts of the historical centres of Biala, Beuthen, Cracow and Posen. This was a typical feature 

of cities at least in this part of the continent. It is worth noting that these names were not set in 

stone but were modified over time. For instance, Saint Ann Street in Cracow [św. Anny] was 

called Jewish Street [Żydowska] until the late fourteenth century, and in Posen the Great 

Street [Wielka] was referred to as Cathedral [Tumska] in the medieval period as well as Wide 

Street [Szeroka].243 After the creation of a Jesuit convent in Posen, the former Goat Street 

[Kozia] became the Jesuit Street [Jezuicka].244 Lack of constrains by legal regulations allowed 

flexibility, and therefore names changed with modifications to the urban landscape. During 

the nineteenth century, the administrative selection of one of several known names for each 

street in the city centres took place. Only in a few cases were new streets actually created 

within the area of the historic city, as was the case with Museum Street [Museumstraße] in 

Posen after the regional museum building was erected. 245  As a result of changes in 

administrative regulation not only did the process of street naming become more stringent, 

but it also became the object of power struggles. Their meaning morphed from the merely 

descriptive to a tool of symbolic domination. 

As noted earlier, the remarkable durability of the old street names which were 

preserved during the long nineteenth century (and indeed very often until this very day) did 

not mean that city centres were spared any changes. Apart from establishing singular names 

for streets, authorities sometimes aimed at inserting entirely new names. In 1811 there was a 

failed attempt (repeated in 1821) to name one of the squares in Cracow the National Guard 

Square [Plac Gwardii Narodowej], as it was where exercises and drills took place. However 

this was not approved by the city dwellers, and thus after a decade it became officially known 

after the patron saint of a church that had stood there since the beginning of the nineteenth 

century.246 On the other hand, the same city witnessed the successful replacement of St. 

Michael with Senators as the patron of a street. This was a clear reference to the existence of 

the Senate of the Independent City of Cracow, which had a seat on that very street.247 After  

annexation of the city-state in 1846, the Habsburg officials left the name of this street and the 

people of the city accepted the name as well, and in fact it is still used today. The acceptance 
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of this name, in contrast to the National Guard, might be interpreted as relating to local pride 

and the commemoration of local history. As already mentioned, Beuthen witnessed a similar 

renaming in the second half of the century when the legacy of the late Prussian King Friedrich 

Wilhelm IV was celebrated with a square in the centre of the city. However, it was the city of 

Biala that witnessed the most remarkable rewriting of the city-text, precisely at the heart of its 

historical centre.  

As mentioned in the introduction, municipal authorities unsuccessfully attempted to 

gain support for Biala becoming part of Austrian Silesia rather than Galicia (1869-1872). 

Unable to change the existing order, the city council turned to symbolic politics as a means of 

compensation for the failure in the area of Realpolitik. The city-text turned out to be the 

preferable means, and not just because it promised more success. As a result, Biala witnessed 

the most dramatic change of the city-text in this period. 

The rewriting of the city-text of Biala in 1890 was aimed precisely at the very centre 

of the city because it was the most definitive method of demonstrating the deep dissatisfaction 

with the existing order. One must bear in mind the relatively small size of the city to fully 

appreciate the scope of this revolution. As a result of the resolution passed by the Biala city 

council on the 21st February 1890 not only were the bilingual street names abolished in favour 

of German only, but new ones were also introduced.248 As mentioned in the introduction, the 

authorities of Biala found it deeply troubling that as a result of the transformation of the 

Monarchy after 1866, the Galician crownland was effectively handed over to the Polish 

nobility. First, the municipal authorities attempted to ‘move’ Biala from Galicia to the 

Austrian Silesia. In 1872 the city council voted for a resolution to the State Council and the 

Emperor calling on the protection of the ‘German city of Biala’ which ‘had nothing to do’ 

with the Poles.249 Unfortunately for Biala’s elite, the Viennese government did not support 

their cause. This was however not the end of the nationally fuelled conflict. In 1884 the 

municipal council passed a resolution on the German character of the city.250 The local elite 

feared that the economic success of the city would encourage immigration, which would 

change the national balance in Biala.251 It seems that the renaming of the street was meant as a 

symbolic confirmation of its German character.  
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The New Market [neue Ringplatz] became Francis Square [Franzensplatz], the Kudla 

Alley [Kudlagasse] was named Rudolf Alley [Rudolfsgasse], an unnamed street was to bear 

Friedrich’s name [Friedrichsgasse] and finally the Main Square [alte Ringplatz] was 

‘returned’ its ‘historic name’ of Joseph Square [Josefsplatz].252 These changes did not exhaust 

the scope of amendments, and other not-so-symbolic names were also introduced. Calf 

Square [Kälberplatz] was renamed as Meat Market [Fleischmarkt] along with twelve other 

places. In total, over two-thirds (67 per cent) of the streets, squares, and alleys mentioned in 

the decision of the city council were renamed.253 This created a totally new landscape, a 

dramatic rupture with the past. The remaking was amplified by the fact that the Polish 

language was removed from the city-text. I will return to this point, after examining the 

meaning of the new setting. 

Unfortunately, the documents of the city council commission which prepared the new 

names could not be found, and thus we are unable to determine what the intended symbolic 

landscape was supposed to look like. Even so, the names used were too similar to the names 

of the members of the House of Habsburg to be simply a matter of coincidence. The Main 

Square thus was to pay tribute to Emperor Joseph II (1765–1790), who not only gave the city 

its privileges but also issued the religious tolerance law. This was extremely important for the 

city’s predominantly protestant elite. The proximity of the Lutheran church made the 

reference not only self-evident but also ‘natural’. Whether it was actually true that the square 

had originally been named after Joseph II is of secondary importance. Recalling the reformist 

emperor had a highly symbolic function of revoking the beginnings of the modern, industrial 

city.254  

The second most important square commemorated the Emperor Francis II (1792-

1835). His reign was the time of further development of Biala, which was much enhanced by 

the creation of the imperial road towards the south passing through Biala. Moreover, it seems 

plausible that this monarch was more appealing to the catholic burghers of Biala than his 

uncle Joseph II. In this sense, both sections (Catholic and Protestant) of the city elite were 

respected and acknowledged.  

The House of Habsburg was further honoured by Rudolf Street, which was named 

after the archduke crown prince who had tragically died just a year before.255 Furthermore, 
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Albrecht Street seemed to have been designed to pay tribute to another member of the royal 

family, Archduke Albrecht (1817–1895). He was the Duke of Teschen (in Austrian Silesia) 

and a victor of the battle of Custoza (1866) – one of the triumphs of the Austrian army in the 

nineteenth century. This figure must have had a lot of appeal in Biala since the municipal 

authorities wanted Biala to be ‘moved’ to Austrian Silesia and generally become as 

‘Habsburg’ as possible. 

Friedrich Street is the most difficult to explain, but it seems likely that it was to honour 

Friedrich of Austria (1821–1847), the commander-in-chief of the Austrian Navy. However, he 

was a relatively little known figure and definitely not comparable to other members of the 

imperial house. An alternative possibility is Archduke Friedrich, Duke of Teschen (1856–

1936), however this seems unlikely because with the exception of the monarchs, streets were 

hardly ever named after living people. As such, according to some, the street could have been 

intended to commemorate the Prussian King Friedrich the Great (1740–1786), which of 

course would not be permitted by the state. Yet, this would play well with the emphasis on the 

German character of the city because hardly any other monarch was as iconic in the German 

national mythology as Friedrich the Great. That was at least the understanding in Teschen as 

the local newspaper often accused the Bielitz German speakers of being the Prussian fifth 

column.256 Biala was no different. Commenting on the introduction of monolingual signs, 

Teschen’s Star interpreted it as a ‘visible sign of the pro-Prussian views of burghers there’.257 

How genuine the desire of the German speaker to join the Kaiserreich really was is difficult to 

tell, but the street names suggest that there was certainly a strong will to halt the ‘Slavic tide’. 

Having said that, one must admit that there is no decisive evidence regarding which Friedrich 

this street was intended to commemorate. 

The resolution on the rewriting of the city-text did not pass unchallenged. It clearly 

manifested the Austro-German character of the city and thus confronted the Polish nobility 

ruling Galicia as well as the Polish-speaking population living and working in the city. By 

placing the Habsburg dynasty within the very centre of the city narrative, the city council 

made it almost impossible to dispute this decision. The conservatives ruling the crown land 

firmly supported the 1866 agreement summarised in the famous quote: ‘we affirm from the 

depth of our hearts that we stand with you, Your Majesty, and we wish to stand with you.’258 

As far as can be gathered from the few notes in the press, the new naming was never attacked; 
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only the exclusion of the Polish language was criticised.259 At the same meeting when the city 

council voted to change the names and the language of the signs, Josef Bogdanik, one of its 

members, tried to put forward the motion to bring back the Polish signs, but this was rejected 

on procedural grounds.260 During the meeting on the 28th March, the topic was again brought 

up by Dr. Bronislaus Wydrychiewicz, who argued that the signs should be bilingual for 

practical reasons since they were meant not only for the burghers but also for the visitors from 

the countryside, many of whom spoke no German.261 It is an interesting point as it seems to 

have been an attempt to remove the matter from the ideological discussion and put it in a 

purely practical framework. It was a move to reject the ideological aspect of street naming, or 

its ‘cultural function’ in the words of the Austrian Administrative Tribunal.262 The legal issue 

is important to bear in mind as it seems it was the crucial feature that allowed the authorities 

of Biala to withstand the pressure from the Galician authorities. Yet this very notion by 

Wydrychiewicz was rejected in the discussion in the city council on the 28th March 1890. In 

his speech, Dr. Matias Kwiecinski underlined that it is precisely an ideological issue, a 

demonstration of the German character of the city: ‘the whole matter can be seen only as a 

national conflict’.263 The German elite of the city therefore highlighted that it was not a matter 

of practicality, but of national principle. 

The issue of street naming in Biala, or to be more precise, the monolingual character 

of the new names, was a matter of concern at higher levels of the administration, including 

the office of the governor-general.264 However, there was little that the Polish authorities 

could do since the council of Biala was legally authorised to do as they pleased in this respect, 

as the Galician authorities had stated in 1892 that street naming belonged to the sphere of 

self-government.265 

It was precisely the legal framework that allowed the German community to defend its 

case against the encroachment of the Polish administration. Moreover, by naming the streets 

after the Habsburg dynasty, the municipal authorities effectively made it impossible to contest 

the ‘content’ of the new city-text. It could only be ‘attacked’ on the formal level, that is, about 

																																																								
259 As noted in the introduction, no press was printed in Biała. The comments on the situation in Biala were 

made in Gwiazdka cieszyńska – printed in Teschen. 
260 City Council minutes, 21st Feb. 1890, APB, 13/MAG/10/11, p. 350. 
261 City Council minutes, 28st March 1890, APB, 13/MAG/10/11, p. 365. 
262 Budwiński’s Sammlung…, No. 14904, p. 1141. 
263 City Council minutes, 28st March 1890, p.365. 
264 Letter from the office of the governor-general [namiestnictwo] to the county council [rada powiatowa] dated 

29th Nov. 1894 and 12th Dec. 1894 (APK, 29/210/92, loose sheets); Gwiazdka Cieszyńska No. 50 (10.12.1892), 
No. 30 (28.07.1894). 

265 Gwiazdka Cieszyńska No. 50 (10.12.1892). 
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the practicality of monolingual signs. That issue, however, as I have shown, was guarded by 

the state itself. Renaming the streets in honour of politicians or even artists would not have 

the same value in this sense. The municipality of Biala won its case, and as a result, the names 

of streets as well as the language used to describe them lasted until the very end of Austria-

Hungary. The only significant change that occurred after 1890 in this respect was the 

renaming of Main Street [Hauptstraße] to honour the German Emperor [Kaiser 

Wilhelmstrasse] in December 1914, which happened of course in a very different context.266 

 The ‘Germanness’ of the city was preserved, but one can question if it had not moved 

away from the Habsburg loyalty towards the ethnic dimension. Based solely on the city-text, 

such an interpretation is impossible to uphold. After all, in exactly the same period, Franz 

Joseph was commemorated with a street in Beuthen, and no one would argue that this was 

meant as an expression of Habsburg loyalty. In more general terms the case of Biala shows 

how symbolic politics can have a compensatory function for the shortcomings in the area of 

realpolitik. This is not to suggest that it is less ‘real’ or important, on the contrary the concern 

expressed by the members of the city council of Biala, the polish newspaper and the office of 

the governor-general shows how ‘real’ the issue was. Rather my understanding is that because 

the symbolic politics is based on identity and loyalty issues, it is very well suited to address 

the problems of a minority that perceives itself to be under threat from a hegemonic group. 

Tools such as street naming give the former proof that it is nonetheless in charge of its own 

affairs and is free to define itself despite its position vis-à-vis the dominant actor(s). 

Reading the city-text politically 

As we have seen, the city centres presented in general a narration of the corporative 

medieval city with its guilds and the dominance of Christianity. This was changed in Biala as 

a result of a bitter national and political struggle, and was transformed very much into an 

apology of the Habsburgs. However, a single-thread narration of a city-text was not repeated 

in other districts of a city. As cities grew and new streets were created and named, many 

different themes could be observed. This diversity does not make it easy to comprehend, 

especially in the comparative manner. It seems, however, most interesting to look at clusters 

of similar names which almost created additional ‘chapters’ of a city-text. This was primarily 

done in big cities not least due to the sheer size of their city-text. In Beuthen, as I discuss 

																																																								
266 A. Dubowski, “Urywki z pamiętnika”, J. Polak (ed.), Bielsko-Biała w zwierciadle czasu. Wspomnienia 

mieszkańców z lat 1900-1945 (Bielsko-Biała, 2012), p. 31. 
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below, there seemed to have been relatively few attempts to construct a coherent, ideological 

city-text, even less so to put it into separate ‘chapters’. For this reason, we find all the names 

mixed together. In Biala, apart from the aforementioned changes, the rest of the city-text 

seems to have been left in a ‘disorganised’ way. Yet when we examine Cracow and Posen we 

can notice an interesting attempt to narrate different parts of the city in a more or less 

consistent manner, as ‘chapters’ of the respective city-texts. 

Social sensitivity of a city-text 

When one considers the social distribution within Posen and the street names used, 

one immediately notices the district of Wilda. It can be used as a model for street naming for 

the objectives of symbolic politics. The population of the Wilda district had the lowest 

percentage of Poles out of all of Posen’s districts (around 40 per cent in 1910).267 At the same 

time, it was a highly industrialised area with many important manufacturing sites. 

Unsurprisingly, therefore, it was also the district with the highest number of incomers to the 

city settling there.268 It is noteworthy how few non-personal street names there were. Out of 

41 streets indicated on a 1913 plan, seventeen streets (42 per cent) were named after 

distinguished individuals.269 What is also important is that eight (20 per cent) of those 

individuals were Prussian statesmen and six (15 per cent) were military leaders (marshals or 

important generals).270 In this sense, Wilda could be viewed as a ‘chapter’ in the city-text 

about the power of the Prussian monarchy, which was ready to crush those who would oppose 

the rule of the state. 

Identifying a similar area in Cracow is not so easy. Part of the working class area of 

Wesoła had a section dedicated to the national insurgence against the Russians in the 1830s. 

Equally, the undesirable district of Dębniki (on the other side of the river) was clearly 

identified with celebrating the fight for independence in the final years of the Polish-

Lithuanian Commonwealth, through streets such as Bar Confederation or Madaliński 

Street.271 Although the names dedicated to national heroes made up only 35 per cent of all the 

																																																								
267 B. Franke, “Stadtgebiet und Bevölkerung…”, p. 33. 
268 Ibid., p. 25. 
269 Adress - Buch der Residenzstadt Posen. 1913 (published by: Hofbuchdruckerei W. Decker); Z. Zalewski 

claims that moreover one more street – Kiebitz Straße [Lapwing Street] – was in fact a way of honoring 
Chancellor Bismark who was apparently very fond of lapwing’s eggs. Z. Zalewski, Nazwy Ulic…, p. 24. 

270 In Bismarckplatz in Wilda, on the 1st April 1895,  the ‘Bismarck Oak’ was planted to celebrate the 90th 
birthday of the Iron Chancellor. A. Kronthal, Poznań Oczami…, p. 150. 

271 The Bar Confederation (1768–1772) was an association of Polish nobles to defend both the internal and 
external independence of the Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth against Russia and against King Stanisław 
August Poniatowski and against the enlightenment reforms. Antoni Madaliński (1739-1805) was a Polish 
Lieutenant General, one of the commanders during Kościuszko Uprising (1794). 
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streets, which could be read from the plan of Cracow from 1914, with the single exception of 

Konopnickiej Street, all names that did not refer to specific locations (e.g. Water Street) were 

dedicated to those who fought for independence. Did this mean that in Cracow the municipal 

authorities wanted to indoctrinate the inhabitants, many of whom belonged to the lower strata 

of society? It is highly possible; however, there are a few things that need to be considered. 

First, Dębniki was precisely the area occupied by the Bar Confederation at the end of the 

eighteenth century, and thus there may have been a strong temptation to commemorate this 

fact. In many cases the ‘authenticity’ of a given location was highlighted as an important 

factor for or against placing a symbolic marker of space in that particular spot. Such was the 

case with the Joseph and Zyblikiewicz streets in Cracow. And since the Bar Confederation 

was a part of the collective memories, there was a need for it to be written into the city-text of 

Cracow – and Dębniki was the ultimate place to do so. Therefore the idea of narrating the 

space might have been only secondary when compared with the need for ‘true’ space. In other 

words, the desire to highlight the ‘historicity’ of this area might have played a bigger role than 

a conscious decision to create a particular chapter of the city-text. On the other hand, there is 

plenty of evidence that ‘faithfulness’ to a place was not always an imperative, as Bartosz 

Street in Cracow proves. In any case, these names were given before Dębniki became part of 

Cracow; therefore it would be difficult to argue that it was a coherent policy, similar to the 

planning of Wilda in Posen. It was rather linked with the commemoration of the past and of 

local history.  

Turning away from the working classes towards the middle classes, we can see a 

similar pattern in the city-text of Posen. In St. Lazarus and Gurtschin, which constituted one 

administrative unit, we also find some highly significant, state-oriented names, such as 

Augusta Street or Hardenberg Street. However, this district was named primarily after the 

most important figures of German culture such as Humboldt, Gutenberg or indeed Goethe. 

Considering that the ethnic profile was not that different from Wilda (slightly more Poles), 

one might ask whether it was not the social composition of the two districts that led to this 

differentiation.272 St. Lazarus was a highly prestigious part of the city, and the surroundings of 

the Botanic Garden, that is, the officer’s casino, were greatly valued as a residential area. 

Taking all these facts together, the names used in Posen should be understood not in ethnic 

																																																								
272 B. Franke, “Stadtgebiet und Bevölkerung…”, p. 18. However, Lech Trzeciakowski strongly rejected the 

notion of national separation in nineteenth-century century Posen and for that reason one cannot talk about 
ethnic districts in the city. L. Trzeciakowski, “Polacy i Niemcy w życiu codziennym w Poznaniu w XIX 
wieku”, Kronika Miasta Poznania, No.1-2, 1992, p. 9. 
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but in social-political terms. This bourgeois district therefore constituted a chapter on German 

culture, which arguably could also enhance its attractiveness (underlining its ‘sophistication’). 

Jewish Street in the old city proves that such a link could be made, as owners of the houses 

there (unsuccessfully) demanded the change of the name, claiming that such a name 

negatively influenced property value.273 

In Cracow no such distinct chapters existed. Even the area around the University, 

popular among university professors, did not gain a unified narration.274 However, part of the 

IV district, that is Piasek, had a significant number of streets named after prominent artists 

and such a concentration was rather unusual for this city. Just to give two examples from this 

area, there was a street named after a prominent painter – Henryk Siemiradzki (1843–1902), 

and a notable renaissance poet – Jan Kochanowski (1530–1584).275 Just like in St. Lazarus in 

Posen, it was a prestigious location as attested by a residence of one of the most successful 

architects of the time, Tadeusz Stryjeński (1849-1943) located nearby (at Batorego Street). 

Although it was a much smaller area and not an entire district, the same principles of writing 

a city-text have been applied. One may ask why it did not happen at the level of the whole 

district, and only a part of it. It is, however, not that surprising if one takes into account the 

overcrowding of the city. As mentioned in the introduction, Cracow was the most densely 

populated city in the Double Monarchy, which certainly did not help in creating middle-class 

districts. Nonetheless, even in such a situation, the bourgeoisie managed to create an 

ambience that could meet the norms of ‘respectable’ living. The tools used to shape the 

symbolic landscape secured its national (understood in terms of culture) character on one 

hand, and safeguarded the economic interests of the middle class on the other.  

Dominant nationality of a city-text 

Assessing the national character of street naming can be done from several angles. The 

most obvious and possibly the most contested was the language of the street names. In Biala 

the struggle was over the issue of bilingual names and not the ‘content’ of the city-text. As 

mentioned, the law protected the municipality from Polish intervention. In Cracow only 

Polish signs existed and the Jewish population had to adjust. Furthermore, in 1905 a member 

of the city council, Federowicz, demanded the linguistic purity of city by calling for Polish 

																																																								
273 Z. Zalewski, Nazwy Ulic…, p. 88. 
274 N. Wood, Becoming metropolitan: urban selfhood and the making of modern Cracow (DeKalb, 2010) p. 28. 
275 Henryk Siemieradzki (1843 –1902) was a Polish nineteenth-century painter famous for his monumental 

Academic art and an Academician of the Imperial Academy of Arts in St. Petersburg. He was buried in the 
national pantheon in Cracow. 
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language signs on the military buildings in Cracow, but without success.276 In Posen, as a 

result of the passing of the language law in Prussia in 1876, bilingual street names were 

replaced by signs in German.277 

Another way of nationalising the space was to evoke the names of prominent figures 

in the national mythology, such as Mickiewicz in the Polish case and Schiller in the German 

one. Both the city-texts of Cracow and Posen were highly saturated with such names. 

Surprisingly, this did not happen at all in Biala, and only marginally in Beuthen (i.e. the 

Gustav Freytag and Gutenberg streets).278 These two industrial cities did not celebrate in 

principle the national artists or other figures that could inspire the national feeling. Each city-

text offered space to insert such a name; for instance, in Biala we could find a Villas Lane 

[Villen Gasse] which could easily have been renamed to honour an important national figure, 

and the same could be said for Beuthen. However, this did not happen, and one can only 

speculate as to why; but it seems to be linked to the social structure of each city as well as the 

lack of tradition. In this sense these communities did not have the symbolic capital that could 

be used to nationalise the space in this way. 

It is somewhat more difficult to put the names related to the state and the dynasty (for 

example, Imperial Street in Beuthen) in the same category. It is true that they certainly 

confirmed the belonging of a city and its community to the state, but that was not necessarily 

an expression of nationalist feelings. One could point to the tradition dating back to the times 

of the Ancien Régime, when celebrating monarchs was normal but had little to do with the 

national feelings as such. Nonetheless, in some cases, we can have few doubts that there was 

indeed such a linkage. Biala again can serve as an excellent example, when the Habsburg 

loyalty demonstrated in the city-text was in fact the expression of the national feelings, but at 

the same time a way of expressing attachment to the monarchy. 

We can therefore clearly establish that street naming was used to nationalise the urban 

landscape. One could ask however, if there was a space within a city-text for other, non-

dominant, national and ethnic groups. On the level of monuments, as the next chapter shows, 

city-texts had ethnically homogenised narratives. If we look at street names, the symbolic 

landscape was more complex. It is true that the dominant nationality of a city was clearly 

demonstrated, but there were indeed spaces left for other groups too. This did not apply to 

																																																								
276 Council minutes, 15th June 1905, APK, 29/MAG/338, p. 7. 
277 W. Szwarc, “Z orzecznictwa pruskiego Wyższego Trybunału Administracyjnego…”, p. 237. 
278 Gustav Freytag (1816-1895) was a German novelist and playwright born and active in Silesia. 
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Biala, which is not surprising if one takes into account the temperature of the nationalist 

conflict there. 

National minorities on the margins of a city-text 

None of the four cities analysed here was ethnically, linguistically or religiously 

homogenous. We know also that the city-texts were controlled by the local elite, who shaped 

the city’s image to suit their own political, social, and aesthetic needs. However, street naming 

also opened a space for marginal groups to acquire a symbolic presence in a non-threatening 

way for the masters of the city-text. 

In Posen the Jewish community did not establish their own street names, nor did Poles 

– with the notable exception of the aristocratic families of Sapieha and Raczyński, who were 

mentioned in the city-text. Nonetheless, one can see that even in the restrictive Prussian state, 

in a highly contested space of Posen, the authorities took into account the feelings of the 

inhabitants. And although in the district of Jersitz, where Poles were in the majority (60 per 

cent of the population), one could find street names such as Kaiser Wilhelm, Kaiser Friedrich, 

and Moltke Street, these were thoroughfares, thus belonging to the ‘main theme’ of the city-

text.279 However, Hohenstaufen Street could potentially be seen as contentious, although it 

was surely not the major bone of contention even for Polish national activists. The Habsburg 

and Wettin streets were much more difficult to assess. On the one hand, they were obviously 

linked with pan-German tendencies, especially when put together with Hohenstaufen Street, 

but on the other hand, the Wettin dynasty was the ruling house in the Polish-Lithuanian 

Commonwealth and according to the 3rd May constitution of 1791, it was designed as the 

hereditary house of the Polish throne. The Habsburgs were not connected with Polish history 

to the same extent (although one cannot forget the family ties between the Polish monarchs 

and the House of Habsburg), yet the rule of Franz Joseph was contrasted many times with 

those of the Prussian monarchs as an example of a highly favourable ruler for the Polish 

nation. Therefore, it could be argued that these names were not directed ‘against’ but rather 

‘for’ the Polish community. Considering that they were placed in the district mainly inhabited 

by Poles, this interpretation seems very plausible. The municipal and police authorities were 
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obviously taking into account the sensitivity of the Poles and did not establish, for instance, 

Flottwell Street there but in Wilda.280 

In Beuthen one could encounter Dygos Street, which was not only one of the major 

streets but was also striking for its name. It sounded so unlike all the other names that it 

immediately caught one’s attention. As it turns out, it referred to a legendary local bandit.281 

Naming a street after a villain is remarkable in itself, but what is also interesting is its clearly 

non-German character. This ‘national’ dimension was clear to the National Socialist regime, 

which removed the dubious character from the city’s topography.282 No trace has been found 

as to why such a name was given to a street, but it seems improbable to assume that it was to 

inspire inhabitants in the unjust way that the Dygos did. Therefore it was a reminder of the 

city’s past, tying it to its history, in a time of rapid changes of industrialisation. Moreover, and 

possibly more importantly, it was a mark of local pride that transcended national boundaries.  

The same could be said about the street that crossed Dygos Street: Goy Street. This 

clearly non-German name had nothing to do with the national conflict, rather it was rooted the 

city-text in time. The name of this street derives from the Polish gaj, a grove.283 This usage of 

a local word is particularly interesting as it allows us to see how a street name, in contrast to 

both monuments as well as the public building, created a possibility of asserting local identity 

and pride, and moreover to do it in a way which was not perceived as threatening to the 

national or state loyalty. Although the Prussian state required the linguistic uniformity and 

excluded non-German speakers, such a name offered a niche to the other groups. Those street 

names, together with the familiar names of the towns around Beuthen which gave names to 

most other places, created a safe and recognisable text, which did not alienate the inhabitants, 

even if they came from the villages in the city’s surroundings. 

In contrast to the two other cities, the city-text of Cracow had a visible space for its 

Jewish population. Kazimierz, which was incorporated into Cracow only in 1800, was the 

home of the majority of the local Jewish population. The city of Kazimierz was founded in 

the fourteenth century but it was only after the expulsion of the Jews from Cracow at the end 

of the fifteenth century that the Jewish ghetto in Kazimierz became an important centre of 

Jewish spiritual and intellectual life, not only in the Kingdom of Poland (and later Polish-
																																																								

280 Eduard Heinrich von Flottwell (1786-1865) was an Oberpräsident (president) of the Grand Duchy of Poznań 
between 1830 and 1840. He was widely resented by the Poles as a Germaniser. S. Kieniewicz, Historia Polski 
1795-1918 (Warszawa 1968), pp. 116-118; W. Hagen, “National Solidarity and Organic…”, p. 45. 

281 A. Perlick, Sagen der Stadt Beuthen (Beuthen 1926), pp. 15-16. 
282 J. Drabina (ed.), Ofiary Stalinizmu na ziemi bytomskiej w latach 1945-1956 (Bytom, 1993), p. 148. 
283 Anon., Heimatkunde von Beuthen (Oberschlesien), hg. von dem Lehrerkollegium der städtischen katholischen 

Realschule zu Beuthen O.-S., (Beuthen 1904), Vol. 2, p. 40. 
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Lithuania Commonwealth) but in the whole region.284 Despite the separation of the Jewish 

population from the Christian inhabitants of Kazimierz until 1822 by the wall of the ghetto, 

the two communities were by no mean totally cut off from one another. In 1794 Tadeusz 

Kościuszko went to the Old Synagogue in Kazimierz to appeal to the Jews to take arms and 

defend the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. During the troubles of 1848 the Jewish elite of 

Kazimierz actively supported the Polish national aspirations. The Polonisation of the Jewish 

community could also be seen in its adoption of the Polish language as the official language 

of the community in 1867. Nonetheless, it is beyond doubt that the lower strata of the Jewish 

population of Cracow did not participate in the acculturation process.285 

It is striking to what extent the former ghetto was readable from a map. This was a 

relatively small area located between Saint Lawrence [św. Wawrzyńca], Corpus Christi 

[Bożego Ciała], Honey [Miodowa] and Old Vistula [Starowiślna] Streets. By 1912 the city-

text in this area was completed (all the streets has been established). Out of fifteen streets, 

seven (53 per cent) had Jewish-related names. However, one needs to consider that the same 

name was used twice for a square and a street (e.g. New [Nowy]), and, furthermore, two tiny 

alleys (Dark (Ciemna]) and Niche [Kącik]) had very limited impact on the symbolic 

landscape. Taking out those names makes the Jewishness of the area even more obvious (64 

per cent). The ‘Jewish names’ do not form a uniform group but can be clearly split into two 

separate categories: synagogues and commemorative names. The former were either linked to 

the name of the synagogue or to its founder. In this respect they functioned very much like 

streets named after patrons saint of churches, which were scattered all over Cracow.286 

Through such naming, individual places of worship were acknowledged and the city-space 

was oriented towards them. The oldest synagogue, the most historically significant one, was 

not marked in such a way; instead the Polish national hero Wojciech Bartos was honoured by 

a street in the immediate vicinity of this shrine. It could be seen as a somewhat disrespectful 

act towards the Jewish community. Nonetheless, on the whole, the Jewish community was 

indeed integrated into the city-text of Cracow, even if only on a limited territory, by reference 

to specific synagogues which were elevated in a way to the level of Christian churches. 

Commemorative names honoured Ester, the legendary Jewish lover of the Polish king 

Casmir the Great (1333–1364); Dow Ber Meisels (1798–1870), the chief rabbi of Cracow and 
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later on of Warsaw and Jonatan Warszauer (1820–1888), a doctor of medicine and member of 

(Polish) Academy of Learning and Cracow’s city council. These figures commemorated not 

only the outstanding figures of the Jewish community of Cracow but also those who bridged 

the gap to the Polish community. This seems to be crucial in understanding why such figures 

were given a place in the city-text. It was consistent with the understanding of the time that 

the Jewish population needs to integrate in the Polish nation. In such a way, these figures 

could be understood as the heroes of both communities – as proof that a Jew can be a Polish 

patriot too. Of course, that did not legitimise the commemoration of such a figure anywhere 

outside the Jewish district, although it has to be noted that originally Meisels’ Street extended 

far beyond the ‘Jewish ghetto’ to the banks of the Vistula. 

One more street needs to be mentioned in this section. Outside the strict borders of the 

former ghetto but still nearby and still within the Kazimierz district as understood in the late 

nineteenth century was Berka Joselewicza Street, so named since 1890.287 This street name 

was an act of homage to the fighter for the Polish independence, and its location in Kazimierz 

seems to suggest that it was aimed at the Jewish population. The message was clear: only by 

integrating into the Polish nation, taking it as yours, can one earn the respect of posterity. Also 

worth noting is the fact that even military engagement against the Habsburg Empire was not a 

disqualifying characteristic for a person to earn a street name in the Polish-ruled Galicia 

within the Dual Monarchy. 

It would however be too simplistic to state that the Jewish community was fully 

acknowledged in the city-text of Cracow. Its presence was strictly managed, and the 

municipal authorities made sure that it should not become too significant. As already 

mentioned, Jewish-related streets were limited to the areas populated by members of this 

community. But even that was not enough. One of the most significant places not only in the 

former Jewish district but also in all of Kazimierz was New Square [Plac Nowy]. By 1785 this 

space was known as Libushhoff (Manor of Libussa), which a reference to either a Jewish 

family or the Prague roots of some of the inhabitants of Kazimierz.288 Later it was referred to 

as Kupa, after a nearby synagogue. Neither of the two names survived the regulation process: 

by the 1880s the municipal council established that New Square was the official name. 
																																																								

287 Berek Joselewicz (1764–1809) was a Jewish merchant and a colonel during the Kościuszko Uprising (1794) 
against Tsarist Russia. He died in the Battle of Kock (1809) fighting with the Austrian forces. 

288 Libuše or Libussa was a legendary ancestor of the Přemyslid dynasty and the Czech people in general. She 
was the youngest and the wisest of three sisters and after their father’s death she became a queen. The figure of 
Libussa was commemorated in several Czech dramatic works, including an opera by Bedřich Smetana. M. 
Bałaban, Przewodnik po Żydowskich zabytkach Krakowa (Kraków, 1935), p. 10; E. Supranowicz, Nazwy ulic 
Krakowa…, p. 48; S. Tomkowicz, Ulice i place Krakowa…, p. 232. 
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Although one could understand the name as a reference to the fact that it was the newest 

square in the district or that it was in the area added to the Jewish ghetto only in the 

seventeenth century, it does seem noteworthy that such a neutral name was chosen. 

Considering the prominence of squares in an urban-text, it does seem more likely to suggest a 

desire to diminish the Jewish presence in the symbolic landscape and marginalise this group. 

In such a way it was a form of cultural dominance and indeed oppression. That was not the 

only case when the Polish-dominated city council decided to intervene in the area. In 1881, 

Jewish Street [Żydowska] was renamed as Joseph Street [Józefa]. It was not a reference to a 

biblical patriarch and Old Testament prophet, but a homage to Emperor Joseph II Habsburg, 

who had stayed in a house on that street in 1773. It was the only street in Cracow 

commemorating a member of the Habsburg dynasty. Moreover, one of the most important 

streets of the Jewish district was chosen for that purpose. However, as previously mentioned, 

Kazimierz was hardly a prestigious neighbourhood, and thus this was a rather problematic 

commemoration, which seemed more like the fulfilling of an obligation than a real act of 

tribute. Not that there were no other streets to name in the city, especially in the 1880s, when 

plenty of new streets were created. The aforementioned New Square (located in the 

immediate vicinity of the street) had been named just one year earlier. Had the municipal 

authorities really wanted to mark the Habsburg rule, there were lots of opportunities to do so. 

It is possible that the location in Kazimierz was seen as a way of downplaying the name 

through the possible association with a biblical figure.  

Since 1890 there was another commemorative street name in the area. A previously 

unnamed street was called Bartosza, instead of the proposed Quiet Street [Głucha].289 It 

remains unclear why the city-text was amended in such a way. This passage named in  honour 

of Bartosz Głowacki belonged to the core of the Jewish district; thus it can be seen as an 

attempt to Polonise this area. On the other hand, the fact that it was located away from the 

city centre, in a somewhat obscure area, which was unlikely to draw peasant visitors, reduced 

its potential of becoming an unwanted attraction and a political symbol. Placed between 

unrelated names, the small street hardly had much relevance to the global city-text of Cracow. 

However, on the micro-scale of the Jewish neighbourhood, it seemed like a stamp of 

Polishness and of Polish domination. 

																																																								
289 City Council minutes, 17th Apr. 1890, APK, 29/MAG/332, p. 1042. Wojciech Bartos (1758–1794) was a 

Polish peasant who became national hero during the Kościuszko Uprising in 1794. He became one of the 
canonical figures of the national mythology of Poland. 
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The examination of a Jewish district of Cracow shows that street naming gave the 

disadvantaged community a way to mark their presence in the symbolic realm. The sheer 

numbers and built structures made it very difficult to ignore their presence, although as the 

case of New Square shows, it should not be taken for granted that it had to happen. Naming 

streets after Bartosz and Ber Meisels shows that there were different, conflicting visions of 

the city-text, even away from the symbolically dense Main Square. Although the Jewish 

presence was acknowledged, especially by naming streets after specific synagogues, the 

masters of the city-text were unwilling to let it take a more prominent role; thus even a square 

in the centre of the district could not be named in an obviously Jewish way. Not to mention 

that all those names were in Polish, none were in Hebrew or Yiddish. 

Placing the least thorny names in the Jersitz district accommodated the Polish minority 

in Posen. Moreover, a street dedicated to count Raczyński in Posen added to this usage of 

street naming as a way of inserting minority groups in a common city-text. At the same time, 

the fact that Raczyński, the founder of the library, was an aristocrat links back to the question 

of the social status and shows how class could trump the national issue. Last, but not least, 

Beuthen shows that even in a frontier city, with a rising percentage of the national minority 

group, this did not automatically trigger the actions of the symbolic politics and saturation of 

space with the national message. The existing political order already secured the role of the 

local elite and excluded the newcomers to the city from power. There was no (immediate) 

threat for the elite, and thus there was no urgency to remake the symbolic landscape. On the 

contrary, the local (Polish) past was acknowledged and commemorated in the city-text. All in 

all, a city-text on a level of street naming was a method of confirming the existing political 

and social order; but at the same time, it provided opportunity to incorporate minority groups. 

That was a stark difference when compared with monuments or public architecture, where 

only dominant groups were represented.  

Time, space and actors of a city-text 

In this section I look at the historical time and space to which the street naming in the 

four cities referred. Furthermore, I want to look again at the names used in order to unpack 

the ‘imagined community’ constructed in the city-text.  

Freezing the contemporary time 

As pointed out, the narrative created by the monuments in each of the cities had a 

strong preference for the contemporary society. Events that took place more than a century 
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ago were rarely commemorated, and when this did happen they had the status of eternal, 

founding myths (such as the Grunwald Monument in Cracow). Another layer of the city-text, 

street naming, followed exactly the same logic, with an even stronger emphasis on the ‘recent 

history’. In a city-text of the four cities, we find the names of people who had just passed 

away, such as Moltke Square in Beuthen, or even (in very rare cases) living figures, such as 

Paderewski Street in Cracow.290 This of course is the same pattern that has already been 

described in the previous chapter and is very different from the commemorative practice of 

official holidays. The aim of street naming was not so much to propagate the glorious past of 

the nation as it was to immortalise the contemporary times, to protect them from being 

forgotten. It seems that it was precisely the reason why in both Prussian cities the celebration 

of the newly established Kaiserreich was inscribed into the city-text, almost as soon as it 

happened. 

The framework of around 100 years, however, needs to be put into context. In the case 

of Biala the remembrance of the Emperors Joseph II and Francis I was more than just a 

homage to the House of Habsburg – their names were simultaneously a celebration of the 

city’s (German) beginnings. Therefore Biala fits the general pattern but at the same time 

transcends it. No other city recalled the city founders or other figures from its beginnings. If 

that could have been potentially problematic in Posen due to the national conflict, surely no 

such obstacle existed in Cracow. Yet there was no street celebrating the memory of the 

mythical prince Krak. The existence of names celebrating the patriarchal figures in Biala 

could only be explained by the very nature of the renaming act – that is, using street names to 

strengthen a preferred historical narrative (rewriting the city-text). The same pattern was 

reproduced in Posen with the Hohenzollern ring and in Cracow with the ‘National Bards’ 

ring. In such rare cases the city is treated as a literary text on which ideological claims can be 

inscribed and by doing so a claim can be made for the symbolic meaning of the city as a 

whole. 

The pattern of commemorating contemporary times does not mean that no names 

referring to bygone ages appeared. On the contrary, in Beuthen there was a street dedicated to 

margrave Johann Georg von Brandenburg (1577-1624); in Cracow there was a Copernicus 

Street and in Posen a Guttenberg Street. However, there seems to have been a tendency to put 

																																																								
290 The street was named after Ignacy Jan Paderweski (1860-1941) as a sign of gratitude for funding the 

Grundwald Monument in Cracow. The law did not permit foreigners to be given honorary citizenship of the 
city and therefore he was honoured by a street located directly by the monument. City council minutes from 
28th July 1910, APK 29/MAG/340, pp. 876-877. 
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those historical names in the new districts, which was especially clear in the case of Posen. 

What also seems to be the general rule is that such names start to appear from around the 

1880s. Around this time, symbolic politics really took off when it came to using street names 

on a massive scale. Nonetheless the pattern seems quite clear: commemoration only applied to 

those already present in the shared memories. Streets were, therefore, not so much intended as 

a method of educating people about the bygone past, but rather of strengthening the existing 

knowledge about recent history. Even if national commemorations ‘preferred the dead to the 

living’, these dead were not supposed to be from too far in the past.291 In my understanding 

this is a result of the character of collective memories. In the social narrative of the past the 

relevance for the present has a crucial importance, in fact it has fundamental importance for 

the construction of the social perception of the passage of time. 292 Figures like Guttenberg or 

Copernicus transcend the horizon of collective memories which last , but in the majority of 

cases people see as relevant only those events and people which are not hidden too much by 

the shadow of time. 293 Street names are no different in this regard to other forms of public 

commemoration. 

Geography of a city-text 

Street names not only commemorate people or events but also allow people to find 

their way around a city. Sometimes the reference encoded in the street name is linked to a 

specific geographical area. In this sense they can work as signifiers on two levels: practical 

and symbolic. One cannot analyse the symbolic geography as read from a city-text without 

acknowledging the importance of the local identity. In all cities this played an extremely 

important role. This is a significant difference when compared with the layer of the city-text 

regarding monuments, where we clearly saw a local feature, yet it could hardly be compared 

with the street naming. Affirmation of the city’s pride was constructed in several ways. One of 

the most obvious was putting the name of a city mayor into a city-text. Thus in Cracow Józef 

Dietl was celebrated with one of the most important boulevards in the city, Posen celebrated 

its mayor Richard Witting with a street in the prestigious Imperial District and Biala 

celebrated Rudolf Seeliger with a street off Joseph Square. In Beuthen already in 1905 there 

was a street dedicated to Georg Brüning, the mayor of the city since 1882 (and until 1919). 

However, this was not the only strategy. In Biala one could find a street named after a 

																																																								
291 J. R. Gills, “Introduction…”, p. 9. 
292 B. Szacka, Czas przeszły…, p. 94. 
293 J. Assmann, “Collective Memory...”, p. 127. 
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prominent local figure and important entrepreneur, Oscar Gülcher. Likewise in Beuthen there 

was a street commemorating Hugo Solger (1818-1898), a Landrat of Beuthen. Moreover, the 

municipal authorities of Biala named one of the central streets Draper Street to highlight the 

origins of the city’s wealth. 

Celebrating a local figure could also be used as a way to define a city’s autonomy and 

the rights of the municipal authorities. In 1877 a newly created street in Posen was named 

after Princess Louise of Prussia (1770-1836), the wife of the governor of the Great Duchy of 

Posen.294 The municipal authorities were pressured by the military and the police to name it 

differently, such as Emperor’s or Kirchbach Street. By early 1877 the street still existed in 

administrative files as Kirchbach Street.295 The fact that the police had agreed in the end to 

follow the wish of the city leaders rather than the military is remarkable. It proved that in 

some circumstances the local community could have their way despite the position of the 

army within the Prussian state. 

The strong position of the civil authorities can be clearly deduced from the letter of the 

chief of the police in Posen dated 13th November 1874.296 In this document he vented his 

frustration with the lack of cooperation by the municipal authorities, who, according to this 

testimony, did not fulfil their legal obligation when creating a new street. In the words of the 

police official they acted in secrecy against the interests of the public. Clearly the police force 

was not in a position to enforce its viewpoint, and the street was named in accordance to what 

the city hall had in mind. Taken together with the case of the war memorial in Posen (Kaiser 

Wilhelm Monument), this shows that the municipal authorities were far from passive – they 

actively pursued their goals. Moreover, these examples demonstrate that the symbolic realm 

was of great importance to the local leaders. 

Street naming was used not only to present the city itself through its distinguished 

sons (and, rarely, daughters). The city-texts indicated the larger geographical units as well – 

primarily the state. One of the ways of doing so was to use the names of artists regardless of 

their city of origin and by doing so celebrate the nation and by extension the national territory. 

As mentioned before this was widely applied to the city-text of Cracow and of Posen. Another 

way of projecting territory on the urban landscape was through state-related names. In Posen 

one could find streets named after not only Hohenzollerns but also Wittelsbachs or Wettins. In 

																																																								
294 Z. Zalewski, Nazwy Ulic…, p. 42 & 68. 
295 Document dated 12th June 1877 regarding the numbering of the properties on the newly created street. APP, 

53/294/5188, p. 119. 
296 APP, 53/294/5188, p. 94-96. 
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Beuthen there was not only Hohenzollern Street, but also Elector Street which celebrated the 

royal house under another name. To that we could also add the celebrations of the Prussian 

military victories celebrated in the city text of Posen, and to a more limited extent (i.e. Moltke 

Square) also in Beuthen. Naturally, there were plenty of names that celebrated various 

members of the House of Habsburg in Biala. 

Cracow diverges from this pattern – there was no Franz Joseph Street or square. The 

aforementioned Joseph Street in Kazimierz was a rather awkward way of honouring the ruling 

dynasty. It set Cracow apart not only from the three cities but also other urban spaces, such as 

Lemberg, where a square was named after Agenor Goluchowski (1812–1875).297 Despite this, 

Galicia did manage to find its way into the city-text of Cracow, which ostentatiously lacked 

Habsburg names in its symbolic landscape; even the Franz Joseph Bridge between Cracow 

and Podgorze was referred to as Podgorze Bridge (even in the city council).298 There was no 

1867 Constitution Street, but two figures deeply involved in the Galician project were 

celebrated by streets in the historical centre. If Mikołaj Zyblikiewicz (1823–1887) was more 

remembered as a mayor of the city than the official of the province, the same could hardly be 

said about the assassinated governor of the crownland Andrzej Potocki (1861–1908). The fact 

that he was not only a Polish aristocrat but also had many connections with Cracow and that 

the Potocki Family was one of the most important among the city’s elite surely must have had 

its importance too. In this sense recalling the name of Andrzej Potocki was of course placing 

Austria-Hungary in the city-text, but one needs to be aware that the symbolic presence of the 

Habsburg monarchy in the urban landscape remained very weak.  

Symbolic geography read from the city-texts is, first of all, a self-reference of each of 

the cities. In contrast to monuments, street naming was, to a large degree, about self-

understanding and self-definition of the urban community. On the other hand, there was a 

strong national theme within the city-text. In the case of Cracow it was primarily defined by 

art, in Biala and Beuthen by evoking the state and Posen was placed somewhere between the 

two. In Cracow the two important squares commemorated local painters and many streets 

recalled other artists, whereas in Biala and Beuthen it was the members of the royal dynasties 

that dominated the street naming. The rich structure of a city-text allowed the incorporation of 

																																																								
297 Count Agenor Romuald Gołuchowski (1812-1875) was a Polish-Austrian conservative politician, Member of 

Parliament of Austria, Minister of Interior and governor of Galicia. Gołuchowski was a confidant and an 
advisor to the Emperor Franz Joseph. M. Prokopovych, Habsburg Lemberg…, p. 166. 

298 The official programme issued by the municipal authorities of Franz Joseph’s I visit to Cracow in 1886 
mentions ‘Podgórze Bridge’. APK, 29/576/4, p. 9. 
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many different points of references, many more than the monuments allowed. Thanks to that, 

Galicia appeared in the symbolic landscape of Cracow and Silesia in Beuthen. 

Conclusions: street naming and symbolic politics 

Majestic buildings or monuments alone cannot form a symbolic landscape. While they 

may be the most striking elements of it, street names are a much more prominent feature of 

imagined cities. Arguably, people are much more often confronted with them than they are 

with even the most imposing statue standing on a city square. One might therefore say that 

street names form the background and the base for any city-text. Moreover, the ease in using 

them made street naming a very important element of the city-text. Not only was it a cheap 

symbolic resource, in contrast to, for instance, statues, but it was also widely accessible and 

quickly applicable. 

These characteristics of street naming resulted in it wide use as a tool of symbolic 

politics. This resource was applied in various ways in a city-text. Depending on the size of a 

given street, its location and the character of the buildings surrounding it, different streets had 

different symbolic value. Sometimes street naming was taken as a method of influencing the 

population – as the Wilda district of Posen attests, and sometimes it was a method of 

certifying the bourgeois character of the area by using the names of artists – as in Piasek in 

Cracow. Some names were also seen as undesirable and thus as damaging (also economically) 

the perception of a street. In the case of Jewish Street in Posen, the owners of the houses 

along the street demanded the name be changed. Giving a street an appropriate name was 

therefore a serious issue for local authorities. 

A social class profile featured not only in the geography of street naming but also in 

the profile of those who gave their names to the streets. With a few exceptions, e.g. Kiliński 

Street in Cracow, which was named after a revolutionary hero who was a shoemaker by 

profession, members of the lower strata of the society did not gain recognition via street 

names. Similarly, women were not included, unless they were members of the royal family 

(Augusta Victoria Street in Posen) or belonged to the artistic elite (Orzeszkowej Street in 

Cracow). Therefore, the city-texts of all the four case studies reflected the social hierarchy of 

the late nineteenth century – men who belonged to the middle and upper classes defined the 

national community. Women and members of the lower orders were included only as the 

exceptions that proved the rule. 
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Naming streets in order to increase the prestige of the space is somewhat similar to 

how some monuments functioned. The overlap between the monuments and street naming 

reminds us that both tools were used to shape the same symbolic landscape and, in some 

respects, they followed the same logic; for instance, when they used the same time frame as a 

point of reference (i.e. a 100-year period). On the other hand, the topography was different for 

the two methods of writing a city-text. Symbolically loaded street names were primarily used 

outside the historical centres, whereas monuments were located centrally. This rule for 

symbolical naming was not without exception, as Wilhelm Square in Beuthen shows. Biala 

demonstrated that in cases of an extreme national conflict, this general principal of leaving the 

centre untouched was not honoured. On the contrary, Biala’s city centre was used to 

inscribing the national character and political allegiance of the city. Even in such dramatic 

circumstances, the rhetoric of returning to the original, and recreating the lost order, was 

underlined. This was due to the acceptance of the basic notion that names should not be 

changed unless absolutely necessary and sufficiently justified. 

Moreover, the fact that the street naming did not require substantial financial capital 

and could be used in a much greater amount (resources were not scarce) allowed a much 

broader inclusion of minority groups in the symbolic landscape than was the case with statues 

on those streets and squares. Therefore the Jewish population of Cracow, untraceable in the 

city’s monuments, found recognition of its presence in the street names of the ‘Jewish 

district’. In Posen the Polish community had to a limited extent marked its presence in the 

city-text also, for instance, with Raczyński Street. In Beuthen the use of local names (such as 

Goy and Dygos) was a way to recall the local spirit, again invisible through other markers of 

the urban space. In Biala not only was allegiance to the Habsburg Monarchy demonstrated, 

but also pride in the local history (Seeliger Lane) and the city’s modernity (Fire Brigade 

Square). 

Careful reading of the city-texts in the four cities shows the relative inclusion of the 

marginalised groups and also gives us an insight into the importance of local pride for the 

respective communities. Symbolic politics was not only about nationalising the space but also 

about thickening the symbolic landscape and, by doing so, making it more appealing to 

various groups (such as the bourgeoisie and local activists). The examples of Posen and Biala 

demonstrate that conflict over street naming was also a way to assert the municipal 

authorities’ right to rule over the urban landscape. 
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Having said that, one must admit that there are indeed limits to reading the city as a 

text. It is true that in the four cases there was a clear distinction between the big and smaller 

cities: the former seemed to place more emphasis on the major avenues, and in the latter 

major streets had non-political names but heavily loaded square names. To what degree this 

rule could be extended to other cities and towns in the region is unclear. However, attempts to 

divide a nineteenth-century city into ‘chapters’ were only partially successful. In Posen this 

was indeed the case and one can detect the concept for the whole city-text, while in Cracow 

this aspect of modern city planning came into being only to a very limited degree. 

Broadening the perspective and problematising the clear-cut distinction between 

Prussia and the Austro-Hungarian Empire was possible by examining the issue of law in the 

street naming. Both the Hohenzollern and Habsburg monarchies claimed to be states of law 

[Rechtsstaat], but in practice it worked out in various ways. In the case of Biala the municipal 

council was able to use legal provisions to defend itself against the pressure of the Polish 

nationalists and assert its understanding of Biala’s German character. Having the constitution 

principles on its side, it could even reject the intervention of the governor of Galicia. The 

police in Prussia could, in theory, do as it wished as the law did not restrict it in any way. 

However, the political situation on the ground manifested specific power relations. Thanks to 

that, the municipal authorities could have their way against the wishes of the police 

authorities, as it preferred to celebrate the local spirit rather than the state. 

How can those particularities of street naming be understood within the bigger picture 

of a symbolic landscape? How do street naming relate to other elements and what does that 

tells us in a broader sense about symbolic politics? Street naming was not detached from other 

elements of the symbolic landscape. On the contrary, they all formed a more or less coherent 

narrative of a city-text, by using the same time and space reference and the same grand names 

around which a city-text is organised. Street names tended to focus more on local factors than 

monuments did, but there was a certain continuity between the two. As the four cities testify, 

city-texts written in the nineteenth century were gender and social biased. Were these 

symbolic landscape nationally oriented? Undoubtedly, but very rarely was nationalism the 

only factor shaping a city-text. More often city-texts were produced as an outcome of the 

intersection of local interests and politics. A city-text, thus, was used as much as an 

expression of national identity as it was used to achieve those smaller (local) aims.  
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IV. Monuments 

Every revolution needs monuments to destroy; the iconoclastic act discredits the 

former regime by shattering its symbolic representation. The demolition of a statue is a 

powerful gesture of claiming control over a space, just like flying a flag on the positions of 

the defeated enemy. When the Revolution took over Paris, the statue of Louis XV was 

removed from the today’s Place de la Concorde; during the Paris Commune in 1871, the 

Vendôme Column was dismantled. It is therefore not a coincidence that during the turmoil in 

Ukraine in early 2014, the destruction of numerous Lenin monuments throughout the country 

became a celebrated act of the pro-Maidan forces. In the past, new regimes erected their own 

symbols on the very spots where destroyed monuments had once stood, thereby asserting 

their position in power. Time will show whether Ukraine will follow suit or if it will break 

away from the model established during the course of the long nineteenth century. The ritual 

of toppling a monument was absent from revolts before the nineteenth century for a simple 

reason – it was only after 1815 that public spaces came to be adorned with statues. Although 

monuments in the forms of figurative and geometrical sculptures had been known in Europe 

since antiquity, it was only after the Napoleonic Wars that they became a common feature of 

the Old Continent’s landscape. In fact many scholars talk about the ‘monument mania’ that 

infected Europe during that period. Hans A. Pohlsander calculated that in Berlin alone over 

400 monuments were unveiled during the nineteenth century.299 The phenomenon was not 

restricted to capital cities and it reached the continent’s peripheries. The cities selected as case 

studies contributed their share to this ‘monument mania’ – Cracow witnessed the construction 

of almost twenty monuments during the course of the century (fig. 9). Yet in Biala, despite the 

ongoing ethnic conflict, no statues were unveiled. Perhaps, then, it was not national feelings 

that prompted this form of commemoration after all? 

This chapter is built around three crucial themes: time, place and ‘substance’, with the 

following four leading questions of: why? where? when? what? Each of these refers to both a 

monument’s materiality and its ‘meaning’. Thus the temporal dimension means both the 

historic moment when the statue was unveiled and the historical reality it refers to. The 

analysis of these issues should allow us to understand better the symbolic politics as practised 

in the second half of the long nineteenth century. What historical reality did the Prussian  

  

																																																								
299 H. Pohlsander, National Monuments and Nationalism in nineteenth century Germany (Oxford, 2009), p. 20.  
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Fig. 9 Temporal distribution of monuments in Beuthen, Cracow and Posen 

Calculations by the Author 

 

authorities use to strengthen their legitimacy and prestige? How did the monuments shape the 

symbolic topography of Cracow in this period? What needs did unveiling of monuments in 

Beuthen fulfil? And, finally, why was it that Biala resisted the allure of stone saints and 

heroes?  

This chapter shows that beginning around the 1880s, one can observe the need to 

saturate the urban landscape with symbols. A local elite or local associations were usually 

behind the creation of those symbolic markers, unless the state took action itself. National 

tokens played a vital role in this process, although they did not exhaust the scope of the 

phenomenon. A comparison of the urban landscapes in the four cities not only confirms the 

discrepancy between the Prussian and Austro-Hungarian attitudes towards the symbolic 

realm, but also shows some striking similarities in the ways such politics was conducted. The 

focus was placed on contemporary times instead of ‘noble’ history, and moreover the location 

of the monuments seems to question a common sense assumption that their main aim was to 

influence the wider public. Building the statues in the centre of the symbolic landscape 

(strictly speaking, rarely a historic city centre) was certainly useful in claiming a city as a 

whole, but this was questionable in regard to the influence it could have on the people. After 

all, how often did the workers actually frequent those prestigious parts of the city, especially 

in comparison with their own neighbourhoods? The question of who the monuments really 
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addressed and what needs they fulfilled is the recurrent issue in this chapter and my 

reconstruction of nineteenth-century symbolic politics. 

This chapter is built around selected monuments in Beuthen, Cracow and Posen. It 

would be impossible to cover all of the statues that once adorned the city space; moreover, I 

doubt that such an endeavour would add a great deal in terms of understanding symbolic 

politics. The monuments taken into account were, in my view, the most representative and 

significant in each of the city-texts. First, the selected cases are analysed in terms of their 

location in the three cities to answer a question about the shaping of the symbolic landscapes 

and, in particular, the most densely symbolic areas. This is followed by an investigation of the 

‘content’ of the monuments – that is, the time and space that they referred to. This allows us 

to draw conclusions about the ‘imagined communities’ those markers celebrated. Finally, I 

propose to contrast those considerations with the lack of monuments in Biala. How can we 

explain the silence in that Galician city and what does can it tell us in general terms? Last but 

not least, I draw these themes together in the conclusion of the chapter.  

Symbolic topographies 

The location of a monument is one of the crucial elements in defining its usefulness as 

a device in symbolic politics: its ability to influence the public. On the other hand, the 

location of a monument is determined by the symbolic value of different spaces around a 

given city. Thus the debates about the locations of statues enable historians to trace the 

perception of the urban landscape in each city as well as to reconstruct how these cities were 

imagined and contemporaries read their city-texts. Having said that, one needs to remember 

other factors that influence a decision on a location of a monument. 

For example, monuments are never an isolated element within the city space. They 

always need to be seen in the context of the place they are located. For scholars it is all too 

tempting to focus on their nationalistic meaning or the contestation their construction caused, 

yet one must not forget their materiality. Monuments are not only symbolic tools but also 

physical objects which often play an important role in the perception of the city landscape. 

And for that very reason, city dwellers were (and still are) very concerned about the look of 

the proposed structures – i.e. how they would blend in with their surroundings. In almost all 

cases where there was a controversy concerning where to place a monument aesthetics played 

a major role in the disputes. It is not the role of a historian to assess a statue in this context, 

but one has to take it into account when thinking about the perception of the state in the 
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context of commemorations. It was especially true in the nineteenth century because at that 

time the general trend was to make structures as big as possible. The size of a monument was 

treated as an indicator of the importance of the commemorated person or event. ‘The size of a 

monument usually refers to representativeness and the relevance of what is represented. At 

least in the nineteenth century the rule was: the more important, the bigger.’300 

Another crucial aspect, tightly linked with the previous one, is the fact that there are 

only a limited number of available places within city boundaries where monuments can be 

located. Because the city-text is a physical landscape, it cannot be stretched endlessly; it is an 

existing space which sets the limits as to the spots available for statues. Of course, one might 

want to locate the commemorative structure outside the city altogether, such as the Walhalla 

temple near Regensburg in Bavaria, or outside a city centre, like the Monument to the Battle 

of the Nations in Leipzig. However, each of those examples offers a different meaning when 

compared with locating a statue in the heart of a city. At the same time, locating a monument 

in a given space most often excludes that very place as the possible location for future 

commemorative structures. The city space is thus a limited resource, and this was especially 

true in the case of city fortresses, enclosed within the defensive walls, as was the case with 

both Posen and Cracow. In such constrained territories the range of available locations was 

very limited, which influenced the perception of the symbolic value of different spots and 

made the competition for a symbolic landscape even tougher. 

The last point that needs to be made is the fact that all three cities, Beuthen, Cracow 

and Posen, originated as towns based on the Magdeburg Law in the Middle Ages, in 1254, 

1257 and 1253, respectively.301 Thus all three had a similar spatial organisation at least until 

the end of the eighteenth century. These origins of the city landscape should be remembered 

when reading the urban narrative. However, as this thesis shows, later developments led to 

very different results. To legitimise their rule, the Prussian authorities redefined the urban 

narrative in Posen. A new symbolic centre was created, despite the fact that the seat of 

municipal power (i.e. the city hall) remained in the old building on the Main Square. In 

Cracow, the medieval city hall was demolished at the beginning of the nineteenth century, but 

the Main Square retained its position as the hotspot of the symbolic landscape, precisely to 

																																																								
300 E. von Bruchhausen, Das Zeichen im Kostümball - Marianne und Germania in der politischen Ikonographie 

(Halle, 2000), p. 182. 
301 W. Dziewułski, “Rozwój miasta w średniowieczu (1254-1532)”, W. Długoborski (ed.), Bytom. Zarys 

rozwoju…, p. 56. J. Bieniarzówna, J. M. Małeck, J. Mitkowski, Dzieje Krakowa: Vol. 1: Kraków do schyłku 
wieków średnich (Kraków, 1979), p. 162; J. Topolski (ed.), Dzieje poznania: Dzieje poznania do roku 1793 
(Warszawa, 1988), p. 184 
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underline the continuity, and thus strengthening the authority of the city elite. Similarly, in 

Beuthen the demolition of the city walls did not bring a dramatic shift in the symbolic centre, 

although it gradually started to move southwards from the old city and towards the railway 

station. 

Hotspot of symbolic geography: Posen 

In the nineteenth century Posen’s symbolic centre of the city moved first to Wilhelm 

Square and then to the Imperial District. Paradoxically, in order to compete with the Prussian 

side for the symbolic image of Posen, the Polish community had to follow this new narrative 

of the city.  

The first Prussian monument was built on Wilhelm Square at the centre of the ‘Prussian 

district’. This was the exact location on which the Polish national activists had attempted to 

build upon previously. They had wanted to commemorate General Henryk Dąbrowski (1755–

1818) ‘for his merits to the homeland’.302 Dąbrowski’s anti-Prussian military campaign in 

1794, during the Kościuszko Uprising, as well as his actions in 1806 when he took 

Napoleon’s side, were reasons enough not to allow the proposal to materialise. But if that was 

not enough, the Polish activists wanted to commemorate him with an equestrian statue, which 

was against the law as this type of depiction was reserved for members of royal families.303 

Not surprisingly, the authorities rejected the plan and the monument never came into being 

during this period. That was not the end of the attempts to ‘Polonise’ the space by placing a 

national monument within it. The first proposed location for the monument to Adam 

Mickiewicz (1798-1855) in Posen was, again, Wilhelm Square. 304  Whilst this was 

unsuccessful, the poet’s statue was eventually placed in 1859 next to St. Martin’s Church on 

Saint Martin Street [St. Martinstraße], which was the second most important street of the 

‘Prussian district’ after Wilhelm Square. To illustrate the importance of this street, it is enough 

to mention that the Kaiser’s residence was built, between 1905 and 1910, at the other end of 

the very same street. These two attempts show that the Polish national activists fully 

embraced the new narrative of Posen, and saw Wilhelm Square and thus the ‘Prussian 

district’, rather than the Main Square and the old town, as the symbolic centre of the city. The  

  

																																																								
302 M. Laubert, “Eine gescheitere Denkmalserrichtung in Posen”, Historische Monatsblätter für Provinz Posen, 

Vol. 6, No. 12 (1905), p. 212. 
303 Ibid., pp. 116-117. 
304 K. Kantecki, Pomnik Adama Mickiewicza. Kartka z dziejów Poznania (Poznań, 1883), pp. 17-18. 
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struggle over the symbolic landscape could 

only be conducted on Prussian terms, even if 

the goal was to confirm its Polish character. 

Five years before the Löwendenkmal 

(fig. 10) was built in Wilhelm Square in Posen 

in 1870, there was a proposal to commemorate 

the Prussian King, Frederick William II (1786-

1797), on the same spot. This plan was never 

realised, as the municipal authorities did not 

want to offend the Polish inhabitants of the 

city. 305  When the decision was made to 

commemorate members of the 5th Army 

(stationed in Posen) who had died in 1866 

during the war with the Habsburg Empire, it 

was obvious that the right place to do so was 

Wilhelm Square.306 As documents still  

 

Fig. 10 Nachoddenkmal in Posen 

Franke B. (ed.), Die Residenzstadt …, p. 488 

available today prove, there was no real dispute over locating the monument in Wilhelm 

Square, but rather over the matter of deciding where exactly within the square to set it up.307 It 

was obvious not only to the committee, formed from the members of the 5th army, but also for 

the municipal authority that the most prestigious square of the city was the best choice for 

writing Posen into German history. Placing the monument in such an exposed place would 

also raise the importance of the city itself. It could boast of being the Heimat of German 

soldiers who sacrificed their lives on the altar of the fatherland.308  

It is worth remembering that a war memorial not only commemorates (victorious) war 

and the glory of the state but also immortalises the dead soldiers. Thus these statues provide 

meaning for the loss of the human lives.309 Moreover they seem to address ‘ethical claims 

																																																								
305 Z. Ostrowska-Kębłowska, Architektura i budownictwo w Poznaniu w latach 1780-1880 (Warszawa, Poznań 

1982), p. 445. 
306 No document I have read supports the claim of Małgorzata Praczyk that the statue of the lion was facing east 

as it was meant to express the German ambition to conquer Eastern Europe. M. Praczyk, Materialność – 
Polityka – Emocje..., p. 95. 

307 Letter to the monument committee dated 13.10.1868, APP AmP, No. 4581, sheet 2 and the following 
exchange of letters. However, in the abstract of a protocol of a meeting of the city council from 7th October 
1868 it is stated that the decision to give the place on William’s Square was made ‘almost’ unanimously. This 
would suggest that, in fact, it was not as uncontested as one could expect. APP AmP, No. 4581, sheet 4. 
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 about a duty to remember’, 

which are not necessarily linked 

with the actual lasting memory of 

those that have died.310 Last but 

not least, war memorials are the 

expression of actual mourning by 

the relatives and comrades-in-

arms. The latter function makes 

such monuments somewhat 

similar to tombs and gravestones. 

Further developments 

confirmed that Wilhelm Square 

was the centre of the symbolic 

landscape of Posen. The idea to 

commemorate the soldiers fallen 

in the war with France of 1870– 
Fig. 11 Provincial War Memorial in Posen 

Anon, Führer durch Posen (Posen, 1912) p. 15 

1871 as well as to celebrate the golden anniversary of the imperial couple emerged in 1878.311 

The Provincial War Memorial (fig. 11) in the form of a figurative depiction of Kaiser Wilhelm 

I (1861-1888) was planned for Posen. It would seem that such a noble enterprise could only 

be materialised in the very centre of the city, thus proving its allegiance to the Hohenzollern 

dynasty and the Prussian state. However, the city authorities, from the very beginning, made 

their support (of 1,000 Marks) conditional upon their approval of the location of the 

monument as well as its form.312 It seems that the monument committee understood well the 

sensitivity of the matter and did not want to antagonise the municipal authorities. Because of 
																																																																																																																																																																													

308 It is significant that even today some Polish historians perceive all actions of the ‘Prussian side’ as necessarily 
hostile towards Poles. In the context of the Nachod-Denkmal it seems that there is an assumed need to stress 
that it was actually ‘not explicitly anti-Polish in its character’. Z. Ostrowska-Kębłowska, Architektura i 
budownictwo w Poznaniu…, p. 445; W. Molik, „Poznańskie pomniki w XIX i początkach XX wieku”, Kronika 
Miasta Poznania, No. 2 (2001), p. 15. 

309 R. Koselleck, The Practice of Conceptual…, p. 287. 
310 G. Echterhoff, W. Hirst, “Thinking about memories for everyday and shocking events: Do people use ease-

of-retrieval cues in memory judgments?”, Memory & Cognition, vol. 34 (2006), p. 773. However, Kirk Savage 
argued on the contrary that ‘public monuments do not arise as if by natural law to celebrate the deserving; they 
are built by people with sufficient power to marshal (or impose) public consent for their creation.’ S. Levinson, 
Written in Stone…, p. 63 

311 Posener Landwehr Zeitung informed that actually the idea came in to being in 1873 but was ‘soon 
abandoned’ and re-emerged in 1878. Posener Landwehr Zeitung No.21 (26.05.1888), p. 1. 

312 Letter from the municipal authorities to the monument committee from 20th May 1879, APP AmP, No. 4582, 
sheet 1; Summary of City Council Minutes 25th June 1879, APP AmP, No. 4582, sheet 5; Letter from the 
municipal authorities to the monument committee from 12th June 1879, APP AmP, No. 4582, sheet 6. 
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this the first proposed location was not Wilhelm Square, but Canon Square [Kanonenplatz] 

located not far from this symbolic centre of Posen.  

The military authorities did not agree to hand over the spot, however, and blocked this 

proposal.313 At first this did not deter the committee, and an appeal to the central government 

in Berlin was launched. However, it did not change the situation – officials from the Ministry 

of War claimed that Canon Square was vital for the exercises of the Posen garrison and 

therefore no monument could be located there.314 Even in the face of such difficulties the 

municipal authorities did not concede and rejected firmly the idea of erecting the Provincial 

War Memorial (as the monument was officially called) on Wilhelm Square.315 The presence of 

the Nachod-Denkmal in the square was claimed to be an impediment for the creation of yet 

another war memorial in the same space.316 

The archive documents reveal that there was no appetite on the side of the municipal 

authorities to erect yet another military symbol in the heart of the city. Despite the mounting 

pressure, which culminated in the threat of erecting the monument in another city of the 

province altogether, the municipal authorities stood firmly by their decision.317 The members 

of the military association who were behind the commemoration were unable to break the 

opposition to their project and it seemed that if they wanted to have the monument in Posen at 

all, they would have to surrender to the wishes of the municipal authorities. The location 

established by the city authorities was the Neustädtischen Markt, a horse market in a ‘remote, 

dead part of the city’, which was totally unacceptable to the proponents of the memorial.318 

Only the decision to build new army headquarters in Posen led to the resolution of the 

deadlock.319 The new building created a new space that was acceptable to the committee and 

did not go against the conditions of Posen’s authorities. 

Unveiled on 2nd September 1889, the anniversary of the victory at Sedan (1870), the 

statue of the victorious Kaiser Wilhelm I was located in front of the army headquarters in 

																																																								
313 APP AmP, No. 4582, sheet 12. 
314 Copy of the letter from 15th June 1882, APP AmP, No. 4582, sheet 16. 
315A. Kronthal, “Beiträge zur Geschichte der Posener Denkmäler und des künstlerischen und geistlichen Lebens 
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316 The minutes of the monument committee meeting from 2st January 1883, APP AmP, No. 4582, sheet 14. 
317 The minutes of the monument committee meeting from 16st November 1883, APP AmP, No. 4582, sheet 25 
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318 Letter from the monument committee to the municipal authorities from 20th August 1883, APP AmP, No. 
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Posen, itself close to the desired Wilhelm Square (less than 500 metres away).320 But it was 

neither the centre of the city nor between the main gate to the city (Berlin Gate) and the Main 

Square of the old town. The monument committee had good reason to insist on Wilhelm 

Square – as they reasoned: it ‘appears appropriate not only because is it one of the most 

distinguished ornaments of the city, but also because it is located on the main roads and is 

therefore first and foremost visited by locals and tourist alike.’321 Thus the importance of this 

site was a result of both its aesthetic qualities and its potentially huge influence on the wider 

public. And this was exactly why the municipal authorities were not keen on building a 

second military memorial in this particular place. Moreover, it is likely that the stance of the 

city administration was driven by a will to avoid increasing the ethnic tension in the city. 

Nonetheless, all the evidence gathered points towards the desire of the municipal authorities 

to assert their position in the symbolic landscape and challenge the role of the military in the 

construction of the city-text. 

The construction of the Provincial War Memorial (Monument to Kaiser Wilhelm I), 

however, was not the last claim to the symbolically densest area of the city. After the 

initiatives to locate the statues of General Dąbrowski, Frederick William II and Kaiser 

Wilhelm I, it was the turn for a statue of the Kaiser Frederick III (1888). This time, however, 

there seemed to be little dispute over the location of the monument. The monument was more 

than just a city affair, it was a matter of state importance. Not only were the imperial 

authorities engaged but the national character was also underlined by the fact that all sculptors 

who were citizens of the German Reich, not just citizens of the Kingdom of Prussia, were 

allowed to take part in the competition for the monument.322 The members of the monument 

committee believed that the latter was a crucial feature for the understanding of the monument 

as a national one.323 

It seems that no location other than Wilhelm Square had been seriously considered. 

The idea of the monument appeared around March 1900, and only five months later the 

committee came to a ‘full agreement’ that the ‘most suitable’ [geeignetste] location was the 

east end of the Square.324 The striking contrast between this case and the Wilhelm monument 

																																																								
320 Originally the monument was supposed to be unveiled on 18th June 1888, the anniversary of the Battle of 

Kolin (1757) and Waterloo (1815), APP AmP, No. 4582, sheet 42. 
321 Letter from the monument committee to the municipal authorities from 20th August 1883, APP AmP, No. 
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322 G. Beidler, “Die Entwürfe für das Kaiser Friedrich-Denkmal in Posen,” Historische Monatsblätter für 
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shows that the circumstances were totally different and that the municipality was in no 

position to negotiate the location of the memorial to Kaiser Frederick III. In the previous case 

of the Provincial War Memorial, the dispute was conducted between the members of the 

garrison stationed in Posen and municipal authorities. As the debates surrounding the location 

of the Provincial War Memorial showed, the city administration had, in practice, the stronger 

position and not just because legally speaking it was in control of the city-text, that is, urban 

streets and squares. In contrast, the municipality could not negotiate with the state 

government and had to act according to the wishes of the Frederick III Monument committee 

appointed in Berlin. 

Housing the figure of Kaiser Frederick III confirmed not only the centrality of 

Wilhelm Square but also the ‘Prussian’ character of this district and, in a more general sense, 

of the whole city. This was underlined by the allegorical figure at the base of the monument 

symbolising the Provinz Posen.325 Symbolically, therefore, Wilhelm Square embodied the 

allegiance to the German (Prussian) national cause symbolised by the Nachod-Denkmal at the 

other end of the same square as well as the loyalty to the Hohenzollern dynasty demonstrated 

by the monument to the Kaiser. This identity was primarily a military one, as symbolised by 

the figure of the Emperor as a Field Marshall in the dragoon uniform and the Hohenzollern 

mantel [Hohenzollernmantel].326 The depiction of Frederick III is also very indicative of how 

his son, Wilhelm II, wanted the imperial family to be envisaged. The Kaiser wanted to avoid 

any ‘middle class’ associations and stressed the warlord nature of the Hohenzollern rule.  

The unveiling of the Kaiser Frederick III Monument in 1902 was the definitive end of 

the claims to the centre of the symbolic landscape.327 Its ceremony took place on the 

anniversary of the Battle of Sedan (1870), as had happened with the Provincial War Memorial 

before. The choice of this particular date was of course no accident but a highly significant 

gesture. The victory in war with France in 1870 was the unofficial ‘national holiday’ of the 

Second Empire.328 The victory over the French Empire was the founding myth of the 

Kaiserreich. Unveiling the monument to Frederick III (and previously Wilhelm I) on that day 
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was therefore a manifestation of Posen’s participation in the ‘imagined community’ of the 

German (political) nation. 

The exhaustion of the symbolic capital of Wilhelm Square posed a challenge to all 

those who wanted to further modify the city-text. The committee of the Chancellor Bismarck 

Monument (fig. 12) had an especially challenging task since the ‘father’ of the united 

Germany could only be placed in the very centre of the city’s narrative. However, physically, 

there was very little choice, since all important spots, at least in the western, that is, the 

‘Prussian’, part of the city were already taken. The municipal authorities even suggested 

removing the Nachod-Denkmal to make space for the statue of the Iron Chancellor or a 

location in Wilhelm Avenue, halfway between Wilhelm Square and the Monument of 

Wilhelm I; but both proposals were rejected.329 The committee decided not to challenge the 

existing city-text, opting not to reconfigure the city narrative, but instead preferred to expand 

it. Therefore instead of recycling the same symbolic hotspot a completely new location was 

chosen.330  This of course had the additional benefit that a whole new area could be 

dominated by the Iron Chancellor, instead of having to compete with Kaiser Fredrick III.  

The new district of the city (but still in the broadly defined centre), the so-called Imperial 

District, was a promising alternative. The exact location of the statue in this new location was 

discussed between the monument committee and the Ministry of Finance in Berlin since the 

land was state property.331 In the end the monument, ‘the symbol of Germanness’, was placed 

in the very centre of the new district of Posen in 1903.332 The Imperial District was developed 

on the former fortification grounds and therefore the initial plan to unveil the monument in 

1902 could not be achieved.333 The fortification walls were only removed during that year and 

thus the chosen location had an unsatisfactory look and, as a result, caused a delay in the 

unveiling of the monument.334 The location of the monument showed not only the shifting of 

the symbolic centre of the city, but also the limits of symbolic politics. Thus, the physical 

space defined, but also constrained, the symbolic landscape; and, contrary to national myths, 

it had its limits. At the same time, the symbolic landscape was centred on a few places around 

which the city narrative was constructed. These dominating points had to be respected even 

by those who contested the existing order. 
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Fig. 12 Monument to Otto von Bismarck in Posen 

Anon., Wikimedia Commons 

It was somehow ironic that Bismarck and Kaiser Wilhelm II (Imperial Castle) were 

symbolically ‘collaborating’ to make the new image of the city. The creation of Schiller’s bust 

(1907) and the fountain with the statue of the Brandenburg soldier (1911) in the vicinity of the 

Bismarck figure seems to confirm that it was the new centre of the city. Thus in the period of 

1867–1914, the urban landscape in Posen had been reconstructed twice: first by moving it to 

Wilhelm Square (Nachod-Denkmal and the figure of Frederick III) and then to the Imperial 

District (Bismarck Monument). This transformation will be dealt with in more detail in the 

next chapter, but it is already possible to suggest that this shift was the result of increasing 

attempts to make Posen a German city. The pinnacle of these attempts was the creation of the 

Imperial District, which was a total overhaul of the city’s narrative. The placing of 

monuments in a new location symbolised the transformation of Posen’s landscape, but at the 

same time each new statue had a significant impact on this area and profoundly contributed to 

its meaning. Moreover, this ‘nationalisation’ of space also had a clear political dimension if 

we consider whom those monuments commemorated. The promoted ideal of the citizen of the 

Kaiserreich was one of the soldiers loyal to the Hohenzollern dynasty. The guardians of the 

newly established state were also sure to defend it against the enemies living in the Empire 

itself.  
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Pursuit of recognition: Beuthen 

During the second half of the nineteenth century Beuthen was a blooming industrial 

city. It lacked the same sort of underpinning of tradition and symbolic importance as Posen or 

Cracow, but that does not mean the masters of the city-text had no ambitions in that domain. 

On the contrary, the first public monument was constructed here before it was in Cracow and 

only a few years after the monument in Posen. As in the case of Posen, it was a military 

monument very similar to the Nachod-Denkmal but created to serve different needs. 

Beuthen’s monument to the soldiers who had sacrificed their lives in the Franco–

Prussian War of 1870–71 was a joint enterprise of the district administrations [Kreis] of 

Beuthen, Kattowitz, Tarnowitz and Zabrze. In an administrative document from 1874, the 

four parties confirmed their ‘general desire’ to commemorate in Beuthen the ‘fallen sons of 

the Beuthen district’.335 At the time, the ‘district’ included the cities listed above, thus their 

participation in this project is understandable. As Beuthen was the largest of the four and the 

centre of the administration it was naturally the preferred location. 

However, it is very likely that the selection of Beuthen as the location for the 

monument was directly connected with the share of costs. It was Beuthen that would shoulder 

the biggest share of 41 per cent, followed by Kattowitz (27 per cent), Tarnowitz (22 per cent) 

and Zabrze (only 10 per cent).336 Part of the money needed for the monument was collected 

from the inhabitants of the cities, which was always the most problematic aspect of every 

monument building project.337 The financial issues had still not been solved a year and a half 

after the inauguration of the statue, according to the letter to the head of the local 

administration [Landrath] from 1875.338 

The monument unveiled on 2nd September 1873, the anniversary of the Sedan victory, 

was a fountain with the figure of a sleeping lion. The names of the fallen soldiers were 

inscribed on the sides of the pedestal. It was designed by Christian Daniel Rauch (1777–1857) 

in Gladenbeck’s foundry in Berlin.339 The statue was placed on the Main Square of the city 

facing the town hall. The site was formally occupied by the figure of Saint Florian, which 

turned out to be unsuitable element of the representative space in the area of the 
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Kulturkampf.340 When the owners of the houses on the other side of the square asked for the 

monument to be rotated so that it would face their properties, the request was dismissed 

apparently on the grounds that it would be disrespectful to the city authorities.341 Nothing 

indicates that the local authorities were concerned with the symbolic importance of the lion 

facing west – towards France, the enemy of the new Empire, or east – from where the Russian 

or Polish threat could come. 

The sleeping lion monument on Beuthen’s Main Square was strikingly similar to the 

Löwendenkmal on Wilhelm Square in Posen, although it commemorated a different war, one 

fought not against Austria but against France. We do not know why the 1866 campaign and 

those who died in it were not immortalised. Perhaps the fact that Beuthen was on the very 

border with the Habsburg domains made that a less attractive symbol for the local population. 

What additionally differentiated the monuments in Posen and Beuthen was the fact that the 

memorial in Posen was built as a result of a military association’s initiative, whereas in 

Beuthen it was an administration-led project. No wonder that it took less time to erect the 

statue in the Silesian city, but one can only question to what extent it was an expression of the 

actual will of the local population and military men to mourn the dead or whether it was a 

merely a device to gather the population around the founding myth of the Empire. 

The location of the first monument in Beuthen proved the importance of the traditional 

narrative of the city. The municipal administration and parish church were located there as 

well; thus it must have been a natural location for the commemoration of the ‘fallen sons of 

the Beuthen district’.342 The city attested its participation in the national community and its 

sacrifice on the altar on the fatherland. It turns out, however, that the decision to dedicate such 

a noble place in the symbolic landscape was tied to a very practical consideration. The centre 

of the city was given for the monument, but on the condition that the surrounding space 

would be paved over by the district administration, which was an important issue at the 

time.343 The symbolically valuable space translated into very real, measurable, benefits for 

those who controlled the city-text. 

Further developments of Beuthen changed the urban landscape. It did not mean that 

the Main Square lost its importance. On the contrary, it constituted a symbol of the city, and a 

view of the sleeping lion and the town hall was a popular theme for postcards from 
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Beuthen.344 Nonetheless, the sleeping lion monument was not grand enough for the standards 

of the turn of the century. In 1907 the regional administration asserted that: ‘[t]he 

municipality has until now neither statues nor other precious monuments.’345 

At the turn of the century, new spaces of representation emerged in Beuthen. 

Especially prominent among them was Gleiwitzer Square also known as the Boulevard. A 

guidebook to Beuthen from 1905 described it as follows: ‘[it is] formed by the junction of 

seven roads, [it is] the actual business centre of the city. Surrounded by handsome buildings, 

adorned with a pretty fountain and candelabras, the place gives the impression of being a part 

of a very big city.’346 The square was also the home to Ignatz Hakuba (1841–1910), one of the 

wealthiest people in the city and one of the most important benefactors in Beuthen. 

Considering it was Hakuba who donated the biggest sum for the monument to Friedrich the 

Great, it would seem obvious that it was the place to erect the statue, yet this sculpture was 

placed in Imperial Square, not in Gleiwitzer Square. How did that happen and what does it 

tells us about the symbolic geography of Beuthen in the last years before the First World War? 

The original idea to erect a royal monument in Beuthen surfaced in 1890, and the 

collection of donations for the project started immediately.347 Initially, an equestrian statue of 

Kaiser Wilhelm II was planned. The construction of such a monument required permission 

from the Emperor, and the municipal authorities sent an appropriate request. However, despite 

his appreciation for Beuthen’s ‘patriotic intentions’, Wilhelm II rejected the appeal. In the 

letter sent from Potsdam on 1st November 1906, the tradition of the House of Hohenzollern 

not to build monuments to living members of the dynasty was given as an explanation for the 

rejection of the plan.348 This setback did not discourage the city fathers. Hakuba’s second 

choice was Wilhelm I, but the city authorities had something different in mind.349 On 8th April 

1907, the monument committee decided to honour the Prussian king Frederick the Great.350 

Again the approval of Wilhelm II was required, and again this proved difficult to secure. The 

exchange of letters between the municipal authorities and regional administration showed 

increasing frustration over the lack of the Emperor’s decision concerning the monument of  
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‘Old Fritz’.351 Permission was finally granted 

on 13th June 1910.352 However, the authorities 

in Beuthen must have assumed it was merely to 

be a formality, since they had signed a contract 

with the Berlin artist Louis Tuaillon (1862–

1919) beforehand. This time Wilhelm II did not 

upset the hopes of the Silesian city and not only 

permitted the monument but unveiled it 

personally on 24th November 1910 (fig. 13). 

The selection of the location for the 

statue was no less problematic. In his donation 

of 50,000 Marks to the city of Beuthen, Ignatz 

Hakuba clearly stated that it was to be used for 

the construction of the monument on 

Gleiwitzer Square.353 Hakuba repeated his wish 

to have the monument built directly in front of 

his own house in a letter to the Professor  

 

Fig. 13 Monument to Friedrich the Great in 

Beuthen 

Anon., http://www.vogel-soya.de 

Tuaillon from 1909.354Also the permission for the city to accept this gift given by the regional 

administration mentioned that specific location.355 Other citizens of Beuthen, however, saw 

this spot as far from ideal. The Polish-language press, which was altogether against the idea 

of another Prussian monument in Beuthen, felt the spot selected by Hakuba to be particularly 

ill chosen. The Silesian Daily [‘Dziennik Śląski’] criticised that location saying that ‘[i]t 

would be very bad, because even today the statue there would greatly hamper cart, tram and 

pedestrian movement. In a few years, when Beuthen’s population will grow even more, the 

monument in this place will be standing in the way even more.’356 It seems that this was more 

than just fault finding. Although on 8th April 1907 the monument committee decided to erect 

the monument on Gleiwitzer Square, the opposition to this decision remained strong in the 

city.357 Two years later the committee explained to the creator of the monument that the 
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majority of the committee favoured the Main Square instead of Gleiwitzer Square since the 

latter location would block the traffic.358 

The debate intensified as the project became more advanced and the opposition to the 

location imposed by Hakuba grew. Alternatives to the wishes of the wealthiest citizen of 

Beuthen became more and more feasible. A year after the decision of the monument 

committee, in October 1909, the city council voted assertively in favour of Boulevard, the 

second option being Imperial Square.359 That did not, however, end the case. Towards the end 

of the month, the City Council’s chairman reminded the assembly of the urgent need to make 

the final decision.360 The issue must have been a controversial one since the city council 

ducked the decision and urged the municipal authorities to choose the right spot. There seems 

to have been little appetite to make a decision which would either go against the wishes of the 

benefactor or the majority of the population. However, it would have been very different had 

some neutral expertise been provided. Louis Tuaillon strongly recommended the Imperial 

Square, since the newly built theatre, the state bank and the gymnasium building together 

formed the perfect background for the monument to the Prussian monarch.361 And that view 

was finally confirmed by the city council in the beginning of April 1910.362  

The debate concerning the monument’s location revealed a conflict which was less 

ideological than the issue of the Posen Monument to the Kaiser Wilhelm I. In Beuthen it was 

rather a matter of struggle within the city elite. Furthermore, the discussion was focused 

mainly on power sharing within the city – on the extent to which the city-text could be shaped 

by the most powerful (wealthy) player, even if it conflicted with the interests of other 

members of the community. Additionally, it was a struggle over the aesthetics of the city, so 

the final selection of Imperial Square was based on harmony between the statue and the built 

surroundings. Last but not least, this case clearly shows how the symbolic landscape changed 

in the first decade of the twentieth century. In the beginning the Imperial Square was not 

taken into account at all; only once the area was gentrified did it become respectable enough 

to host the monumental statue to the Prussian king. 

Unfortunately, we do not know what the initial ideas behind the erection of the 

monument to the Kaiser Wilhelm II were, nor why Hakuba’s second choice was the emperor 

Wilhelm I. One can only speculate that there was a desire to underline the loyalty of both the 
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Beuthen city and the founder himself to the Kaiserreich and, moreover, to celebrate the 

unification of Germany. The monument to Frederick the Great was not framed in the 

unification story. Instead the focus was placed on the Prussian identity of the Silesian lands 

and its population. The document placed on the cornerstone of the monument claimed the 

statue was an act of gratitude for joining the Silesian province to Prussia, where it became 

‘the pearl in the crown’.363 Moreover, the king was praised as a founder of the mines. As was 

the custom, the contemporary coins and issues of several local newspapers were laid there as 

well. The city council wanted only German-language press to be included, thus stressing the 

national character of the city which the monument expressed. 

The same symbolic message was to be conveyed by the wreath laid by the military 

association. The ribbon on the wreath was to be decorated with the words: ‘The great 

conqueror of Silesia and founder of our regiment.’364 The press echoed this notion of proving 

the ‘Prussianess’ of Beuthen: ‘we Upper Silesians are good Prussians, Germans as well; this 

has been proved by history for many decades. In us always lives a German thought.’ [In uns 

lebt allezeit der deutsche Gedanke.]365 The need to stress so clearly the allegiance to the 

Hohenzollern state suggests that it was not obvious to everyone. And indeed there were 

serious grievances among the local population, which was considered not German enough by 

the elites of the Second Empire.366 Not only was the vast majority of the Upper Silesians 

Catholic, but ‘proper’ German was spoken by only a small fraction; most used the local 

dialect and/or the local dialect of the Polish language, the so-called Wasserpolnisch. 

The monument to Frederick the Great allowed the demonstration of the patriotism of 

Beuthen as well as of the whole region. As we have seen, the monument was meant as an 

expression of the Upper Silesian population, not just of the city. The sleeping lion was also 

transcending the city borders and not only because it commemorated the soldiers from the 

whole region. Considering that by 1910, Kattowitz had overtaken Beuthen as the regional 

centre, it is no wonder that Beuthen used the symbolic devices to strengthen its standing in the 

region. At the same time, it positioned itself vis-à-vis the Prussian state in its demands for 

recognition and better treatment. Therefore, as we can see, monuments were useful in 

defining space in terms of nationality and could also serve other purposes. Statues in public 
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spaces were also used in political struggles within a state as well as on the regional level. The 

city-texts were used to articulate the concerns of the local elites and also to express their 

convictions about the statues that their city deserved.  

All roads lead to the Main Square: Cracow 

The symbolic landscape of Cracow can be reconstructed by examining the 

construction of Adam Mickiewicz’s Monument (fig. 14) on the Main Square. It is possible to 

do so due to the vivid public discussion it prompted. The discourse reflected contemporary 

understandings of Cracow’s city space as well as who and what was worth symbolic 

commemoration within the city borders. Furthermore, due to the fact that the monument to 

Mickiewicz was understood not merely as a statue to a poet but also a Polish national 

monument, it sparked discussion about the significance of Cracow’s city space within the 

symbolic landscape of Poland as a whole.367 

The traditional narrative of Cracow was centred on the Main Square, the heart of the 

city since medieval times. The Main Square would seem the most obvious place for a 

monument to a national hero – in fact, the only possible one. However, for some, the case was 

not that straightforward because it was still used as a market place. The symbolic importance 

of the square was undermined by the deplorable nature of mercantile activities and even more 

by the fact that those were conducted by Jews.368 For some, the mere presence of Jews in the 

Main Square was enough to redefine its character. No longer could the Main Square be the 

true centre of Cracow’s narrative, the spiritual capital of the Poles. This led to a paradox that 

although Cracow was perceived as the most Polish of Polish cities, its heart was not Polish 

enough to host a statue of the national poet. 

The medieval Cloth Hall, a market that had been restored just a few years earlier, 

occupied the centre of the Main Square. However, this fact was not invoked at all during the 

discussions mentioned above, as if the patina of time made trading inside the Cloth Hall more 

virtuous compared to modern business and outdoor stalls in the very same square. Whereas 
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Jewish commercial activities were 

considered highly problematic with regard 

to the Mickiewicz monument, ‘Polish’ 

commerce inside the Cloth Hall was 

acceptable.369 It is striking because there is 

not much that is Polish about this building, 

which was designed during the 

Renaissance period. 

To others, the location of the 

monument should have been determined 

by what the statue sought to inspire people 

to do. For adherents to this kind of 

argument, the Main Square was not a 

suitable location at all. Locating it in the 

Main Square would be a lost opportunity to 

positively influence the city’s youth by 

putting it in the immediate vicinity of the 

university.370 Finally, the Main Square was 

also projected as the political arena and  

 

Fig. 14 Monument to Adam Mickiewicz in Cracow 

Anon., Wikimedia Commons 

therefore not the right place to commemorate any artist. 

When one reads the press published in those years in Cracow covering the process 

leading to the unveiling of the Mickiewicz monument in 1898, it is striking to what extent it 

went beyond the city. Funding was sent from Poles living under Russian and Prussian rule, 

and the Polish press in many other cities (including those outside Galicia) closely followed 

the development of the Mickiewicz monument in Cracow.371 The jury members who chose 

the monument’s project originated from Posen, Warsaw, Lemberg and Cracow and therefore 

‘represented all parts of Poland’.372 The decision to hand the construction of the monument to 

the Galicia Crownland Department [Wydział Krajowy] was contested by students’ 

representative Jaworski on the grounds that it was a ‘national’ matter, not a ‘country’ (i.e. 
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crownland) matter. His point was welcomed with applause during the committee meeting 

because Cracow was the ‘treasury of national monuments’ [skarbnica narodowych pamiątek], 

as the president of Cracow pointed out in his speech at the unveiling ceremony, and indeed 

‘the heart of Poland’, as a member of the monument committee claimed.373 The opposition to 

the Galician nobility’s management of the commemoration of the national poet reflected the 

unease with the redefinition of the project itself. The idea to commemorate Mickiewicz in 

Cracow came from students of the Jagiellonian University, but it was soon taken over by the 

elite. The extent to which the privileged dominated the case was illustrated by the change of 

the chair of the monument committee in 1896: Prince Sanguszko was replaced by count 

Badeni.374 As we can see the management was securely in the hands of the highest levels of 

the Galician elite. Considering that the monument was meant as an important contribution to 

the national discourse on Polishness, those who were in charge of the project also had a 

significant influence on the understanding of the Polish national community. No surprise 

therefore that every detail about it was controversial. 

Different locations in Cracow were proposed for the Mickiewicz monument reflecting 

different agendas. Some were not happy with the Main Square location because many 

politically important events had happened there before. Thus redefining it with Mickiewicz’s 

monument was contested.375 The figure of the poet would change the meaning of the place, 

broaden it on the one hand and blur the previous interpretation on the other. Placing the 

Mickiewicz statue a few metres from the National Museum, invited a cultural rather than 

political interpretation of the square and the city itself. The Main Square was the centre of the 

city and, therefore, it heavily influenced the projection of the city as a whole. 

The opposition to locating Mickiewicz’s figure in the middle of a prosaic mercantile 

hub made the point that the monument project was intended to make people reflect on their 

national past.376 After all, building a monument to the national poet was not only an act of 

homage to his artistic genius but also a subscription to the national community, as the dean of 

the University in Cracow count Stanisław Tarnowski pointed out.377 In other words, the 

debate on the location of the statue also became a debate on where the Polish nationality 

should be placed in relation to other loyalties available to the citizens of Cracow. 
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The Grunwald monument, unveiled in 1910 outside the old city, was much more 

acceptable to Cracow decision-makers as it did not threaten the narrative of the old city. The 

founder of the monument, Ignacy Paderewski (1860–1941), favoured a square inside the old 

city, possibly close to a new city theatre.378 It was in line with the traditional ‘narrative’ of 

Cracow, which favoured the old city, taking the medieval Main Square as its heart. Others 

argued for Wawel Hill as a more suitable location since the monument would be placed next 

to king Jagiełło’s tomb.379 For aesthetic reasons and many others, Matejko Square was 

chosen, which was suggested by the municipal authorities and agreed by the founder.380 As in 

the case of Posen, the municipal authorities were the most influential when shaping the image 

of the city, at least as far as the decisions regarding where the symbolically important objects 

were to be established. Furthermore, creating the new monument physically close to the 

previously dense symbolic area formed a unified environment in Cracow. Therefore putting 

the monument on the opposite side of the old city to Wawel Castle created an interesting 

dynamic. Not only did it ‘open’ the historical narrative of Cracow to a relatively new area but 

it also created a new symbolic space within the city; in addition, it showed that the 

‘gentrification’ project of Kleparz district was highly successful; this once poor area became 

respectable enough to house such an important monument. 

Matejko Square was arguably very ‘Austrian’ despite being dedicated to a well-known 

painter of the historical past of Poland.381 The seat of Austrian authorities and enterprises 

dominated that area. One of the two buildings dominating the square was the seat of the 

Austrian railways. The county administration [starostwo] was located just around the corner. 

In 1913 the branch of the state Austro-Hungarian bank was proposed to be built next to it.382 

Therefore it was by far the most ‘Galician’ part of the city, with a very clear ‘Austrian’ 

connotation even though there was no monument to Emperor Franz Joseph or any other 

member of the ruling Habsburg dynasty. This absence was not exceptional within Cracow 

since there was no place in the city devoted to the commemoration of the imperial rule, as I 

discussed in the previous chapter. In such circumstances the seats of the Austrian railways, the 

county administration and the state Austro-Hungarian bank made Matejko Square a very 

significant area in terms of the symbolic representation of the Habsburg presence in Cracow 
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and, indirectly, in the western part of Galicia. Yet, this characteristic setting was not seen as 

problematic for the construction of the Polish national monument at all. Not once in the 

contemporary press was a question mark about locating the Grunwald monument in this 

square to be found. An alternative conclusion is justified, that is, the placing of this very 

Polish monument resulted in the nationalisation of the area, making it indisputably Polish. In 

this way, Polishness and political adherence were reconciled, and thus the projection of the 

Austro-Hungarian Empire as being aligned with the Polish national cause was strengthened. 

Since 1867, when Galicia gained significant autonomy within the Habsburg’s Empire, 

Cracow became increasingly recognised as the ‘spiritual capital’ of the nation without its 

state. The strong support the Polish nobility demonstrated for the Austro-Hungarian project 

allowed the figure of Franz Joseph to play the role of a benevolent ruler of the Polish people. 

In this narrative propagated by the conservative elites, Cracow played the central role as the 

embodiment of the Polish nation. The fact that it used to be the capital of the early-modern 

Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth gave this claim additional weight and helped to make this 

narration credible. 

Great reverence for national and city traditions as well as the presence of its centuries-

old city infrastructure and the spatial organisation of Cracow secured its privileged position in 

the Polish national narrative. For this very reason the establishment of monuments to national 

heroes in this city was significant because these monuments legitimised that chosen vision of 

the Polish national community. The execution of these objectives confirmed the traditional 

centrality of the Main Square in the city narrative. The urban landscape was developed around 

it, both symbolically and physically. Commemorating the past allowed the municipality to use 

history in a way that highlighted the historical importance of the city, thus giving grounds to 

the claim of the special role of Cracow within the whole Polish community.  

This role was based as much on the existing monuments as on the reinterpretation of 

history and use of the city space. The Grunwald monument is an ideal example of this. The 

commemoration fitted the symbolic landscape of Cracow so well precisely because this city 

embodied the Polish spirit. Located on the axis of the Main Square and Wawel Hill, it created 

the illusion of a natural linkage between all the different items and fostered the idea of 

Cracow as a treasury of the national memory. 
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Intimacy of the parks 

Markian Prokopovych observed that in Vienna gardens were used as a place of retreat 

from the political sphere, whereas in Budapest they were integrated into the space of symbolic 

struggle.383 In the provincial capital of Lemberg: 

parks occupying the very bottom rung on the official hierarchy of symbolic 

spaces made them available for the much more unrestrained and creative 

expression of various identities and loyalties than could take place publicly 

in the street. The Lemberg garden was a place of pleasure and solitude, a 

site of traditional rituals and a kind of a representational workshop at the 

same time.384 

In Beuthen, Cracow and Posen, the most important statues were located on city 

squares, although some were erected in the parks. Green areas were treated as a different kind 

of public space compared to streets. For instance, parades could not be organised in parks, 

which was of vital importance in the case of the Monument to Kaiser Frederick III in 

Posen.385 Moreover, the green spaces were supposed to be most suitable as a place for the 

commemoration of artists due to the fact that parks were said to make one contemplate the 

profound truths.386 Taking that into account, one might ask what functions did the parks play 

in the symbolic landscape of the three cities, and thus what monuments were placed there? 

Last but not least, what did such locations mean for the function of monuments as symbolic 

markers? To answer those questions I examine monuments to Straszewski in Cracow and 

Schiller in Posen. Arguably, parks played an important role in the symbolic realm, precisely 

because of their less exposed position in the urban landscape. Perhaps unfortunately for these 

considerations, neither Cracow nor Posen possessed a park on a square, so the choice was 

always either/or.  

The obelisk dedicated to Florian Straszewski (1766-1847) was unveiled on 5th August 

1875 and had been a long-standing project. The City Council had already decided in 1862 to 
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build this monument, but the political situation caused the long delay.387 It was located in the 

Planty Park, which had become, by the middle of the nineteenth century, an important part of 

the city. It was the only park in Cracow at that time and was a very popular location among its 

population.388 However, it was not just the location in the city and the elegant layout that drew 

the population there. No less important was the handsome urban surroundings of the Planty 

Park, the architectural backdrop that highlighted this space. It was part of the middle-class 

lifestyle of Cracow to be seen strolling in that park, but by no means was it used only by this 

class. 389 Planty Park’s popularity secured its reputation as a very valuable location in terms of 

prestige and symbolic value.390 A monument to Straszewski, the co-founder of the Planty 

Park, was the first to be located there and was soon joined by other statues.391  

The obelisk was located very close to the train station, in the very same spot where the 

mount commemorating the creation of the Free City of Krakow stood until the Austrians took 

over the city in 1846. This was not by coincidence. The monument to Straszewski was 

specifically designed to commemorate the city’s past.392 It was said during the city council 

debate in 1873 that a monument was to honour the authorities of the free city.393 Although the 

inscription on the monument only mentioned that the works to establish the park had been 

started ‘at the time of the Republic of Krakow’ it still seems significant. Surely after 30 years, 

there were still plenty of people in the city who remembered the Free City of Cracow, and the 

place that had celebrated its creation. Therefore Straszewski’s obelisk was not only an act of 

gratitude to the founder of the park but also an indirect commemoration of the Free City of 

Cracow and, therefore, a contestation of the Galician autonomy.394 The lack of monuments of 

the Habsburg rule in Cracow seems to prove this point.  

The Straszewski monument was an important contribution to Cracow’s symbolic 

landscape. Not only did it inaugurate the Planty Park as a space of commemoration, but it was 

also was the first public monument built after 1867. Other monuments dedicated to illustrious 
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figures, including Mickiewicz and Chopin, were placed in this park soon after. These statues 

also redefined the urban landscape of the whole city centre. The old city with its historical 

buildings was now surrounded by a gallery of great Poles who, with just one exception 

(Monument to the Union of Krewo), were all artists. It enhanced the projection of the city as 

an embodiment of Polishness defined in cultural, rather than political, terms. 

A bust of Friedrich Schiller unveiled in Posen in 1907 had a very different context and 

meaning. Like Mickiewicz, Schiller was considered fundamental to their respective native 

literature. Yet whereas in Cracow the Mickiewicz monument became one of the crucial points 

in the city, Schiller’s bust ended up as merely as a park decoration. 

The idea to commemorate Friedrich Schiller (1788–1805) emerged in March 1905 

from Eugen Kühnemann (1868-1946), professor of literature at the Posen King's Academia 

institute, on the centenary of the poet’s death.395 This initiative gained support from the 

Oberbürgermeister Dr. Wilms (1866-1936), as well as other prominent members of the 

community.396 Despite the high profile of the founding members of the committee, it did not 

gain massive support, as might have been expected. The financial constraints the group faced 

proved that the German community in Posen was either unable or unwilling to support this 

initiative. 397  It is worth mentioning that until 1907 there were ‘German’ non-military 

monuments in the city centre: the Empress Victoria’s fountain, a statue of Otto von Bismarck 

and, since 1885, a monument to Friedrich Ludwig Jahn (1778–1852).398 

When considering the relatively small response to the idea of commemorating 

Schiller, one needs to take into account that just a few years before, a huge, expensive 

monument to the Iron Chancellor was unveiled. That meant of course that the financial 

resources of Posen’s citizens were limited. However, at that time the Prussian authorities were 

engaged in the Hebungspolitik, that is, the raising of Posen’s ‘civilization level’. One would 

expect that funding a monument to the poet symbolising the pinnacle of German culture 

would fit very neatly into the idea of a very German Posen.399 After all, the aim of the strategy 

was to increase the living standards in the eastern provinces of the Kingdom of Prussia to an 

acceptable middle-class level. 400  The basic idea was to create conditions (in terms of 

																																																								
395 A. Kronthal, “Beiträge zur Geschichte…,” p. 512, 
396 The document dated 27th April 1906 regarding the establishment of Schiller’s monument, APP, AMP No. 

4590, p. 7. 
397 W. Molik, “Poznańskie pomniki…,” p. 17. 
398 Friedrich Ludwig Jahn, known as Turnvater Jahn, was a German gymnastics educator and national activist. 
399 APP, AMP No. 5498. 
400 M. Tilse, Transnationalism in the Prussian East from National Conflict to Synthesis, 1871-1914 (Houndmills, 

Basingstoke, Hampshire, UK; New York, 2011) p. 38. 
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infrastructure as well as widely understood ‘culture’) which would reverse the decline of the 

German-speaking population in the Prussian east.401 The history of this statue does not 

support this supposition, especially since the Prussian state did not support the enterprise 

financially. Possibly, there was a lack of coordination and communication and this idea, 

coming from below, was overlooked by the state authorities. The files of the monument 

committee, however, do not conclusively state if that was indeed the reason why Schiller’s 

bust figured so marginally in the city-text of Posen. 

Originally, the Schiller bust was meant to be placed inside the Kaiser Friedrich 

Museum or King’s Academy, but the city authorities decided to put it in the park, which was 

soon renamed after the great poet. 402 In theory it was located in the most prestigious area of 

the city – the Imperial District. However, being placed on its outskirts, in quiet surroundings, 

the monument did not become an important object of national pride. It was noted soon after, 

and not without regret, that the monument was used for ‘beautification purposes’.403 It was 

hardly comparable to the role that the Mickiewicz monument in Cracow had so soon after it 

had been unveiled. 

Due to the lack of attention, the Schiller bust failed to redefine Posen’s urban space, 

and it did not become one of the city’s landmarks. It appeared only on a few postcards; 

indeed, some of Posen’s guidebooks, both German and Polish, do not mention it at all. 

Although this romantic poet played a crucial role in the German national mythology, he also 

was associated with its republican and populist side. Such connotations did not help to 

promote Schiller as the city’s symbol since the city elite promoted another understanding of 

the national community. Furthermore, the initiative to gather the German-speaking population 

around cultural achievements (i.e. through Schiller) rather than the might of the Prussian army 

(i.e. through military statues) did not gain support. This new interpretation of the German 

presence in Posen was too strong a diversion from the existing narrative. It almost seems that 

there was not enough confidence among the municipal authorities to embrace this stance in 

the struggle with the army over the control of the city-text. Before the outbreak of the First 

World War, two more statues were unveiled: a military one, dedicated to General Gneisenau 
																																																								

401 D. Turnock, The Eastern European Economy, 1815-1989 (London; New York, NY, 2006), p. 35; B. 
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10th April 2013). 

402 Draft of the document dated 27th April 1906 regarding the establishment of Schiller’s monument, APP, AMP 
No. 4590, p. 4. 

403 A. Kronthal, “Beiträge zur Geschichte…”, p. 512. 
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(1760–1831) and a statue of a Brandenburg soldier. This shows that symbolic politics cannot 

be produced out of thin air. The attempt to redefine the Prussian presence in Posen was even 

more problematic as there was no institutional underpinning until the beginning of the 

twentieth century; that is, there were no major civic institutions such as museums, libraries or 

universities. In this context, promoting Schiller was hardly a convincing symbol of the 

national community to the local population. 

Other monuments erected in the parks in Posen confirmed the general pattern of 

commemoration for non-military or strictly political figures. Robert Jäckel, Friedrich Jahn 

and the unrealised monument to Goethe seemed to highlight the general trend to use parks as 

a space where artists and other civilians were honoured. In Cracow, the main city park, the 

Planty Park, housed monuments to Straszewski and many national artists. Yet in 1886 a 

monument commemorating the Union of Krewo (1385) was unveiled there. In my opinion, 

however, this exception did not redefine the character of the Planty Park. It remained an 

apolitical space celebrating the artistic genius of the Polish nation. It was outside the historical 

core, outside the focal point of the city-text of Cracow that the apolitical character of the 

parks was challenged. 

In 1886 two Polish monarchs were commemorated in the park of the Marksmen’s 

Society. However, it was another park, opened five years later, that really introduced a new 

perspective of the green spaces. In 1891 the city council of Cracow voted to hand over 9.8 

hectares to Henryk Jordan (1842–1907), a member of the city council and a well-known 

philanthropist. The new park, named after its founder, was meant not only as a space for 

recreation but also as a place where children and youth would exercise their spirits as well as 

their bodies. There were regular gymnastic classes organised in the park, which were aimed at 

teaching children discipline and sparking their bravery and self-control.404 Moreover, Jordan 

expressed a desired that ‘[i]n the park all should feel that they are Poles, should learn they are 

a nation with a great past.’405 To inspire the wider population, and children in particular, 31 

busts of illustrious figures from Polish history were installed in the park at Jordan’s behest. 

These exemplary Poles were all males, primarily military leaders or politicians, and they lived 

after 1750 (fig. 15 & 16). Jordan apparently did not believe that kings were suitable examples 

for the youth as not a single bust of a monarch was commissioned for the park. The park was 
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not a place for the apolitical contemplation of nature but instead a nationally fuelled 

institution. 

 
 

Fig. 15 Types of figures in the Jordan Park in Cracow by profession 

Calculations by the Author  
 

Fig. 16 Types of figures in the Jordan Park in Cracow by time period 

Calculations by the Author  
 

Similarly, the case of Beuthen questions the apolitical character of city parks. Beuthen 

had only one monument in the city park, and it was dedicated to the ‘Iron Chancellor’ –  Otto 

von Bismarck. There could hardly have been a more political monument. The location in the 

park was not due to the opposition of the municipal leaders about having it in a city square, 
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but was the idea of the German Eastern Marches Society, who funded the monument.406 The 

reason it was erected in the park is unclear; the association only mentioned that the monument 

would suit the location as well the size of the city.407 Yet it seems that the decision to place the 

monument in the park was well thought through, and the society wanted to exploit the 

symbolic value of nature. Indeed, the son of the Chancellor sent four Saxon oaks to be planted 

next to the monument.408 And the highly symbolic nature of the ‘German tree’ – the oak – 

should not be overlooked. Moreover, as the park was the only one in Beuthen it was a natural 

recreational zone for the inhabitants, thus there was a high possibility that visitors would be 

exposed to the monument quite often. In both the Jordan Park in Cracow and the city park in 

Beuthen, the idea that physical and patriotic education should go hand in hand was 

implemented. The ‘natural community’ of a nation was to flourish in natural surroundings. 

Public parks were not immune to the ‘nationalisation’ of space. Especially in the last 

decade of the long nineteenth century, they became more attractive and the ‘Biedermeier idea’ 

of apolitical, intimate green spaces could hardly be upheld. National activists saw the parks as 

empty landscapes that could be conquered in the name of the national community to 

strengthen its position in the symbolic war.409 Nonetheless, it was in city squares that the most 

prominent statues were erected in this period. This might be related to the fact that 

monuments located in such places would have been seen by more people. 

However, one should not dismiss the symbolic problem the city parks generated. Their 

‘natural’ character meant that there was no connection with history, no link to the given 

person or event could be obviously established. Binding a monument to a particular location 

was very important. In the discussions concerning the most appropriate spot for different 

monuments, there was almost always an attempt to link a particular spot in the city with the 

commemorated figure. If there was no obvious link, a justification was tailored accordingly. 

For instance, the proposed location for Kiliński’s monument in Cracow was the site of a 

former city’s ‘shoemakers’ gate’ (on the street crossing Planty Park), supposedly because it 

was the right place to immortalise a revolutionary who had been a shoemaker by trade.410 

																																																								
406 Letter from the German Eastern Marches Society to the municipal authorities dated 18th Feb. 1908, APKa 
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Uneven symbolic density of space 

Mapping the location of the monuments in the three cities points to the conclusion that 

the symbolic topography was not stable during the second half of the long nineteenth century. 

In Posen the discussion surrounding the construction of the monuments reflected the 

negotiation over the most important square in the city and its character (civil vs. military). 

Municipal authorities were, for instance, able to successfully challenge the introduction of the 

Provincial War Memorial (Kaiser Wilhelm I Monument) in Wilhelm Square, despite the 

enormous pressure from the military to have it erected there. On the other hand, the failure of 

the commemorations of Schiller proved that a genuinely civic memorial that is detached from 

the existing narrative of the national community in a particular city did not appeal to the local 

community. Moreover, during that period, the symbolic centre moved westwards, first to 

Wilhelm Square (as symbolically confirmed by the location of the Nachod-Denkmal) and 

then to the Imperial District (the Bismarck Monument).  

The erection of the Mickiewicz Monument confirmed the symbolic centrality of the 

Main Square in Cracow, which was questioned by the establishment of the gallery of the 

distinguished artists in Planty Park. In both cities, monuments were erected almost 

exclusively in broadly defined city centres and even the statues which were placed outside the 

city centres were located in affluent districts. It seems to suggest that the monuments were not 

intended primarily to influence ‘the people’. If the desire had been to impress the wider 

public, to nationalise it, it would have been much more sensible to erect these monuments in 

working-class districts. But that did not happen; on the contrary, the monuments in both cities 

were located in the city centres within an area of less than 1 km². In the case of Posen they 

were not aimed at the Polish community either, considering they were located in the area 

dominated by the German-speaking population.  

In Beuthen one can observe the very same pattern. The discussion on the construction 

of the statue to the ‘Old Fritz’ on Boulevard shows that the public was not seriously taken into 

consideration. It seems unlikely that the national spirit of the city inhabitants or visitors would 

be uplifted if they were to be stuck in traffic because of the monument blocking the busiest 

junction in the city. The final location had nothing to do with the wider population either; in 

fact, it was never mentioned anywhere at all.  

The locations of these monuments suggest a desire to make a claim to the city as a 

whole, to dominate the symbolic landscape. ‘Politics is a struggle for symbolic representation, 
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for visibility. Majority is not just a matter of numbers, but rather access to representation.’ 411 

It is hardly ever enough to physically hold power over a given place; it is equally important to 

take over the representation of the space, which is done by the means of symbolic politics. If 

this interpretation is correct then statues in Cracow and Posen were aimed at the nation as a 

whole as well as at foreigners (‘the important others’), and not just the residents of each city. 

Beuthen did not seem to have the same ambition, but the markers were clearly not meant for 

Beuthen alone; on the contrary, Beuthen was taken as a symbolic representation of the whole 

Upper Silesian region.  Finally, the location in the city centres also seems to be directed at the 

visitors (tourists) to the three cities. The centres were treated as showcases aimed equally at 

the city dwellers, national audience and foreigners visiting these urban locations.  

Time and space in symbolic realms 

Knowing where the monuments were in the three cities and what that meant for the 

respective city-text lets us now investigate the narrative itself. The focus is placed on time, 

space and ethnicity. In other words, the goal is to reconstruct the ‘where, when and what’ of 

the ‘imagined communities’ constructed through those monuments. 

Since the Jewish communities of the three cities did not establish their own 

monuments, the analysis has to be limited to the German and Polish ethnic groups. The 

Jewish communities aligned themselves with the hegemonic culture, that is, German in Posen 

and Beuthen, and Polish in Cracow, rather than defining themselves as a separate national 

group. Moreover, the composition of the symbolic landscape as described in the previous 

section means that the statues in Posen and Beuthen reflected the ‘German’ projections 

whereas Cracow can be used only to refer to the ‘Polish’ social narratives. 

Remembering those who are not forgotten 

Despite all the differences separating the symbolic landscapes of the three cities, it is 

striking to what extent they were similar in terms of the time period they referred to. The vast 

majority of the monuments commemorated people who lived or events which happened in the 

relatively recent past, that is, not before the very end of the eighteenth century. Moreover, 

many monuments were erected almost immediately after the death of the figure they 

commemorated, as exemplified by the Jäckel monument in Posen and the Bałucki statue in 

Cracow. Seemingly, the case of Beuthen does not fit this pattern. However, if one considers 
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that originally there was a plan to establish a monument to Wilhelm II and not to Frederick 

the Great, one realises that actually it is even truer for Beuthen than it is for the other three 

cities. Such proximity to their lives seems to suggest a desire to celebrate their deeds, rather 

than a fear of forgetting who they were. The war memorials could be read as an expression of 

mourning and grief after the loss of young lives; the memorial to Bałucki in Cracow was in 

this respect a similar case. 

These points of reference seem to be related to what Jan Assmann calls the 

‘communicative memory’ which lasts for about 100 years – or, roughly speaking, the lifespan 

of four generations.412 According to Assmann, only for such a period of time is information 

about events and people passed down by word of mouth and thus inscribed into the collective 

narrative. Similarly, the monuments in the three cities provide evidence that the willingness to 

commemorate and inscribe their own time and values into the urban landscapes was the most 

important motivation for their creators, not the fear of forgetting. In other words, it was the 

contemporary world and not the bygone past that was the major point of reference in the three 

cities at the end of the nineteenth century. Ironically, at the time of historicism in architecture 

and much talk about the ‘ancient past’ of nations, contemporary times were more engaging for 

the public.  

This observation contrasts with the narration of the time that can be drawn from 

calendars and anniversaries. As Eviatar Zerubavel has demonstrated, they focus on both 

ancient times and recent history.413 The lack of any sites in Posen and Cracow devoted to the 

‘sacred past’, or their ‘beginnings’, is truly striking. If monuments were to teach citizens and 

visitors respective German and Polish history, in Posen one could only go as far as the 

Renaissance period (the statues of Kochanowski and the Brandenburg soldier); in Cracow 

‘urban memory’ extended only to the fourteenth century (the Union of Krewo). In any case, 

the vast majority of the monuments were very contemporary. Thus one cannot agree with the 

notion that figures found on city streets and squares were aimed at educating common men 

about their national past, especially as ancient (or at least early medieval) roots counted the 

most in the nineteenth century. At that time it was believed that the distant past not only 

legitimises a group as a ‘nation’ and as a result gives the grounds to claim power, but also 
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makes this ethnic group more ‘important’ than the others.414 In this sense, the choice made in 

Beuthen is striking as, in a way, celebrating ‘Old Fritz’ was pointing to the beginnings, the 

moment when the city came under the Hohenzollern rule. Moreover, as I pointed out, the 

document issued for the cornerstone-laying ceremony explicitly mentioned the establishment 

of mining industry in Beuthen as a reason for gratitude for the Prussian king.415 In this sense it 

was a commemoration of Beuthen’s new beginning as a prosperous and important city. 

It seems that the difference between Posen and Cracow on the one hand and Beuthen 

on the other lay in the different natures of the three cities. Neither Posen nor Cracow needed 

to ‘establish’ itself; there was no need for recognition. Both cities were in dire need of 

financial support and for the demolition of the fortresses so that they could develop spatially, 

but in the symbolic realm, their position was unquestionable. Beuthen was a newcomer; it had 

very little symbolic capital it could use and even the little that it had could turn out to be 

problematic. Being Upper Silesian at times was at odd with being a model citizen of the 

Kaiserreich. For those reasons, Beuthen had to choose its symbolic markers carefully. Last 

but not least, Beuthen’s position as a regional centre was challenged if not shattered by other 

cities in the region, primarily Kattowitz. 

Those monuments in Cracow and Posen which did not refer to the contemporary 

(widely understood) events and people were established as a response to anniversaries. For 

instance, Kochanowski was commemorated in Posen on the 300th anniversary of his death, 

and the Grunwald Monument was built in Cracow for the 500th anniversary of the battle.416 

Even more recent times were memorialised because of such occasions. For instance, both 

Mickiewicz and Schiller’s statues were erected due to such celebrations. The idea to 

commemorate the great writers was sparked by the centenary, respectively, of Mickiewicz’s 

birth and Schiller’s death. Therefore it can be argued that the monuments were used as visual 

sites which marked the passage of time and helped individuals and collectives to locate 

themselves in history. They celebrated the repetition of time and the major points of reference 

in the collective past, thus placing individuals in the world, as a member of the established 
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group.417 At the same time, they also signified the ‘progress’ and ‘development’ of a national 

community and its ‘everlasting’ glory embodied by those ‘immortal’ people who were ‘supra-

temporal’ in contrast to politics, the military, and kings which were much more clearly 

embedded in specific historical times. 

Furthermore, the time periods that the monuments in the three cities were referring to 

could also be read from their material form. Obelisks are of little interest in this context as 

they belong to the classical forms used to commemorate people and their deeds since ancient 

times. Instead, I propose to focus on such representations that transplanted a person or an 

event into another historical reality and by doing so added meaning and context to a 

monument. For instance, the use of Assyrian (possibly Egyptian) masks in the Monument of 

the Battle of Nations in Leipzig (1913) was aimed at strengthening the notion of the German 

nation existing from the ‘beginning’, which in turn made its fate independent from the 

Hohenzollern dynasty.418 In this context the monuments in Posen were remarkably realistic, 

and very contemporary. Both emperors, Wilhelm I and Frederick III, were depicted as 

nineteenth-century monarchs, rather than medieval kings, as happened with Kaiser Wilhelm I 

on the famous Kyffhäuser Monument (1890–1896), where he was stylised as a new Frederick 

I Barbarossa (1155–1190). Frederick the Great in Beuthen was also depicted in a realistic 

way. 

In Cracow, however, there were some interesting cases of the application of historical 

grammar to suit contemporary needs. On the Grunwald Monument (1910), one could read 

‘for the glory of fathers – brothers in courage’. This, of course, meant that there was an 

undeniable link between the medieval war and contemporary nineteenth-century conflict 

between the Poles and Hohenzollern monarchy. This supposedly intrinsic nature of mutual 

relations was illustrated by the colossal monument, thus making it clear that the (Catholic) 

Teutonic Knights were no different to the (Protestant) Prussians because of their ethnic 

characteristics, which were timeless.  

If the Grunwald Monument brought history into contemporary life, three monuments 

in Cracow’s Planty Park did the exact opposite. Statues to Adam Mickiewicz (Grażyna), 

Juliusz Słowacki (Lilla Weneda) and Józef Bohdan Zaleski (Bojan) commemorated 
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nineteenth-century poets, but in such a way that linked them to the bygone past. Passers-by 

who knew the respective poems would surely recognise the pagan (Lilla Weneda) and 

medieval periods (Grażyna, Bojan) as points of reference. Although the Polish culture 

symbolised by these writers was not directly presented as ancient, it was shown with a patina 

of time, as if to assure the people of the nobility of their nation. However, to understand those 

references, one had to know the content of the poems, which again makes one ask who they 

were addressed to. Neither Grażyna nor Lilla Weneda was the most well-known poem of the 

two famous writers. Those who were unable to comprehend those literary allusions were left 

with the figurative representations, which clearly referred to the past in general. This image 

was especially clear in the case of the statue of Bojan presented as a ‘noble savage’. 

The symbolic landscape of the three cities was shaped by the figures of relatively 

recent people in contemporary form. In the time of the triumphs of historical styles in 

architecture, there was surprisingly little historicisation of the commemorated figures on the 

monuments – no staging them with medieval artefacts. Apart from the classical form of the 

obelisk, there was little use of the past to legitimise the heroes represented in stone. Having 

said that, it has to be noted that in Cracow works commissioned by Henryk Jordan, Konstanty 

Wołodkowicz and Ignacy Paderewski were attempting to use the past in order to celebrate 

poets as well as to link the city with other geographical realities. 

Mapping the city 

Representations of space on the monuments was done in at least a few ways. The 

clearest was by placing an allegory of the city, province, or state on the monument or 

adorning the commemorative structure with the emblems of the given territory. This method 

was chosen for the Kaiser Fredrick III Monument in Posen, where a figure symbolising the 

Provinz Posen was placed below the emperor at the base of the monument.419 The Grunwald 

Monument in Cracow showed the coat of arms of the allied forces that took part in the battle 

against the Teutonic Knights Order: Poland, Lithuania, Masovia, Samogitia as well as 

Bohemia and Ruthenia.420 The obelisk to the memory of Friedrich Jahn was adorned with the 

black eagle, symbolising ‘Germany’, that is, the territories of the German people. 

This was not, however, the only way to represent space on a monument. The visual 

format of the commemorative structure itself could also be used to achieve the same goal, as 

exemplified by the statue of Bojan, who embodied the eastern territories of the former Polish-
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Lithuanian Commonwealth. Finally, the person or the event the monument was dedicated to 

was in itself a reference to the geographical sphere as in the case of Nachod-Denkmal, which 

referred to the German Empire. 

Monuments to the poets Słowacki or Mickiewicz in Cracow were installed without 

any reference to the city. At least part of the reason was the awareness of the fact that Cracow 

had once been a capital of Poland (and then the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth), thus 

having a ‘natural’ linkage with every aspect of ‘Polishness’.421 Closely linked with that was 

the perception of Cracow as the ‘spiritual capital of Poland’ and, therefore, a place where 

national heroes could and should be memorialised. If Athens stood for all that was to be 

admired in Greece, the same role was promoted for Cracow by the conservative elites ruling 

the city and Galicia.422 

Cracow was not represented through means of allegories, coats of arms or other tools 

on the monuments erected in this city, and Galicia was equally absent from the 

commemorative realms created by the monuments. Although most commemorative structures 

were established to commemorate people who lived in the relatively recent history, hardly any 

monument could be considered as a celebration of the Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 

1867. Certainly, the obelisk to Straszewski was not erected to honour the Ausgleich. On the 

contrary, as demonstrated above, it was arguably a commemoration of the Republic of 

Cracow. Zyblikiewicz’s bust, on the other hand, was created to honour the name of the 

president of Cracow as well as the Provincial Marshal of Galicia. The officially articulated 

reasons for erecting this statue underlined both periods in his life.423 Yet the very location of 

the monument – in front of the City Hall rather than in the vicinity of the Austro-Hungarian 

institution – seems to suggest that his role as the president of the city was the one which was 

primarily being celebrated. In other words, even the monument of Zyblikiewicz was not 

celebrating the Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 1867. 

Neither Cracow nor Galicia was the imagined space referred to in the symbolic 

landscape clearly pointing at ‘Poland’. However, it is much more difficult to say what it 

precisely meant; there was no reference to Warsaw, Posen or the Baltic coast, for instance. 

The envisioned space could perhaps be more precisely described as a territory of the Polish-

speaking population, the realm of Polish culture. It is an important point because that 
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understanding of the national community was very much a non-political idea, the so-called 

Kulturnation. This would confirm the point made when analysing the topography of the 

monuments in the city space: Cracow was treated as an incorporation of the Polish spirit but 

not necessarily in a political dimension. The elites who primarily funded the monuments in 

Cracow were also the main beneficiaries of the Ausgleich. Thus, paradoxically, the symbolic 

realms of Cracow, despite the apparent lack of symbols of Austria-Hungary, were in fact very 

much in line with this political project. The low level of popular acceptance and support for 

this project could possibly explain the absence of the explicit references to Austria-Hungary, 

but this hypothesis could only be confirmed by further studies. 

This placement of Galicia in the symbolic space could be pushed further if one 

considers the perception of the eastern territories of the former Polish-Lithuanian 

Commonwealth. As mentioned before, Bojan presented an image of the wild, the spiritual 

Polish east. The same could be said about the statues of Lilla Weneda and Grażyna. This idea 

was presented even more explicitly in the Grunwald Monument. It is true that Vytautas (1392-

1430), the grand duke of Lithuania, was the very central figure of that commemorative 

structure, but he was obviously under the Polish king’s orders, symbolised by his place below 

the figure of Władyslaw Jagiełło (1386-1434). In this depiction it was a Polish victory, 

possible only under the Polish command. More importantly, however, there was a striking 

difference in the depiction of the Polish knights and the Lithuanian warrior. The knights were 

presented as truly European, as civilised, whereas the warrior was shown as heroic and noble 

and yet a savage nonetheless. The contemporary newspapers picked up on that distinction 

without a shadow of a doubt without any doubt.424 Poles might have resented the Prussian 

idea about colonisation of the East and rejected the civilising mission of the Hohenzollern 

state; nevertheless, their understanding of Lithuania, and generally speaking of Eastern 

Europe, was not very different from the Prussian one. 

Monuments should be studied within the context of their time. Although in western 

Galicia the rule of the Polish nobility was hardly contested, this was not the case in the 

eastern part of the province. The challenge posed by the Ruthenians was of vital importance 

to the political life of Galicia both in a contemporary and broader context. At least parts of the 

Polish elite wanted to gain for this province a status equal to Hungary and Austria, as a third 
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component of the Habsburg Empire.425 Such a project was cherished at the time, but it could 

only succeed if Ruthenians could claim to be a part of the Polish nation at least in a broad 

sense.426 Paderewski, founder of the Grunwald Monument, was politically much closer to the 

nationalists than the conservatives, yet he seemed to confirm the same narrative. From the 

nationalist point of view, the eastern territories were no less important because they were 

viewed as a space of expansion and colonisation for the Poles. Seen in this light, the 

monuments in Cracow could be read as a reminder of the importance of eastern Galicia in 

both the past and the future for the Polish nation, from a cultural and political perspective. 

How could this interpretation be reconciled with the apparent underrepresentation of the 

Austro-Hungarian Empire in the urban landscape of Cracow? The cultural, non-political 

understanding of the Polish nation mentioned before meant that these territories belonged to 

this nation in principle, without actually confronting the national conflict with the Ruthenians, 

and the practical implication this claim had. Even more importantly, it confirmed the role of 

Cracow as the embodiment of the Polish nation in which its territories had to be represented. 

Prussian, German or... Posen? 

Jakub Skutecki, in his work on Posen, claimed that the city was transformed into a 

‘capital of the German east’ by the Prussian authorities.427 Considering the residential castle 

was called the King’s Resident Castle [königliche Residenzschloß] rather than the Imperial 

castle might suggest another interpretation, that is, the promotion of the Prussian, and not 

German, identity. What do the monuments tell us about the imagined geography? 

As mentioned previously, the majority of the monuments erected in Posen 

commemorated the soldiers who died in the wars conducted by the Prussian kingdom. They 

were soldiers of the Prussian army, not the Imperial one. Moreover, General Gneisenau was 

undoubtedly a Prussian army commander; this would suggest the rather Prussian character of 

the city. The statue to von Bismarck was linked to the local space by adding a map of the 

Provinz Posen under the fist of the Iron Chancellor on this monument.428 At the same time, 

the wars of 1866 and 1870–71 were the founding wars of the German Empire or of the unified 
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Germany as the Prussian narrative of history claimed. On the other hand, the statues of Kaiser 

Wilhelm I and Friedrich III had an imperial rather than narrow Prussian dimension.  

The Schiller monument was an attempt to demonstrate the ‘German’ character of 

Posen in a different manner to the military war memorials. As mentioned before, it was a local 

initiative sparked by the anniversary of the poet’s death. It was a copy of the poet’s bust in the 

Weimar library,429 and the committee wanted it to be as close to the Weimar original as 

possible.430 It was very clearly a crucial point for the originators of the enterprise.431 To 

understand why this was the case, one must consider the role of Schiller in the German 

national narrative. Not only was he seen as a crucial figure for the German national sentiment, 

but honouring his memory was also perceived as a way of subscribing to the national 

community.432 Since the centenary of Schiller’s birth in 1859, he was widely accepted as a 

champion of German political unity. It seems that the decision to copy the bust from the 

Weimar library could have been based on the symbolic status that the city held in German 

culture, not least as the place of Schiller’s life and death. Thus the Weimar design of Schiller’s 

bust was the most ‘original’ and German. Therefore, placing a copy of such a monument in 

Posen would highlight the cultural link between Posen on the outskirts of the German realm 

and the centre of its culture. However, the local population did not seem to share this idea and 

did not really support it. As mentioned before, the monument committee had severe financial 

difficulties in completing its project. In contrast to the Bismarck monument, it was also 

difficult to gain support from outside to finance the project. Thus attempting to place the city 

on a German cultural map proved a very difficult task. Another way this problem could be 

addressed was by celebrating the local population and their German identity. The fountain 

with the figure of ‘Bamberka’ from 1915 was such a project.433 

What is important to highlight is the fact that Schiller’s bust and the Bamberka figure, 

as well as the military monuments, all seem to celebrate local identity above all. They do not 

put it in opposition to the German identity, but rather as part of it. Thus it seems that to 
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understand the symbolic landscape created by the monuments in Posen in that period, one 

needs to take into account the idea of Heimat.434 With a strong notion of local identity, Posen 

could be useful in making sense of the fact that there was a clear willingness to link the local 

with the national and, at the same time, to celebrate provincial identity. If this interpretation is 

correct, then the symbolic geography as reconstructed from the monuments would point to 

Provinz Posen as part of the Second Empire. Celebrating Friedrich Jahn or Friedrich Schiller 

was important because it confirmed a sense of belonging to the wider German community, but 

remembering the soldiers and stressing the local character of the monument to Fredrick III 

was even more crucial. Such local references, although not as frequent as the national ones, 

were less obvious; nonetheless, they are a recurrent theme in the symbolic landscape 

throughout the whole period. Placing the figure of Bamberka in 1915 in the city centre (on the 

side of the Town Hall) confirmed that the local German identity lay in the heart of the city, at 

least from the perspective of the city’s German-speaking elite. 

Beuthen in the German Empire 

In Beuthen the monuments lacked direct references to symbolic geography. Neither 

the sleeping lion monument, nor the monument to Otto von Bismarck nor the statue of 

Friedrich the Great, was accompanied by symbolic representations of Germany, the Kingdom 

of Prussia or Silesia. Nonetheless, in a less direct way, we can reconstruct the points of 

reference. 

The commemoration of the soldiers of the 1871 war undoubtedly celebrated the united 

Germany. There was no mention of the 1866 war, which could be ambiguous and possibly 

problematic when considering the closeness of the border with the Habsburg Empire. The war 

with France was in this regard a much clearer case. The monument therefore symbolically 

evoked the Kaiserreich, and at the same time it clearly anchored it in the very local context. 

The sons of this city (and its surroundings) gave their lives to the fatherland. The same 

geography was recalled when the monument to the Iron Chancellor was built. No one 

symbolised the unification of Germany better than he did. The oaks from Saxony highlighted 

the ‘pan-German’ meaning of the monument. Finally, the statue of the ‘Old Fritz’ recalled the 

Prussian kingdom and placed Beuthen in that context. However, we have to bear in mind that 

originally the project was to commemorate Wilhelm II or Wilhelm I, which would indeed 

strengthen the imperial narrative of the city-text.  
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The analysis of the monuments in Beuthen shows that the contemporary German 

Empire was the geographic point of reference. In contrast to Posen and especially Cracow, the 

focus in Beuthen was put not on the city but on the state. Having said that, one should also 

consider the importance of the region (Silesia). The sleeping lion commemorated the soldiers 

from the whole district; the ‘Old Fritz’ was designed to glorify Hohenzollern’s takeover of 

Upper Silesia. Of course, focusing attention on the regional dimension, the city itself was 

symbolically uplifted as it was taken as a representation of a much bigger space than just the 

city. And this was of much importance in Beuthen. As it was pointed out in the last decades of 

the long nineteenth century, Beuthen was no longer the most important city in the region, but 

the monuments guarded that glorious status. According to its founders, the monument to 

Bismarck was the recognition of the city size, which again needs to be read in the regional 

context.  

The meaning of silence: Biala 

The analysis of the monuments erected in Beuthen, Cracow and Posen shows that 

these markers were important for the masters of the city-texts. Why then was there not a 

single monument erected in Biala in the same period? What was it about this particular city 

that meant it escaped the monument ‘mania’, which had spread throughout the continent at 

the turn of the nineteenth century? Although we cannot answer this question with any 

certainty, the analysis of this case could be very illuminating in more general terms. 

The lack of monuments is even more striking when one recalls that Biala was among 

the most successful cities in the whole of Galicia. According to the Geographical Dictionary 

of the Kingdom of Poland and other Slavic lands Biala was ‘one of the most impressive cities 

in Galicia, has beautiful squares, regular streets, well-built houses and gas lighting. [...] In 

terms of industry and commerce Biala is in first place in Galicia.’435 From 1862 the city had 

gasworks, from 1863 a (volunteer) fire fighter team, in 1895 a sewage system was 

inaugurated and in 1901 water works.436 It is hard to believe that the financial reasons would 

be such a constraint for this flourishing city that it would not be able to erect a monument. 

Furthermore, in the region there were plenty of statues to draw inspiration from. From 1900 

there was a statue of Martin Luther in Bielitz. Saybuch (Żywiec), 25 kilometres to the south, 

boasted a Grunwald Monument that was unveiled in 1910. In Teschen (Cieszyn), 40 
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kilometres to the west, one could find monuments to Emperor Joseph II (1884), Franz 

Schubert (1901), Franz Joseph I (1908) and Theodor Haase (1912).437 Clearly the inhabitants 

of Biala, and the city elite in particular, must have been aware of these examples. 

Furthermore, space was also not a problem in Biala. As the following chapters show, there 

were at least two very good locations for such a statue: the Joseph and Francis squares. 

In Beuthen and Posen the first monuments erected were to commemorate the fallen 

soldiers; this, however, was unlikely to ever happen in Biala. First of all, there was no 

garrison in Biala at the time of wars in the nineteenth century. It was only after 1890 that a 

garrison was established in the city, as a result of the workers’ unrests. Thus there was no 

group that would be interested in establishing such a memorial.438 Still, had there been a 

garrison before, it is unlikely that a memorial would have been erected in Biala. Despite the 

heavy Austro-Hungarian military presence in Cracow, there were no war memorials there 

either.439 That was due not only to the ‘Polish’ character of the city but also, and more so, 

because of the difficulty in establishing memorials to lost wars. ‘The war memorial does not 

only commemorate the dead; it also compensates for lost lives so as to render survival 

meaningful.’440 Consolidating the community around the defeated would be a difficult task 

for a state which still laid the claim to the ‘European concert’. Having said that, it should be 

noted that the cult of defeat and victimhood in general is not unknown in Europe.441  

The war memorials were, however, not the only options available to the masters of 

Biala’s city-text. In Cracow, and later in Posen, the local elites commemorated members of 

their own group, thus cherishing the image of the city itself. In Beuthen the state was a 

preferred point of reference. As in Teschen Joseph II would be a good candidate for a 

potential statue in Biala. As I discussed previously the son of the Empress Maria Theresa was 

an attractive figure for the Austrian-Germans. However, Biala was populated mainly by the 

Catholics, and thus Joseph II could also have been a controversial figure. The Emperor Franz 
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Joseph I was also potentially problematic; after all, it was under his reign that the city was 

‘betrayed’ by handing over Galicia to the Polish nobility.  

Alternatively, the city could have turned to its own past to find suitable figures; but 

Biala had a relatively short history, which did not help. Moreover, despite its relative success, 

the city did not produce its own intellectual elite. Associations from the twin city of Bielitz 

dominated Biala’s social life. For example, virtually all newspapers sold in Biala were 

published in Bielitz.442 Indeed this proximity and the close relations between Biala and Bielitz 

seems to answer the question discussed here. Biala lacked the intellectual and cultural capital 

required to build a coherent narration about the city’s past. I pointed out the lack of cultural 

capital when analysing the street naming in the city. Biala did not have a single street devoted 

to an artist, those names which were symbolic were almost entirely bound to the Habsburg 

monarchy. In Beuthen one at least had Gutenberg Street. And although it might seem trivial, 

together with other factors it seems to have produced a situation in which the municipal elite 

of Biala did not have the symbolic resources to establish monuments to guard its power. And 

for this reason it opted for hard power (an Austrian garrison) instead of the soft one 

(monuments). 

In contrast to many other historical cases, Biala was not silenced; it was not an issue of 

the locals being unable to voice their concerns due to the political climate.443 Nor was it the 

problem of an inability to rework the traumatic past.444 In other words, the city did not erect 

monuments because it could not overcome the past, but because it did not have a ready script 

in the first place.445 The difficulty to come up with such a narration about history was 

magnified by the social divisions in the city. The city elite was divided religiously, and they in 

turn faced immense pressure from the bottom of the society, as the strikes and rioting in Biala 

showed. In other cases a state would be a useful point of reference, but in this particular case 

neither the crownland (Galicia) nor the state (Habsburg Empire) provided the municipality 

with support in this regard. It seems that the local elite confronted with the pressure from the 

top (Polish nobility ruling Galicia) and bottom (workers) decided not to invest its resources 
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into building monuments which could turn out to be additional sources of social tension, but 

instead chose the pursuit of ‘progress’, as the Biala new city hall showed. 

Conclusions 

The examination of the monuments erected in Beuthen, Cracow and Posen between 

1873 and 1914 allows us to draw a few conclusions. As mentioned in the second chapter, the 

shaping of the symbolic landscape was linked indirectly to the nationalist discourse. For this 

reason there was a different pace of development of the two phenomena. In both Cracow and 

Posen, one can distinguish three phases of intense nationalisation of space: 1883-1891, 1899-

1903, and again from 1907 until 1913 (fig. 9). It was during these three periods that the 

monuments were unveiled in each of the cities. In Beuthen two out of the three monuments 

were erected in the latter period. However, for Posen and Cracow it is the first period, the 

1880s, when ‘monument mania’ was especially significant. This decade seems to be crucial 

for the process of nationalising space.  

Although the monuments in each city were created separately and each statue was an 

individual project, they were surprisingly uniform in regard to their ‘programme’ and there 

was little difference in terms of who was commemorated. Monuments erected during this 

period celebrated monarchs, soldiers and artists. Moreover, in Posen one can notice a very 

interesting pattern in the commemorative culture: there were no royal or war memorials 

erected in the last phase. This can be linked to the passage of time from military conflicts as 

well as the political situation in the Kaiserreich, that is, the ambiguous position of Kaiser 

Wilhelm II. It is possible that the specificity of Posen was a result of its relative importance in 

the German Empire, and therefore it reflected the changes in the political culture of the 

Second Reich. Cracow did not play an equivalent role in the Habsburg Empire due to its 

fragmentation, which resulted in each crownland having its own ‘memory space’. 

The saturation of symbolic spaces was usually not a popular business. Only a few 

monuments were built as a result of popular appeal, and even in such cases the organisers did 

not receive as much money as they expected or as fast as they predicted, even if creation of 

the monuments was a national cause, not only a city cause. This was the case with the Adam 

Mickiewicz Monument on the Main Square in Cracow, and a similar problem was faced by 

the founders of the statue of Otto von Bismarck in Posen. This suggests not only that the 

majority of the population was not as willing to support the national cause as the nationalist 

activists were expecting, but also that in most cases it was individuals or small groups that 
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shaped the symbolic landscape. In Cracow, for instance, five out of eight monuments in 

Planty Park were privately funded – either by Henryk Jordan or Count Wołodkiewicz. In 

Posen it was primarily the army that shaped the symbolic landscape. In Beuthen, Ignaz 

Hakuba funded the most prestigious monument in the city. It feeds the notion established in 

the historical literature that nationalism as a political identity was not a ‘natural phenomenon’ 

which was somehow triggered in people’s minds (and souls), but it was rather a result of 

actions taken by the leaders in the local environment. There is always a person who holds a 

flag and whom others follow (or not).  

On the other hand, the municipal authorities were able to assert their ideas about the 

urban landscape, even under enormous pressure, as exemplified in the case of the Kaiser 

Wilhelm I Monument in Posen. Moreover, monuments with few exceptions were located in 

the city centre, in close proximity to each other. Thus they indeed formed a landscape, which 

could be comprehended and ‘read’ as a whole. Each new marker made the space around it 

more symbolically dense. But it also meant that more than influencing ‘the people’ or the 

residents of the city, these statues were aimed at shaping the ‘image’ of the whole city. For 

this reason I argue that the audience of the monuments was not only those who lived in the 

two cities but also the imagined community of the ‘nation’. How the population interpreted 

and used those symbols is dealt with in the sixth chapter of this thesis. 

The statues in the three cities aimed at making them more Polish or German, most of 

all by immortalising the recent past, not ancient history. Those who funded the monuments 

shaped the meaning of the national character of a city. In Posen the perception was that to be 

German meant being most of all a soldier, in Beuthen citizenship of the Kaiserreich was 

highlighted and in Cracow Polishness was defined most of all by the arts. But all three cases 

have a common feature – only men were immortalised by monuments. Women were limited 

to symbolising the motherland or the virtues of the great men. Of course, such gender bias 

was not limited to Eastern Europe but was a typical feature of nineteenth-century European 

societies. It was not only a history of great men but also a history of well-born, Christian 

males. 

The narratives of each city were contested in many ways, yet they showed remarkable 

stability over time. Similarly, there was persistence of the creation of symbolic markers in the 

very small area defined as the symbolic hotspot of each city. In Cracow and Beuthen it was 

the continuation of the older, medieval perception of the space; in Posen there was a rupture at 

the end of the eighteenth century caused by the change in political rule over the city, and both 
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Prussian and Polish populations accepted this new narrative of the city and competed for the 

symbolic space accordingly. This new symbolic centre of the city preserved its character 

throughout the period, although by 1914 there was a further shift toward the western part, 

although still within this ‘Prussian district’ (from Wilhelm Square to the Imperial Castle). 

Finally, whereas in Posen the monuments primarily addressed local issues and national 

conflict, in Beuthen there was a pursuit for recognition for the city in the regional context. 

The symbolic landscape of Cracow was, at least to some extent, shaped by developments 

elsewhere. The imagery of the eastern territories of the former Polish-Lithuanian 

Commonwealth was recalled to demonstrate the Polishness of these territories, and the 

Grunwald Monument was a symbolic response to the ethnic conflict in Prussia, not in Austria-

Hungary. 

Having said that, one ought not to forget that monuments were not always the 

universally shared answer during this period in the region. As the case of Biala shows, it was 

not only money and physical space that was needed to build a monument – as funds and 

sufficient space were both available in that city. There was also a burning national conflict; 

and Biala was by no means an island of tranquillity in the sea of ethnic conflicts. Moreover, 

there was a powerful social tension running through the city. Yet that did not produce a 

monument. This shows that the lack of intellectual elites that could come up with a plausible 

narration of the space was a crucial hindrance for symbolic politics. Furthermore, the national 

and religious divisions within the city elite made it even more difficult to establish a common 

narrative about Biala. Last but not least, in the face of the workers’ revolts, the need to secure 

the very physical safety of the city elites did not favour the pursuit of the symbolic politics. 

These factors, together with the lack of interest of the higher authorities, such as the military, 

explain the lack of monuments in the city. It might be worth looking at other cities of 

minorities in other crownlands of Austria-Hungary to see how they constructed their symbolic 

landscape in their own difficult environments.  
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V. Public buildings 

Over a century after the controversy surrounding the construction of the ‘German’ 

castle for Kaiser Wilhelm II in Posen, a decision was made in 2010 to ‘reconstruct’ or rather 

build another castle in the same city.446 The new building was created on the same spot where 

a medieval stronghold had once stood. The cost of the project was estimated to be €4.8 

million ($6.5 million).447 Despite the lack of strong evidence for the castle’s historic look, the 

reconstruction project committee claimed that its aim was to bring back the glory of the 

‘Polish kings and princes’ to Posen, and in fact make the city more Polish.448 The ‘medieval’ 

Royal Castle is meant to be a ‘response’, or a counterweight to the aforementioned residence 

of the Kaiser. The members of the reconstruction project committee deemed it a necessity to 

counter the Kaiser’s residence.449 At the beginning of the twenty-first century, the city’s 

almost exclusively Polish population as well as the uncontested Polish rule of this city seemed 

not to be convincing enough. To be truly ‘Polish’, the city of Posen should clearly confirm its 

Polishness in the symbolic realm. One can guess that other more economic reasons also 

played a role in the reconstruction project; for instance, the new castle has a tower, which the 

original structure did not, but this was justified as an added attraction for tourists. From the 

point of view of my investigation, the new castle in Posen is an interesting example of using a 

public building to achieve the goals of symbolic politics and the role played by the urban 

landscape in materialising the idea of a national community. 

This chapter concentrates on the role of some of the most prominent public buildings 

in the landscape of the four cities discussed. The function of the buildings as tools of politics 

is considered; therefore, I discuss here neither the renovation of selected buildings nor their 

design and aesthetic value. These factors are examined only where the main objective of the 

study requires it. Architects played an important role in shaping the symbolic landscape; 

therefore I present them as well but only in regard to their role in the symbolic sphere. 

After introducing an issue about the use of architecture in the symbolic politics and 

shedding some light on the difficulties in analysing this entanglement, I present the strategy 
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employed to select a few buildings among the various public buildings erected in Beuthen, 

Biala, Cracow and Posen. I analyse the selected public buildings in a thematic way in the 

subsequent section, after which I focus on certain elements of the buildings on the basis of the 

symbolic message (state, local identity, nationality) they were intended to convey. To 

subordinate this chapter to the problematic of the symbolic politics, I have decided to follow 

these lines, rather than focus primarily on the architectural issues. Finally, in the last section I 

deal with a fundamental question for my research project: can architecture be the carrier of 

the nationalist ideology and if so under what circumstances? 

Symbolic politics in architecture 

The human-built environment has been used to promote ideological messages since 

ancient times.450 In modern Europe, the Vatican’s Basilica of Saint Peter is one of the most 

striking examples of this and could be used to teach the principles of the doctrine of the 

Catholic Church. The stunning palace of Versailles sent a clear message about the might, 

splendour and glory of the Sun King. These examples are useful when thinking about more 

general features of buildings used in symbolic politics. Even if a person unaware of the 

significance of Louis XIV, they would have no problem in recognising the importance of the 

residence, and thus its owner, not least due to the enormous size of the palace – as well as the 

fact that the whole town of Versailles was arranged around it. Harold Lasswell pointed out 

that the size of a ministry building proves its importance and the weight ascribed to the 

matters it deals with.451 Charles Goodswell pointed out height, centrality, distance and a 

differentiation between right and left as universally recognised characteristics which make a 

building important and significant.452 And indeed these features, being a pure form of a 

building, played a vital role for instance in conveying a symbolic message in the case of the 

Imperial Castle in Posen. 

Moreover, architectonical style and iconography were employed when using a 

building for the goals of the symbolic politics. However, as this chapter argues, a symbolic 

message was often attributed not because of building’s look but rather because of its function. 

Buildings are hardly ever erected without a practical function, and thus their purpose is 
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crucial in defining their significance.453 An institution which is housed in a building is 

fundamental to the meaning of the latter in an urban landscape. For this reason the same 

building can convey several very different messages, depending on what it is used for. For 

example, the Kaiser’s residence was used subsequently (without mayoral alternations) as a 

palace of the president of Poland, as Hitler’s headquarters, and as a cultural centre. 

Nonetheless, there are some material features used to convey a message even to those who do 

not know what is located in a given building. 

Deconstruction of symbolic architecture 

In order to analyse the symbolic landscape of Beuthen, Biala, Cracow and Posen 

between 1867 and 1914, we need to find a common architectural ground for the vast array of 

various public buildings. It would be naturally impossible to look at all public buildings 

erected within the four cities in that period. Therefore there is a need to focus on a few 

buildings only and to select architecture which can be related to the three leading themes of 

my thesis: state, nationality and local identity. These three broad categories allow us to 

compare and contrast messages conveyed not only by different types of buildings but also by 

various architectural styles or iconography. This thematic approach sets the focus on symbolic 

politics and not on architecture per se. 

In order to identify workable categories for analysis, one needs first to conceptualise 

the types of buildings most suitable for this research. As Henri Lefebvre pointed out, an urban 

landscape reflects the social, political and economic relations existing in a given society 

which produced that space.454 Historians such as Dolores Hayden have reflected on how 

values and customs of different societies and groups in those communities influenced the 

spatial organisation of cities. 455  In his well-known work on Vienna, Carl Schorske 

demonstrated that the Ringstraße in the Habsburg capital embodied the triumph of the liberal 

Austrian bourgeois and reflected the values of their times. Buildings erected along the Ring 

were an expression of the dominant intellectual currents of the nineteenth century, the most 

important buildings (the parliament, the city hall, the opera, the university and a monumental 

church) being the quintessential representation of the late nineteenth-century culture.456 

Together, they manifested the victory of the constitutional monarchy as the Rechtsstaat: the 

city hall represented the local communities empowered with self-government, the university 
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marked the well-educated bourgeois, and the theatre was crucial for both entertainment and 

presentation of one’s social status and wealth. The church testified to the continuing 

importance of religion in the nineteenth-century society. One could add that the museum and 

the imperial palace were integral parts of the complex – as was a park. As Schorske stressed, 

the Ring was such a powerful symbolic space as the structures were situated along it, without 

a centre towards which the space would gravitate. The logic of a Baroque central plan was 

reverted in Vienna. Schorske’s analysis can be a useful model for my research objectives. 

To some extent one can trace a similar pattern in Berlin, along the Unter den Linden, 

with the Imperial Palace, Cathedral, Humboldt University, Opera, and monumental museums. 

Berlin’s City Hall and the Reichstag were not part of this monumental complex; nonetheless, 

they were located in the immediate vicinity, on the opposite ends of the boulevard. On the 

other hand, in Budapest such buildings were not positioned in a similar way, but rather 

scattered around the Pest part of the city. Nonetheless even there new grand buildings of the 

parliament, opera and cathedral were constructed in the second half of the long nineteenth 

century century. This highlights that even if, for one reason or another, the dominant street 

was not available or not desirable, there was still a will to create the image of the ‘modern 

European city’. 

Not surprisingly, the four cities which I focus on aimed to reproduce the same model, 

that is, to have the same kinds of prestigious buildings. However, Biala was not an imperial 

capital, and even Cracow could not boast an impressive museum building comparable with 

Vienna’s Kunsthistorisches Museum. The provincial character of the cities examined in this 

project requires some adjustments of the comprehensive comparison of the four cities, as 

some of the types of buildings did not exist at all (first of all a parliament building), or erected 

structures were of little importance in terms of symbolic politics (e.g. the city hall in 

Beuthen). Nonetheless, Schorske's model helps in choosing the types of buildings for use as 

units of comparison. 

Is the equilateral arch German by nature? Problem of a national style 

Different buildings were built in various architectural styles, and this variety was seen 

as crucial for the understanding of a building’s meaning.457 Sometimes it was simply an 

aesthetic choice, but that does not mean that people at that time did not interpret architecture 

within a national framework. On the contrary, it was only in the years immediately before the 
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outbreak of the First World War that the debate started to move away from the pursuit of a 

national style and towards a more functional approach.458 And precisely because at the time 

there was a serious consideration for the national dimension of architecture, it is important to 

take into account this entanglement when dealing with the symbolic politics. The fact that the 

quest for a national style proved to be fruitless does not rule out the value of discussion on 

this topic. 

Harold Lasswell gave an illuminating example how an architectural style was used to 

convey a symbolic message: ‘The Parliament Building in Ottawa employs both the Gothic 

towers associated with Great Britain and the Mansard roof associated with France to 

encourage loyalty from citizens of both national origins.’459 The prevalence of the various 

neo-styles in post-Napoleonic Europe allowed the use of such architectural ‘quotations’ to 

confront the public with a symbolic landscape. However, only in a few cases were such 

references obvious and beyond dispute. More often than not, the issue of relating nationality 

and architecture turned out to be a bone of contention. 

By the end of eighteenth century, German speakers widely believed that the Gothic 

style had originated in early medieval Germany; in France the view on the topic was 

completely different. Not only did common people in German-speaking countries embrace 

this idea, but it was also propagated by such eminent figures as Friedrich von Schlegel, 

Friedrich W. J. Schelling and Karl Friedrich Schinkel.460 However, by the middle of the 

nineteenth century, evidence emerged that confirmed its French origin. This caused the Gothic 

style to be seen as too French to appeal to national-minded elites in Germany. 461 By 1871 it 

was no longer considered to be an embodiment of the German people, and this led to its 

demise in German architecture. 

Poles also found the Gothic style inspiring, and at first it was recognised as the 

national style, most appropriate for expressing Polishness. 462  The association with the 

glorious past of the Polish kingdom under Casmir the Great (1333–1370) and Władysław II 

Jagiełło (1386–1434) was soothing for a stateless nation. Józef Łepkowski (1826–1894), the 
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rector of the Jagiellonian University in Cracow and a prominent figure in the second half of 

the nineteenth century believed that the Gothic style should be the basis for a revival of the 

national style in Poland.463 However, the implementation of this idea proved difficult. As 

already mentioned, Sas-Zubrzycki erected a neo-Gothic church in Podgórze (1905–1909), 

near Cracow, which was supposed to be quintessentially Polish. However, for many it could 

have represented many ideas but was surely not an expression of the local tradition, for it was 

too international in its design.464 

The Gothic style, however, was not the only one aspiring to the prestigious role of the 

embodiment of a national spirit. Both German and Polish nationally engaged architects, 

thinkers and activists saw the Renaissance as an attractive alternative. On the Polish side of 

the fence, some believed that the rebirth of that style was a chance to bring back the glory of 

the Jagiellonian monarchy, which dominated East-Central Europe in the late fifteenth and 

early sixteenth century.465 The architectural quotations from the Wawel Castle and Cloth Hall 

in Cracow’s architecture became important features of the city in the first half of the twentieth 

century. The outbreak of the First World War did not bury the idea completely. After the 

Second World War the communist regime picked the Renaissance style as a crucial element of 

the Polish version of the socialist realism in architecture. 

The Renaissance Revival style was equally popular in Germany. However, not all 

sections of the society were equally in favour of it as it did not offer enough monumentality to 

suit the wealthiest, and thus it soon became somehow associated with the middle-classes.466 

The connection with humanistic individualism led some to believe that it was an expression 

of a spirit of emancipated burghers who shed princely powers.467 For Julius Hoffmann in 1909 

the art of the Renaissance was democratic in its nature and fundamentally middle-class.468 

Despite this, the neo-Renaissance was a vital component of the official style promoted under 

Kaiser Wilhelm II as the so-called Reich-style, together with Baroque Revival.469 In Austria-

Hungary, on the other hand, the dignified style of neo-Classicism, associated with the 
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absolutist regime, was preferred for state buildings.470 Others, however, saw the Renaissance 

Revival style as the embodiment of Metternich’s Austria.471 

Of course, the chosen style was not the only or even the most important tool available 

to architects who wanted to convey a symbolic message. The architecture of the nineteenth 

century was rich in sculptural and pictorial decorations, which gave artists a very good 

opportunity to transmit the intended ideology.472 In many respects these artefacts functioned 

in exactly the same way as monuments erected on city squares and streets, although the 

former remained parts of that building providing the framework of interpretation. 

This overview does not exhaust the topic of a pursuit of the holy grail of the national 

style by various architectures, such as was for instance the folk style of the mountain region 

of Zakopane that gained importance in Poland, whereas in Germany the neo-Romanesque 

style gained much attention.473 However, my aim is not to reconstruct the discourse on the 

architecture at the turn of the century, but rather to point out how diverse it was and how 

difficult it is to link a given style with a specific national group. Moreover, this entanglement 

becomes even more problematic if one takes into account that for many people it was not so 

much the ‘character’, the inner quality of a given style that made it specifically ‘national’, but 

rather the historical associations it sparked. I pointed out how among Poles the Gothic-

Revival was linked with the times of Casmir the Great and the Renaissance-Revival with the 

‘golden age’ of the Jagiellonian monarchy. But of course another national group could long 

for the same time period as well. And, indeed, in Prague the Neo-Renaissance was understood 

to be the quintessential Czech style as it echoed the times of Rudolf II (1576-1612).474 Then 

again, for some Germans it was rather a reminder of the age of Luther and Cranach. In other 

words the meaning of the architectural style was not fixed but depended on a given context 

and the intentions of the patrons. What the audience made of it is a different matter; it is also 

impossible to ensure that the following generations would not alter their interpretation of the 

architecture of a particular building.  

It is clear therefore that although we should not take a clear-cut link between an 

architectural style and a certain ideology for granted, one cannot completely dismiss this 

theoretical bridge. As this chapter demonstrates, there were cases when the choice of an 
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architectonic style could not be reduced to an aesthetic question. On the other hand, inflated 

nationalistic rhetoric could overshadow the fact that the ideological meaning was not the only 

important one. Questions of appearance were vital to urban development in the nineteenth 

century and became part of the process of the ‘monumentalisation’ of cities that took place in 

this period. Balancing the importance of aesthetic, ideological, financial and political 

perspectives is crucial for understanding how different actors promoted their agenda in the 

urban landscape by means of architecture. 

State 

Since antiquity, states have used architectural structures to demonstrate their presence 

and power in their provinces. Considering the limited influence of the state on the symbolic 

landscape that the analysis of monuments and street naming showed, it is necessary to 

examine public buildings. Constructing public buildings required considerable financial 

resources but potentially offered a much greater impact on the city-text than street naming and 

the erecting of monuments. I focus on the royal residences in Posen and Cracow as well as the 

university building in Cracow. From my point of view, these are particularly interesting cases. 

The symbolic presence of the state did not limit itself to these outstanding buildings because 

in all cities there were military barracks, the seats of regional administration (district), and 

courts. However, some public buildings made little use of symbolic language. For instance, 

the building of the regional administration [starostwo] in Cracow was only distinguished by 

the monarchy’s coat of arms at the very top.475 Apart from this the public building was very 

much like the other residences along the ring road circling the old city. 
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Fig. 17 The Imperial Castle in Posen 

Die Ostdeutsche Bau-Zeitung, No. 37 (1911), p. 290. 
 

Imperial Castle in Posen (1910) 

The imperial residence in Posen (fig. 17), mentioned in the introduction to this 

chapter, is one of the most interesting cases of the use of architecture for the purpose of 

symbolic politics. The castle is most often understood as part of the Prussian Germanisation 

policies, and they undoubtedly played a significant role in the castle project.476 However, its 

function as a ‘monument of power’ seems no less important.477 Its royal character, rather than 

the nationalist agenda, allowed the residence to be rebranded without major transformations 

as the official residence of the president of Poland after the First World War. During the 

Second World War, the castle was reused as the Führer’s palace.478 We can thus see that the 
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castle was foremost a symbol of power, but other meanings could be projected upon this 

structure. 

This massive building (23,000 m2) was designed by Berlin architect Franz Schwechten 

and constructed between 1905 and 1910.479 Schwechten was much praised by Wilhelm II; 

among his achievements was the Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church in Berlin, which was 

designed in the Romanesque Revival style. This church is of much interest in context of this 

thesis not only because of its architecture but also because it was intended as the glorification 

of the Hohenzollern dynasty.480 Another work of the same architect, possibly of even more 

importance for us, is the summer palace in Bad Homburg, Hesse.481 The design of this palace 

has some striking similarities to that of the Imperial Castle, especially the monumental portals 

made after the gate to the cathedral in Parma. Evoking the Medieval Empire and the glory of 

the Hohenstaufen rules was a clear statement about Wilhelm’s II idea about the position of a 

monarch in the Prussian state. The Polish minority, of course, did not contest the 

Hohenzollern rule in Hesse. The point was thus not to symbolically subjugate disloyal 

subjects, but to manifest the power and dignity of the Imperial House. It might have been 

Wilhelm’s ‘fantasy’, but nonetheless, the tool used seems to have been chosen very wisely.482 

The residence in Posen was almost an ideal measure to strengthen the Kaiser’s 

authority since it ‘personified the imperial power without the sovereign having to actually live 

in it, just by its size, shape, symbolism and the accompanying complex of buildings.’483 

Moreover, the press vividly discussed the possibility of making the castle a seat of Wilhelm’s 

II son, the Crown Prince Wilhelm (1882–1951). This would, of course, add even more weight 

to the symbolic power of the residence. It had several implications, especially due to the 

relatively weak presence of the German nobility in the region. The Polish press, not only from 

the Prussian territories but also Galicia, Russia and even the United States, engaged in a 

discussion regarding whether the Polish nobility should be present at the opening of the castle 

and possibly position themselves in the court of the Kronprinz in Posen.484 Interestingly, the 

Polish nobility attended the castle’s inaugurating celebration, justifying their decision by the 
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fact that it was a king’s castle and as such did not mean a betrayal of national interests.485 

However, the left-wing papers did not conceal their contempt for the ‘bourgeois patriotism’ 

and condemned participation in the 500th anniversary of the Grunwald battle. 486  The 

ambiguity of the symbolic meaning of the residence in Posen allowed this discussion to 

happen since, depending on one’s stance, the role of the castle could be highlighted as a 

manifestation of German expansionism or as a means of uplifting the city status by 

establishing a royal residence. 

But how was imperial power embodied in the architecture of the imperial residence in 

Posen? Apart from its massive size, the tower played a vital role: not only did it dominate the 

skyline, depriving the ‘Polish’ City Hall of the title of the highest point in Posen, but also a 

bell that tolled every hour reminded the residents of the city about the imperial presence even 

in the absence of the Kaiser.487 It might not be a coincidence that after its damage during the 

Second World War, the tower was not reconstructed to its previous state. Not only did the 

form of the castle, together with its size and height, but also its location predispose it to gain 

importance in the symbolic landscape. It was built on the site of the former Berlin Gate, 

crossed daily by 32,000–54,000 people.488 Located in the vicinity of the train station, it was 

designed to astound newcomers with the grandeur of its setting.  

From below the railway cutting and the bridge, the castle could only be 

seen vaguely through a tunnel of relatively narrow clearance between the 

buildings. This was a conscious choice. Such arrangement of the bank 

building, the House of the Protestant Church Community and the Academy 

formed tapering ‘stage curtains’. After passing them, the main building—

being the seat of the emperor—seemed to dominate [the surroundings] even 

more.489 

Furthermore, the castle was a centre of a new district, in which everything gravitated 

towards it. It was designed to glorify the monarchy by suggesting that the benevolent rule of 

Wilhelm II brought to the city the Royal Academy [Königliche Akademie zu Posen], a new 

city theatre, the headquarters of the Prussian Settlement Commission [Königliche Preußische 

Ansiedlungskommission], the agricultural cooperative bank [Landschaftliche Bank], a seat of 
																																																								

485 Reprint from Lech (printed in Gnesen), No. 78 (7.04.1910), APP PPP, sheet 28. 
486 Naprzód (Cracow), 12.07.1910, APP PPP, sheet 46. 
487 P. Zietz, Franz Heinrich Schwachten…, p. 48. 
488 B.Heinemann, “Stadterweiterung und Stadtentfestigung”, B. Franke (ed.), Die Residenzstadt Posen und ihre 

Verwaltung im Jahre 1911 (Posen, 1911), 109. 
489 J. Skuratowicz, Architektura Poznania 1890-1914 (Poznań, 1991), p. 208. 
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the Director of Post [Oberpostdirektion], and a Protestant community centre [Evangelisches 

Vereinhaus]. In the immediate surroundings of the castle there was a Raiffeisen building, 

which also housed a German guesthouse, the Hygiene Institute [Hygienische Institut] and two 

previously existing buildings, the protestant St. Paul’s church and the army stewardship. 490 So 

those institutions with their monumental architecture (together with some privately owned 

villas) formed the Imperial District and all were ‘orbiting’ the residence of Wilhelm II. Thus 

the emperor’s symbolic presence fostered the growth of culture and economy. The Kaiser, 

almost like a medieval monarch, was guarantor of his subjects’ well-being and prosperity. In 

this sense the residence was the ultimate apotheosis of the imperial rule.  

Having said that, of course one cannot entirely dismiss the national dimension of the 

Residential Castle. After all, Wilhelm II was the Emperor of the German Empire and a stark 

supporter of the Germanisation of his Polish subjects. It is no surprise then that a booklet 

published in the year of the castle’s inauguration describes it as a ‘monument of Germanness 

in a formerly Polish part of the country’.491 This understanding of the castle through a purely 

national lens could be very clearly observed in the scandal which erupted during the 

construction of the castle. Part of the German public was appalled to learn that a Polish 

company was selected to transport the Kaiser’s furniture to his new residence.492 If the 

German Eastern Marches Society [Deutscher Ostmarkenverein] found it deeply dissatisfying 

that the construction of the site was commissioned to companies from Berlin and Frankfurt, 

not local ones, it was even more ‘outrageous’ that the actual employees were Poles.493 Apart 

from the most obvious economic grounds for such a criticism, it seems that it was also a 

concern that it would somehow become less ‘Germanic’ if Poles were to contribute in any 

way to its establishment. It would otherwise be difficult to understand the intensity of the 

debates in the press about the creation of the ‘Germanising-Imperial Castle’ in Posen 

[Germanisations-Kasierschloss Posen].494  

The building itself, however, had some important ‘national’ features. The window 

frames were decorated with the sculptures alluding to the medieval wars between the German 

																																																								
490 Above the entrance there was a sign saying: ‘Remember that you are a German’ [Gedenke, dass du ein 
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Empire and the Slavic tribes, although most of them were far too small and far too high to be 

visible to the average passer-by. 495 Second, these scenes were mixed with trivial depictions, 

such as of a cat and a mouse or a dog with a sausage.496 Thus the potential viewers would 

have to be very well prepared to be able to decode the national message from the outer walls 

of the castle. And for that very reason I doubt that these decorations were addressed to the 

wider public. Instead, I argued that these decorations were meant for the imperial couple and 

their entourage, that is people who were physically able to see the scenes and were informed 

about how to ‘read’ them in the correct context. Thus, paradoxically, this highly symbolic 

structure, built in the middle of the national conflict zone, was much more suited to glorify 

the power of the Kaiser than it was to promote the national agenda as such. The castle 

confirmed and highlighted the rule of Hohenzollerns over Posen, much more than it added to 

the national rhetoric. As I discuss in the following chapter, this ambiguity was very much at 

the centre of the inauguration celebrations in 1910. 

Wawel Castle in Cracow (1905–1914) 

In contrast to the Kaiser’s residence in Posen the castle in Cracow was not a new 

building created in the nineteenth century century. However, the extent of the works planned 

for this site as well as the symbolic importance of this structure created the circumstances in 

which the debates about the castle reflected all the importance aspects of the symbolic politics 

this thesis is concerned with. For these reasons I have decided to include it in this chapter. 

The royal residence in Cracow originated as a medieval stronghold and later served as 

a seat of Polish kings until the beginning of the 17th century. The Wawel Castle had been used 

as an Austrian garrison since 1846. However, in 1880 the imperial government agreed to hand 

over the former castle of the Polish kings to the crownland of Galicia. The negotiations 

between the Habsburg army and the regional administration were finalised with the signing of 

the contract in 1903. The army agreed to hand over the Wawel hill, provided that new 

barracks would be offered in Cracow and over 3 million koronas would be paid in exchange 

for the property rights.497 The castle, according to the contract, was meant to be converted into 

the royal residence. Already in 1897 on the 50th anniversary of the Franz Joseph rule, the Diet 

of Galicia declared Wawel castle as the imperial residence.498 Apart from being the imperial 
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residence the castle was meant to serve as a seat of the Polish national museum. The final 

decision in this regard, however, was only made in 1908.499 

A restoration committee was formed to guide the works on the Wawel hill. It was 

created by the Galicia Crownland Department [Wydział Krajowy], chaired by the Marshall of 

Galicia and consisted of prominent politicians, artists and conservator–restorers from Galicia 

as well as representatives of the Viennese court.500 It represented the social and political elite 

of the crownland and of the city. From early on Cracow’s elites demonstrated their desire to 

have a more decisive voice in the project, although at first this was resisted.501 However, in 

1912 a local committee was formed from the members of the general committee who lived in 

Cracow. In fact, it effectively replaced the general committee in its function.502 The Galicia 

Crownland Department furthermore nominated the Cracow architect Zygmunt Hendel (1862–

1929) to be the general conservator–restorer of the castle, overseeing the whole process. 

When the last soldiers moved out of the castle in 1905, the restoration committee was 

faced with very practical, yet deeply ideological questions: how to balance residential and 

museum functions, what to do with the garrison buildings on the castle hill and finally what 

should be ‘restored’ and what needed to be ‘recreated’. The issues concerned not only the 

local community of Cracow but also the central committee in Vienna responsible for the 

protection of historical sites in the Habsburg Monarchy as well as the Galician parliament, 

which financed the works. The renovation project was an especially thorny issue for the 

Ruthenians who opposed the spending of public, and thus common, money on what they 

perceived to be an entirely Polish project. The excessive spending (by 1914 the cost had 

reached 5,205,000 koronas) was strongly opposed by the non-Polish ethnic group in 

Galicia.503 The choice of a Renaissance style for the castle was also resented as it was 

understood as a manifestation of Polish imperialistic tendencies. 

The central Austro-Hungarian authorities were not enthusiastic about some of the 

ideas developed in Cracow.  As early as in 1882, Sławomir Odrzywolski (1846–1933), a 

member of the commission in Cracow, claimed that the need to recreate the royal residence 

took priority over the preservation of the existing structure.504 This sort of thinking was 
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echoed by another important figure in the committee and the conservator–restorer deputy of 

Cracow, Stanisław Tomkiewicz (1850–1933), who demanded that the works on the Wawel 

hill take into account the national feelings of the Polish people and therefore the standard 

rules of reconstruction of ruined castles could not simply be applied. He insisted that Wawel 

was not just another castle, but an embodiment of the Polish history and of the Polish 

nation.505 On the other side of the argument was the renowned art historian Max Dvořák 

(1874–1921) from the Central Commission in Vienna responsible for the protection of 

historical sites in the Habsburg Monarchy [k. k. Central-Commission für die Erforschung und 

Erhaltung der Kunst- und historischen Denkmale], who favoured the preservation of the 

castle as it was and rejected its restoration to an imagined historical style.506 

This was not merely a professional discussion within a narrow group of specialists. 

The general public in Cracow as well as the middle and upper classes in the whole of Galicia 

took a strong interest in the developments on Wawel hill.507 There was a noticeable desire in 

the public debate to ‘polonise’ the castle by adding architectural elements that would recall 

the architecture of Cracow and thus diminish the Austrian footprint.508 One of the most 

discussed projects was the ‘Akropolis’, proposed by one of the most celebrated artists in 

Cracow, Stanisław Wyspiański (1869–1907). With the help of a well-established architect, 

Władysław Ekielski (1855–1927), he proposed to turn the castle into the seat of a reborn 

Polish state, with the houses of parliaments, the royal residence, the palace of the primate of 

Poland, a national museum and even a theatre. This project drew much public interest as it 

explicitly claimed to embody the national spirit in the built environment.509 Not only was it 

proposing to use the national style (Renaissance) but the names used for new ‘historical’ 

buildings erected there were also supposed to manifest the national feelings of the Polish 

people. However, not everybody was impressed by the project, for instance the Cracow 

architect Franciszek Mączyński (1874–1947) criticised it for being unnatural. In his own 

words, it tried to ‘push life and its manifestations into the form of a building.’ 510 For him the 

project by Wyspiański and Ekielski was too metaphysical and did not take into account the 

historical reality. This debate created not only a background for the decision making process, 
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but also formed, in my opinion, verbalised expectations of so-called public opinion towards 

the restoration works. 

The Cracow committee and in particular Zygmunt Hendel (1862–1929) rejected a total 

creationist project in the spirit of Odrzywolski and Wyspiański, but neither merely wanted to 

preserve the castle as it was. The castle was to be restored according to the professional rules 

of conservation, taking into account, however, ‘the historical importance and the national 

feelings’ towards the residence. 511 This meant that although there was supposed to be little 

beautification and alteration of the castle, it did not prevent the demolition of ‘worthless’ 

additions, in particular those from the nineteenth century century. As seen from the existing 

documents, the committee was not too keen either on honouring the terms of the initial 

agreement regarding the use of the castle as the Habsburg residence. In 1907 it decided to 

place the museum in the restored chambers of the Wawel Castle and to create a new pavilion 

for the Emperor. The former was pushed as far from the castle buildings as the topography of 

the hill allowed and it was clearly stated that the new residence ‘should not be too big’.512 

However, later on this was amended and the committee agreed that the ‘Polish’ Wawel castle 

should also serve the Austrian Emperor Franz Joseph as the residence during this stay in 

Cracow.513 

In June 1908 Max Dvořák attended the meeting of the committee in Cracow. 

Tomkowicz presented a project of the restoration prepared by Hendel and approved by the 

committee. The speaker repeated his claim that Wawel was not just ‘another ruin of a castle’, 

he argued that one can and should remove the nineteenth century additions and, if necessary, 

recreate the missing elements, provided it is ‘not a pure creation’. 514 Hendel on his part 

stressed that the choice of sixteenth-century architecture was not due to the historical 

connotations, but because it was this period which left the strongest imprint on the castle and 

was best preserved in its walls.515 

Max Dvořák was however not impressed by Hendel’s project. He questioned the very 

concept and pointed out that the emphasis on what was left from the past, a point strongly 

advocated by Tomkowicz, was in fact not reflected in the committee plans. He highlighted 

that according to the project two thirds of the column capitals in the castle courtyard were 

meant to be replaced by new ones. Although Dvořák also expressed his doubts about other 
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elements of Hendel’s plan, he also insisted that he did not want to preserve the castle ‘in the 

state of a picturesque ruin’.516 Wawel Castle was indeed not just another castle; its restoration 

was among the most important cases in the whole of Austria in the eyes of the Viennese 

committee. And precisely because of this one could not agree to the remaking of the castle, 

even if it was to be guided by national feelings. The professional rules could not be sacrificed 

for national pride. For this reason Dvořák opposed the recreation of the Renaissance window 

frames but suggested instead that they be ‘new, modest and simple’.517 The disagreement was 

so deep that no conclusion was reached; moreover, Tomkowicz announced that he would 

resign if the Central Commission in Vienna rejected Cracow’s proposal.518 

The issue was debated during the meeting of the Central Commission in Vienna on 

21st May 1909. Dvořák repeated his objections and added that precisely because of the 

importance of Wawel Castle, both in terms of its artistic and national qualities, the strict rules 

of conservation needed to be followed.519 He insisted that no one would wish Wawel to be just 

a ‘picturesque ruin’, but in his view the inventive plans would be worse for the castle than all 

the destructions of the past put together. The project pursued in Cracow would strike at the 

essence of the ‘historical character, the value of the old’ [Alterswert] of Wawel Castle. 520 His 

views were supported by the count Karol Lanckoroński (1848–1933) who believed that 

Hendel’s project was nothing less than a forgery of the historical document of Polish history. 

It was precisely the ‘piety’ [Pietät] for the national feeling that demanded the preservation of 

the historical substance of the residence and rejected the addition of the new elements.521 

Lanckoroński too rejected the idea that the alternative to Hendel’s project was leaving the 

castle as a ruin, which was not acceptable in his view either.  

As a result of the session in Vienna and the criticism of Hendel’s project, it was largely 

abandoned. The only major element which was preserved was the restoration of the arcaded 

courtyard, which was so dear to the members of the committee in Cracow. It was described as 

the excavation of the historical substance of the castle. Tomkowicz did not resign and 

continued to participate in the works at the Wawel castle. Neither the imperial residence 

within the castle nor as a separate building came into being. With the change of the director of 
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conservation works in 1916, the direction changed and the reconstructionist projects were 

abandoned for good. 

There was not enough time or financial resources before the outbreak the First World 

War to realise any of the projects. Nonetheless, the debate on the subject and the issues it 

sparked provide us with useful insights about the understanding of architecture as a tool of 

symbolic politics. The debates surrounding the works on Wawel hill not only reveal how 

important the old royal castle was in the national mythology of the Poles but also how its 

‘restoration’ was far from a simple technical matter. It touched upon the very fundamental 

issues of the relations between Vienna and Cracow, the competence of the specialists from 

both cities, and also how one could express much bigger issues through architecture. Through 

the discussion on the location of the residence of Franz Joseph the relation between the 

Galician elites and the Habsburg monarchy was defined. The final agreement to place it in the 

castle itself proved the strength and dominance of the loyalist fraction in the restoration 

committee. Furthermore, the case of Wawel shows how specialists using their expertise could 

attempt to shape or even dominate the national discourse and position themselves in the role 

of the guardians of the national past, and by virtue of it, also of the national future. 

Collegium Novum in Cracow (1887) 

The seats of monarchs were not the only buildings used as symbols of power. An 

interesting case is the Collegium Novum of the Jagiellonian University in Cracow (fig. 18). It 

was erected between 1882 and 1887 according to the plans of Feliks Książarski (1820–1884), 

and after his death Józef Sare (1850–1929) took charge of the project.522 University matters in 

the Habsburg Monarchy were not devolved to the crownlands but were under the direct 

supervision of the ministry in Vienna. The fact that Polish conservatives played an important 

role in Count Taaffe's ‘Iron Ring’ cabinet (1879–1893) turned out to be important for Cracow, 

as the influence of the minister of finances, Julian Dunajewski (1821-1907), helped to secure 

the funding for the Collegium Novum. Książarski was an understandable choice as he had 

worked for the Habsburg authorities in adapting the Wawel Castle for the military garrison 

(1854–1856) as well as designing some of the forts of the Festung Cracow. His successor, 

Sare, on the other hand, was an important local architect employed by the municipality.   
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Fig. 18 Collegium Novum In Cracow 

Photography by Tadeusz Rząca; Muzeum Historii Fotografii w Krakowie, MHF 3727/II/51,  

 

Książarski designed the Collegium Novum as a neo-Gothic building with much 

resemblance to the Viennese Akademische Gymnasium and the Kreuzgymnasium in 

Dresden. 523  Despite this many contemporary commentators believed that it was 

quintessentially Polish due to many alleged quotations from the Cracow architecture.524 

However, others saw traces of references to other monuments such as Marienburg castle 

which was apparently understood as a Polish monument.525 Moreover, the choice of neo-

Gothic style was interpreted as the reference to the medieval origins of the university.526 

These different points of reference were crystallised in the Collegium’s façade, which in many 

respects can be used as an official interpretation of the building’s meaning. And for that 

reason it became a field of negotiation. 
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The original project by Książarski included many cartouches on the outer walls of the 

Collegium Novum as well as inside the building, without however specifying what 

ideological programme they should transmit. One would expect that the university building, 

being under the central authority, would be turned into an apotheosis of the House of 

Habsburg. However, this was not the case. In a letter to the senate of the University in 1885, 

the governor of Galicia stressed the urgency to submit the project of decorations in order to 

have it approved in Vienna. From the university’s reply it is clear that all parties concerned, 

including the central government, took the case seriously.527 The rector Józef Łepkowski on 

the behalf of the university authorities assured the governor that placing the royal coat of arms 

in the centre of the heraldic programme was ‘beyond doubt’ and went on to put forward his 

ideas. The Habsburg emblem was supposed to dominate the heraldic programme and was to 

be accompanied by coats of arms of the university founders and smaller plates reserved for 

the major beneficiaries from the first period of the institution’s history. The side walls of the 

Collegium Novum could not only be decorated with the emblem of the university, as this 

‘would be too monotonous’, according to Łekpwski.528 The coats of arms of other donors 

from the institution’s history were not acceptable either because places allocated for shields 

were ‘very high and their small sizes do not stand out enough’. The solution was to use the 

coats of arms of Polish monarchs from the time of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. 

And thus all the kings of Poland from Casmir IV Jagiellonian (1447–1492) to Stanislaw 

August Poniatowski (1764–1795), except the Wettin monarchs (1697–1763), were to be 

commemorated on this state-sponsored building. 

The ministry accepted this somewhat peculiar explanation and allowed this Polish 

symbolic programme to be engraved on this Habsburg-state public building. Even more 

surprisingly, the Habsburg coat of arms of was ultimately pushed down and placed among the 

founders of the University, under the coat of arms of the University itself. This project was 

approved in Vienna and the presence of the minister of education and the military orchestra at 

the inauguration of the new building sanctioned such a fusion of nationalism with allegiance 

to the Double Monarchy. On one hand, the Habsburg dynasty was located in the course of the 

national history (represented by the symbols of the Polish kings and lords); but on the other, it 

did not dominate it but gently blended with it. 
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The Polish conservative elite which controlled the university, city, Galicia and 

represented the Poles in Vienna seemed to have a clear vision of the dynasty’s place in the 

order of things. The Habsburgs were placed in the very centre of the symbolic realm, but the 

landscape itself was to be shaped as it suited the Polish nobility. As was the case with street 

naming, the space left for the royal house was very limited. As long as the state did not 

interfere, those in power in Cracow (and in Galicia) had no intention of contesting the 

Habsburg rule, which had to limit itself to the indispensable minimum. 

Local identity 

Buildings were used to promote state allegiance as well as other identities. As was the 

case with monuments and street naming, the municipal authorities played an important role 

when orchestrating the built environment and therefore also promoted loyalty towards a 

‘small fatherland’. Also, private actors had their say in these matters, and sometimes they 

were interested more in local pride than in the big questions of nationality. To analyse how the 

local identity was managed in terms of architecture, I focus on two city halls (in Biala and 

Posen) and a school building in Beuthen. These selected cases allow us to see the importance 

of the question of prestige and ‘urban modernisation’, as well as how the use of symbolic 

language could backfire and become a burden. 

Two city halls of Posen (1895/1913) 

The Collegium Novum in Cracow was an example of successful mastering of 

symbolic space and of the creation of a landmark, which guests such as the Crown Prince 

Rudolf and his wife Princess Stéphanie visited during their stay in the city.529 A new city hall 

in Posen, on the other hand, represented a failed attempt to rewrite the urban landscape, to the 

extent that by 1911 the city authorities preferred to draw a veil of silence over it. A jubilee 

book of city of Posen from 1911 contains a single sentence about it, compared to the eleven 

pages devoted to the old city hall building.530 Both city halls were closely (literally and 

figuratively) linked with each other, and the new hall was the focal point of an interesting 

debate that went far beyond technical issues regarding the renovation. 

The idea to build a new seat for the municipal administration had already surfaced in 

1865; however, the decision was made only in 1884, and the actual work began in 1891. 

Although the official inauguration of the building took place only in 1895, the first clerks had 
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started to work there two years beforehand, which testifies to the evident overcrowding of the 

old building.531 The new city hall was a neo-Gothic structure designed by a city architect 

Heinrich Grüder (1837–1919). It is unknown why this style was chosen, especially as in the 

German Empire it was not a typically favoured one. 

The new city hall in Posen was part of a wider process of building new city halls in the 

German states. However, this specific case did not fit this trend particularly well. The second 

half of the nineteenth century witnessed a wave of new city halls being erected in Germany, 

with the years 1890–1912 being the high point of this movement.532 Most of those new 

structures were completed in the neo-Renaissance style or ‘taste’, as it was called at the time. 

It was not the stylistic purity, but the concern for representation and monumentality that was 

seen as the most important element of that concept.533 Another typical feature of ‘a German 

city hall’ which was absent in the Posen case was a tower. This was most likely due to the 

proximity to the old city hall and the importance given to it.534 

Why then was Posen’s new city hall a Gothic Revival building? What was it supposed 

to express? A possible explanation is that it was a reference to the beginnings of the institution 

located in the building – in this case the municipal government (1253). This kind of argument 

was raised during the debate concerning the Collegium Novum in Cracow. At the time when 

Posen’s municipality had to assert its position versus the military authorities as well as the 

imperial government, it might not have been the worst choice. During the restoration works of 

the old city hall the references to the medieval origins of the municipality were highlighted as 

well. Moreover, in symbolic terms it would be very problematic to establish a new neo-

Renaissance Hall next to the old Renaissance one. Furthermore, the old seat of the municipal 

authorities was treated as a symbol of a Polish presence in the city and thus strengthening this 

message was not desirable. Last but not least, the provincial character of Posen might also 

have played some role. A more traditional style (Gothic Revival) might have been more 

appreciated at the time, although that fashion faded away very quickly. 535 

However, as I signalled above, it was not the new city hall that was the dominant 

figure in the Main Square, but the old one – not least due to its impressive size. The tower 

																																																								
531 H. Grzeszczuk-Brendel, “’Nowy ratusz’ w Poznaniu 1891-1945”, Kronika Miasta Poznania, No. 2 (2003), 

pp. 219-221. 
532 J. Paul, “Das »Neue Rathaus« —eine Bauaufgabe des 19. Jahrhunderts”, E. Mai, J. Paul, S. Waetzoldl, Das 

Rathaus im Kaiserreich. Kunstpolitische Aspekte einer Bauaufgabe des 19. J Jahrhunderts (Berlin, 1982), p. 
30. 

533 Ibid., pp. 48-49.  
534 H. Grzeszczuk-Brendel, “’Nowy ratusz’ w Poznaniu…”, p. 229.  
535 H. Grzeszczuk-Brendel, “’Nowy ratusz’ w Poznaniu…”, pp. 230-231. 
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was the highest point in the city skyline until the Imperial Castle was completed. The 

elaborate decorative programme on its outer walls made a difference too. Both buildings were 

not only physically joined together but also housed the same institution. For that very reason 

one needs to consider the other – old – building when discussing the case of the new city hall. 

The restoration carried out between 1910 and 1913 posed an important question in terms of 

symbolic politics: what should happen with the paintings on the City Hall’s outer walls and 

the Polish eagle on the tower? The works were not entirely a municipal matter as the 

governmental agencies in Berlin were also involved both financially and in the decision 

making process. The expertise was provided by the Building Academy in Berlin [Königliche 

Akademie des Bauwesen]. Moreover, the final restoration plan was approved in the capital.536 

During the renovation works at the end of the eighteenth century, new paintings 

depicting several Polish monarchs were created on the walls of the sixteenth-century City 

Hall. These paintings were still visible at the turn of the twentieth century, though only 

faintly.537 The municipal authorities followed the advice of Berlin’s Academy not to restore 

the frescoes and favoured bringing back the ‘original’ seventeenth-century look of the 

building, including the images of Saints Peter and Paul. Professor Max Kutschmann (1871-

1943) from Berlin designed the new decorations.538 Moreover, bronze plates with Latin text 

taken from a thirteenth-century document of the city were placed on the ground floor level. 

All these elements reveal the great concern of those responsible for the nineteenth-century 

restoration for the ‘original’ look, even if that meant the creation of new architectural 

elements. Posen’s case followed the same pattern as the discussions over Wawel Castle in 

Cracow. It is noteworthy that works in Posen were not aimed at removing all reminders of the 

Polish past. As a matter of fact, the coat of arms of the last king of the Polish-Lithuanian 

Commonwealth was meticulously restored, as were the coats of arms of the Polish nobility, 

which were added during the eighteenth-century restoration works. Yet the monogram of 

Wilhelm II was added alongside the symbol of the Polish monarch.539 We see therefore that 

the engagement of the central Prussian authorities did not lead to the erasing of the Polish 

symbols, but rather to the enriching of the symbolic text or updating it to the existing political 

order. 
																																																								

536 W. Bettenstaedt, Das Rathaus in Posen (Posen, 1913), p. 46, 57. 
537 K. Kościński, Przewodnik po Poznaniu i Wielkim Księstwie Poznańskim, z Mapą, Planem i Rycinami 

(Poznań, 1909), p. 37. 
538 W. Bettenstaedt, Das Rathaus in Posen..., pp. 48-49, 82. Max Kutschmann was a German art historian, 

painter and university lecturer, and from 1933 director of State Schools for Fine and Applied Arts [Vereinigte 
Staatsschulen für freie und angewandte Kunst]. 
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The Polish eagle on the city hall tower was a similar case. This eighteenth-century 

addition was a clear manifestation of the allegiance to the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. 

It was left untouched throughout the Prussian period and taken down only when the tower 

was renovated (in 1913).540 Even then it was neither removed for good nor remade in the 

Prussian fashion. Instead, the Prussian crown was placed above the eagle. Moreover, 

symbolic objects were placed within the eagle to replace the original eighteenth-century 

content. Among them there was contemporary money, a declaration of achievements of the 

city (such as the city museum, the Kaiser Friedrich Library and the status of the Residential 

City) as well as newspapers printed in the city (both in the German and Polish languages).541 

They all represented the nineteenth-century realities of the Prussian city including its bi-

national character. This happened despite the calls from German national activists who 

demanded the outdated eagle be removed and placed in the city museum.542 As in other cases 

the municipal authorities in Posen distanced themselves from any moves that would aggravate 

any of the national groups. Instead a compromise was sought, which could fulfil the 

requirement of the ‘scientific’ approach and display the care for the cultural heritage of the 

city. It is not known what the Kaiser made of this; nonetheless, he took part in the official 

inauguration of the new building in 1913. The new city hall did not gain much attention, 

paradoxically – given that one could fit it very well in the framework of the national conflict. 

However, it seems that in this case the city’s prestige and the pride in local history was 

much more important to the local authorities and elites who backed them over the national or 

imperial narrative. The same logic behind the new building for the city administration 

backfired, because the style chosen became very old-fashioned soon after it was completed, 

and thus did not enhance the city’s image but rather harmed it. 

City hall in Biala (1897) 

Almost at the same time as in Posen, a new city hall was erected in Biala in Galicia. 

Officially inaugurated on 17th October 1897, this magnificent building was a vivid 

manifestation of the city’s pride and ambitions (fig. 19). As a result of the architectural 

competition organised by the municipal savings bank, an edifice was erected according to the 
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Fig. 19 City Hall in Biala 

Verlag Grubner’s Papierhandlung (1910), Śląska Biblioteka Cyfrowa 

 

plans of the Bielitz architect Emanuel Rost Jr. (1848–1915).543 For the cost of 612,000 

koronas, a new seat of municipal administration and a savings bank was built.544 Additionally, 

there were apartments for city clerks and, a few years later, the city museum was also housed 

there. The high clock tower with a viewing platform was a clearly a distinguishable element 

of the city landscape and in fact could rival the buildings in Bielitz, a bigger and more 

prosperous twin-city. The importance of the tower was underlined in the competition 

guidelines: the new city hall was meant to have a ‘public building character’ and was to be 

oriented towards a public square and its grandeur had to be highlighted. 545 There was an 

undeniable desire to commemorate the city’s achievements and anchor it visibly in the 

skyline, which up to this point was marked only by church towers in both cities and a castle in 

Bielitz. 

Biala’s city hall was a Renaissance Revival style free-standing palazzo with a public 

square in front of it and a picturesque park to its rear. The building’s size, height and rich 

																																																								
543 E. Chojecka, “Architektura historyzmu w Bielsku-Białej. Zagadnienie stylu, funkcji i norm wartościowania”, 

E. Chojecka (ed.), Z dziejów sztuki Górnego Śląska i Zagłębia Dąbrowskiego (Katowice, 1982), p. 111. 
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ornamentations made it a vivid demonstration of the city’s prosperity as well as of its 

bourgeois aspirations. It was precisely the socio-economic narration that was promoted, rather 

than national virtues. At the time of ongoing clashes about the language of school instruction, 

there was nothing in the design of the new City Hall that indicated a desire to convey a hidden 

nationalistic agenda. In fact the magnificent edifice could have been erected in almost any 

Central-European city of the late nineteenth century. This contrasts starkly with the nationalist 

discourse on the ‘German city’ of Biala, which was the core issue with street naming 

discussed in the third chapter of this thesis.  

This universal message was highlighted by the sculptures on the façade of the 

building. The dominating figure of Eirene, the Greek goddess of peace, symbolised the city’s 

commitment to peace and prosperity. And one could not miss the bees, which were a clear 

reference to the city’s wealth which had been secured through hard work.546 As mentioned in 

the introduction, Biala was hardly a tranquil garden; in fact it was torn by social unrest. 

Although Biala as a whole was becoming richer by the end of the nineteenth century, it meant 

little for the factory workers who were often not even citizens of the city. In this sense the 

ideological programme of the City Hall showed not the reality but the desired image of Biala. 

The symbolic politics was aimed at compensating what was not experienced by the 

population. 

The fusion of the bank and municipal administration inside this building was reflected 

on the outside, in an ideological architectural programme which glorified not nationality or 

religion but rather the liberal ethos of work and social respectability.547 Both the aesthetic 

value of the building and the achievements of modern technology (running water, drainage 

systems, etc.) were praised by newspapers from Teschen (Těšín/Cieszyn), some 40 km from 

Biala.548 It was very much in tune with the image of a modern and well-managed city that the 

municipal authorities were keen on exploring, even when facing national issues, as we have 

seen before. 
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Fig. 20 City School in Beuthen 

http://www.bytom.webd.pl/index.php?menu=bytom&podstrona=bytom_sikorskiego&page=1 

 

City Catholic school in Beuthen (1903) 

City halls are inevitably bound up with the issues of local pride and local patriotism 

as, after all, they embody the local community. A school should have been a very different 

case because schools were the fundamental tool in turning subjects into nationally conscious 

citizens.549 Struggles over the languages used in school were a critical part of many national 

conflicts in nineteenth-century Europe. Beuthen, positioned on the ethnic border and with a 

growing Polish population, seemed to have been an almost ideal place to manifest the national 

feelings and set them in stone. Yet this very school building in Beuthen, with only minor 

changes, was adopted by a Polish school when Beuthen became Bytom after the Second 

World War.  

To understand how this happened one needs to bear in mind that the city Catholic 

school (with the status of Realschule) was not only a place of education for the young 

generations but also a confirmation of the city’s status. For Beuthen it was an affirmation of 
																																																								

549 The importance of schools in the national project has been dealt by various scholars. Miroslav Hroch saw it as 
a crucial part of forming a nation from an ethic group: M. Hoch, In the National Interest (Prague, 2000), p. 17. 
On the issue of langue and schooling in Austria-Hungary see P. Judson, Guardians of the Nation…, G. Cohen, 
The Politics of Ethnic Survival…., T. Zara, Kidnapped Souls: National Indifference and the Battle for Children 
in the Bohemian Lands, 1900–1948 (Ithaca, NY, 2008). 
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its importance, that this was now a true city and not just a mining settlement. After 

successfully obtaining a classical gymnasium in 1867 (after almost 20 years of effort), a move 

was made to create a burgher school [Bürgerschule].550 By 1890 Beuthen was in a position to 

secure the establishment of the latter. At first the school was located in the building of the 

gymnasium, but in 1903 a new building was officially inaugurated (fig. 20). 

The new school was located in one of the most prestigious locations in the city, in the 

Kaiserplatz – where the monument to Friedrich the Great would later be built (1910), next to 

the new theatre building (1901), and in the vicinity of the Reichsbank (1893). The importance 

of the school was physically underlined by the presence of a tower. These features clearly 

demonstrated the significance of this structure for the city government. The school was built 

according to the plans of Beuthen’s city architect Karl Brugger (1853–1935), and it was 

designed in the Art Nouveau style with elements of Baroque Revival.551 The edifice was 

dominated by a very large coat of arms of Beuthen. Above the entrance the name of the 

school was written: City Catholic School [Städtische Katholische Realschule]. On a side wall, 

one could find the apt quotation: ‘Here Youth Aspires to Diligence and Virtue’ [Hier strebt die 

Jugend zum Fleiss und Tugend].552 This motto, like the decorations of the city hall of Biala, 

highlighted middle-class virtues, not national qualities. The Polish national activists would 

surely support this message, had it been written in Polish. 

The school building soon became one of the most distinguished edifices in the city 

landscape and many postcards of Beuthen included the Realschule. It also appeared on other 

iconographical materials; for instance, it was included among six images presenting the city 

by C. Fleege and Egon Robe.553 The new city hall of Posen, despite being a much more 

prestigious building, did not achieve such a position as this school in Beuthen. 

Neither the Baroque Revival style (which could only, if anything, recall the Habsburg 

rule over Silesia) nor the iconography employed aimed to foster any national feelings. On the 

contrary, it projected pride in the achievements and prosperity of the city which was able to 

establish such a school, as demonstrated by the huge coat of arms. The prestigious location 

highlighted the importance of this institution. As the local identity was very much tied up with 

religion, this dimension was not missed either. The building reflected these values – both to 

the pupils and their parents, as well as to all visitors to the city. 
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Nationality 

State emblems and state institutions were easy to identify, which was useful when 

there was a need to make the state visible in the symbolic landscape. Local identity was also 

relatively easy to translate into architectural language. Nationality, on the other hand, was a 

more problematic case. As already discussed, architecture was difficult to use in the 

promotion of national values, and the quest for a national style did not turn out to be 

successful. Was it therefore possible to transmit nationality by means of symbolic architecture 

without using the state as a proxy for the peoples? To answer this question I focus on the city 

theatres in Posen and Cracow and the Polish school in Biala. 

City theatre in Posen (1910) 

A theatre building should have been an ideal incorporation of national spirit. After all, 

a national theatre was a vehicle of ‘rebirth’ of several nations in the nineteenth century.554 In 

Kattowitz (Katowice), not far from Beuthen, a project to build a theatre was indeed presented 

as a national enterprise.555  The Czech national theatre in Prague was even called the 

‘Cathedral of National Rebirth’.556 However, many of those ‘national temples’ were in reality 

surprisingly cosmopolitan, and thus very anational in their look. This is not very surprising 

considering that over one-fifth of such buildings between Odessa and Zurich were designed 

by a single architectural firm – the Viennese partners Ferdinand Fellner and Hermann 

Helmer.557 Moreover, a theatre building as such had existed since earlier, pre-national times, 

and there were certain expectations regarding how it was supposed to look. A theatre building 

was modelled to suit the anticipations of the European middle classes, and this considerably 

limited the space for the infusion of national values in the architecture. An author of a tourist 

guide to Cracow noted in 1902 that a theatre building ‘cannot be designed originally in terms 

of its form, as the needs of the modern theatre are already set and moreover in our times one 

has to additionally take into account security regulations against fire.’ 558 
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The city theatre in Posen was 

not just another provincial scene in 

Prussia (fig. 21). On the contrary, it 

was one of the most exposed buildings 

in the city’s new Imperial District. As 

such it was an integral part of the 

symbolic message linked to the 

Imperial Castle that spoke of the 

benefits of the Hohenzollern rule over 

Posen. Since 1875 there had been two 

theatres in Posen: a municipal one 

(‘German’) and another private one 

(‘Polish’). In the framework of the 

ethnic struggle, the German theatre 

was an extremely important 

institution. This conflict was the cause 

of the Hebungspolitik, the policy of 

raising Posen’s ‘civilization level’, 

which led to the building of the  

Fig. 21 City Theatre in Posen 

Aus dem Posener Lande…, No. 6 (1911), p. 263 

Imperial District. The location and shape of the city’s (‘German’) theatre confirm this very 

clearly. 

This theatre was built according to the plans of Munich architect Max Littmann 

(1861–1931), who had substantial experience in theatre design. He had designed the 

Prinzregententheater in Munich as well as theatres in Weimar, Charlottenburg, Kissingen and 

Hildesheim.559 A stage building in Posen was both ideologically and financially part of the 

governmental programme for Posen. The cost of the new building reached 2,250,000 marks, 

of which 880,000 was provided by the state budget.560 Littmann’s winning project for the city 

theatre in Posen was appreciated by the imperial court and the architect was awarded a state 

medal for it.561 
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Despite being located in the centre of the new ‘German’ district of Posen and housing 

the national theatre, the building itself was deprived of any nationalistic elements. The city 

authorities made Littmann revise the original project on many occasions, thus there was a 

great deal of opportunity to make the undertaking more ‘national’ – had there been such a 

desire on the part of the municipality.562 Located in a prime setting, next to the Kaiser’s 

residence, and in front of a large green space, it was visibly designed as the key element of the 

whole Imperial District.563 Its size and grand façade emphasised its importance. The newly 

built theatre was classical in form, with an imposing portico and very limited decorations on 

the outer walls. Neither reliefs (with scenes from German legends for instance) nor other 

decorative elements (such as statues of German writers) were employed to make it more 

‘German’. There were two sculptures on the sides of the grand staircase showing a female 

nude on a lion and a male nude with a puma. It would be virtually impossible to frame these 

figures in a nationalistic interpretation. The Pegasus at the top of the building was equally 

universal. The only ‘German’ element was an engraved quote from Schiller, but even this was 

hardly an example of a nationalistic slogan: ‘The dignity of mankind is in your hands; protect 

it! It sinks with you! With you it will ascend.’564 

As a result of such an arrangement, a visitor was confronted with a somewhat 

surprising discrepancy. On the one hand, the city theatre was undoubtedly seen in a 

framework of the governmental policy of Germanisation, and thus the German theatre was 

instrumental in promoting the national – German – spirit. On the other hand, this elegant 

building was not in the slightest way ‘national’. However, this lack of obvious ‘national’ 

symbols did not prevent the building from being interpreted as a fine example of the 

embodiment of the German spirit, an inseparable ingredient of the frontier blocking the 

expansion of the Slavs.565 This function was not drawn from the building itself, but because it 

was part of the wider project of spreading civilization in the German East. In this sense the 

theatre was placed alongside the Kaiser Wilhelm Library and the Kaiser Friedrich Museum in 
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Posen.566 The Austrian writer Joseph August Lux (1871–1947), on one hand, underscored its 

deeply classical form, and on the other, claimed that it ‘radiated’ its inner ‘spiritual content’ 

[geistigen Inhalts], thus making it clearly German.567 As we can see, it is not the architecture 

itself that makes a building ‘national’, but the institution housed within it that influences the 

reading of the architecture. But there was nothing essentially German about the city theatre in 

Posen, so after removing the German quotation from Schiller, the same building was 

successfully used in the twentieth century as a Polish national theatre. The quality of 

Littmann’s work was equally appreciated by the Polish citizens of the city as it had been by 

the Kaiser and his German-speaking subjects. 

City theatre in Cracow (1893) 

The city theatre in Cracow (fig. 22), although built under different circumstances than 

the theatre in Posen in the era of the Hebungspolitik, had a surprising amount in common with 

the latter. Originally the city theatre in Cracow had been intended as a part of a new city 

centre, and a new city hall was projected to be placed next to it.568 Despite the fact that these 

plans were not realised and no new seat of the municipality was erected, the theatre became 

one of Cracow’s landmarks and an important token in the city’s pursuit of status and prestige. 

The idea to build a new theatre emerged in the city council in 1872, but nothing 

actually happened until 1886.569 The process was helped immensely by the donation given by 

Karol Kruzer (1814–1889), a Polish nobleman from Ukraine, who provided 100,000 Austrian 

guldens for building a theatre.570 Despite this, the idea to build a municipal theatre was not 

universally approved. For instance, Jonatan Warszaeuer (1820–1888) opposed it vocally in the 

city council, pointing out that a theatre would benefit only a few in contrast to waterworks 

which would serve all.571 Nonetheless, the majority of the city’s elite wanted the theatre to be 

built. Still, those who supported the idea were faced with the difficult task of selecting a 

location close to the Main Square. There was a general consensus that it should be in the heart 

of the old city. Over time, most came to accept that the only the suitable location was the site 

of the medieval hospital ruins. However, the erection of the 
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Fig. 22 City Theatre in Cracow 

Photography by Kleinberg Wilhelm (1865-1942), Muzeum Historii Fotografii w Krakowie, MHF 104/II/4 

 

theatre (and the projected town hall) required the demolition of this former hospital, which 

was considered an important historical monument. Bearing in mind that Cracow’s 

modernisation project was based on a reverence for the past and an almost religious devotion 

to the relics of the bygone eras, the decision to construct the theatre there caused an 

understandable stir in the city.572 For the proponents of the project, building the theatre there 

and sacrificing the ruins was an acceptable solution. Cracow, after all, had many monuments 

and thus destruction of these particular ruins ‘would not reduce it [Cracow] to a sort of 

Kattowitz’.573 

The opposition came not only from the lovers of ‘antiquities’ but also from the 

administration. The Viennese committee responsible for the protection of historical sites in the 

Habsburg Monarchy openly demanded the project be stopped. This was however dismissed in 

																																																								
572 J. Purchla, Dziedzictwo a transformacja (Kraków, 2005), p. 40; Czas, No. 138 (19.06.1886) p. 2; Czas, No. 

175 (20.08. 1888) p. 2; Czas, No. 177 (4.08.1888), pp. 2-3; Nowa Reforma, No. 134 (14.06. 1888) p. 2; Nowa 
Reforma, No. 135 (15.06.1888) p. 2; Józefa Czecha Kalendarz Krakowski na rok 1890, Vol. 59 (1889), p. 141. 

573 Opinion of a member of the city council, Romanowicz, during a debate about the location of the theatre. 
Nowa Reforma, No. 135 (15.06.1888) p. 2. 
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the city council of Cracow as groundless and disadvantageous to the city’s development.574 

Equally fruitless were the protests of local conservators and, most of all, the celebrated artist 

in Cracow, Jan Matejko (1838–1893), who even returned his honorary citizenship of Cracow 

in protest. To uphold the city’s position as a ‘national sanctuary’ but at the same time as an 

attractive place for the Polish-speaking nobility to live, the city needed a grand theatre, not 

just as a place to watch but as a place to be seen.575 

As part of an international competition, the design submitted by a local architect, Jan 

Zawiejski (1854–1922), was chosen. His plan was highly influenced not only by Garnier’s 

Parisian opera house but also Viennese and German architecture.576 Despite the inscription on 

the theatre façade saying ‘Cracow for the national art’, it very much followed an international 

design and was recognised as a grand theatre of a bourgeois city. However, there were also 

architectural quotations from local buildings, especially Wawel Castle, which were 

appreciated by the specialists.577 Moreover, on the façade, there was a couple ‘in Polish 

costume’, that is, dressed in a noble fashion from the early modern period, known also as 

figures from Mickiewicz’s Pan Tadeusz. This element however was noticed only in some city 

guidebooks, while the newspapers reporting the official inauguration of the theatre did not 

mention this national symbol at all.578 The press focused mostly on the aesthetic qualities and 

modern technologies (such as electricity) of the newly opened theatre. The Mayor of Cracow, 

Józef Friedlein (1831-1917), in his inauguration speech in 1893, mentioned the role of the 

new theatre for the national culture but also praised the theatre as a token of the city’s 

development: 

Cracow has gained a European and artistic look, not losing the 

characteristics of sanctuary for national memorabilia and teaching. The 

final crowning of this transformation is the ornate building, which the city 

has built for the Polish dramatic arts. [...] A theatre, and a beautiful and 

comfortable one, is the need of today's generation. It is an addition to any 

																																																								
574 Józefa Czecha Kalendarz Krakowski na rok 1893, Vol. 62 (1892), p. 87. 
575 J. Purchla, ‘For the Centenary…’, p. 10. 
576 M. Fabiański, J.Purchla, Historia architektury…, p. 56 
577 J. Purchla, Jan Zawiejski. Architekt przełomu XIX i XX wieku (Warszawa, 1986), pp. 308-310; J. Jezierski, 
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578 E. Radzikowski, Kraków dawny i dzisiejszy…, p. 563; G. Smólski, Przewodnik ilustrowany po c.k. austr. 
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major city. Its national importance is undoubtedly tremendous. [...] 

[U]ndoubtedly [the theatre] is the vehicle of civilisation.579 

The self-proclaimed ‘spiritual capital’ of the Polish nation, not without some trouble, 

eventually managed to accomplish the construction of the theatre building by 1893, but not so 

much as a national temple as a proof of Cracow’s importance and belonging to European 

civilisation. The elaborate decorative theatre edifice was an important step in the city’s 

transformation into a metropolis, which it aspired to be but had not quite become. Even 

though the city theatre actually offered a national narrative (a national scene, the Polish noble 

dress, the architectural quotations from Wawel Castle), much more focus was placed on the 

modernisation story. On the other hand, the fact that it was so bluntly modelled after the 

French example did not make it any less Polish. Being designed by a local architect (from a 

Polonised Jewish family), located in Cracow, and the fact that it housed a Polish theatre was 

quite enough to make it easily recognisable as Polish. Building a grand theatre was most of all 

a sign of a pursuit of status and prestige. Having a city theatre in Cracow that matched the 

western models was important for the city and its elite who aspired to be truly European. 

The school in Biala (1898) 

We have seen that the city school building in Beuthen was deprived of the national 

elements, and was in fact focused on the local (municipal) agenda. In Biala, however, a school 

building was used to promote the national spirit. To understand how this happened, we need 

to bear in mind the situation in the city. There was a long-lasting conflict between the 

authorities of ‘the German city of Biala’ and the Polish national activists who were supported 

by the regional authorities of Galicia. Between 1869 and 1872 there was a failed attempt to 

make Biala part of Austrian Silesia, and the city was symbolically given the nickname 

‘German City’. Both sides were determined not to allow the other to gain the upper hand. Not 

surprisingly, therefore, a Polish school was perceived as a building that was more than simply 

a place for an educational institution. 

The initiative to build the first Polish school in Biala came from the Polish Women’s 

Group [Koło Pań] at the very end of the nineteenth century and soon found strong supporters 

in other circles of society.580 A philanthropist from Cracow, Erasm Jerzmanowski, offered 

4,000 Austrian koronas for the cause, a women’s association from Cracow added 2,800 

Austrian koronas, the Lemberg-based Association of People’s School [Towarzystwo Szkoły 
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Ludowej] gave a non-repayable loan of 30,000 Austrian koronas and finally the Galicia 

Crown Land Department [Wydział Krajowy] offered to become involved in the endeavour.581 

With this handsome fund, a school building was erected under the patronage of the 

Association of People’s School, according to the plans of Sławomir Odrzywolski. The 

Cornerstone was laid in a ceremony on 3rd September 1897. The following year, on 15th 

October 1898, the building was officially inaugurated. 

Odrzywolski, whom I mentioned earlier when discussing the discourse around the 

restoration of Wawel Castle, was a professor at the Technical Institute in Cracow and a 

successful architect and conservationist (for instance, he participated in the renovation of the 

royal cathedral in Cracow). For the school in Biala, however, he designed a modernist 

building, which contrasted sharply with the surrounding historicist architecture.582 This in 

itself is interesting, but the outer decorations on the walls were much more significant. There 

was not only a very big white eagle but also images of celebrated figures from Polish history: 

Jan Kochanowski (1530-1584), Mikołaj Rej (1505-1569), Stanisław Konarski (1700-1773), 

and Adam Mickiewicz (1798-1855) among others.583 From the beginning it was perceived as 

‘a specific challenge directed at the Germans of Biala and a recollection of memory of the 

Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth.’584 All the people represented on the walls of the school 

played a prominent role in the history of the Polish language – Rej was the first author to 

write exclusively in Polish, and together with Kochanowski was considered to be the founder 

of Polish literature. Konarski was an educational reformer and a political writer of the 

Enlightenment period; Mickiewicz was viewed as the Polish national poet. Thus it was very 

easy (providing one could actually recognise them) to understand why they were put on the 

school building. The significance of this depiction lies in the fact that the school was located 

in Biala. As we have seen in previous chapters, there was a German-Polish conflict over 

control of the city. The decoration of the outer walls of the school was clearly designed to 

demonstrate the presence of the Polish speakers, a visible marker in the symbolic landscape. 

The school building was therefore not only a house for an educational institution but also a 

monument flagging the presence of a minority group. In this sense, it played quite a similar 

function to Kochanowski’s monument in Posen. 

																																																								
581 M. Stępowski, Towarzystwo Szkoły Ludowej. Jak powstało, co zrobiło i do czego dąży (1891-1911). W 20-tą 
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Biała, 1994), p. 96. 
583 Ibid., 96. 
584 J. Polak, “Pierwsze dekady w dobie…”, p. 432. 
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In contrast to the school in Beuthen, the Biala school building did not become a city 

symbol. It could not have been one anyway as it was planted in the urban landscape from the 

outside by the Association of People’s School with the help of the regional government. To 

the annoyance of the local German-speaking elite, it flashed a reminder of the minority 

presence. The architectural features quoted architectural styles popular at the time in Cracow. 

The iconography stamped it as a monument to Polish history and a sign that the Polish side 

would not give up its claim to the ‘German-language island’.585 The affluent supporters of the 

project had secured the creation of a grand edifice in a reasonably central location. However, 

neither the Polish nor German press took any notice of the comprehensive ideological 

programme presented on the façade of the building. When reporting the opening of the 

building, all attention was focused on the institution and therefore its ‘grand look’ was all that 

said of the building per se.586 

Conclusions 

The urban development of the nineteenth century did not bypass the provincial cities 

in Prussia and Austria-Hungary. A part of this development was the construction of new 

structures, which not only housed institutions important for the nineteenth century cities but 

were also themselves tokens of the ‘European civilization’. And thus in this period, Biala, 

Beuthen and Posen received new city halls; Beuthen, Cracow and Posen received new 

imposing theatres and all four cities gained representational buildings for educational 

institutions. Moreover numerous churches and some synagogues were created, adding their 

footprint to the city-text. Many of those new buildings were of impressive size, in prestigious 

locations, and some had elaborate symbolic programmes inscribed on their façades. Too much 

effort and money had been spent on these symbols to be easily dismissed as merely decorative 

elements. Architecture was indeed used for the purposes of symbolic politics, but its meanings 

are often not easy to decode.  

In all cases the ‘meaning’ of a building was determined by its function. Architecture 

cannot be separated from the ‘content’ of a given building, and other features can be 

deconstructed only once we identify what that building was used for. Without knowing that 

the Posen castle was a residence of the German Emperor, it would be difficult to fully 

understand its meaning, apart from the most general impression of grandeur and power. 

																																																								
585 G. Wurbs, Die deutsche Sprachinsel Bielitz-Biala. Eine Chronik (Wien, 1923). 
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Without knowing it was a seat of the Hohenzollern monarch, one would not comprehend the 

plan for the Imperial District. The heraldic programme of the Collegium Novum in Cracow 

made sense only once one could link the building with the University’s history. In that sense, 

architecture could not be correctly interpreted without knowledge of a building’s context (its 

function, location, etc.). An ignorant visitor to any of the four cities would not notice the 

symbolic meanings at all. Architecture employs more complex symbolic language than street 

naming due to its materiality and the fact that ideological content was only secondary to 

structural needs (except for very rare cases such as the Kaiser’s Castle in Posen). This makes 

the interpretation of buildings much more difficult than that of monuments despite the many 

similarities between the two markers of the urban landscape. We should not forget that only a 

relatively small group of people had enough background information to properly understand 

the message conveyed by architectonic forms. The result was that buildings are a very 

suitable way to project very general ideas such as wealth, power or prestige. Architecture was 

therefore significantly less useful when it came to more precise information such as 

nationalistic claims. 

As discussed in this chapter, architectural style did not fit the task of conveying the 

message of nationalism. It was too ambiguous, and there were no clear or widely accepted 

rules of interpretation. Only in a few cases such a link have been made, as was a case of the 

Kaiser’s residence in Posen and Wawel Castle in Cracow. Again, this architectural style was 

interpreted in such a way as a derivative of the building’s function. Another purely 

architectural tool used to promote the national claims were ‘architectonic quotations’. In 

general, however, it was not those details but rather the associations the architecture of a 

building could spark. The Imperial Castle could be claimed to be ‘German’ because it had the 

potential to recall the medieval Reich and similar structures elsewhere in the Kaiserreich, the 

castle on Wawel Hill on the other hand was ‘Polish’ by virtue of its association with the glory 

of the Jagiellonian monarchy. However, one needs to be aware that these were recognisable 

and thus ‘readable’ to only a narrow group which had enough knowledge to decode such 

messages. 

The use of architecture to convey nationalistic goals did not depend on the size of the 

city, but rather on how important the latter was for the national goals. The four analysed cities 

suggest that such an incentive rarely came from within the given city. More often than not, 

buildings which aimed at nationalising the space were commissioned by outside actors – for 

instance, the Polish school in Biala and the Imperial Castle in Posen. The local investors were 
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more likely to be interested in fostering the imaginary of a ‘European city’ and to pay for 

buildings that could add to the prestige of the given city. Buildings such as theatres or schools 

might have been vehicles of nationalism, but in the context of the urban landscape their role 

in the respectable bourgeois life was at least as important. As was the case with the 

monuments, these prestigious edifices were primarily located in the city centres; this was no 

coincidence, but a part of the processes of the ‘musealisation’ and ‘monumentalisation’ of city 

centres. To achieve such an effect, one needed buildings that looked ‘old enough’ and did not 

necessarily follow any specific historical style, as long as the aesthetic effect was achieved. 

Together with monuments adorning the streets and squares, these beautiful buildings created 

the stage for a spectacle of the everyday. 
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VI. Reception of symbolic landscapes 

The examination of symbolic landscapes in the four cities between the 1860s and the 

outbreak of the First World War has shown how various factors drove the actors who shaped 

the relevant city-texts. We have seen that these developments cannot be reduced simply to 

national conflict, although it has been commonly used to justify actions taken by the masters 

of the urban space. Issues of class were at least as important for the framing of the world of 

the contemporary people. The pursuit of prestige and struggle for political power were other 

crucial elements. Last but not least, regional and urban loyalties played a role as well. In the 

previous chapters, however, the people who lived in or visited Beuthen, Biala, Cracow and 

Posen were much less present in this story. As mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, the 

methodology chosen led to the focus on the city-texts themselves as well as their creators, and 

not the addressees of the symbolic politics. Yet there is an obvious need to bring the broader 

populations into the picture in order to fully understand the practice of symbolic politics.  

It is not my ambition to examine all responses from all sections of societies in the four 

cities. Such an enormous endeavour is far beyond the scope of this thesis and deserves a 

separate study. We only have a few sources which would allow us to reconstruct what the 

larger sections of the society thought and felt about the actions of the state and municipal 

authorities. We can only trace some modes of behaviours and try to assess the popularity of 

various actions among the populations of the four cities. This is not a problem unknown to 

other scholars dealing with symbolic politics. As pointed out by Gordana Uzelac, usually 

authors simply assume that national celebrations resonated among the population once they 

have proven high participation at a given event.587 This is, however, not so straightforward; 

people participate in such celebrations for many different reasons, and some are totally 

unrelated to a national cause. Moreover, even if one could trace the responses such festivals 

generated, it would be even harder, and perhaps impossible, to establish how those moments 

of national commemoration translated to everyday life.588 The literature and primary sources 

may suggest a different interpretation: national feelings and emotions are not always on the 

same level of intensity; rather, there are certain moments when they are being mobilised, but 

otherwise they remain in the background. Should this view be correct, there is really no point 
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inquiring what people thought about monuments or street names as they are obviously not 

terribly relevant to the ‘everyday’. What we can instead do is to examine if and how those 

symbols functioned as markers of space, without dwelling on the state of mind of the people 

towards those symbolic objects. If these items are indeed used to navigate in space, then there 

is a significant chance that they become so familiar to the wider population that in the 

moment of national mobilisation their symbolic capital can be used for political purposes. 

This chapter therefore aims at examining different strategies employed by various 

groups confronted with the actions taken by the municipal, military and state authorities. For 

the reasons explained the goal is not to record and reconstruct the responses of the 

populations to all symbolic devices erected in the four cities in the relevant time period. In 

other words, I propose to scrutinise what models of public opinion were constructed and how 

these emotional regimes were promoted using words and images. By examining what was 

talked about and how, as well as what was not mentioned, we can also learn about the 

construction of the so-called public opinion. 

In order to make the source material workable for the analysis and easily accessible 

for the reader, this chapter is constructed around the extremes of acceptance and rejection of 

the symbolic politics. The three categories of analysis used in the previous chapters 

(monuments, street names and public buildings) are analysed together within the framework 

of popular responses in order to focus on the latter. These reactions were driven not only by 

national principals but also by concern for individual social status. Other factors which 

determined the actions, or lack thereof, were practical implications for everyday life and 

relevance to the existing social narratives. In the conclusions, I come back to the troubling 

question of how we can assess the effectiveness of symbolic politics and, if so, how 

successful it was in the four cities in Prussia and Austria-Hungary. 

Acceptance 

There were many ways in which the wider city population could participate in the 

national community at the end of the nineteenth century. For instance, reading national 

newspapers and literature was crucial for the creation of the ‘imagined community’, as 

pointed out by Benedict Anderson.589 Yet there were other more active forms available, which 

also showed approval for the actions taken by the writers of the city-text. Let us look at these 

success stories of symbolic politics.  
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Participation in a national community through financial support 

Monuments erected on streets and squares across Europe in the nineteenth century 

became the most recognisable element of symbolic politics. Many of those projects were 

funded by state-wide collective actions. They not only provided the necessary means for such 

enterprises but also had a much deeper meaning. By taking part in the nation-wide project, 

one could feel the connection with the other members of the ‘imagined community’, whom 

one might not engage with in any other way. Therefore a monument building project allows 

the translation of an otherwise vague community into a much more real entity. The potential 

symbolic value of such a project was therefore enormous. Shortly after the establishment of 

the Kaiserreich there was an idea to build a gigantic monument to the newly created state and 

the popular participation in the fund-raising process would prove the allegiance to the German 

Empire. Unfortunately for the organisers, the citizens of the Second Reich did not show 

enough enthusiasm and the Niederwalddenkmal was erected only thanks to the subsidy given 

by the Reichstag in 1879, despite opposition from the Social Democrats, Alsatians, Poles and 

Danes.590 The wider population did not match the expectations of the nationally minded 

agitators. It could be argued that for the national activists the engagement of the wider 

population was never high enough. 

In the Polish community there were very similar ideas. The Mickiewicz monument in 

Cracow was intended as a national project, in particular as it was supposed to be financed by 

the Polish people from different territories. The idea of the participation in the national 

community by the process of erecting national monuments was explicitly stated by the chair 

of the Polish Academy of Learning [Polska Akademia Umiejętności] and one of the most 

eminent figures in the city, Count Stanisław Tarnowski (1837–1917). At the unveiling 

celebration of the Mickiewicz monument in Cracow, he claimed that commemorating the poet 

in every Polish town and city was a ‘tribute to communi consensu of the entire nation, which 

was needed not by Mickiewicz but by the nation, as proof that this nation honours 

Mickiewicz, and even more as proof of commonality and fidelity in these feelings, which 

Mickiewicz was the highest expression of.’591 In other words, a monument to the national 

poet was not so much a monument to his talent as it was a tool in which a nation confirmed its 

own existence and unity. The mayor of Cracow, Józef Friedlein (1831–1907), in his speech at 

the unveiling ceremony highlighted the idea that the monument was the projection of national 
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unity: ‘It [the monument] stands in front of us today as a property of the nation because it was 

built thanks the nation’s generous funding.’592 The nation thus was the ‘owner’ of the item it 

acquired, which symbolised as well as facilitated unity. The fact that the monument happened 

to be unveiled in Cracow was of course not an accident. President Friedlein did not fail to use 

the occasion to emphasise the special role of Cracow as a ‘treasury of national monuments’, a 

key element of the city’s modernisation project.593 

However, some went further in the interpretation of the Mickiewicz monument. An 

anonymous author in ‘The Polish Review’ [Przegląd Polski] saw it as a monument of the 

creators more than anything else: 

Mickiewicz has a statue. This statue will be a beautiful, glorious memento 

[pamiątka] of us: a token of a generation that build it, a symbol of 

university students who first came up with the thought and took the case, a 

token of those who dealt with the matter and brought it to the end, a symbol 

of the sculptor who made the statue and indirectly art in our time and 

country, a new monument and decoration of the city.594 

The Mickiewicz monument was therefore an object in which the symbolic landscape 

was especially dense; the whole country, that is the Galician crownland, could see its own 

mastery (in art) through it. Also worth noting is the last sentence of the quotation: it shows 

how important the aesthetic quality was to the audience. The satirical magazine ‘The Devil’ 

[Djabeł] devoted almost a whole paragraph to a critique of the figure of the poet in its half-

page-long description of the event.595 Last but not least, the quotation highlighted the notion 

that the monuments are a way of commemorating the contemporary inhabitants of the city. As 

I argued in the previous chapters, a relatively contemporary person was immortalised in order 

to mark the city space by the people who created this monument. It was not the past but the 

present and the future that concerned those who created the symbolic markers. 

One could, however, argue that these remarks do not truly reflect the popular view, but 

rather indicate an elitist understanding of the topic. The Mickiewicz monument in Cracow is 

in this regard very typical for the period. At least in the four cities which are the focus of this 

study, in the press the wider public appeared only in the background, as a mute witness of the 

deeds and words spoken by the elite. Ordinary people as individuals were not really taken into 
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account; instead social organisations were the subject in published descriptions. The accounts 

of the ceremony of the unveiling of the Mickiewicz monument list in detail which Falcon 

[Sokół] groups were present and which associated towns participated.596 The society as 

reconstructed from the media account was a corporate one, in which people were always parts 

of smaller or bigger groups. Only one newspaper made an attempt to estimate how many 

peasants attended the unveiling of the Mickiewicz monument in 1898. According to ‘The 

Nation's Voice’ [Głos Narodu] there were around 800 villagers present.597 But even this paper 

focused its report on the speeches given by the politicians of the peasant movements, not on 

the villagers themselves.  

The wide support for the project to erect the monument in Cracow was not merely a 

rhetorical device used during the celebrations. The files of the monument committee provide 

evidence that the project was embraced far beyond the city. Among those who supported the 

enterprise financially we find the names of individuals living not only in Galicia but also in 

the territories of the former Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and even far beyond such as 

Stockholm, in Sweden, and Adrianople, in the Ottoman Empire.598 Furthermore, whole 

communities wanted to participate in the national project, to prove their national credentials; 

thus different counties [powiat] in Galicia helped fund the monument as well.599 

However, the source material suggests that at least some people were less enthusiastic 

about the prospect of the national monument being built. Indeed, the Mickiewicz monument 

was later used as a warning that one cannot count on the population to support the national 

cause. During the debate in the Cracow city council on the possibility of funding the 

construction of the city theatre through a nation-wide collection of subsidies, one of the 

councillors used the case of the Mickiewicz monument to remind that one ‘cannot rely’ on the 

people in such cases.600 The anonymous author of a booklet on the Grunwald monument in 

Cracow also used this particular example to make the same point.601 

The awareness that people might not be nationally minded enough to spend money on 

statues meant that other strategies to collect funds were needed. The most common means 

was by publishing in newspapers lists of the donors together with the amount they gave to the 

cause. This was not only a way to thank those who supported the national cause but also a 
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strategy to prompt others to follow suit. This moral and social pressure was not always 

enough; therefore special events were organised to promote the enterprise. For instance, in 

1883 the Cracow congregation of lawyers held a special charity ball to collect funds for the 

Mickiewicz monument.602 This of course had additional benefits, such as presenting this elite 

group as patriotic and willing to participate in the national community, and it was also a very 

good opportunity to display the social status of its members. 

In Posen, to the annoyance of the municipal authorities, the very same repertoire of 

measures proved to be insufficient to collect the money needed for the grand monument to 

Kaiser Friedrich III. The city administration monitored closely who missed the opportunity to 

support the patriotic cause and was prepared to remind the citizens about this possibility.603 

Moreover, the monument committee decided to step up the pressure it exerted on those who 

could help more than others: ‘[w]ealthy citizens who have made insufficient contributions in 

the committee's view will be urged by confident men to provide subsequently greater 

contributions.’604 

The above-presented examples show that the notion of spending money on the 

national monument building was widespread in the second half of the nineteenth century and 

that many people did indeed participate in those enterprises. A good example of such action 

was funding for the National Theatre in Prague – most of the 2.18 million guilders needed for 

the projects were donated by the aristocracy and the common people. No less important was 

the surrounding myth that ‘the people’ solely financed the construction.605 Yet there are also 

good reasons to believe that the response of the people did not meet the expectations of the 

nationally minded individuals. For this reason there were certain methods of persuading 

people to support the national cause, ranging from newspaper reminders and lists of the 

donors and letters sent to those who showed hesitation in fulfilling their civic obligations. 

Nonetheless, such projects could be counted as successful examples of symbolic politics 

because they were commonly believed to have been erected by popular funding and thus 

could function in the dominant narration as proof of national unity. The middle-class 

nationalist’s interpretation of the meaning of such projects prevailed and was recognised in 

the discourse as the ‘true’ one. 
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Appropriation of symbols 

Closely linked to the idea of a monument as a symbol of the national communion is 

their potential iconic power. As in the case of some buildings, there is a possibility that they 

may transcend their original function and become a much bigger symbol – a powerful token 

defining the symbolic landscape. Thus the Bismarck monument in Posen, thanks to the 

mythology built around the figure of the Iron Chancellor, became the focal point of the 

German nationalistic organisations in the city. They would lay wreaths and held ceremonial 

guard at the monument on different occasions.606 

A similar function was played by the Mickiewicz monument in Posen (located at the 

other end of the same street as Bismarck) for the Polish population. However, its rise to 

prominence did not happen as soon as the monument was erected in 1859; it took almost half 

a century before the monument was ‘rediscovered’, and only from 1905 did it become a 

gathering point for various Polish demonstrations.607 In June 1913 it became a site for riots 

that lasted two days.608 What becomes apparent from the news reports about the court trial 

that followed is that it was not the first time that such disturbances had happened at that site. 

The police officers had in fact been instructed before the riots in 1913 to prevent any 

gathering from taking place in front of the monument.609 It is also worth noting that those 

demonstrations had nothing to do with Mickiewicz as such, which only functioned as a 

marker for the ‘battle ground’. The demonstrations in 1913 were sparked by the laying of a 

wreath at the monument and a mass gathering after a religious service in the nearby St. 

Martin’s church to celebrate the 10-year anniversary of a Polish clerical newspaper called 

‘The Spark’ [Iskra]. From the description in the newspapers, it can be assumed that had 

another Polish monument stood in the vicinity of the church, it would also be the site of the 

confrontation with the Prussian police forces. We see thus that the monument itself played 

only a secondary role, as a literal gathering point in the (urban) landscape, easily recognisable 

for the attendees. Moreover, by virtue of its ‘Polish character’, it ‘naturally’ grew to become 

the focal point for this community. In this sense we can speak about a densification of the 

symbolic landscape by erecting a monument – a place which previously did not have any 

particular meaning became an important national site after the statue was built there. 
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This iconic power of a symbolic marker to transform the meaning of a space could 

also be appropriated in less direct ways. It has already been pointed out how the Imperial 

Castle in Posen became the prominent symbol of the city and a tourist attraction. At the same 

time, it was a powerful sign of ‘the German character’ of the city. This idea, it seems, caused 

the ‘German Eastern Marches Society’ [Deutscher Ostmarkenverein] to choose the palace as a 

permanent motif for its magazine cover. Starting from January 1912 the cover of the 

organisation’s newspaper, ‘The Eastern March’ [Die Ostmark], was adorned with the stylised 

image of the Kaiser’s castle together with the depiction of the Marienburg fortress. The 

Emperor’s residence replaced Posen’s city hall on the cover, which is hardly surprising 

considering its dubious ‘national status’ described in the previous chapter. The Kaiser’s palace 

functioned here as a symbol of Posen and also of the German East, as if it was a historical 

monument. Putting it on the same level as the medieval capital of the Teutonic Knights, the 

residence in Posen was placed firmly in the context of landmarks, detached from the inter-

German political context. This palace was thus no longer a symbol of the emperor’s position 

in the state system but a token of the Prussian East. 

Individuals and groups reinterpreted the symbolic markers to suit their needs and 

goals. These new meanings were a result of expending the existing content of the symbolic 

objects. Mickiewicz came to be understood as a personification of Polishness on the grounds 

of the importance of his writings, and Bismarck came to be regarded as a manifestation of 

Germanness and therefore a wreath could be laid at the respective monument on any national 

occasion for the appropriate group. This iconic power could also be exploited in a more 

indirect way, as the image of the Kaiser’s residence proved. 

We the people… 

Once enough money was collected to erect a statue, it was important to draw crowds 

to attend the celebrations. The physical proximity, as it has been noted, was extremely 

important for the people in order to embrace the national ideology. It is precisely the physical 

closeness of the others and the performativity that gave such events a powerful meaning.610 In 

order to secure a large audience clerks were given the day off work, schools were closed, and 

shopkeepers were encouraged to close their businesses for the day. Moreover, media coverage 

also played an important role.  
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Nathan Wood pointed out that the readers of Cracow’s low-brow newspaper the 

‘Illustrated Daily Courier’ [Ilustrowany Kurier Codzienny] were coaxed to attend the 

Grunwald celebrations in July 1910.611 To start with, readers were informed about the 

significance and importance of the event, which they might not have been aware of. 

Furthermore, encouraging messages were included in the texts published before the 

celebrations. Yet, as the newspaper noted after the event, in the end, almost only intelligentsia 

– lawyers, doctors, and artists – participated in the event and the common people did not 

attend, despite the fact that virtually all sections of the public opinion supported the Grunwald 

anniversary. 612 Taking any Polish-language newspaper from Galicia from the days of the 

celebration guaranteed substantial information on the event in Cracow. 

The inauguration of the Imperial Castle in Posen turned out to be much more 

problematic. First of all, the meaning of this symbol was much more ambiguous. On the one 

hand, it could be read as yet another tool of the anti-Polish politics of the Prussian state, a 

symbolic device to germanise the city space of Posen. On the other hand, the invitation for the 

Polish-speaking nobility to join the feast given by the Kaiser was undoubtedly a significant 

honorary distinction for those invited and possibly, by extension, to those whom they 

represented. Looking at this from the viewpoint of German national activists, the presence of 

the Polish nobility was equally troubling: the symbolic recognition of Polish speakers, even if 

limited to the ranks of the nobility, was an unwelcome gesture. Uncertainty about the actual 

function of the residence caused fears that it might be (mis)understood as some sort of sign of 

appreciation for the Slavic population and its influence on the Prussian royal house. 

All those different issues were presented through the central question of the 

participation of the Polish nobility in the official inauguration celebration on 20th August 

1910. As noted by an anonymous author in ‘The Posen Courier’ [Kurier Poznański], the 

question of what the so-called ordinary Polish-speaking citizens of Posen thought about the 

issue did not play an important role in the public discussion on the topic.613 In this sense it 

was very much the Ancien Régime style of politics, where only the well-born could participate 

and the wider public was to a large degree an irrelevant background to the splendour of the 

court. It should be noted that the Polish-speaking population of the city was constructed as the 

passive, non-engaged group – ‘for this society there is only one stance: a passive attitude, 
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quietly staying away from the festivities of the Prussians.’614 However, as a Warsaw-based 

newspaper pointed out, not all Poles showed equal disregard for the visit of Wilhelm II in 

Posen. ‘We’ve controlled the whole city using our 13 political friends and found that the 

businesses of about 250 Poles were decoraded. A third of those were restaurants.’615 The fact 

that the latter was especially prone to ‘un-patriotic’ behaviour come as no surprise; in a 

nationally divided city, openly favouring one national group might have been a risky business 

strategy. I will return to this point again in the next section of the chapter, which deals with 

company names. In any case, and apparently only under the pressure of the public, at the last 

moment the decision to illuminate the main building of the Polish national organisations 

(Hotel Bazar) in honour of the Imperial Couple was abandoned.616 

The discourse on the ‘Polish response’ to the inauguration of the Imperial Castle was, 

as we know, focused on a tiny, elitist group.617 Despite this, there was a substantial coverage 

in the press. What is fascinating in the debate is the fact that the German newspapers reprinted 

articles published in Polish newspapers and vice versa. The event was discussed not only in 

the local press but also in the papers printed far beyond: Danzig, Cracow, Kattowitz, Berlin, 

Riga and Cologne.618 The fact that newspapers reprinted (and translated) articles from other 

papers created a notion of importance, as if Posen had become the centre of the Reich on that 

day, but also a true battlefield in the Polish-German struggle. And although there was an 

obvious temptation to present each side as a monolithic, united camp, as if two armies were 

preparing for battle, in fact this was far from the case. For instance, the socialist ‘People’s 

Guard’ [Volkswacht] from Breslau did not shy away from critically assessing the imperial 

festivities. The Polish side too was divided: whereas the conservative press such as ‘The 

Time’ [Czas] from Cracow or ‘The Posen Courier’ [Kurier Poznański] advocated the presence 

of the Polish elite at the imperial reception, the workers’ newspapers such as ‘The Forward’ 

[Naprzód] from Cracow and ‘The Worker’s Newspaper’ [Gazeta Robotnicza] from Kattowitz 

hammered the ‘bourgeois patriotism’. 619  The left-wing press accused the nobility of 

sacrificing national dignity for the sake of class interests. In the view of those authors, the 

nobility was very eager to please the Kaiser since there was a threat of expropriation by the 

Prussian Settlement Commission: ‘[t]hus we see an unprecedented picture of the 
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bourgeoisie’s villainous deeds – where the war hammer [obuch] of persecution is faced [by 

the Poles].’620 Also, ‘The Nationalist’ [Narodowiec] condemned those who attended the 

celebrations.621 Contrary to the overarching narrative in the national press, neither the Polish 

nor the German community had a singular understanding of the event in Posen and there was 

no agreement as to how the engagement of different actors should be treated. 

 Moreover, it is worth noting that even those against Polish engagement in the 

festivities found it necessary to remind the wider audience not to take part in the festivities: 

‘Of course we have to stay away from everything because one does not wish to see us there, 

and our situation is such that we are unable to show our joy.’622 This is highly significant, as it 

seems to be a recurrent theme: a need to guide the public as to what is nationally permissible. 

This indicates that at least for some the grand spectacle of the imperial visit might have been a 

strong enough magnet to disregard national principles. The sources indicate that it was not 

atypical behaviour. In the press, however, there was an attempt to present the ‘national rules’ 

of behaviour as self-evident, as the quotation shows. In theory the public needed only to be 

reminded of the obvious; in practice, however, the wider population needed to be educated in 

this regard and convinced of those principles. 

The discussion in the German press about the presence of the Polish nobility and the 

possibility of making the Imperial Castle in Posen a seat of the Kronprinz was in effect a 

discourse on the Prussian Polenpolitik.623 For the politically moderate press, the unveiling of 

the residence was a chance to reverse the anti-Polish politics which proved to be fruitless.624 

The ‘Cologne’s Newspaper’ [Kölnische Zeitung] pointed out that there was neither any anti-

Polish rhetoric in the Kaiser’s speech nor any sign of the change of course in the official 

politics, despite the previous signals to the contrary. 625  ‘The Leipzig’s People Daily’ 

[Leipziger Volkszeitung], a socialist paper, was also negative about the ceremony, as well as 

the whole residence in the broader framework of the criticism of imperial politics.626 

We see therefore that the discussion about the Kaiser’s residence and the official 

inauguration was in fact a discourse on Polish-Prussian relations, and the castle functioned as 

a screen upon which fears and hopes were projected. The wider population as such were not 
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so much present in those discussions, but they were used to prove the point taken before or 

were instructed how to behave. The public money spent on the palace and the official opening 

ceremony was a rhetorical figure recalled to either praise or condemn the imperial politics but 

without linking it with the situation of the population. What is also interesting is the fact that 

neither of the articles nor the police ever mentioned the German population of the city, as if 

taking for granted that they must have been proud and cheerful about the Kaiser’s visit and his 

palace in the city. However, a city councillor Moritz Jaffé in his book on Posen from 1909 did 

not refrain from making a bitter assessment of the integration of the royal residence into the 

city landscape. For this author it was an example to avoid, not something to be proud of.627 

For the public discourse, however, it had marginal importance, the wider population of the 

city did not actually surface in it and the debate was firmly anchored on a collective level. 

The power of names 

The very specific form in which local populations engaged in the symbolic actions of 

the authorities was in the use of symbolic names by business people. As seen in the previous 

chapters, as the times progressed all four city-texts became more and more densely and 

symbolically saturated. On streets named after distinguished individuals monuments 

commemorating other great men were becoming an increasingly common sight. However, as 

Michal Butor argued, a city-text is also made by the signs and advertisements placed on the 

city’s streets.628 How did things look in the four cities upon which this thesis focuses: was 

there an increase in the symbolic names or did the population not take part in the writing of 

the city-texts in such a way? 

An examination of address books as well as newspapers from the period might at first 

seem a discouraging exercise for a researcher of symbolic names. Page after page one is 

confronted with ordinary and uncreative business names that were clearly named after the 

owners. Only on a few occasions can we point to the deviations from this pattern, such as an 

advertisement for the ‘Germany’ [Germania] photographic studio in Beuthen, published in the 

1907 telephone book.629 Also, insurance companies tended to have suitable, reassuring names, 

but they were not local businesses – rather the branches of big (and often international) 

companies. There were, however, two other categories of businesses that favoured more 

symbolic names. Hotels and restaurants (as well as cafés) offer us an opportunity to examine 
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how naming changed in the years before the First World War as well as allowing us to think 

about how the symbolic politics was influencing the so-called ‘everyday’. It is worth pointing 

out that, for obvious reasons, hotels were primarily concerned with attracting visitors to the 

four cities (and their respective regions), whereas restaurants and cafes would serve both 

tourists and locals. However, in most cases, as their locations reveal, they aimed at the middle 

and upper classes, not the working-class members of the public. A second important factor 

that needs to be considered is the fact that the source material used (address books and 

newspapers) does not guarantee that all the venues have been covered. Indeed, examination of 

other materials, like maps, shows that some places might have been left out or that due to the 

administrative borders of the cities, some places, though important in the local context, might 

not have been, legally speaking, part of a given city. Such was the case in Biala, where ‘The 

Archduke’s Hotel’ [Gasthof des Erzherzogs] was on the southern side of a junction and only 

the northern part of it was inside the city border.630 Finally, one cannot forget that for hotels 

and restaurants, the most likely criteria for a venue’s name was financial reasoning, which of 

course needs to be taken into account when assessing these names in the context of symbolic 

politics. 

As time passed the number of restaurants and cafés with a name other than that of the 

owner’s steadily increased. In Beuthen no restaurant or café bore a name that was not that of 

its owner in 1880, but by 1906 the city had a restaurant called ‘The Promenade’.631 The 

address book of Posen from 1872 does not record any such examples, but in 1914 it had 

almost 20 restaurants and cafés with individual names.632 Thus we can see a clear trend to 

saturate the space with symbolic names. At the same time, as the example from Beuthen 

shows, not all of those names had much to do with national propaganda. 

Indeed, most of the names bore no reference to any national community or national 

symbolic resources. The hotels were in general using the names of well-known cities, 

presumably exploiting the association with wealth and splendour. Thus in both Posen and 

Cracow there was ‘The Dresden Hotel’ and ‘The French Hotel’, while Beuthen boasted the 

‘Sanssouci Hotel’. Moreover, other names such as ‘The Central’, ‘The Monopoly’ and ‘The 

Grand’ were also popular, and it can be safely assumed that it was for the same reason. Places 
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to eat and drink showed a similar tendency: The ‘Eldorado’ restaurant and ‘Bristol Café’ in 

Posen are good examples of this pattern. These names were of course symbolic too and were 

indeed exploiting this power; however, they used different point of references from the 

national imagination. The fact that most entrepreneurs chose safe names, which could 

potentially attract a wide group of customers, should not come as a surprise. After all, one 

runs a business to earn a living. This general rule, however, needs an important reservation. 

The above-mentioned ‘Archduke’s Hotel’ in Biala is an excellent example of a business name 

with a heavy symbolic value. Were there any patterns when considering only such names? 

In Posen in 1872 there was a hotel named ‘The German Emperor’ [Zum deutschen 

Kaiser]; its symbolic weight could hardly be misread, especially considering that the Empire 

was only a year old. ‘The Berlin Hotel’ could be listed in the same group, although one has to 

be careful as this was also playing on the ‘big world’ associations. Apart from that, as 

previously noted, no restaurant or café would be of particular interest for us. What might be 

somewhat surprising is that the only other example of such a name was ‘The German House’ 

[Zum deutschen Haus], recorded for the first time in 1902.633 Nothing changed in this respect 

in Posen until the outbreak of the First World War. 

In Beuthen, even by 1880 there was ‘The German House’ and ‘The Prince of Prussia’. 

In 1912 one could note further establishments with highly significant names: ‘Germania’, 

‘Imperial Court’ and ‘Kaiser’s Court’. Moreover, from the advertisement in the Polish 

newspaper ‘The Upper Silesian’ [Górnoślązak], we know that another hotel with a clearly 

national name – ‘Graf Moltke’ – was also present in the city.634 

Apart from ‘The Archduke’s Hotel’, there was only one other hotel in Biala: ‘Under 

the Black Eagle’ [Zum schwarzen Adler].635  The latter name was the reference to the 

Habsburg emblem which was to be found on the hotel’s façade. We should, however, not be 

misled by the name alone; this hotel was the centre of Polish national activism.636 And in fact 

the Polish reading association was located on its premises as well. None of the cafés or 

restaurant listed in 1904 in Biala had a name other than that of the owners of the business.637 

In Bielitz, on the other side of the border, one could dine at a venue called ‘The Old German 
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Parlour’ [Altdeutsche Stube].638 The limited number of places combined with the provinciality 

of the city itself seemed not to have provided a ground fertile enough for the enrichment of 

the city-text by the private actors. 

Since in Cracow the first address book was published only in 1905, the hotel could be 

traced by checking the social chronicle published in the ‘The Time’ [Czas] newspaper which 

recorded the hotels in which affluent visitors were staying. Already in the 1870s there was 

‘The Polish Hotel under the White Eagle’ [Hotel Polski pod orłem białym] owned by the 

Czartoryski family.639 In 1907 it was known simply as ‘The Polish Hotel’. There was also 

‘The National Hotel’ and ‘The Imperial Hotel’, and by 1914 there was ‘The Austrian Hotel’ 

[Hotel Austriacki], which seems to be an interesting choice in the Galician context.640 

However, there was another category in the address books that is very interesting to study: 

guest houses. In Cracow in 1907 they tended to have names such as ‘Lithuania’, ‘Ukraine’ 

and ‘Podole’.641 Obviously those names are very different to ‘Royal’ or ‘Dresden Hotel’; they 

were not drawing from the imagery of luxury and splendour, but related to the old Polish-

Lithuanian Commonwealth – exploiting the nostalgia for the old monarchy, of which Cracow 

had been the capital. Thus, in 1914, we find among the guesthouses ‘Cracovia’, ‘Podlesie’, 

‘Goplana’, ‘Ukraine’ and ‘Warsaw’. Again we see the names referring to the historical Polish 

territory: the former capital (‘Warsaw’), the eastern region (‘Podlesie’) and a lake in the 

Greater Poland which had an important role in the national mythology (‘Goplana’).642 

How can one explain these differences between cities? The key lies in understanding 

to whom these names were addressed. As we know, Posen has been a strongly divided city, 

with Poles and Germans being almost equal in numbers. And although German speakers 

dominated the upper classes of the city, the Polish nobility from the region could have been 

seen as a potential target group for the hotels and restaurants. For this reason it would have 

been foolish to name a restaurant or a hotel in such a way that would deter potential clients. In 

Beuthen no such restrictions existed. The Polish speakers were to be found almost exclusively 

among the lower strata of the society; thus there was no need to consider their attitudes. 

Moreover, a clearly ‘German’ name could potentially draw some nationally-minded guests. 
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Biala displays the same pattern. In Cracow guests houses were incomparably more national in 

their names in contrast to hotels; but why was this the case? It might be safely assumed that 

guest houses did not target the richest clients, but rather the ‘national pilgrims’, who, as it has 

been previously noted, had been an important group among the visitors to the city. Hotels, 

with few exceptions, did not follow suit since Cracow was also visited by foreigners, as 

guidebooks in foreign languages attest, together with the social chronicle published in the 

‘The Time’ newspaper. The cafés and restaurants were named after the owner, with very few 

exceptions. When they were not, the preference was for more general names which were not 

only safer from an economic point of view but also what one expected in any European city, 

like ‘The Viennese Café’ in Posen. 

The examination of the names of hotels, restaurants, and cafés in the four cities shows 

that there was a clear trend to introduce more symbolically loaded names into the private 

sphere during the second half of the long nineteenth century. These signifiers of businesses 

were drawn from a heterogeneous reservoir. On one hand, the associations with the ‘big 

world’, its splendour and comfort were exploited, on the other hand the national feelings were 

used to draw the potential clients. Despite the uneven character of names used for various 

venues there is a clear pattern observable in the four cities studied here. The closer we get to 

1914, the more nationally-anchored names were present in the urban landscape. There were, 

however, significant differences between the four cities. The use of names deriving from the 

national sphere did not depend on the size of the city, but rather on its ethnic and social 

composition. For this reason there were noticeably fewer of such names in Posen than there 

were in Beuthen or in Cracow. This could be explained by the fact that the entrepreneurs had 

to bear in mind that the choice of one or the other name could potentially have very real 

financial consequences for their business. The difference between the names of hotels and 

guest houses in Cracow points in the same direction and reminds us of the importance of the 

social division that obviously influenced the choices made by the individuals. Last but not 

least, the case of Biala highlights that even ethnically based names might have not always 

corresponded with what actually happened in such places and therefore cautions us against 

drawing too far-reaching conclusions. 

Rejection 

The symbolic politics did not only create positive responses from the inhabitants of the 

four cities. The results of some of the symbolic actions were not only different from the 
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desired ones but could even prove to be totally counterproductive. The negative narratives 

towards the symbolic action varied from straightforward rejection to ice-cold silence, an 

equally clear sign of the lack of acceptance of the measures taken. 

Defence of national principles 

As we have seen, street naming was an important aspect of the control over space. 

However, it was not only those in power who were preoccupied with naming parts of the city. 

The historical sources provide us with evidence that the official street naming was not the 

only system used to navigate through space. In this section of the chapter I examine the 

rejection of the existing city-text. 

In 1908 a Polish nationalist organisation called ‘The Guard’ [Straż] came to the 

conclusion that the Germanisation of Posen needed to be halted. In the manifesto it published 

in the daily newspaper ‘The Posen Courier’ [Kurier Poznański], the organisation called for 

establishing an alternative topography of the city.643 The same appeal was reprinted a few 

days later in ‘The Posen Daily’ [Dziennik Poznańkski], the other major Polish-language 

newspaper in the city, meaning – potentially at least, the Polish-speaking inhabitants of the 

city could learn about the initiative.644 There was, however, no information about it in 

‘Forward’ [Naprzód], a newspaper of the petty bourgeoisie and artisans. According to the 

manifesto, the introduction of Polish street names was necessary not only because the city 

was losing its Polish character (‘imposing on our Polish city of Posen an outer layer of a 

German city’) but also because the Polish speakers were getting used to German names.645 

Furthermore, even if they used the Polish signifiers, they were too influenced by the official 

names, which had a highly negative result on the quality of the Polish language used in Posen. 

An example of such distortion was the order of nouns and adjectives used by the Polish-

speaking inhabitants of Posen. To defend the Polishness of the city and the purity of the 

language ‘The Guard’ proposed new names, which would not only give Polish speakers a 

proper vocabulary but also remove the names of Prussian generals and ministers – ‘our most 

fierce enemies’ – from the city space.646 The list attached was not always a simple translation 

of the official names; in a few cases completely different names were suggested. As 

mentioned above, the national principle had to stand above the practicality of everyday life. 

																																																								
643 Kurier Poznański, No. 101 (1.05.1908.05), p. 5. 
644 Dziennik Poznański, No. 103 (03.05.1908), p. 6. 
645 Kurier Poznański, No. 101 (1.05.1908.05), p. 5. 
646 Ibid. 
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This action did not pass unnoticed by German activists. In June of the same year, the 

monthly ‘The Eastern March’ [Die Ostmark] published a short article related to the 

aforementioned article of ‘The Posen Courier’.647 And it was precisely the changes of the 

names, not the simple translations, which got the most attention. However, the whole idea was 

dismissed as ‘boyish mischief’ [knabenhaften Unfug], but one which could potentially be 

used should the Polish state be re-established.648 This, however, seemed unlikely to the author 

of the article, as the Polish manifesto was considered as the proof of the successful spread of 

Germanness in the eastern territories of the Kaiserreich. Regardless of how widespread the 

usage of names proposed by ‘The Guard’ was, we can see that both organisations perceived 

the names used to mark the urban space as an important area of conflict. Dominating the 

symbolic landscape was in this sense an element of what constituted the real power over 

Posen. 

The rejection of the official names was also promoted to the visitors of Posen. They 

were to embrace the idea of the Polish city, the old seat of the Polish kings, and therefore 

there was no place in it for Germans. Not only were the ‘German’ markers of the urban 

landscape given considerably less attention than the ‘Polish’ ones, but also this narrative was 

strengthened by the created topography. Besides street names in Polish, the advertisements of 

different businesses in Posen also had only Polish addresses.649 Similarly in a guidebook from 

1893 printed by Kozłowski, there was not even a list of the German street names, as if the city 

was a Polish one.650 The Kosiński’s guidebook from 1909 used both Polish and German street 

names; the adverts published in the book, however, have only Polish addresses. Moreover, 

there was an additional index of Polish-German street names, which was in fact taken from 

the aforementioned article by ‘The Guard’.651 The names which were not simple translations 

but completely different signifiers were printed in bold type, presumably to help confused 

visitors. On a map attached to the guidebook, only Polish names were used. What is striking 

in those publications is the fact that rejecting the German street names hinders the very 

purpose of street naming. Guidebooks are, after all, addressed primarily to people not 

acquainted with the given city, and therefore creating an additional barrier surely does not 

help newcomers to orient themselves in a new location. The fact that such practice persisted 
																																																								

647 Die Ostmark, No. 6 (June 1908), p. 52. 
648 Ibid. 
649  F. Antoniewicz, Przewodnik po Poznaniu zawierający kolorowaną mapę miasta, ciekawsze w niem 

zdarzenia, opis publicznych gmachów i potrzebniejsze wskazówki (Poznań, 1882). 
650 Anon., Przewodnik po Poznaniu i okolicy z ilustracjami i planem miasta (Poznań, 1893). 
651 K. Kościński, Przewodnik po Poznaniu i Wielkiem Księstwie Poznańskiem, z mapą, planem i rycinami 

(Poznań, 1909), pp. 74-49. 
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over the period of time and was used by different publishing companies suggests that it was 

considered an appropriate strategy in promoting the narration of the Polish Posen. 

Finally, it is worth noting that in the Jewish newspapers published in Hebrew in 

Cracow, one could find advertisements of businesses with addresses in German rather than 

Polish.652 This means that using a German address one could easily find the business. Poles 

might have controlled the city, but it was also imagined and understood in different ways. The 

German speakers of Jewish origins obviously did not find it problematic to manage in the city 

where only Polish street signs were to be found. 

Chilling silence 

‘The Silesian Daily’ [Dziennik Śląski] from 29th November 1910 informed its readers 

that Kaiser Wilhelm II had visited Beuthen a few days before. The newspaper also noted the 

unveiling of a monument and the presence of large crowds. However, one would not find a 

description of the said statue nor who was it actually commemorating.653 It was impossible for 

a newspaper not to report the visit of the Prussian king in the city, especially as it was an 

unprecedented event, but that did not mean that one had to acknowledge the existence of the 

monument which had been opposed earlier. Using a veil of silence was a strategy used by 

those lacking political power to block the conquest of a symbolic space, but in positing to 

shape the wider population’s understanding of what is accepted and what is not. 

Similarly two years earlier the Bismarck monument in Beuthen sparked no enthusiasm 

among the Polish activists. And since they were unable to block it, nothing was said about it –

neither on 30th August 1908 or later, as if nothing happened. Not that the readers of the Polish 

press were unaware of the events in Beuthen’s city park. On the contrary, the Polish 

newspapers informed readers about the plans to erect the monument quite substantially. On 

16th February of that year ‘The Silesian Daily’ [Dziennik Śląski] reported the meeting of the 

‘German Eastern Marches Society’, where the idea was discussed.654 The newspaper used this 

occasion to ridicule Hugo Mende, who had made a substantial donation for the project.  

Mr Mende made his money at the expense of the Polish folk who like his 

vodkas and liquors; he did not hesitate to lead the association the aim 

of which is to fight with the Polish people and germanise them. [...] 

																																																								
652 Ha-Mitspeh, (15.05.1908), p. 7 
653 Dziennik Śląski, No. 274 (29.11.1910), p. 3. 
654 Dziennik Śląski, No. 39 (16.02.1908), p. 3. 
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Polish people have made rich and are still making rich many who have 

no understanding and kindness for them.655 

Two months later the same newspaper informed its readers about some apparent 

financial troubles encountered by the monument committee.656 Moreover, it strongly opposed 

the notion announced in German newspapers that local priests had collected money for the 

enterprise, and called its opponents to give the names of clergy who had done so: ‘[w]e will 

maintain that it is a lie, as long as the newspapers do not publish the names of those 

priests.’657 This was followed by a dismissive note on how insignificant the whole project 

was. ‘The [commemorative] stone for Bismarck, which members of the Ostverein want to 

erect in Beuthen, is to cost 9,000 marks; thus it is a cheap little monument [pomniczek], but so 

much fuss is being made around it.’658 The mocking theme was picked up with regard to the 

oak trees sent by the Chancellor’s daughter to be planted around the monument. ‘Now 

probably the fatherland [associations] can sleep calmly, as the German oaks will shelter its 

Polish borderland from the Polish storm.’659  

The Polish-speaking public opinion was shaped by showing how the monument is 

insignificant, cheap and morally dubious due to the funder’s questionable moral stance. Since 

it was such a deplorable event, drawing a veil of silence over it seemed to be a fully justified 

conclusion. However, the national activists were not sure whether the audience actually 

picked up those suggestions. ‘The Pole’ [Polak], a nationalist newspaper, found it necessary to 

warn its readers against participation in the celebration: ‘[w]e call upon our people not to 

participate in this Pole-devouring [polakożerczej] event, neither with the associations nor as 

private people. Not a single Polish man, not a single Polish woman should participate in this 

festivity. A national dignity demands that from us.’660
 One has to remember that Count 

Bismarck had a very firm (negative) position in the Polish national mythology; thus the need 

to remind the readers not to go is highly significant. As was the case with the inauguration of 

the Imperial Residence in Posen, for many Polish speakers, it might not have been quite as 

obvious as the national leaders might have hoped.  

The Bismarck monument in Beuthen shows us another mode of rejection of the 

symbolic actions which, however, could not be stopped. First, there was an attempt to 

																																																								
655 Ibid. 
656 Dziennik Śląski, No. 93 (23.04.1908), p. 3. 
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658 Dziennik Śląski, No. 99 (30.04.1908), p. 3. 
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discredit the actions of the other side and ridicule the people engaged. Then, there was an 

attempt to diminish the importance of what one was opposing in order to show that in any 

case the conquest of space by the other side was not really significant. Finally, the veil of 

silence was drawn on the item itself. Unfortunately for the national activists, the wider 

population could not be trusted, and therefore there was a need to remind the reckless 

‘masses’ what behaviour and attitude the national interest demands, even if it was the 

monument to the ‘arch-enemy’ of the said people.  

The middle ground 

The seemingly unexciting territory stretching from the heights of enthusiasm to the 

depths of disdain offers us a valuable insight into the working of the symbolic politics. When 

the grand principles are confronted with the plain reality of ‘everyday’, people might be less 

willing to risk economic security for the inspiring but costly ideology. Furthermore, actions 

that are irrelevant to the already existing social narratives are less likely to spark the reaction 

of the people. Last but not least, we should remember that there were many more symbolic 

projects planned than those actually realised and the reason why many of them failed was 

because they did not manage to obtain enough attention from the wider public. And some of 

those that were realised resonated poorly in the public sphere because they were 

overshadowed by other, bigger projects. 

Practical implications 

As we have seen above, street names played an important role not only in 

conceptualizing an urban space but also in exercising control over it. For this reason the 

Prussian Kingdom took the matter seriously and regulated the sphere tightly. As mentioned 

before, the Prussian Administrative Tribunal declared it illegal to translate the street name in 

an announcement put on a building informing about a new location of a shop.661 At the same 

time, the Polish national activists actively contested the existing order. There was, however, a 

middle ground between the two opposing stances, and this framework for the urban landscape 

can be reconstructed from the advertisements published in the newspapers and address books 

in the four cities. They offer a valuable insight into the popular understanding of urban 

topography, as they were designed to convey the location of the business. The practical 

considerations seem to have been crucial, more important even than the national principles. 
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We can clearly see that the public did not entirely follow the teachings of the national 

activists. Repeated calls to buy only at the shops of fellow citizens make us doubt that they 

were actually listened to, despite the widespread notion of the ‘commercial war.’662 Both 

Polish and German activists tried to impose a strict separation of the population. In mid-1902 

‘The Eastern March’ published a list of ‘shame’ – which was a list of German companies that 

published advertisements in Polish.663 To the disappointment of the editors, such ‘unpatriotic’ 

behaviour was not restricted to the nationally divided Provinz Posen; the majority of those 

companies were from Berlin! The Polish press was equally determined to remind its readers 

to support their nationals when doing their shopping. The veteran associations were equally 

unsatisfying to the nationally minded, as both Poles and Germans fraternized there.664 

The mixed population of Posen posed a very simple yet important question: how 

should one run a business in a nationally and linguistically divided city? Of course, in such 

circumstances it made a lot of sense to choose the safe path: publish a bilingual 

advertisement, with the address given in the respective language in each version. Indeed, this 

seems to have been the general rule in such a mixed territory. Therefore it is not surprising 

that even companies from outside the region followed suit. In the address book of Posen from 

1882 a bank from Stettin published a German-Polish advert, and in the Polish version of the 

advert the street name was mentioned in Polish.665 In most cases the Polish equivalent of the 

official name was a direct translation; however, there were some exceptions. In 1872 a dentist 

from Posen used a bilingual name and supplemented his address with the note that his office 

is located at the Mickiewicz Square [am Mickiewicz-Platz/przy Placu Mickiewicza].666 No 

such place could be found on the contemporary maps of Posen; however, no one acquainted 

with the city would have had any problem in finding the dentist’s office. Of course it was a 

reference to the Mickiewicz monument standing on St. Martin’s Street.  

A few years later, the editorial headline of ‘The Greater Poland Messenger’ [Goniec 

Wielkopolski] informed where one could buy the newspaper in Posen and gave an address on 

Bottle Street [Ulica Butelska].667 However, there was no Bottle Street in Posen – it would be 

futile to search for a Flaschenstraße, but one could easily find Büttel Straße [Bedel Street] in 

the city centre. The Polish speakers appropriated the foreign signifier and incorporated it into 
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their daily life, even if that actually meant ascribing a different meaning to it. Curiously 

enough, after the First World War when the city came under Polish rule, the city council opted 

for a Bedel [Woźna] rather than Bottle Street.668 No example of such a transformation of 

Imperial, Bismarck or Flottwell Street names was found. On the contrary, there is a plenty of 

evidence of the usage of the direct Polish equivalents of those street names. Therefore the 

inhabitants rejected and transformed street names not necessarily out of national principles, 

but rather out of practical considerations. 

Polish street names were also used in Silesia. Advertisements published in the Polish 

language newspapers used Polish versions of the street names or bilingual versions.669 In 

Biala the situation was no different.670 That in itself would not be surprising had not the 

editorial of the nationally engaged newspaper ‘The Pole’ advertised its own shop using the 

bilingual address.671 Even if clients of this particular business were more likely than not to be 

nationally minded, they still needed to find the actual place and if their command of the 

German language was not good enough, this might have proved a difficult task considering all 

the street signs were in German. Therefore even in such a case, using the German name made 

a lot of sense. As pointed out by Dr. Wydrychiewicz in the city council of Biala during the 

debate on street naming in 1890, the signifiers of the place were not only a matter of national 

consciousness, but more importantly they allowed people to navigate in the urban space.672 

The fact that even a book written to prove the German character of Biala, printed almost 20 

years later, continued to use both the new and old street names seems to prove that 

Wydrychiewicz was right.673  Naturally both versions were given only in the German 

language, nonetheless it is clear that disregard for the practicality of everyday life 

significantly hindered the success of the symbolic politics. Therefore, in cases such as the 

shop of ‘The Pole’, using the German address in addition to the Polish one was an expression 

of practical consideration and admittance of the fact that even those who were nationally-

minded needed to operate in the set environment and probably for many it was the signifier 

they actually used. 

Finally, administrative names were also used. Sometimes it was a matter of 

convenience – for example, the bilingual advertisements, or just bilingual addresses, in the 
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Polish newspapers. However, there is another pattern observable while reading through the 

newspapers. Even when giving a Polish equivalent would not be problematic at all and even 

when with little knowledge of the German language one could easily find an advertised place, 

some street names were never Polonised. This seems to be the case with cities situated beyond 

the national aspirations and national traditions such as Breslau, Berlin and other cities of the 

Kaiserreich. Such was the case even when the whole advertisement was made in Polish and 

from the name of the owner, one could safely assume his or her Polish nationality. Thus by 

examining the advertisements in newspapers, one could possibly attempt to reconstruct the 

border of the ‘Polish territories’ as understood by the actors themselves in the late nineteenth 

century. 

Social relevance of symbols 

The usage of bilingual street naming highlights the crucial element in the 

understanding of the symbolic politics. Advertisements were posted with bilingual street 

names, regardless of the language of the advertisement, because it was the most effective way 

to draw a potential client. The same reasons seem to explain why nationally loaded symbolic 

names of hotels were much more popular in Beuthen than in Posen. The practical implications 

of the symbolic actions are crucial in the social construction of the symbolic item. If a symbol 

fails to address the needs of the wider population, it might fall in oblivion or be interpreted 

differently from the original intentions. In such cases an item is not rejected actively because 

of what it stands for (like the Bismarck monument in Posen by Polish speakers); rather, it is 

pushed to the side by more important and relevant elements of life. 

As noted before, the Mickiewicz monument in Cracow became a landmark not only 

for the national pilgrims seeking the signs of national glory but also for servants looking for 

employment.674 For the latter group, the figure of the poet symbolised the job market. The 

issue was a thorny one. The presence of the unemployed did not fit well with the idea of the 

Main Square as the representative space of the city, a true salon of the ‘spiritual capital of 

Poland’. Perhaps no less important was the fact that the unemployed did not improve the view 

from the windows of the nobility living in the Main Square.675 In any case, in April 1909 the 

municipal authorities had a poster printed reminding those seeking work that it was illegal to 

gather in the streets and squares of the city ‘and in particular on the Main Square and Grodzka 
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Street’ and instead ordered them to go to the branch of the administration dealing with such 

issues.676 Moreover, a few days letter an official letter was sent to the state police with the 

request to ‘execute the ban most thoroughly’ and asking the police to bring those who would 

defy the ban to the administration building in order to fine them.677 The Main Square was 

reserved for glory and splendour, and it was meant as a space of representation of the city for 

residents and visitors alike. In such a space there was no place for the needy. However, 

Cracow with its very high living costs and massive migration from the countryside was not 

the easiest place to survive. For this reason we can safely assume that for the poor the high 

notions of national pride and dignity were not the prime concern; they were most of all 

preoccupied with making ends meet.  

The financial dimension of the symbolic politics could also be seen in the case of the 

city theatre in Cracow. As it has been pointed out, the idea to build a theatre rather than a 

running water system was not universally approved in Cracow. However, one of the ways in 

which city authorities sought to popularise this cultural project was by organising an elaborate 

cornerstone-laying ceremony. The president and vice president of the city, the commandant of 

the Cracow garrison, Austrian minister of finances Julian Dunajewski and leading actors of 

the local theatre attended this event.678 The flags of the city underlined the prestige of the 

event. However, tickets were still available for the ceremony just a day before.679 The 

conservative newspaper wrote afterwards in a highly positive tone about the event, but the 

democratic press noted that the attendance of the public was ‘not numerous’, blaming it on 

the fact that not enough invitations had been send to artists and writers.680 One could, 

however, point out that organising the festivity at midday on a Wednesday probably limited 

the number of people who could actually attend the celebration of the ‘national’ theatre. 

Although it was not reported how much the tickets for the event cost, we can see that it 

clearly excluded a lot of people from attending, by simply arranging the event in this way. It 

confirmed the accusations that what had been advertised as the temple of the national culture 

was in fact a middle- and upper-class entertainment venue. In other words the national 

community as understood in Cracow was effectively constructed using a financial census 

excluding the poorest strata of the society. 
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However, one cannot limit daily issues to financial matters only. A symbolic item 

could be useful to a local population only if it could be linked in a meaningful way with 

already existing social narrative of space. The Schiller monument in Posen is a good example. 

As it has been pointed out, it was a radical break from the existing narrative of the Prussian 

presence in the East – Schiller could not symbolically guard the Hohenzollern domain on the 

banks of Warthe. Even more problematic was the fact that the dominant Polish discourse did 

not see Schiller as a self-evident enemy. On the contrary, the German poet was seen positively 

by the Polish elites, since his poetry was ‘sanctioned’ by Mickiewicz. In 1905 Jagiellonian 

University in Cracow organised a session to commemorate the anniversary of the artist’s 

death and the press covered his deeds to a significant degree.681 However, in the logic of the 

ethnic war, which clearly dominated the public debate in Posen at the time, there was really 

not much space for Schiller, as he simply did not fit in the existing structures of social 

narratives. For this reason (among others) this iconic figure in the German national 

mythology had only a secondary role in the symbolic landscape of Posen. He was not only 

commemorated relatively late but also in a very modest way. The inability to place the great 

poet in the existing interpretive structures could also be used to interpret his absence in 

Beuthen – this industrial city did not need Schiller to frame its identity. In contrast, both cities 

commemorated the fallen soldiers of the 1866 and 1871 wars. This shows that these military 

conflicts were the reference framework useful in controlling the city space. Retelling the cities 

in a way which would include Schiller, and what he stood for, turned out to be a very difficult 

thing to achieve.  

Between the appreciation of ‘our’ symbols and rejections of ‘their’ symbols there was 

a space for negotiation of the symbolic realm. This domain, like all of the nineteenth-century 

social life, was divided socially. Markers of space constructed by the wealthy and for them 

were sometimes at odds with the how the wider public wanted to utilise these very objects. As 

we have seen in the example of the Mickiewicz monument in Cracow, the conflict between 

the unemployed and the municipal authorities was driven not by ethnic conflict, but by 

different interpretations and utilisation of public space. The same could not happen in Posen, 

for instance, as the hegemonic discourse highlighted the national unity which does not mean 

that similar misunderstandings did not happen there. Moreover, the social dimension of the 

city-text exemplified by the case of the city theatre in Cracow show how practical barriers 

excluded the lower strata of the society for the participation in the festivals of the ‘national 
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unity’. These different ways in which city-texts were constructed remind us that although they 

were framed in the national discourse, they were also tools of social control and domination. 

They safeguarded the position and (symbolic) power of the social elite who used them to 

confirm its position. The Schiller bust in Posen can be interpreted as an attempt to introduce a 

new discourse, thus challenging the dominance of the previous masters of the city-text. This 

was unsuccessful as it threatened their position and the wider population did not support it, 

because it was not prepared for such a shift disrupting the existing symbolic narration of the 

city. Finally, the street naming in Biala, Beuthen and Posen shows that the ways in which the 

wider population mapped the cities did not necessarily follow national logic, but rather was 

driven by convenience and long-lasting traditions. These did not fit the national discourse 

which preferred definite answers and not the grey zone in-between. 

Conclusions: class, practicalities of ‘everyday’ and hegemonic discourse 

Although we cannot say what ordinary citizens thought and felt about the symbols 

which appeared in their towns, we can nonetheless point out a  few patterns of behaviour that 

were typical at the time. These modes of behaviour were promoted in the societies and 

therefore were recognised as ‘social responses’, a regime of ‘appropriate’ attitudes in the 

public realm. 

The monuments and street naming has always been intimately linked to the question 

of national identity and tied to the social status. Although national community was presented 

as encompassing all social strata, in practice there was a clear class bias. In many cases the 

events to celebrate the national spirit were organised at noon on a working day. Such 

circumstances substantially hindered the official aim of the organisers to boost the 

participation of so-called ordinary citizens. For this reason, municipal authorities allowed 

their employees to not work on such days, when there was a desire to gather the national 

community. Schools sent their students to participate in such events, thereby promoting the 

pupils’ national spirit. Furthermore, we cannot say that the poor in Cracow disregarded 

Mickiewicz as a national prophet, but it was the social reality that they were most likely to 

find a job if they occupied the space around his statue. That might have not pleased the 

nationally minded citizens, but from the perspective of the unemployed it was a totally 

understandable behaviour. 

Equally, the monument committees were not satisfied with the money available to 

honour the outstanding sons of the nation, but we have to bear in mind that the lower strata of 
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society was facing a difficult reality; and for them the decision of whether to place the 

Mickiewicz monument on the Main Square or in the Planty park might have not been the 

most troubling one. On the other hand, one can doubt if national activists would ever be 

satisfied in their expectation for displays of national enthusiasm.  

Those ‘guardians of the nation’ had, however, to face the reality and accommodate the 

situation as it was. Therefore even the national newspaper ‘The Pole’ [Polak] felt the need to 

provide its address in German. It tells us that in the competitive market, national principals 

could not defy commercial needs. Of course, one cannot draw a conclusion from this about 

the acceptance of the existing order, but rather that the needs of the ‘everyday life’ demanded 

negotiating those different principles which were obviously in conflict with one another. In 

the same vein, we can clearly see that the people running hotels and restaurants tended to 

name their businesses in increasingly symbolic ways, but most chose the safe group of names 

associated with comfort and splendour. Those who preferred nationally significant names did 

so if it did not risk discouraging potential clients, like in Beuthen where Poles were unlikely 

to be the guests of the fine hotels. 

The expectations of the national activists were never fully fulfilled because the wider 

public was not wary enough of the other groups. People could not be totally trusted in their 

judgement. The wider population needed to be reminded which gatherings were acceptable to 

attend and which needed to be avoided even if they promised splendour and grandeur. And 

although the press was primarily concerned with whether the elites would attend or boycott an 

event, participation of the wider population was important, if only to demonstrate the unity of 

the nation. Moreover, it was primarily in these physical acts that the national identity was 

enacted and fuelled the sentiment until the next outburst of patriotism if, of course, one 

assumes that all people came to such gatherings to breathe in the national feelings, which we 

are actually not quite sure of. 

Having said this, one ought to be careful not to fall into the trap of false opposition 

between the ‘everyday’ and the national politics. As I pointed out in the second chapter, the 

symbolic sphere does not exist ‘somewhere else’, detached from the real life; it is very much 

part of it. The wider public had to negotiate between the official regulations, demands of 

national activists and constrains of their social class and all that in the framework of what 

actually worked in daily life. The majority found their way through this labyrinth without 

taking a vocal stand. The passivity of the wider population made it possible for those actively 

engaged in the symbolic politics to dominate the discourse on the national identity. Precisely 
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because the vast majority was not actively against such actions and did not oppose those 

shaping the symbolic landscape, it allowed the hegemonic narration to be established. It was 

neither the belief in nor the knowledge of the national mythology but rather an acceptance, 

albeit passive, of the discourse created by the activists and state authorities that allowed the 

nationalisation of the urban landscape to happen.   
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VII. Conclusions: Saturation of a Symbolic Landscape – 

Nationality, Social Class and Political Power 

This PhD thesis started as a project on places of commemoration and as a comparison 

of places of remembrance of the two national communities. However, as I began to explore 

the archival sources, read the contemporary newspaper and examine the city-texts themselves, 

it dawned upon me that these monuments and street names were more than just a locus of 

collective memories. The analysis of the source material showed that these static objects 

scattered around Biala, Beuthen, Cracow and Posen were in fact both reflections and 

witnesses of the very dynamic processes that shaped the four cities and the lives of their 

inhabitants.  Even a seemingly simple act of naming a street turned out to be a contentious 

field of negotiation where different actors tried to impose their will, thus confirming their 

political power, or used diverse tools in an attempt to block actions deemed as threatening to 

their position. The intimate connection between national identity and social identity as well as 

political power made me rethink what national identification meant in the ‘age of 

nationalism’. And it is exactly this entanglement that I see as the fundamental issue that arises 

from this thesis. Following Roger Brubaker, as discussed in the second chapter, I do not frame 

nationality in terms of identity because the examination of the symbolic landscape tells us 

little about what people thought and felt. As pointed out by Brubaker, the rigid category of 

‘identity’ makes it difficult to understand the very complex process of nationalisation and 

moreover it homogenises the heterogeneous groups by imposing national categories.682 

Having said that, the symbolic landscapes showed that there was ‘something’ important 

happening in the second half of the nineteenth century and that national categories played an 

important role in that process. But they were not the only force that shaped the city-texts, on 

the contrary, urban space was pressured by various influences. Therefore nationality stands in 

the centre of my investigation, but it is only the interplay between the national discourses and 

other factors that, in my opinion, can give a meaningful insight into the process of symbolic 

saturation of an urban space in the decades before the outbreak of the First World War. 

In these concluding remarks, I would like to highlight four questions that have guided 

this thesis: 1) What does it mean to nationalise urban space? 2) How was it achieved – what 

traditions (military, artistic, political, etc.) were used to achieve it? 3) Who nationalised space: 

the state, municipal authorities, and/or individuals/groups? 4) What is the meaning of this 
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process in the broader context? Finally, I want to consider some other questions that arose 

from my thesis and point to some further lines of investigation. 

Nationalisation of space 

The nationalisation of space is the process of filling an urban landscape with national 

symbols. The acquisition of a city space in the name of a nation took different forms for 

various reasons and had an unequal impact on the city-text. What is crucial to remember is 

that the nationalisation of space needs to be understood as a part of wider developments in the 

second half of the long nineteenth century – the saturation of an urban landscape was guided 

not only by a national agenda. Moreover, the nationalisation of urban space was 

fundamentally tied to the modernisation of the cities themselves. Without the enlargement of 

the city territories, creation of the new institutions and reconstruction of the existing 

infrastructure, the imposition of the national categories on the urban landscape would have 

been far more difficult and in many cases simply impossible. These developments not only 

provided the necessary ‘material’ (that is, physical space) but also created a possibility and 

acceptability for changes in an urban landscape. As we have seen, with the single exception of 

Biala, street names were left unchanged in the historic city centres; it was only in the districts 

added to a city that the new, national signifiers of spaces were introduced. Likewise, 

monuments were unlikely to be built within the area previously encapsulated by city walls; an 

overwhelming majority of the statues were erected in the immediate vicinity of the historic 

core, in areas developed after 1800. The new districts were indeed the crucial material upon 

which a nation could be inscribed into an urban landscape. 

Acknowledging the fundamental role of the physical space for the nationalisation of 

space, one has to be aware, however, that modernisation of cities alone would not be 

sufficient enough to spark the wave of monuments, street names and public buildings created 

in the name of the nation. In the debates surrounding each of the cases the recurrent theme 

was the concern about the look of a given spot or the whole district as a result of the 

placement of a symbolic item. This preoccupation with aesthetics can be read, in my opinion, 

in two different ways. On the one hand, as a ‘simple’ interest in one’s surrounding, hoping for 

prettier environment. This preoccupation with the image of a given place was literally 

expressed in the press articles and administrative files surrounding the construction of, for 

instance, the monuments to Mickiewicz in Cracow or Frederick the Great in Beuthen. The 

push for beautification of the urban space was definitely a hugely important factor in the 
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decision to erect certain symbols and also for where to establish them. On the other hand, the 

importance paid to the aesthetics of the urban landscape was tied to a new trend of 

monumentalisation and musealisation that played a crucial role in the nationalisation of space. 

The need to make the city centres representative also presented the need for new symbolic 

objects to be installed. Precisely because these areas of the cities were treated as a showcase, 

for both local and national (‘imagined’) communities, they resulted in the creation of new 

symbolic markers of space. The relatively small city centre could only function as an 

embodiment of a much bigger group if one placed objects there that testified to the greatness 

of this community. Of course, this was much more present in Posen and Cracow than in 

Beuthen and Biala, but even in the latter two, the need to demonstrate the national affiliation 

could be observed. In this sense, city centres became open-air museums displaying the items 

that told an accepted story of the given national community. In contrast to an institutionalised 

museum, the objects here did not claim to be ‘authentic’; on the contrary, the more typical 

they were, the better, and the more they resembled the ‘model’ representation of the national 

icon, the stronger was the bond with the ‘imagined community’. The committee in Posen 

wanted to have the bust of Schiller as close to the original in Weimar as possible; the lions on 

the war monuments in Posen and Beuthen were also deliberately alike. The national 

community represented itself through repetition of the already known icons, just like religious 

representations. These objects not only showed that a nation rules over a given city but also 

made the space more familiar and recognisable to the members of this group from outside. If 

the street names were the same as those in a visitor’s hometown, the new setting would not be 

as foreign as it could have been otherwise. 

Usually the museum buildings of the nineteenth century were (and often still are) 

designed to look grand and imposing, representing true temples of the arts. It should not be a 

surprise then that new city centres – the ‘museums’ of national glory, and a true representation 

of the nation itself – demanded an appropriate design as well. The architecture of those city 

centres framed and highlighted the splendour of the ‘imagined community’. Moreover, 

architecture employed in those areas was also believed to express the national spirit; although 

in the particular context of the German-Polish relationship, it was almost impossible to pin 

down. No architectural style could simply be labelled as ‘German’ or ‘Polish’, despite the 

efforts to the contrary. For this reason it was the historical associations which played such a 

crucial role in defining the ‘national character’ of architecture which in turned made any 

classification even more confusing and disputable. This was so because the same period of 
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history could be a ‘glorious’ past for multiple groups and none could monopolise it. In 

contrast to monuments and street-names, architecture does not speak, in most cases, for itself, 

but requires a context to make sense. An institution housed in a given building very often 

provides that context, which mean that the same building can express very different, even 

contradictory, messages depending on who owns it.  

Nevertheless, the monumentalisation of urban space was not driven solely by the 

pursuit of national principles. This process was also fuelled by such objectives as local 

patriotism, a willingness to transform a given city into a ‘metropolis’ and, last but not least, 

fashion. Indeed, in the last decades of the nineteenth century, it was felt that a city centre 

‘ought’ to be grand and monumental, even if only one street could achieve a ‘worldly’ look – 

such as the Boulevard in Beuthen.683 Here this was not so much a concern for the big issues of 

national identity, but a preoccupation with the prestige and importance of the small, local 

community. That, of course, did not mean that monumentalisation and musealisation could 

not fulfil many objectives at the same time. In most cases, if not all, it would indeed be 

difficult, if not impossible, to draw a clear line between those different motivations. 

Within a given city, not all spaces were equally valuable in symbolic terms. As 

mentioned above, nationalisation, monumentalisation and musealisation occurred primarily in 

city centres, although not necessarily in the historic core of a city. Within the centre, squares 

were considered more valuable than streets, which in turn had different symbolic value 

depending on their size. In Biala the only spaces named after the Habsburg emperors were 

two city squares; in Cracow a monument to the national poet was erected in the Main Square. 

This symbolic stratification of the urban spaces was linked with the above-mentioned process 

of musealisation, and squares or avenues were treated as the major spaces of display. 

Moreover, city centres were mostly frequented by inhabitants of the town as well as visitors, 

which was highlighted for instance in the debate on the location of the Provincial War 

Memorial (the monument to Kaiser Wilhelm I) in Posen. Last but not least, it was in a city 

square, not a narrow street, that one could organise a patriotic demonstration or a military 

parade. 

The national symbols were problematic devices when it came to educating the wider 

public; nonetheless, they were repeatedly emphasised by those engaged in the process of 

building the markers. Despite the possible discrepancy between the actual influence of the 
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symbolic items on the ‘masses’ and the belief in such power, in no text analysed was it ever 

even mentioned that spending such amounts of money might not be the most effective way of 

nationalising the people. This was so, I believe, because the conquest of the space was an 

important goal on its own; furthermore, trust in the symbolic power was taken for granted in 

the public discourse of the late nineteenth century and thus did not demand justification or 

consideration.  

The uneven symbolic significance of urban space corresponded with the uneven 

economic value of the areas in which the different devices were established. The vast majority 

of the monuments were erected in the city centres of Beuthen, Cracow and Posen, which also 

happened to be the most prestigious part of the respective cities and thus popular among the 

wealthiest strata of the society. In Beuthen Ignaz Hakuba wanted to have the monument he 

was funding erected in front of his own house; in Cracow Count Wołodkiewicz had statues 

built in the Planty Park, not far from his own palace. In those areas, street names also tended 

to be different from the names used in the workers’ areas, the clearest evidence of which we 

saw in Posen. The magnificent public buildings did not stand in shabby neighbourhoods 

either. Those who actively shaped the symbolic landscapes made sure to transform it for their 

own benefit; in other words, the symbols were shaped by the rich and for the rich. ‘The 

people’, so often evoked in the debates surrounding the creation of those markers of space, 

were not as exposed to them as they would have been, had the monuments for instance been 

established in working-class neighbourhoods. But, in none of the four cities was a single 

statue unveiled in a poor neighbourhood. The middle and upper classes, who were the driving 

force behind most symbolic actions, wanted to see the effects of their investment; therefore 

they needed to be placed in the districts in which they lived. Moreover, these symbols 

confirmed to the elite that it was their narrative of the national community and that its past 

was their collective memories.  

Furthermore, a certain understanding of a city in general, in my opinion, explains why 

monuments and symbolic architecture as well as certain street names were located in the 

centres. The city centre acted as a ‘display case’ for the whole city, and thus only by symbolic 

control over the most prestigious parts of it could the claim be laid to the city as a whole. 

Visitors coming to a given city were of course unlikely to go to the suburbs, their perception 

of that city would thus be shaped only by what they saw and experienced in the centre, and 

therefore the masters of the city-text had to concentrate their efforts on that specific area. 
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A particular case of the ‘conquest of space’ were city parks, which for a long time 

were an apolitical space of retreat for citizens who wanted to relax without engaging with the 

political. However, this became less and less possible as the national activists started to 

perceive ‘nature’ as a neutral, virgin territory that called for the ‘missionaries’ of a national 

cause. Depending on the topography of a given city and local particularities, this occurred at 

different times; but in any case by the first decade of the twentieth century, the green areas 

were no longer anational but had clear national credentials. In the case of Jordan Park, it was 

an explicit goal to provide a space for both physical and patriotic regeneration of the city 

inhabitants; in the case of the Bismarck monument in Beuthen, it was implicitly assumed. In 

Posen, the Schiller bust did not rise to the symbol of the city, but at least the municipality 

made sure to name all the parks in an appropriate way. 

The nationalisation of space was not only done ‘from the top’; the wider population 

also actively engaged in this process. The public often co-financed the construction of various 

monuments, and the exhibition of projects, such as for the Mickiewicz monument in Cracow, 

caught much of the popular attention. Moreover, the examination of the hotels, restaurants 

and cafés in the four cities revealed how nationalism ‘colonised’ the private sphere. Although 

only a minority of owners opted for the nationally anchored names for their premises before 

the outbreak of the First World War, the number of such venues increased significantly from 

1867 to 1914. Such nationalisation of the private sphere was not uniform in all four case 

studies: Beuthen engaged in it the most, the people of Biala and Cracow less so and the 

inhabitants of Posen only marginally. Significantly, only a few hotels in Cracow followed this 

pattern whereas owners of guesthouses were far more enthusiastic about it. Thus again we see 

a clear link between social and national loyalties. It is worth highlighting that nationality was 

not only an ideological and ethical issue, but it had a very practical, everyday dimension. 

There was no gap between the ‘politics’ and ‘everyday’, but rather one reflected and 

influenced the other. Arguably, the nationalisation of the business names played an important 

part, but only a part, in much broader process. A growing tendency to depersonalise the 

businesses took place in this period and instead owners increasingly chose to imbue the 

names of their enterprises with symbolic connotations, in particular of luxury and comfort. 

This can be treated, in my opinion, as part of the above-mentioned monumentalisation of the 

urban landscape. Finally, one ought to remember that the public engagement in the national 

politics did not stand up to the expectations of the national activists – neither the business 

owners nor the customers passed the test in the eyes of the ‘guardians of nations’. But I doubt 
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if any group could have matched the ever-growing expectations of these ‘apostles’ of the new 

faith. This does not mean, however, that all their activities should be simply dismissed as a 

‘failure’. On the contrary, on the one hand the passivity of the larger urban public mobilised 

the activists to intensify their efforts and on the other hand it allowed them to conduct the 

nationalisation of space itself. 

Practice of symbolic politics 

The urban landscape was conquered in the name of the nation, but the analysis of the 

symbols showed that ‘the nation’ was a not as straightforward concept as might be expected. 

The examination of markers erected in the symbolic landscape shows a rather exclusive 

understanding of the national community, both German and Polish. Those commemorated 

were almost exclusively male; women were permitted in the symbolic sphere only if they held 

a royal position or embodied the virtues of men or the nation itself. There were a few 

noteworthy exceptions like Maria Konopnicka (1842–1910), who was commemorated by a 

(relatively big) street in Cracow. However, one has to remember that city-text of Cracow was 

primarily constructed around the Polish culture, writers in particular, and therefore 

Konopnicka fitted in perfectly. Having said that, it is still remarkable that she was honoured in 

such a way, but this exception only proved the general rule. 

Just being a man was not enough to be written into the city-text. In principle, the 

outstanding sons of the fatherland came from the middle and upper classes of the society. As a 

general rule they were politicians, military leaders, or artists. It was the same when it came to 

naming streets or having a monument built in all four cities. We see therefore that both 

national communities were constructed around the same models of middle and upper class 

masculinity. Having said that, in the city-texts presented contrasting understandings of the 

very concept of nationality was observed. In Posen and Beuthen one framed it in the very 

political context, centred on the figures of soldiers and Prussian monarchs. In Cracow, on the 

other hand, the city-text was overwhelmingly dominated by the figures of artists; thus it was 

not politics but culture that was presented as a binding force in the Polish community. Henryk 

Jordan did not wish his fellow countryman to see the Polish monarchs as the examples to 

follow and therefore did not commission any monuments to royalty for the park in Cracow 

named after him. In Biala the municipal elites acting through the city council expressed their 

desire to define the community defined by state citizenship, (German) language and devotion 

to the city and region. Arguably, these differences had to do a lot with the role played by the 
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state. In Posen it actively shaped the urban space, in Beuthen it did not, but local elite still 

used it as a reference point. That did not happen in either of the Austro-Hungarian cities, not 

least because the army did not, and could not, play the same function as it did in Prussia. 

Austro-Hungary was not a nation-state, and therefore each (recognised) national group could 

celebrate its identity, which had an enormous impact on the city-texts of the Habsburg 

Empire. In other words, cities inhabited by different ethnic groups were not meant to have the 

same symbolic infrastructure as long as they remained loyal to the Dual Monarchy which 

restricted itself to low-key elements such as railway stations and administrative buildings. 

The city-texts did not have a single subject – the nation; there was space for other 

themes. Indeed, the minorities inhabiting each city participated in the symbolic landscape 

even if in a limited way. From the city-text of Cracow one could draw a conclusion that 

Christianity did not form a prerequisite for participation in the local community. Municipal 

authorities designated streets to commemorate the distinguished figures of Cracow’s Jews. 

They, however, ‘bought’ themselves a place in the collective memories by participating in the 

national (that is, Polish) cause. I did not find a similar case of a street named after a non-

Christian in the other three cities, but there were street names (and indeed monuments as well) 

in Posen that acknowledged the Polish minority. 

The urban community played an extremely important part of each city-text. The 

municipal authorities by naming streets and to a lesser degree building monuments to the 

outstanding sons of the given city – particularly former city mayors. Among those important 

figures we could also find representatives of the minority groups, be they religious or 

national. Thus undoubtedly nationality formed the most important reference point in the 

symbolic landscape, but at the same time one ought to acknowledge other parts of the city-

text. 

The local community was also extremely important when we examine the ‘imagined 

territory’ as described in the four city-texts. First, monuments erected in Beuthen, Cracow and 

Posen had a very local context. In the two Prussian cities the first statues commemorated 

fallen soldiers from the local community; in Cracow it honoured the memory of the city’s 

benefactor. In the following years the ‘national’ perspective was decisively more present, but 

even then the local context was very noticeably underlined. The reason for this anchoring in 

the ‘small homeland’ was, I believe, the very nature of the symbolic politics. It cannot be 

made out of nothing; it always has to be intimately tied to the prose of life to be successful, 

and it can be convincing only if it has actual relevance to the ‘everyday’. Arguably, nothing is 
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more understandable, acceptable and relevant than the place where one lives. For this reason, 

even the ‘universal’ symbol of Germanness – the Iron Chancellor Otto von Bismarck – was 

presented with a map of Provinz Posen to highlight its importance for the German nation. 

Likewise, the symbolic architecture drew from the local repertoire: the theatre of Cracow was 

adorned with architectural quotations from Wawel Castle in the city. 

The national perspective in the case of the Prussian cities and Biala were the 

Kaiserreich and the Habsburg Empire, respectively. In Cracow the territory of the ‘cultural 

nation’ did not coincide with any political border. Instead, national territory was expressed 

through the sphere of the Polish culture but oriented primarily towards Ukraine and other 

eastern territories of the former Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, and not at all the Russian 

Kingdom of Poland. Such a definition was, in my opinion, based on the orientation of the 

political elites ruling Cracow (and Galicia) and their aspirations. Again, we see how class, 

politics and national identity were interwoven in the symbolic sphere. 

The relevance of the symbolic markers of spaces was also expressed through the 

temporal framework. In all four cities only a fraction of monuments and street names referred 

to people or events from the last 100 years. Thus, paradoxically, in the age of historicism, 

when the architectural surrounding was to a large degree pretending to be older than it 

actually was, the 100-year time horizon was decisive when it came to choosing key points in 

the social narrative of the national and urban community. In the collective memories the 

national community was immortal and dated back to the ‘dawn of time’, and this was certified 

by the urban landscape; thus the built environment had to be respectably ‘ancient’, but to 

grasp the group itself, it had to be represented through (relatively) contemporary people and 

events. This has to do again with the nature of the symbolic politics – it can only be based on 

existing notions and concepts. It is no coincidence that a 100-year period is also more or less 

the duration of ‘living memories’ that are passed on by people to others. This construction of 

the symbolic landscape applied equally to the German and Polish populations studied in this 

thesis. 

Actors 

‘The nation’ which took possession of the symbolic landscape did not encompass all 

members of the society. A different question is who participated in the establishment of such 

markers of space. There were different levels of involvement in the shaping of the symbolic 

landscapes, depending on individual economic and cultural capital, nationality, religion, 
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gender, political affiliation and so forth. In the widest sense, all inhabitants of the four cities 

took part in this process. As already mentioned, the owners of cafés, restaurants and hotels 

increasingly chose to have nationally significant names for their venues, people made 

donations for the erection of the monuments and they used official street names or opted for 

alternative signifiers of space in their daily lives. Furthermore, it was the passive acceptance 

of the symbols erected in the urban landscape that allowed the national activists, who were the 

minority, to present their narration as collective memories. It was precisely the fact that the 

official signs of street names in Posen were left untouched and that no attempt was made to 

remove the Mickiewicz monument from the Main Square in Cracow that allowed them to be 

presented as the legitimate narration in the eyes of the wider public. The mere acceptance of 

their presence made them part of the ‘neutral’ landscape and therefore part of the ‘natural 

order of things’. Only thanks to a lack of active resistance could the dominant discourse be 

reinforced and reproduced. 

A much smaller group, however, had the possibility to actively shape the symbolic 

space. Only the elite had the cultural and financial capacity necessary to erect the markers of 

space. The legal provisions in the Kaiserreich as well as in Austria-Hungary guaranteed the 

political power to the privileged elite. The municipal authorities, which were crucial in the 

process of shaping the city-texts, were undemocratic and not representative. Also the central 

authorities in Berlin and Vienna were not much different in this regard. And this meant that 

effectively a small elite in each city shaped a respective urban landscape in a way that 

reflected its own convictions and interests. By doing so this group could attempt to impose 

their views on the entire population. Within each elite group, there were, however, conflicts of 

interests and aspirations, which meant that the process of shaping a city-text was not always 

straightforward. If one proposed a marker of space that was acceptable in the given 

community and the chosen spot for it was not the symbolic hotspot of an urban landscape, 

then usually one did not encounter opposition and the symbol appeared rather swiftly. In such 

a case a benefactor received much praise and prestige, as was the case of Henryk Jordan in 

Cracow. If, however, an individual or a group aimed for the most densely symbolic area or 

chose a symbol that was problematic for one reason or another, than it usually sparked the 

struggle for control of an urban landscape. The claim to the centre of a symbolic space (not to 

be confused with a city centre) challenged the existing structure of power, which of course 

guaranteed an intense struggle. For this reason the municipal authorities were not prepared to 

accept the erection of the Kaiser Wilhelm I monument on Wilhelm Square in Posen, even if 
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that meant confrontation with the Prussian military, because what was at stake was effective 

control over urban space and therefore the actual power in the city. In other words, even if 

Posen’s municipal council, the Prussian army, and the central authorities in Berlin used the 

German national discourse when creating markers of space there was no single German 

‘agenda’ behind them, nor was Cracow’s city-text simply Polish in this sense. The reference 

points, generally speaking, were in each case limited, but it would be misleading to simply 

throw everybody into one or the other national category. Kaiser Wilhelm II and mayor Ernst 

Wilms hardly shared the same worldview even if both were in favour of the German character 

of Posen. In the public discourse there was the German community and the Polish one, each 

with a fixed set of national icons, but in reality each group was divided and in each there were 

different actors attempting to dominate the symbolic field with their own agendas. 

The legal framework was in this context of much importance. First of all, it was the 

legal regulations that prescribed who could participate in the decision making process and 

thus actively shape the urban landscape. Moreover, the law could also be a powerful weapon 

used to conquer or defend the symbolic landscape. The municipality of Biala could dismiss 

the intervention of the governor of Galicia precisely because it had the legal rights on its side. 

The administrative courts could, in some situations, weigh their positions and interfere in the 

state-municipal relationship. Having said that, one ought to remember that the letter of the 

law was also politically conditioned, and Posen’s authorities were able to impose their own 

will despite the fact that the state police in theory was in charge of street naming. In some 

respects this study of the symbolic landscape is thus the story of the rise of the municipalities 

in the late nineteenth century which were able to secure their positions in confrontation with 

the army, the wealthiest individuals (in the cases of the Grunwald monument in Cracow and 

the Frederick the Great monument in Beuthen) as well as the state administration. At the end 

of the day, it was not the symbols themselves that mattered the most, but the power to permit 

or refuse their creation in different areas in the urban space. Both Beuthen and Posen’s 

municipal authorities were prepared to move the monument to the soldier of the unification 

wars in order to make space for other more important infrastructure. That shows that the sites 

of memory were not sacred, at least not in the long run. 

Although the European cities lost their medieval and early-modern legal and financial 

privileges as they were integrated into modern states, in exchange they gained an economic, 

political and symbolic position arguably even more powerful than before. The provincial 

towns I examined never achieved a role comparable with Amsterdam whose mayor could 
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negotiate with the representatives of the foreign government, yet even those places enjoyed 

some of the benefits of this general trend.684 New handsome buildings created in each of the 

four cities testified to this period of prosperity. The rise of the nineteenth century cities was 

intimately connected with the enlargement of the functions and responsibilities of 

municipalities across the continent. The construction of water works, sewage systems, gas and 

electric works, and new transport networks was a necessary element of those developments. 

The by-products of those developments were new layers of city-texts. The latter offered a 

possibility of acquiring a symbolic capital which could be translated into very ‘real’ power 

and influence. For that reason many different actors showed a vivid interest in taking control 

of those domains in order to gain or secure their own position. Municipal elites were usually 

in favourable situations being the masters of the given urban sphere thanks to the 

development of the self-government and the administrative jurisdiction during the course of 

the nineteenth century. Installing markers in symbolic landscapes was a popular way of 

promoting loyalty to the local community. My examination proves the continuing importance 

of the city (and the region) in the late nineteenth century as a reference point in a city-text. 

Nationality did not replace it, but rather supplemented it, which points to the intertwining of 

national loyalty with other ones, such as local patriotism or even urban identity. Nationalism 

should not be seen therefore as an isolated phenomenon, but rather as something always 

connected with other social forces. 

Furthermore, this thesis showed a discrepancy in the role of central governments as 

co-authors of the symbolic landscapes in the cities in the Hohenzollern and the Habsburg 

Empires. In the latter not only were municipalities in charge of street naming, with the 

government not taking action to plant its own markers of space, but also in layers of the city-

text the central authorities conducted their actions differently. In Posen, ‘the Emperor has 

spoken, the case is closed’, could be a summing up of the situation. The construction of the 

monument to Kaiser Frederic III, the Posen’s Ring and finally the Imperial Residence were all 

decided according to the wishes of the Imperial Court without really asking what the Posen 

municipality thought. In Cracow the situation could not have been more different. The case of 

the heraldic programme on the Collegium Novum of the university there or the decision-

making process about the restoration of the castle show that the voice from Galicia was 

indeed of much importance. The local elites in Cracow almost never opted for Habsburg 
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symbols to be established in this city. It is plausible to assume that it was related to the limited 

acceptance of Austrian-Hungarian projects among the lower strata of the society. The 

symbolic politics cannot answer this question, but it seems worth investigating and is one of 

the issues that arise from this study. 

The decentralisation of the Habsburg Empire, and Cisleithania in particular, included 

the symbolic sphere which was handed over to the Galician crownland and its municipalities. 

In contrast to the Kaiserreich, there was no unified or even shared collective memories in the 

lands under the rule of Franz Joseph I. Cracow and Biala shared no similarities in the urban 

landscape except for the fact that neither cherished the name of the Emperor. In fact, Biala did 

honour an emperor with a street name in the first year of the First World War – not an 

Austrian emperor but a German one. The symbolic disintegration of the Dual Monarchy 

should not however be overestimated; after all the Galician political elite proved itself to be 

extremely loyal and supportive toward the Viennese governments, and Biala showed clearly 

its devotion to the House of Habsburg. Nonetheless, in the moment of crisis, there was not 

even a symbolic realm to mobilise the defenders of Austria-Hungary. 

Having said that, one has to bear in mind that both Cracow and Posen were rather 

unusual cases. The latter became a symbolic battleground in the struggle between the central 

government in Berlin and the Polish national activists. For this reason the activity of the 

Prussian states were exceptionally strong in this city, after all no other city in the Prussian 

East could boast an imperial residence like the one in Posen nor was a status of the residential 

city a typical feature. Indeed, even taking into account the size it could hardly be argued that 

Beuthen showed the same tendency. Thus Posen was more similar in this regard to Lemberg 

than it was to Cracow. 685 The city on the Vistula River was of course not an average Galician 

town either. Beuthen and Biala remind us how exceptional the situation in Posen and Cracow 

was and that in smaller urban centres the symbolic politics was much more constrained and 

conducted almost exclusively within the framework of a given town. Despite those 

reservations, I am convinced that the dissimilarities between Cracow and Posen, precisely 

because of their exposed position indicate much more general conditions of the two states. 

Arguably, it was precisely the unusual status of Posen and of Cracow that resulted in the 

crystallization of otherwise rather ambiguous city-texts in other urban centres of both states.  
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Beyond a symbolic urban landscape 

The exploration of the four symbolic landscapes brought my attention to some broader 

points of consideration. The aforementioned 100-year time horizon encourages one to ask 

how important history actually was in the national projects as a whole. The national activists 

claimed that their respective nations had existed since ‘the dawn of time’ and that all that 

needs to be done is to awaken the national spirit. Historians engaged in national movements 

went to great pains to prove the historicity of their national groups. Yet when we examine 

what was presented to the public, we realise that those depictions contained surprisingly little 

‘history;’ they were surprisingly contemporary. This is not to say that history played no role in 

the national projects. On the contrary, the cases of the Kaiser’s residence in Posen and the 

discussion on the ‘appropriate’ style for the restoration of Wawel Castle show that there was 

much concern for the past and the national heritage. My study suggests is that such buildings 

justified the historic roots of a national group, but most of all were used as a historical 

background of the contemporary ‘stories’. National movements opted for a symbolic means 

of expression and therefore had to accept the rules and constraints of the symbolic politics. As 

mentioned before, one of the crucial elements of this is the requirement to be relevant and 

relatable. Not surprisingly, most people find it easier to invest their own contemporaries with 

emotional attachment, rather than even the noblest figures from the distant past, many of 

whom probably mean nothing concrete to them. Furthermore, the focus on the present rather 

than the past could be linked to the pursuit of ‘authenticity’. Indeed, there was a lot of 

discussion about that in regard to the symbols; for instance, the requirement to locate a 

monument in a spot ‘naturally’ linked to a given person or event or commemorating a person 

by naming after him/her the street on which he/she once lived. With the people from the 

bygone past, it would be of course much more difficult to do so; also, the emotions which 

they could spark would probably not be as vivid and authentic as the recent figures. 

Having said that, one should take into account the situations where the distant past was 

evoked. In Posen an obelisk to Jan Kochanowski was unveiled, the municipal council of 

Beuthen opted in the end for Friedrich the Great rather than Kaiser Wilhelm I. Arguably such 

cases provide an example of the situation when the past was used to compensate the 

shortcomings of the present, for the Silesian city it was the ‘golden age’ when no city in the 

region could compete with Beuthen, in Posen it was the Polish rule over the city. The 

idealised past fed the nostalgia and helped to accept a present that was not matching up to 

expectations. These were however rare cases, I am convinced, because the conquest and 
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control of the symbolic landscape requires a strong and ‘positive’ message, rather than a 

longing for the past. In most cases, the masters of a city-text wanted to project their strength 

and might, not weaknesses and doubts. 

The question of the importance of history in the nationalisation of space is associated 

with another problem, that is, the relation between nationalisation of space and tourism. As I 

have mentioned in the discussion surrounding the location of various monuments in my 

project, the concern about whether a statue would be seen by visitors to a city was often 

expressed. In the case of Wilhelm’s castle in Posen, we can also point to the creation of the 

modern monument destined to be a tourist attraction. The modernisation project of Cracow 

was based on its transformation into a ‘city of monuments’ and its promotion as a travel 

destination for the Polish speakers from various parts of the former Polish-Lithuanian 

Commonwealth. The municipal authorities saw tourism in that sense as the agent of 

modernisation and the source of economic resources. The interplay between the mass tourism 

in its first stages and national movements is what I see as one of the lines of further inquiry 

that springs from my research. Making the commodification of collective memories a subject 

of research promises to deepen our understanding of nationalist movements in the late 

nineteenth century but it also might shed some light on the contemporary heritage industry.686 

The issue of urban development was at the centre of all the transformations of the 

urban landscape. In Biala in the context of ethnic and social tensions, the Polish authorities of 

Galicia used the architecture of the teachers’ college to promote their national agenda. The 

street naming shows that the municipality also understood the weight of the national question 

very well. Despite this, no monument was erected in Biala; also, the new town hall was not 

adorned with national(ist) symbols, and instead the emblems of progress and prosperity were 

placed on the town hall. Some street names also highlighted the important city achievements. 

In Cracow the city theatre was interpreted through the lens of western civilisation and 

progress rather than national culture. In addition, the Prussian governments and Posen 

municipalities strove to attract the German middle classes in particular by creating new spaces 

of representation. Promoting the city was hoped, in the longer run, to convince some to settle 

down and thus change the demographic trends in the city. These cases show that the 

nationalisation of space should indeed be read in the context of the modernisation of the 
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nineteenth-century cities and the pursuit of recognition as well as prestige. Nationalism in that 

sense answered the needs and concerns of the municipalities in their developments projects. 

The nationalisation of space was therefore not always an end in itself but rather a means to 

other goals. On other occasions, however, national symbols created an unwelcome burden and 

thus were avoided or downplayed. In any case, nationalisation of space propagated the 

national discourse and therefore helped to spread it and make it a ‘normal’ part of the social 

life. In my view it adds to the debate in national studies by questioning the mechanism of the 

spread of national loyalties, not only in the late nineteenth century. 

There is, however, another way of understanding the symbolic landscape of Biala. The 

limited presence of national markers compared with the relative importance of the state 

symbols might also suggest the importance of the state identity together with the regional 

Silesian identity. The signs of the latter could also be observed in Beuthen. However, because 

the shaping of the symbolic landscape was controlled by the elite and in the case of Prussia 

one can talk about the state’s historical politics, this regional narrative could not be fully 

articulated. Nonetheless, the street names in Beuthen had a distinct local character, the war 

against the Habsburg Empire was concealed in a veil of silence. After the outbreak of the First 

World War the Emperor Franz Joseph was honoured with a square in the city, a moved 

mirrored by naming a street after Wilhelm II in Biala. This study does not allow us to 

determine to what extent these actions were symptoms of a strong regional loyalty that 

continued despite the division of Silesia in the mid-eighteenth century or whether they 

indicated a new national project which challenged the dominace of the German and Polish 

narratives. However, it does seem to suggest that the symbolic politics in Biala and Beuthen 

was conducted quite different from what could be observed in Posen or Cracow. This 

discrepancy was noticeable even despite the relatively limited cultural resources of both 

industrial cities. Furthermore, I would argue that in those smaller urban centres the regional 

identity played an equivalent role to the urban self-understanding of their bigger counterparts. 

The recent historical literature has revaluated the link between the regional national identities, 

also in case of Silesia.687 I think, however, that precise, detailed comparative studies of cities 

across the Prussian-Austrian border would be needed in order to be able to draw more general 

conclusions. 
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The last point I want to make is the use of symbolic devices in the context of the state 

security. This is rarely mentioned in the studies on the places of commemoration, but the 

material analysed here, in particular regarding the case of Posen, suggests that it was of much 

importance in the Kingdom of Prussia. I showed how the attempt to introduce a civil and non-

military identity failed in that city, not least because of lack of actions on the part of the state. 

In other words, the Hohenzollern monarchy was not only very active in the symbolic realm 

but also had a consistent line in this regard. At the same time, however, my research shows 

that the municipal authorities of Posen were in fact quite open to accommodate the Polish 

minority, for instance when restoring the city hall. An examination of the content of the 

politics of history in the Hohenzollern monarchy and in particular in the ethnic borderland 

might be useful in understanding some of strategies used in today’s internal and international 

politics around the world. 

It might be useful to think about monuments and other symbolic devices not only as 

tools used by individuals and groups to gain recognition, assert one’s social position, or 

express an identity but also in terms of relations between a state and different sections of its 

population. The stronger and more coherent the state’s narrative about itself, its own past and 

its identity was, the less space there was for non-hegemonic individuals and groups to 

establish their own markers of space. In these rigid circumstances such a symbol would not 

merely be a reminder of the non-homogeneous nature of a society, but in fact an attack on the 

master-narrative of the state. If a marker of space thus denies the hegemonic narrative, it in 

fact poses the question of the legitimacy of the status quo. Seen in this light, in certain 

situations the debate about the symbols touches upon the most fundamental issues and that 

can prompt the state apparatus to response with all its might. Such a threat becomes even 

more dangerous, thus requiring an even stronger response, if a minority challenging the 

existing order is tied to an external state actor. According to this logic monuments (along with 

other symbolic markers) are not so different from soldiers and military infrastructure, they 

physically delineate the domain under the state’s control.  

On the other hand, if a state did not champion a monolithic and all-encompassing 

narrative, but left space for different minority groups to symbolically represent themselves, 

then the repercussions of a potential counter-symbol were far less significant. A price to be 

paid for such a relatively comfortable situation was the much looser grip on a society and, as 

a result, the far weaker power of a state to mobilise its population. In assessing different 

strategies taken by states one also has to take into account the international position of a given 
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state and how secure it was in its borders and control of its own territory. Such a perspective 

could in my opinion be useful for rethinking the positions of minority groups not only in late 

nineteenth-century Europe. In particular, the ability of Austria-Hungary to accommodate such 

a variety of symbolic regimes might provide a framework to understand better how the 

authorities on different levels of the state apparatus understood the Empire, its strengths and 

weaknesses, without the knowledge of what was to happen in the second decade of the 

twentieth century. 
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